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PREFACE

Any study of this magnitude is limited almost from 
the start by two elements: time and money. Such is the
case with this examination of the public relations programs 
of Arizona's two largest cities. Monetary considerations 
prohibited an adequate sampling of the cities' citizens and 
their opinions towards their respective governments. 
Consequently, there is no attempt in this study to rate the 
practical effectiveness of the programs; such an evaluation 
can only properly be done by a well-designed, well-executed 
public opinion survey.

Opinion surveys, are, of course, not the only 
measure of the public pulse. Most often, informal methods, 
such as letters and phone calls, editorial reaction, and 
voter expression through the ballot, are the prime means of 
sampling public opinion. In this study, such informal 
methods will receive their due . . .  although the reader 
must understand from the start that public opinion inferred 
through such informal methodology is no substitute for 
public opinion measured through a valid, formalized sampling.

Temporal factors precluded any depth treatment of 
the subject. The size of the municipalities, with over 
6,000 employees, operated as an inherent limitation. Faced 
with a choice between a surface treatment based on probably
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inadequate data and a more reliable but at the same time 
more limited in-depth study, I chose the latter, and, 
therefore, the astute reader will soon notice that this 
study is limited to policy-makers— with an occasional 
reference to line personnel intended primarily as an 
illustrative device.

This is not to imply that the study is worthless, 
however, for an efficient public relations program 
inevitably begins at the top. Primary responsibility for 
a good PR organization rests with the higher levels of 
management, and from there is filtered down through the 
ranks to the lowest line personnel. It is much easier for 
water to fall downwards than to rise of its own volition. 
Something to do with gravity, I think.

At any rate, any reading of this thesis must be 
done with two facts ever in mind: (1) That any conclusions
dealing with the ultimate effectiveness of public rela
tions programs presently being employed should not be final 
without the aid of more sophisticated opinion measuring 
devices than were used in this study, and (2) that the 
focus of this examination is directed towards top-level 
management— mayor and council, city manager and his staff, 
and department and division heads— where it all begins.
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This thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter 

I is a definition of terms. Chapter II traces the develop
ment of public relations from the beginning of man to the 
present, and Chapter III discusses generally accepted 
fundamental principles of effective municipal public rela
tions. Chapters IV and V are concerned with the public 
relations programs of the cities of Tucson and Phoenix, 
respectively. Chapter VI is, at once, a summation, an 
evaluation, and a number of conclusions.

1 wish to express my appreciation to the adminis
tration and staff of both the City of Phoenix and the City 
of Tucson; without their courteous cooperation, this study 
would not have been possible. I also wish to thank Drs. 
Conrad Joyner, Paul Kelso, and Currin V. Shields for their 
aid and inspiration during my graduate studies at the 
University of Arizona. And, to Dr. David A. Bingham, under 
whose direction this thesis was conceived, researched, and 
written, a special note of gratitude.

Finally,- not having had the benefit of a wife to 
serve as "typist, editor, proofreader, and patient compan
ion, 11 I dedicate this paper to my faithful thesaurus, 
which, as the reader will soon discover for himself, is 
very lacking in synonyms for "public relations."
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ABSTRACT

Public relations activities by municipal govern
ments are just beginning to achieve respectability. Much 
of this late-blooming is traceable to an ill-begotten 
heritage from press agentry and circus-like public rela
tions promotions in a private context. Since World War I, 
however, the art of public relations has increasingly 
become a legitimate subject of both scholastic investiga
tion and practical application.

Largely through the ever-increasing sphere of 
knowledge about the human psyche and the attitudes formed 
within, certain principles of effective public relations 
have been developed. Most of these "rules" of public 
relations are based upon the what-where-when-how of 
reaching and influencing the human mind. The public rela
tions devices most commonly used by city governments 
include citizen oriented publications such as the annual 
report, diffusion of news through the various news media, 
face-to-face contacts between the government and the 
public, and doing a good job of governing.

The public relations programs of Tucson and Phoenix 
had a number of similarities. Neither city had an organi
zation for public relations or public information within
its hierarchy; consequently, municipal PR was handled, by

xii



and large, by city departments. The staffs of both cities 
felt public relations was an important part of municipal 
government— but their definition of "public relations" 
limited it, primarily, to efficient government. Both 
cities had public relations training programs of question
able worth for their employees0 Both Tucson and Phoenix 
public relations were severely curtailed by fiscal con
siderations. Officials of both cities felt their press 
relations were better than they really were.

Because of the public relations similarities among 
staff officials of the two cities, any differences between 
the PR programs in Tucson and Phoenix can most likely be 
traced to differences at the line level. These line 
differences were the result of two principal factors:
(1) the public relations faculties of line personnel in 
the two cities; and (2) the success— or lack of success- 
on the part of staff personnel in imbuing line personnel 
with a sufficient degree of public relations consciousness.

Finally, there are a number of suggestions made to 
improve the effectiveness of the two cities' public rela
tions programs, chiefly the expansion of the public 
reporting systems and the re-evaluation and revision of 
present PR tactics.

xiii



CHAPTER I

WHAT IS PUBLIC RELATIONS?

Public relations is a multi-headed animalo 'Tis
many things to many people, this bastard child of modern 
civilization. To an ambitious cinema starlet, it is being 
seen in the right places with the right people. To a 
syndicate criminal, it is not being seen at all. To an 
educator, it is maintaining an acceptable reputation within 
the community. To a prostitute, it is maintaining an 
"unacceptable" reputation. Public relations helps an 
athletic coach win fan support; it also helps those same 
fans fire that same coach when he doesn't measure up to 
their standards. Public relations sells products, wins 
votes, eases transitions (particularly in our society, 
constantly in a state of flux), secures recruits, sup
presses conflict.

In short, one form of public relations or another 
pervades virtually every aspect of contemporary life: 
for as long as we accept society, for as long as we 
acknowledge a moral duty to respect one another, for as 
long as we choose to exist within the sphere of others, 
we must be concerned with our relations with our fellow 
men. Men living together within the binding cinches of a
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civilization must of necessity choose "between two alterna
tives: either conform or secede. Modern society, with no
provisions for the care and feeding of anti-social beings, 
demands conformity to its mores. Public relations permits 
accommodation.

What is this "public relations” we speak of? Is it 
different from "propaganda," or "education?" It is diffi
cult to imagine that a tasteless Hollywood-type publicity 
stunt belongs in the same class with a carefully prepared 
municipal budget document. Is there a real difference 
between educating a person in the finer points of atmos
pheric physics and the finer points of Brand A pain re
liever? Perhaps the best way to solve these semantic 
queries— and the best way to begin a study of public rela
tions as well— is to turn to a definition of pertiment 
terms.

Public Relations

Webster's Hew World Dictionary defines public
relations as the "relations of an organization with the

1general public through publicity." A more thorough 
edition, Webster's Hew International Dictionary,has a 
definitive version:

1. David B. Guralnik (ed.), Webster's New World 
Dictionary (New York: Popular Library, Inc., 1$59),
P. 457•
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1. The activities of an industry, union, 

corporation, profession, government, or other 
organization in building and maintaining sound 
and productive relations with special publics 
such as customers, employees, or stockholders 
and with the public at large, so as to adapt 
itself to its environment and interpret itself 
to society; or,

2. The state of such activities, or the 
degree of their success, in furthering public 
understanding of an organization's economic and 
social adjustment; as in good or poor public 
relations.1

Other definitions of public relations abound as do
grains of pollen in Indiana summer air. One source defines
PR as, "The management function which evaluates public
attitudes, identifies the policies and procedures of an
individual or organization with the public interest, and
executes a program of action to earn public understanding

2and acceptance." Another author boils it down somewhat: 
public relations involves applying the art of mass communi
cation to influence public opinion so that some positive 
action is taken by the public involved.^

A writer famous for reducing philosophical words to 
more common foliage has a less-technical explanation. "In 
a word," wrote Robert Heilbroner, "public relations covers 1 2 3

1. Philip B. Gove (ed.), Webster's Third New World 
Dictionary (Springfield, Mass.: G. & C. Merriam Go., 1961), 
pi 1836.

2. Public Relations News, cited in: Scott M.
Cutlip and Allen H. Center, Effective Public Relations 
(Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1^58).

3. Charles S. Steinberg, The Mass Communicators 
(New York: Harper & Brothers, 1958), p* 43*
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a lot of acreage— blurring out into advertising, slopping 
over into selling, dipping down into publicity, and touch
ing (or at least aspiring to) the 1making1 of public 
opinion i t s e l f . T h e s e  are just a few of the almost 
innumerable meanings of the term "public relations;" in 
fact, one student of public opinion has collected more than 
fifty definitions from fifty "experts" in the field.^

In general, though, public relations is best de
fined not by what it is, but rather by what it does. Its 
purpose is to create a favorable climate of opinion among 
those publics upon which the activities of an organization 
impinge. It is that specific operation philosophy that 
sets up policies designed to serve both in the organiza
tion's and the public's interest. It is, further, the 
basis of communication techniques which management employs 
to achieve good relations with the public. These tech
niques include such devices as publicity, promotion, 
exploitation, and advertising. But the operating philos
ophy behind public relations is difficult to define, 
because this involves the complex matter of policy and the 
basic aims behind that policy. It can be said, however, 
that an effective public relations campaign requires a 1 2

1. Robert Heilbroner, cited in Cutlip and Center, 
loc. cit.

2. Steinberg, op. cit., p. 198.
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sound basic policy and the application of sound techniques 
to achieve the desired goal.^

Apply all this to a municipal government environ
ment and the following definition emerges: public rela
tions is the sum total of all the contacts, attitudes, 
impressions, and opinions that constitute relationships

pbetween the public and its government.

Public Opinion

Public opinion is the raw material with which 
public relations works, the ore it hopes to turn into high- 
grade steel. By turning the collective force of selected 
public relations tactics upon something called "public 
opinion," a desired idea or image is, hopefully, achieved.

Our old friend Webster defines "public" as either 
"the people as a whole" or "for the use and benefit of 
all" or "a specific part of the people."^ But the term 
"public" is ambiguous. There is no palpable entity in 
society called "public" . . . but there are nonetheless 
specific and discrete publics, i.e., the motion-picture 
public, the white-collar public, the municipal public. 1 2 3

1. Ibid., p. 199.
2. Austin F. MacDonald, American City Government 

and Administration (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1^51), 
p. 380.

3. Guralnik, loc. cit.



These publics form opinions about social and political 
institutions, about individuals, about ideas.^ These 
publics form public opinion.

Social psychologist V. A. McKinnon defined "public 
opinion" as "that sentiment on any given subject which is 
entertained by the best informed, most intelligent, and 
more moral persons in the community, which is gradually 
spread and adopted by nearly all persons of any education 
or proper feeling in a civilized state. A simpler, more 
comprehensive evaluation terms "public opinion" the collec 
tive expression of the opinions of many individuals bound 
into a group by common aims, aspirations, needs, and 
ideals.^ James Bryce, on the other hand, treats this 
phenomenon less respectfully:

. . . public opinion is a congeries of all 
sorts of discrepant notions, beliefs, fancies, 
prejudices, aspirations. It is confused, inco
herent, amorphous, varying from day to day and 
week to week. But in the midst of this diversity 
and confusion every question as it arises into 
importance is subjected to a process of consoli
dation and clarification until there emerge and 
take shape certain views or sets of inter
connected views, each held and advocated in 
common by bodies of citizens. It is to the power 
exerted by any such view, when held by an apparent 
majority of citizens that we refer when we talk 
of public opinion as approving or disapproving a 1 2

1. Steinberg, op. cit., p. 72.
2. V. A. MacKinnon, cited in: William Albig, 

Modern Public Opinion (New York: McGraw-Hill Co., 1956)•
3» Steinberg, op. cit., p. 74.
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certain doctrine or proposal, and thereby 
becoming a guiding or ruling power.1

Public opinion is not merely a conglomeration of
individual opinions. Here, the whole equals more than the
parts combined, because the final expression of a public
opinion is more than the individual opinions with which the
process commences. There has been interaction. Thus,
though public opinion exists only in the minds of individ-

puals, it is the product of collective mental life.
In discussing the application of public relations

techniques to reach one or more publics by means of the
mass media, public opinion must be viewed not as a static
abstraction but as a dynamic and constantly changing
process. Public opinion, in formation and in action,
involves the acceptance or rejection by a public of an
individual, a product, an institution, or an idea or pro- 

3gram.
Public opinion, once aroused, has the power to 

move mountains, but opinions which are solidly formed are 
not easily changed. The power of public opinion, in terms 
of its social efficacy, acts in two directions. First, 
the opinions of a group or public are formed and influenced 1 2 3

1. James Bryce, Modern Democracies, I (New York: 
MacMillan Co., 1921), p. 153.

2. Albig, on. cit.. p. 6.
3. Steinberg, op. cit., p. 73«
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to a large degree by those in authority who use their 
authority to maintain and solidify these opinions. On the 
other hand, these so-called authorities are influenced in 
a democratic society by the power of public opinion. And 
this democratic brand of public opinion must be truly 
public for, as Abbott Lowell wrote long before public opin
ion as such became recognized as a potent fact of life:

Public opinion, to be worthy of the name, to 
be the proper motive force in a democracy, must 
be really public. . . .  A majority is not enough, 
and unanimity is not required, but the opinion 
must be such that, while the minority may not 
share it, they feel bound, by conviction and not 
by fear, to accept it; and if democracy is com
plete, the submission of the minority must be 
given ungrudgingly.2

Propaganda

To a society such as ours, conditioned by the flood 
of slanted information brought forth by three major wars 
(technically, two wars and one "police action"), saturated 
with cold war propaganda, public relations and propaganda 
have regrettably become almost synonymous. In reality, 
however, while propaganda is often a legitimate part of 
public relations, public relations is almost always some
thing more than propaganda. Propaganda may be a part of a 
PR program, but only in the way a pitcher is a single but 1 2

1. Ibid., p. 15•
2. Abbott L. Lowell, Public Opinion and Popular 

Government (New York: Longmans! Green &. Co., 191$), p. 5*



integral part of a baseball team. There is inevitably much 
more to public relations than mere propaganda.

Propaganda can best be thought of as a way of 
conveying selected ideas rapidly to many people. Through 
combinations of words> personalities, drama, and other 
symbols, the propagandist attempts to make impressions upon 
masses of people. These impressions are sometimes vivid. 
They are frequently charged with emotion. They may be 
wholly or partly true, confusing, or false. Propaganda is 
concerned primarily with the end, not the means involved. 
When impressions are transmitted in our society in a de
tailed and accurate manner rather than in the shorthand of 
the propagandist, few bother to listen. In moments given 
to decision, vividness and emotion quite often override 
common sense demands for accuracy and verification. Thus, 
the propagandist strives for simplicity and vividness, 
coupled with speed and broad impact. He stimulates popular 
emotional drives in the existing grooves which are most 
likely to forward his objectives. In so doing, he must for 
the most part forsake factual discussion and adequate 
debate.*

In its simplest form, propaganda is the attempt to 
convince. The verb “attempt" implies a conscious, definite 
intent on the part of persons or pressure groups to 1

1. Alfred McClung Lee, How to Understand Propa
ganda (New York: Rinehart & Co., Inc., 1952), p. 2.

9
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influence the formation of attitudes, the expression of 
opinion, and the behavior of the persons to whom they 
address their propaganda. Propaganda entails, on the one 
hand, the existence of an interested and intentful dis
seminator of opinion and, on the other, a conscious attempt 
to influence the behavior of a public by the use of sugges
tion . . . that is, through use of linguistic or symbolic 
devices to establish communication between propagandist and 
subject.^

There is, generally speaking, a pattern which
2pervades virtually all propaganda messages. To be effec

tive, a propaganda effort must have appeal; there must be a 
"come-on," something that will attract the interest of the 
intended public. The bond is the bridge between the appeal 
and the commodity; it must be plausible, short, and simple, 
because too involved bonds lose public attention. Finally, 
the message must contain a commodity, that is, the idea, 
service, personality, project, ideology, cause, institu
tion, or country the propagandist is concerned with.

The history of propaganda closely parallels the 
post-Reformation history of public relations.^ The 1 2 3

1. Marbury B. Ogle, Public Opinion and Political 
Dynamics (Boston; Boughton-Mifflin Co., 1950), p. 225•

2. Lee, op. cit., p. 4$.
3. Much of this discussion is based on material in 

Lee's How to Understand Propaganda, pp. 227-228. A de
tailed discussion of the development of public relations 
will be found in Chapter II of this paper.
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derivation of the term "propaganda” clearly indicates that 
this popular meaning of the word is a relatively recent 
development. The word is taken from the Latin verb 
propagare, which originally was a biological term connoting 
the reproduction of a species. Employment of "propaganda" 
to refer to the inculcation of ideas apparently stems from 
the 16& century, for in the latter half of that century, 
the Roman Catholic Church established a "Sacred Congrega
tion for the Propagation of the Faith," the most important 
function of which was the dissemination of religious ideas 
sanctioned by the Church.

With the development of our modern culture and the 
rise of the individual, the previously existing church 
monopoly of education and the dissemination of ideas was 
broken, and lay organizations became interesting in 
spreading their own points of view. The. innovation of 
government by consent and universal suffrage increased the 
necessity for important interest groups to influence the 
public. The programs of farmer, businessman, laborer, 
religious reformer, and educator had to be widely dissemi
nated in order to enlist popular support for them. It 
became a political necessity to have an "educated" and 
"informed" electorate. Consequently, like public rela
tions, the techniques of propaganda dissemination underwent 
their most intensive development concurrent with the growth 
of modern industrial society. Indeed, one of the
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distinguishing characteristics of the contemporary indus
trial scene is the dependence men place upon propaganda to 
secure consent of interested parties to their advocated 
policies.

During the larger part of the evolution, the mean
ing of the term "propaganda" continued to have, hy and 
large, no negative undertones. With the advent of World 
War I, however, propaganda underwent a change, particularly 
in Anglo-Saxon countries. After the war there came a 
flood of popular commentaries describing the way in which 
the public had had the wool pulled over its collective 
eyes by the propaganda experts during the war years, and 
these exposures tended to disillusion a public which 
appears to have felt that it had been more gullible than 
the situation warranted. The result was the growth of a 
belief that propaganda is necessarily either untrue or 
dangerous, and that propagandists are persons whose motives 
must be suspect. So widespread has the popular stereotype 
become that various pressure groups, which must inescap
ably influence public opinion in furtherance of their own 
interests, strive mightily to escape the stigma of being 
"propagandists." It has been an undeserved scarlet 
letter.
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Education

Webster's dictionary defines "propaganda” as "any
movement, etc., for the propagation of certain ideas,

1doctrines, etc.” Education, on the other hand, is "the 
process of developing the knowledge, skill or character 
of, especially by formal schooling."^ Thus, it would 
seem, at first glance, that propaganda is merely education 
outside the classroom. Is there an appreciable difference 
between educating one in mathematic principles and in 
political ideology? If one teaches the advantages of the 
Pythagorean theorem, does this not belong in the same 
category as teaching the evils of Communism?

Charles Smith, an authority on public opinion, 
thinks not. To him, propaganda is essentially different 
from education. The purpose of education, Smith maintains, 
is to develop an individual who will maintain suspended 
judgment until the evidence is in and to give him a range 
of knowledge that will enlarge the outlook of his mind.
The intent of propaganda, on the other hand, is to get 
an individual to make a certain judgment, regardless of: 
the completeness of the evidence, or to build attitudes 1 2

1. Guralnik, op. cit«. p. 434.
2. Ibid., p. 175.
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that will lead him to arrive at certain conclusions with
out paying much attention to the evidence.^

This same distinction was considered by author
Leonard Doob, although in a somewhat different manner.
He believed that education, unlike propaganda, can be
defined only in terms of moral judgments. "The right kind
of education," Doob maintained, "consists of learning facts
and theories which can be verified, or of subscribing to
points of view which are considered 'good,1 'just,'

2beautiful,' or necessary in society."
Another student of propaganda, Marbury Ogle, draws 

a closer alliance between the propagandist and the 
educator:

There would appear to be no very valid reason 
for differentiation between education and propa
ganda. It would seem to be clear that the educator 
is engaged in a direct conscious attempt to convince 
his students of the validity or value of certain 
material. Much of this material is of an uncontro- 
versial nature. That is, it could not be questioned 
by any rational and reasonable person within the 
confines of a given culture. The teaching of 
skills, the analysis of natural phenomena, and the 
analysis of logical techniques.afford examples of 
this type of educated material. Another part of 
education, however, consists in teaching the 
student "how to live." This part of the educa
tional curriculum is at least as important as the 1 2

1. Charles W« Smith, Jr., Public Opinion In a 
Democracy (New York: Prentice-Hall Inc., 1959.)» P* 55•

2. Leonard W. Doob, Public Opinion and Propaganda 
(New York: Henry Holt Co., 1948), p. 240.



inculcation of factual knowledge or skills.
Indeed, it is probably of primary importance, 
for no matter how skilled the individual or 
how great his factual knowledge, he cannot 
successfully adjust himself to the society 
unless he has been taught "how to behave,,"
Moreover, it should be pointed out that 
reference to the way of life tends to find 
its way into even the most objective and 
scientific of curricula.1

Moreover, the applied techniques of propaganda 
and education differ very little. The educator, to 
some extent at least, imparts knowledge by suggestion, 
as does the propagandist. It might be argued that the 
propagandist places a larger emphasis upon the use of 
so-called non-rational techniques or to convince through 
the response of individuals to emotional stimuli, and 
that the educator attempts to induce his audience to 
reason and to arrive at their conclusions without the 
intervention of emotional responses. A candid analysis 
of teaching practices, however, would probably reveal 
that the educator, although he deliberately evokes 
emotional response less often than the propagandist, 
is nevertheless as guilty as he of using irrational

pappeals as teaching tools.
These have been but a few of the terms a public 

relations practitioner works with day in, day out. 1 2

1. Ogle, op. cit., p. 232.
2. Ibid., p. 23$



These— and other terms and phrases as well— will be 
discussed and elaborated on throughout this paper.
Before we continue, however, there remains one question 
that must be answered: Why study public relations,
particularly on the municipal government level?

Thomas Jefferson, who once wrote that a popular 
government without popular information or the means of 
acquiring it is but the prologue to a farce or a tragedy, 
summed up the legitimacy of public relations as a function 
of municipal government when he noted: "The basis of
our government being the opinion of the people, the very 
first object should be to keep that (opinion) right.
Thirty years later, Jefferson’s concern with keeping the 
public informed had not diminished; in a letter written 
to the founder of the Du Pont chemical combine, Jefferson 
recommended, "Enlighten the people generally, and tyranny 
and oppressions of body and mind will vanish like evil

Ospirits at the dawn of day." Although today’s complex, 
specialized, oft-times remote society has tempered the 
absoluteness of Jefferson's remarks, it is generally 
recognized that any government— be it federal, state, or 
municipal— cannot function efficiently without, at the 1 2

1. Thomas Jefferson, Letter to Col. Edward 
Carrington, Jan. 16, 178?•

2. Thomas Jefferson, Letter to Du Pont de 
Nemours, April 24, 1816.
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very least, an accepting public. Unfortunately, the 
result of poor governmental public relations is not so 
much apathy as it is antagonism; and it is a function of 
the democratic quotient that a government cannot operate 
contrary to the wishes of the governed.

The public relations objectives of government, 
therefore, are quite simple. Any person or organization 
depends ultimately on public approval and is therefore 
faced with the problem of obtaining the public's consent 
to a program or goal. We expect our elected government 
officials to try to engineer our consent through the 
network of communications open to them for their purposes. 
This engineering of consent is the very essence of the 
democratic process. The freedoms of speech, press, 
assembly, and petition, the freedoms that make the 
engineering of consent possible, are among the most 
cherished guarantees set forth by the Constitution. 
Theoretically and practically, the consent should be 
based on the complete understanding of those whom the 
engineers attempt to win over. But it is often impossible 
to reach joint decisions based on an understanding of facts 
by all the people. With pressing crises and decisions to 
be faced, a leader cannot often wait for the people to 
arrive at even general understanding. Thus, the leader



often must play a commanding role by employing public rela
tions to leading the governed to socially constructive 
goals and values.1

The political structure of American government on 
the local, state, and national levels operates best on the 
fuel of citizen energy, ideas, and support. When these 
fuels are missing, governmental machinery, like its phys
ical counterpart, either bogs down or adapts itself to less

Osuitable fuels in the expedient of 11 just running." Every 
citizen needs facts about his government, in comprehensible 
form; without such knowledge, the citizen will find it im
possible to understand and identify with his government, 
and he will lose interest.

Government and politics are necessary for the life 
of the state, because no civilized community can dispense 
with government. Without government, men cannot live to
gether in peace. The two basic elements of government, 
moreover, are authority and power, for no government can 
exist without authority and the power to exert that 1 2

1. Edward L. Bemays, Public Relations (Norman, 
Okla.: University of Oklahoma Press, 1952), p. 160.

2. Pan Dodd Eimon, "Keeping the Public Informed—  
A Responsibility of Management," Methods and Goals in Pub
lic Management (University, Ala.: Bureau of Public Admin- 
istration, University of Alabama, 1961), p. 54.
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1 19 authority. Yet the American citizen, instilled as he is
with a sense of individual freedom, finds in his nature a 
natural suspicion towards authority of any sort. It is 
the task of governmental public relations to ease this 
meeting between the irresistible force and the immovable 
object, to make an inherently independent being peace
fully accept rule. Failure to do so almost inevitable re
sults in the failure of government. As one observer 
noted:

The men and women who reside in any community 
will not be satisfied with the management of its 
affairs unless they believe that public officials 
are doing an honest and thorough job. Many an hon
est and efficient group of reformers has been swept 
out of office . . . because it refused to follow 
the "undignified" course of taking the public into 
its confidence. "Let the facts speak for them
selves" has been the slogan of many an administra
tion, which has found too late that the facts did 
not speak loudly enough.2

When the public is convinced of the soundness of 
an idea, it will proceed to action. People translate an 
idea into action suggested by the idea itself, whether it 
is ideological, political, or social. They may adopt a 
philosophy that stresses racial and religious tolerance; 
they may vote a New Deal into office; or they may organ
ize a citizen's censorship committee» But such results 
do not just happen. They are the product of a planned. 1 2

1. George Bevel, "Politics, Public Relations, 
and City Folks," Georgia Municipal Journal, Vo. XII, 
No. 12 (December 1962), p. 10.

2. MacDonald, op. cit., p. 368
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effective public relations program. Public support is not 
a gaily-wrapped present languishing under the municipal 
Christmas tree. It must be earned.



CHAPTER II

THE GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF PUBLIC RELATIONS

Public relations, like love and hate and the fig 
leaf, goes back almost to the beginning of man. The first 
time Eve straightened her hair so as to be more attrac
tive to Adam, she practiced a form of public relations 
. . . a form, incidentally, which has withstood all incur
sions of time and culture. The prehistoric cave man 
scrawling his own crude writings on a stone wall as in
dulging in a type of public relations. Other prehistoric 
variations of public relations techniques are not hard to 
imagine: a man stresses the larger-than-usual size of
his war club; a woman prepares the day's ration of dino
saur in a way she knows will please her husband; a pre
historic tribe seeks to persuade its allies to war against 
an enemy. Truly, since the beginning of society, since 
the time two people came together, there has been, in one 
form or another, public relations.

The development of what might be called "modern" 
public relations began when man organized himself into a 
societal hierarchy, with the leader and the lead. There 
was then, as now, a necessity for planned interrelation
ships, for without the stability these relationships
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would offer, their society would degenerate into continual 
chaos and conflict. But, with an orderly social hier
archy, each individual comprising the body politic would 
"know his place," that is, he would be expected to accept 
the mores and standards of the group he chose to live 
within; failure to do so would result in some form of cas
tigation . . .  in primitive times, banishment or death.

To enforce the behavioral code of his culture, the 
primitive leader relied mostly on force, intimidation, and 
persuasion; when these failed, a touch of black magic 
usually turned the tide. All attempts to influence or 
control were basically conditioned by the fact that the 
individual had not yet developed a sense of his own iden
tity. The evaluation of personality is a late development 
in the sophistication of man; in his earliest times, men 
responded en masse. Every individual identified himself 
with his tribe or his community. He existed, in short, 
only as a part of the group.^ His days as an individual 
member of his society were still beyond the horizon.

The first great milestone in the development of 
public relations occurred with the invention of writing. 
Man, now able to record his thoughts and desires, no 
longer was forced to intimidate; persuasion through 1

1. Bernays, op. cit., p. 12



thought, through rationality, through knowledge "became the 
rule and not the exception. The battle was no longer for 
the "body alone, for this had proven a fickle and unreli
able bounty: removed from the immediacy of threat, a man
might change his mind. Instead, as civilization began to 
develop, its leaders realized that once the mind was won, 
the body would follow. And the art of writing was to 
prove one of the key weapons in the crusade for the psyche.

Thus, ancient empires were primarily concerned 
with publicizing the reputation and feats of their rulers. 
In fact, most of what we know of the rulers of ancient em
pires has been sifted down to us through their attempts to 
mold public opinion with art and literature. For example, 
much of the art and literature of Egypt’s days of great
ness was devoted to impressing upon the public the impor
tance. of its kings, priests, nobles, scribes, and other 
leaders. This bit of PR was engineered chiefly through 
such grandiose edifices as statues, temples, tombs, ob- 
lisks, and the seemingly eternal pyramids.

The profets of ancient Israel were pioneers in 
another public relations tactic much in vogue throughout 
the pages of history: claiming their power had the will of
God— or some other higher being— behind it. These Israeli 
holy men sought to be regarded as intermediaries between 
God and the common public. They used exhortation at the 
market place and the temple's gates in an effort to ensure
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God's righteousness and love. In addition to their relig
ious crusading, these prophets used their public relations 
techniques for political ends as well, rousing the con
science of the people in the face of foreign invasion, 
exile, and restoration.

It is interesting to note that this claim to an 
almighty's sanction runs through the pages of history like 
the Mississippi River runs through St. Louis. Rule by 
"divine right" was an institution within European mon
archies for centuries; rare was the king or queen who 
would answer to any but God himself. Today, "Papa Doc" 
Duvalier rules Haiti through a combination of bullets and 
black magic, and woe befall the poor native foolish enough 
to rebel against this dark combine. Even in the United 
States, where ultimate power is theoretically traceable to 
the people themselves, the administration in office con
tinually alludes to being blessed with the divine sanction 
of God (the phrase "with God's help we will win this 
fight," or a reasonable facsimile, seems to be a required 
insert in virtually every political speech of major import)„

At any rate, the next giant step in the develop
ment of what we now know as "public relations" came with 
the growth of the Hellenic civilization, with its tendency 
towards secularism and individualism. In Greece, society 
was democratic; the individual ceased to identify solely 
as a member of his community and developed an independent
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personalityo Individual opinion thus became a key factor 
in public life. There were now greater interrelationships 
between people and people, groups and groups, leaders and 
followers— a two-way s t r e e t A s  one author put it,

The political theory of democracy, then re
quires that the electorate possess appropriate 
personality structures, and it be interested and 
participate in public affairs, that it be in
formed, that it be principled, that it correctly 
perceive political realities, that it engage in 
discussion, that it judge rationally, and that it 
consider the community interest.

Now this combination of requirements sets a 
high— an ideal— standard for the political proc
ess. And since this is a composite list, from a 
variety of sources, it is not necessarily a matter 
for disillusionment or even disappointment that 
the democratic electorate does not conform to 
every requirement in the full degree.2

Close on the heels of and not to be outdone by the 
Greeks, the emperors of Rome actively pursued a "good" 
public image. They used history (Julius Caesar's main 
purpose in writing his famous commentaries on his campaign 
in Gaul was to promote his political fortunes), oratory 
(probably the chief media of the times), temples, statues, 
and paintings. Thus, as can be seen, Romans developed 
little new; rather, they took the public relations tactics 
of the time— particularly oratory— and developed them to 
effective levels hitherto unknown. 1 2
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All this was a slow development encompassing many, 
many centuries. Hundreds of thousands of years had passed 
before the aborigine of primitive society gave way to the 
Pharaohs of early Egypt and BabIonia; and between the 
first kings of Egypt and Julius Caesar stretched four 
thousand years. Time does march on . . . but what a slow 
cadence!

The Dark Ages comprised thirteen centuries between 
the fall of the Roman Empire in 475 AoD. and the 18th cen
tury Age of Enlightenment. During the first half of this 
period, the Greco-Roman conquerors were constructing a new 
society; they had little time to delve into the art and 
practice of public relations. The second half of the Dark 
Ages— known collectively as the Renaissance and the Ref
ormation— were more public relations conscious, however, 
and from these two cultural upsurges developed much of 
what makes modern public relations possible.

The Renaissance was a secular movement that 
stressed the rights of reason to investigate the nature 
of both nature and society. The Reformation, on the other 
hand, was a religious movement stressing the rights of an 
individual conscience. The Renaissance contributed to the 
development of public relations by revising the knowledge 
of the Greeks and Romans: it advanced those civiliza
tions* democratic ideals through the liberation of the in
dividual and the spirit. Non-theocratically, a revolution
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in communication brought about by the invention of print
ing and by developments in transportation and commerce 
accelerated the changes. Above all, the Renaissance (and 
the Reformation as well) freed the human mind to think for 
itself, to investigate, and, most importantly, to persuade. 
These developments required and brought about free dis
cussion; in turn, free discussion brought about a reliance 
of people and movements on new public understanding and 
public relationships. Finally, the Reformation's attack 
on authority and its emphasis on the individual clarified 
the importance of relationships between leaders and fol
lowers, and between the various groups that comprise so
ciety. In short, leaders were beginning to realize that, 
while they may rule through divine sanction, public sanc
tion was not something to be dismissed. It should, in
stead, be actively courted.

The first usage of what might be termed "modern" 
public relations came in 1381, during the religious- 
oriented Great Revolt of England. A man named John 
Vycliffe executed the first translation of the Bible from 
Latin into English; though forbidden by both the church 
and the state, the translation was widely read and circu
lated throughout England by his followers, known as 
Lollards. In preaching reform of ecclesiastical. 1
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governmental, and social institutions, the Lollards ad
dressed the public wherever it could be reached. They 
spoke in English instead of the traditional Latin, and dis
tributed large volumes of books, tracts, and broadsides 
against church and state; principal target was the church, 
charged with owning huge landed estates, collecting exhor- 
bitant tithes, and charging high fees for such sacraments 
as baptism, marriage, and burial.

These public relations activities were so sucess- 
ful that, eventually, every second Englishman was a Lollard. 
Lollard themes were promoted by popular ballads and poems; 
their ideas won mention in such literary epics as Chaucer's 
Canterbury Tales. For some 200 years, Lollardism was the 
prime movement, both political and religious, in England; 
only when Martin Luther's ideas reached the country in the 
16th century did it merge with the Reformation, leaving 
behind a wealth of proven public relations methods.

Soon after the merger of Lollardism with the gener
al Reformation movement, England's second great contribu
tion to the art of public relations was made: publication
of budget proposals by the government in 1688. Since the 
effective execution of the budget proposals depended in 
the final analysis on taxation of the people, the budget, 
as submitted to Parliament, was made available to the pub
lic for their common scrutiny. These discussions of the



budget by the people's elected representatives and by the 
public at large clearly emphasized how far the importance 
of opinion had come since the days of the Pharaohs and 
emperors„

Less than 100 years later— in 1789— the French re
volted against the Bourbon monarchy and, not unsurpris
ingly, one of the most effective weapons of the French 
Revolution was public relations.^ The Liberty-Equality- 
Fraternity crowd used almost every known method of promul
gating word and deed, including books and pamphlets, 
newspapers, plays, satire, military insignia, even hair
dos. And one must not forget the infamous le gullitione, 
murderous but nonetheless extremely effective PR device.
In 1792, the public opinion-conscious Rational Assembly 
created the first propaganda ministry in history, a sec
tion of the Ministry of the Interior called the "Bureau 
of the Spirit." Public relations had at last received 
official governmental sanction.

Public Relations in the United States

Public opinion and public relations played an in-
ptegral part in American life from the very beginning.

Most colonies, for example, were ceded under charter to 1 2

1. Ibid., p. 23.
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private companies; these organizations actively recruited 
colonists through advertisements promising virtually 
everything worth having short of The Golden Fleece.

In 1456, the famous Gutenberg Bible was printed; 
this signified the rise of printing, including the Caxton 
and Aldus presses in England and Italy, respectively, in 
1477 and 1490.^ The first printing press in the United 
States was shipped to Harvard College in 1658, and two 
years later, in 1640, the first book ever published in 
America, The Bay Psalm Book, was printed on it. By 1715, 
there were eight colonial presses.

The first paper published in the United States was 
the Boston News Letter, in 1704. It proved such a success 
that, between 1715 and 1745, twenty-two newspapers were 
published; by 1765, every colony except New Jersey and 
Delaware had at least one paper. Unfortunately (or fortu
nately, as the case might be), the spirit of independence 
inherent in most colonists was manifested in the editorial 
content of papers, and this soon brought the editors and 
publishers into direct conflict with the British practice 
of controlling the press through licensing and censorship. 
This ideological battle for freedom of the colonial press 
grew ever more warm until, in 1754, John Peter Zenger was 1 2

1. Steinberg, op. cit., p. 10.
2. Bernays, op. cit., p. 27*
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charged with libel. In a brillant defense, Zenger's coun
sel, Alexander Hamilton, argued that one can't be guilty 
of libel if the statements which supposedly are libelous 
are, in reality, true. Zenger's subsequent acquittal had 
a tremendous effect on the early public relations of the 
yet-to-be-born United States, for no longer could a news
paper or tract be legally suppressed merely because it was 
anti-government.

Using the Zenger rule to good advantage, public 
relations played a decisive role in the American Revolu
tion . . . all the more so when it is remembered that, 
contrary to the stereotyped history book, nothing near a 
substantial majority of the colonists actively and whole
heartedly supported the uprising. The "PR" men (somehow 
it seems a travesty of American heritage to call them 
that, but that is the function they performed, and the 
function they are remembered for) were a breed apart, and 
they rose up to the task of "selling" the American Revolu
tion with a collective eloquency not heard before or since. 
One was Thomas Paine, who penned, "These are the times 
that try men's souls: The summer soldier and the sun
shine patriot will, in this crisis, shrink from the serv
ice of his country, but he that stands it now, deserves
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is not easily conquered; yet we have this consolation 
with us, that the harder the conflict, the more glorious 
the triumph.11'*" Another was Patrick Henry: "Is life so
dear, or peace so sweet, as to be purchased at the price 
of chains and slavery? Forbid it. Almighty God! I know 
not what course others may take, but as for me, give me

pliberty, or give me death." John Dickinson, "Penman of 
the Revolution," wrote, "Then join hand in hand, brave 
Americans all! By uniting we stand, by dividing we fall"^ 
100 years before Abraham Lincoln. Thomas Jefferson, in 
the preamble to the Declaration of Independence, wrote of 
basic truths: "We hold these truths to be self-evident,—
that all men are created equal; that they are endowed by 
their Creator with certain unalienable rights; that among 
these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness."^
As the saying goes, now there was a song!

Of all the orators and elocutionists of the time, 
the man considered the great press agent of the American 
Revolution was Samuel Adams.^ Although his spoken words 1 2 * 4 5

1. Thomas Paine, Common Sense, 1776
2. Patrick Henry, Speech in Virginia Convention, 

St. John's Episcopal Church, Richmond, Virginia.
$. John Dickinson, The Liberty Song, 1768.
4. Thomas Jefferson, Declaration of Independence,

1776.
5. Bernays, op. cit., p. $0.
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have never rated inclusion in Bartlett's Familiar Quota
tions . Adams did perhaps more than anyone else, for he 
disseminated propaganda for American independence from 
1748 to 1776. To ensure complete circulation, he employed 
a technique later adopted by World War I propagandists, 
namely, the establishment of "committees of correspondence" 
in key towns to distribute information.

Democracy, of the type being fought for in the War 
of Independence, is peculiarly dependent on public opinion 
and public relations. One author expressed it rather con
cisely when he wrote that "Democracy begins with public 
permission and exists by public approval." The prerequi
sites for this democracy include equality, popular repre
sentation, liberty, and individualism the self-reliance 
and basic dignity of the individual.̂  The individual must 
be considered here because opinion is the stronghold of 
the individual. No group as such ever had an opinion, and 
there is no mechanism except that of the individual mind

pcapable of forming an opinion.
The relationships between democracy, public opin

ion, and public relations are not unique. Not popular 
governments only, but all governments— when viewed over a 1 2

1. Eimon, op. cit., p. 54.
2. Ibid., p. 53.



sufficiently long period of time— are seen to depend upon
34

the will of the people. No state can long exist if its 
citizens actively oppose its policies and administrators. 
Government by force has often been successful over rela
tively brief periods of history, but an analysis of past 
despots indicates that one or two conditions virtually al
ways exist: either the people who were governed by force
did not in fact actively oppose their rulers; or over a 
period of time there occurred chaos and revolution, 
treachery and bloodshed, until the government finally 
fell. It is because all government is dependent upon a 
favorable attitude of the people governed that the au
thoritarian states of the world place so much emphasis 
on public relations designed to convince their citizens of 
the social values inherent in authoritarianism. Democ
racy, by definition, requires sincere citizen sanction:

Democracy . . .  is particularly dependent up
on the opinion process, because it is the citizen 
of a democracy who must bear the burden of formu
lating the guiding policies by which his govern
ment operates. In an authoritarian state, on the 
other hand, the government needs only maintain 
an obedient citizenry, contented with broad 
government policies.!

Later, after the battles had been won and a de
gree of normalcy established, the significant develop
ments in public relations came in the field of mass 1

1. Ibid.
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communication. In 1799i the invention of a paper-making 
machine took the making of paper out of the handicraft 
stage; in 1844, Europeans developed a process for making 
paper out of wood pulp, thus enabling mass production of 
paper at reasonable cost. In 1832, the telegraph was in
vented; in 1863, a press that could print both sides of a 
paper at the same time was patented; and the first type
writer was constructed in 1867•

Up to 1830, most American newspapers were owned by 
businessmen and politicians. They didn't employ news 
staffs, but rather depended on, as William Cullen Bryant 
put it when he became editor of a New York paper in 1826, 
"friends, politicians, lawyers, and businessmen."^ These 
men could get free publicity in the papers because of 
their political power and prestige, and because they could 
give editors important news. Others bought news through 
gifts and opulent largesse. In addition, the editions 
were too expensive (60 each) to reach lower-income readers, 
and this prevented public opinion from influencing edito
rial policy. An independent press was impossible.

In 1830, however, a Philadelphia paper that sold 
for a mere penny was inaugurated, followed in 1834 by the 
New York Sun, first of the so-called "cheapies" to endure. 
By 1837, the Sun had a circulation of 27,000, 3,000 more 1

1. Ibid., p. 30.



than its eleven New York rivals combined. As their circu
lations grew, so grew the newspapers' influence. As Alexis 
de Tocqueville stated after his 1855 trip to examine the 
American species of democracy, "The newspaper is the only 
instrument by which the same thought can be dropped into a 
thousand minds at the same moment."

And then, along came Barnum. Phineas T. Barnum 
is generally acknowledged by most laymen as the most 
successful PR man in history; professionals, on the other 
hand, shudder at his mention, for they are haunted to this 
day by his sucker-born-every-minute credo. Barnum*s first 
large-scale promotion involved one Joice Heth, an old 
Negress who P.T. claimed had once nursed George Washington 
more than 100 years earlier. He raised a terrific edito
rial, scientific, and popular furor. Barnum kept the story 
boiling by writing letters to the papers under numerous pen 
names. In some letters, signed by various fake names, he 
denounced himself, calling himself a fraud and a fake; in 
others, also fradulent, he praised himself as being full of 
virtues and performing a great public service by bringing 
George's nanny before the American people. In short, he 
didn't care whether the newspapers praised or attacked him, 
as long as they spelled his name right. When Joice died, 
an autopsy revealed she was 80, not 160 as claimed. Barnum 
pretended deep shock at being deceived, but retained the
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small fortune he had made on her."*" From there he went on 
to bigger and better things, including the Cardiff Giant, 
Tom Thumb, and Jenny Lind.

Barnum's tactics were, on the whole, fradulent and 
press-agentry; the modern PR professional is still trying 
mightly to live down the "sham." But P.T.’s contribution 
to ethical public relations is nonetheless enormous, be
cause he, more than anyone else to that time, showed the 
power of the public, and how to harness that power. Much 
of what is today known about public opinion was first 
brought to light by P.T. Barnum.

Lest the reader think that all public relations 
during this period of development was Barnum-like, social 
pressure groups, particularly temperance and religious mov- 
ments, used all the mass communication media then avail
able. Through their own papers, magazines (with such 
titles as "The Rum Seller's Mirror" and "The Drunkard's 
Looking Glass"), and mass conventions, temperance leaders 
soon had over one million signatures on their abstinence 
pledges; many cities and states passed restrictive legis
lation because of this pressure group activity.

The issue of the mid-1800's, however, was slavery, 
and neither side hesitated to use all propaganda cannon at 
their disposal. William Lloyd Garrison founded The 1

1. Ibid., p. 58
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Liberator in 1831, and watched it grow into the principal 
anti-slavery journal. The other significant anti-slavery 
work, Harriet Beecher Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin, was pub
lished in 1832. Strictly speaking, abolitionists employed 
seven public relations gambits: (1) federated local anti
slavery societies into a national organization; (2) boy
cotted products of slave labor, and opened shops where they 
sold "free goods;" (3) obtained signatures on thousands of 
petitions denouncing slavery and forwarded them to Congress 
to force debate on the question; (4) distributed thousands 
of anti-slavery papers and tracts, sometimes using Southern 
postal facilities; (5) inserted references to the abolition 
of slavery into textbooks and popular works with a wide 
circulation throughout the country; (6) brought pressure to 
bear on Northern legislatures to obtain laws favorable to 
the anti-slavery cause; and (7) organized the famous 
"underground railway." to help slaves escape to freedom.'*"

The South, of course, responded with its own public 
relations campaign, spearheaded by Congressmen, editors, 
clergy, professors, and political leaders. Both sides used 
accepted PR techniques: definite theme, objective, and
strategy; employment of all available means of communication 
to reach the public; employment of arguments based on man 
and society. After war was declared in 1861, both the 1

1. Ibid., p. 42.



Union and the Confederacy shifted their objective from con
verting the other to winning outside support for their 
cause. That this was mainly a battle of semantics is indi
cated by the terminology used to describe the conflict: in
the North, it was the "War of Rebellion;" it became the "War 
Between the States" south of the Mason-Dixon line.

Abraham Lincoln was the public relations genius of 
the Civil War. He had a profound understanding of the im
portance of public relations in a democracy. "In this and 
like communities," he declared at the beginning of the war, 
"public sentiment is everything. With public sentiment 
nothing can fail; without it, nothing can succeed. Conse
quently, he who molds public sentiment goes deeper than he 
who accepts or makes decisions."

Propaganda can be used for all kinds of purpose, 
good and bad, different and indifferent, social and anti
social. Lincoln showed an awareness of the public interest 
aspect of public relations when, during one of his debates 
with Stephen Douglas, he noted that "what kills a skunk is 
the publicity it gives itself." Perhaps with this in mind, 
Lincoln set one day a week aside as a "Public Day," when he 
would receive all callers.

The expansion of the newspaper industry, the growth 
of advertising with its editorial notices, the newspaper 
interview (an American invention that displaced the publi
cation of unsolicited articles by authorities in various
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fields), all these developments gave paper staffs greater 
control over news material and contributed to alterations 
in the art of opinion molding. The Civil War gave PR a big 
boost towards respectability.

Incidentally, almost two decades before the Civil 
War, the idea "public relations" was born in a speech 
given by a New York church rector to Columbia University 
alumni. As Eric Goldman put it in Two-Way Street,

Admitting the evils of the press agent, Smith 
(the rector) insisted public opinion would always 
be made by human beings whether they were condemned 
or not for their activities. As a matter of fact, 
the Reverend continued, efforts to influence opin
ion were entirely legitimate, provided only that 
they avoided "the employment of falsehood," 
appeals to "prejudices" or "passions," and the 
"proscriptions of those who will not fall in with 
particular opinions and practices." There was 
even a touch of the most modern public relations 
techniques in the Rector's remarks. Opinion was 
most often influenced, he commented, by the 
"power of association," and the association was 
more likely to be "implied than expressed."!

In the development of contemporary public re
lations, the period from 1865 to 1900 can perhaps best be 
characterized as a time of "the public be damned." This 
was a period of rapid post-war industrial expansion, so
cial change, individualism, and the competitive spirit of 
the notorious robber barons. Capitalism became aggressive 
and over-individualistic. Violence between management and 1

1. Eric Goldman, Two-Way Street, cited in Bernays, 
loc. cit.
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labor was commonplace; exploitation of people and things 
was a keynote of the era. This laissez-faire economic lib
eralism continued to the end of the century. Industrial
ists thought little of public opinion; they wanted nothing 
more from the government than police protection. This 
would not be enough, however, as the moguls were soon to 
learn, for the increasing complexity of the structure with
in the United States brought about a need for adjustment 
between groups. Improved communication and transportation 
had shrunk the country and made public opinion and public 
relations a matter of concern to all groups. Soon, under 
the impact of the muckrakers, "public be damned" would 
give way to "public be informed."^

The various concerted PR drives that took place 
during this latter period, which lasted from the turn of 
the century to the end of World War I, dealt primarily 
with social justice, e.g., worker safety, food and adulter
ation, and child welfare. Science and invention, which had 
greatly improved communication and transportation, aided 
these drives. The power press, the linotype, the modern 
typewriter, the telephone, the radio, the motor vehicle, 
low-cost papers and magazines— all were agents of great 
acceleration in this period. 1

1. Ibid., p. 51
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The impetus that drove industry out of its lethargy, 

however, was the muckrakers. Appearing mostly in such gen
eral circulation magazines as Cosmopolitan and Collier's, 
these authors began raking their muck in 1901, reached 
their peak in 1905-04, finally faded out of the public 
eye in 1912. Included among their ranks were such liter
ary giants as Ida Tarbell (who attacked Standard Oil),
Upton Sinclair (he wrote The Jungle, a tract designed as a 
bid for socialism but turned out to be an expose of the 
meat-packing industry), Lincoln Steffens, Hamlin Carlin, and 
of all people, Mark Twain. Muckraking was an honorable and 
profitable occupation for, as one observer put it, "Jarred 
for once out of their calm satisfaction with life in this 
benign land, men started examining the institutions they 
had built, and suddenly realized that they fell somewhat 
short of the assumed perfection. Muckraking became a pay- 

!/ ing business, enlisting the most skillful pens the nation 
could boast.

Ho country ever witnessed such denunciations of its 
basic institutions by nonrevolutionists as the United 
States saw in the first decade of the century. But, as 
Fortune said,

On the whole, business deserved what it got, 
even when the charges against it were exaggerated, 
which they often and naturally were. Its 1

1. C. C. Eegier, The Era of the Muckrakers, cited 
in Bernays, loc. cit.
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nineteenth-century policy of strict secrecy, its 
conviction that the less people knew about it the 
better for business and the people, its stubborn 
refusal to recognize the proposition that private 
business is affected with a public interest, all 
linger on to plague it in the mid-century. Busi
ness did not discover where its true interests 
lay until its reputation had been all but de
stroyed by the Ida Tarbells, the Upton Sinclairs, 
the Tom Lawsons, the Gustavus Myerses, and the 
others who in their own way capitalized on the 
fact that in a democracy nothing is more impor
tant than the opinion of the people.1

Soon after these nonrevolutionists came the revolu
tionists, in the form of the Axis powers of The Great War. 
From 1914 to 1918, the government of the United States was 
the number one factor in public relations. President 
Woodrow Wilson and innumerable government agencies mobi
lized every known device of persuasion and suggestion to 
sell our war aims and ideas to the American people and to 
neutral countries, and to deflate the morale of enemy coun
tries, and to get them to be more receptive to our ideals. 
Wilson was his own PR man: he had an inherent power to
dramatize ideas. It was he more than anyone else who gave 
government propaganda in wartime its essential content and 
moral drive.

One week after the United States formally entered 
the conflict, George Creel, former editor of Denver's

1. , "Business Is Still in Trouble," 
Vol. XXXIX, No. 5 (May 1949), p. 198. 2

2. Be mays, op. cit., p. ?1.
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Rocky Mountain News, established the Committee on Public 
Information. Although it did not have at its disposal such 
modern devices as radio or television, motion pictures or 
transatlantic telephones, the Committee employed all avail
able media (posters, billboards, advertising, exhibits, 
rallies, pamphlets, newspapers, and envelope staffers) to 
the fullest.

The lack of modern means of communication certainly 
did not deter the Committee's efforts, however, for it is 
now generally acknowledged that it carried out what was 
probably the most effective job of large-scale war prop
aganda the world has ever witnessed.

News was collected from all sources and distrib
uted in every possible way. The committee operated its own 
daily newspaper, official bulletin, and mat service for 
smaller papers. Four "Minute Men" sponsored by the com
mittee addressed movie audiences throughout the nation; 
soldiers harangued mass meetings and street rallies. 
Something called "The American Alliance for Labor and Democ
racy" was formed to solidify the patriotic urgings of the 
laboring class.

Despite the monumentous efforts of the Committee on 
Public Information, much of the American public's reaction 
to the propaganda effort verged on hysteria. Every atroc
ity story that was circulated was greated with a credibil
ity that would have made P. T. Barnum himself jealous.
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After the armistice, when emotions became less fervent, 
there was widespread disillusionment with and reaction 
against propaganda. The American people resented their 
own wartime gullibility.

This consternation over self-credulousness has 
hindered public acceptance of public realtions as an eth
ical profession ever since. It has been a heavy cross in
deed to bear, for now, as then,

a deep sense of apprehensiveness and futility arose 
from a certainty of having been duped in the past; 
certainty that men in high places today are seek
ing to continue that dupery; and uncertainty as 
to what one1s own goals would have been had the 
dupery not taken place. The specter of the om
nipotent but amoral propagandist now haunts the 
educated and semi-educated strata of society—  
and worries even those strata who are but dimly 
informed of the propagandist activities of 
recent decades.1

Nonetheless, wartime propaganda accelerated the 
development of opinion molding and public relations like 
nothing had since the American Revolution. People were 
made more aware than ever of the importance of public opin
ion in contemporary affairs and the worth of securing its 
support. The propaganda of the reformers and muckrakers 
had compelled business to adopt a new policy towards pub
lic opinion. It took a world war— with democracy and 
civilization at stake— to force the government to enter

1. B.L. Smith, L.D. Lasswell, and R.D. Casey, 
Propaganda, Communication and Public Opinion (Princeton, 
N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1946), p . 51.



the field of public relations with anything approaching 
total commitment.

Roger Babson, a famed economist, once noted that 
“the war taught us the power of propaganda.Regardless 
of their gullibility, the public was forced to admit that 
publicity had helped win the war. Consequently, the post
war period ushered in a conscious expansion and experi
mentation in the field of public relations. Many ex- 
Committee of Public Information members realized this, and 
applied to civilian life publicity methods they had learned 
during the war, at the same time refining these tactics and 
broadening the scope of their operations as the expanding 
economy and increasing complexity of their publics demanded.

Though this was a period of marked growth, it un
fortunately was not a particularly ethical time. The 
twenties, by and large, were not an era of anything proper
ly describable as good public relations. Most of it con
sisted of lobbying and heavy-handed press-agentry, not 
excluding bribery and corruption. Business enjoyed what 
seemed to be a honeymoon with the people not so much be
cause it went out of its way to earn or even curry good 
will as much as because it managed to keep nearly everyone 
employed and increasingly prosperous. Business, moreover, 
was cursed with an egregiously uncritical press. The papers 1
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and magazines of the day mounted a halo around the head of
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Insull, Kreuger, or other great "success", no matter what 
the circumstances of his achievement. The Saturday Evening 
Post grew big and wealthy by varnishing commercial and in
dustrial heroes, not only in articles but in fiction as 
well.1

While the public relations of the era was not eth
ical, it certainly can not be denied that PR was rapidly 
becoming an American institution. The following quote by 
Col. Robert Steward, Chairman of Standard Oil Co. of 
Indiana, an early leader in the drive towards a good pub
lic image for business, typifies business's new public re
lations consciousness: "It is not enough to advertise a
product. The public ought to be acquainted with the hon
esty and high character of the institution back of the 
product. I have always believed that one of the biggest 
jobs of the head of a business is to undertake definitely 
to deserve favorable public opinion and then to go out and 
win it.

Having thus taken so much credit for the boom, it 
was natural that business was held to account for the sub
sequent crash and depression. Its stock fell even lower 1 2

1. "Business Is Still in Trouble," Fortune, 
loc. cit., p. 200o

2. Col. Robert Stewart, quoted in Bernays, 
loc. cit.



than it had twenty years earlier, during the height of the 
muckraking, and the New Deal took over the good will of the 
people by default. The threat of a new and unfavorable eco
nomic trend which faced business in the New Deal forced it 
to recognize principles it had previously chosen to ignore: 
that, to survive, public business must always be in the pub
lic interest; that this public interest is a changing con
cept and business must change with it; that the place of 
business in the American system must be sold to the public; 
and that public relations technique can help do this.1

This introspection on the part of business marked 
the first time that modern-day, big-time public relations 
practices were adopted by industry. Public relations be
came the legitimate child of social science; it became the 
object of scholarly books and discussions; universities 
like Cornell, Minnesota, Ohio State, and Rutgers pioneered 
courses in public relations and public opinion. In An 
Introduction to Public Opinion. Harwood Childs defined 
this new "scientific" public relations:

Public relations may be defined as those aspects 
of our personal and corporate behavior which have 
social and public significance. When you define 
public relations, you also define private relations, 
as the two are separated by a very thin line.
The line is changing constantly. All we can hope 
to do is draw it as it is today. More and more 
of our acts are taking on public significance. . . .
We need to define personal freedom in terms of 
social responsibility. . . .  A public relations
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executive is a student of public interest so that 
he can maximize the social benefits from his ser
vices. Consequently, PR can maximize the social 
benefits from his services. Consequently, PR is 
more than a new "ism" in management. Public re
lations is based on public interest.!

"No major industry," Bruce Barton said in 1935>
"has the moral right to allow itself to be unexplained, mis
understood, or publicly distrusted; for by its unpopular-

pity it poisons the pond in which we all must fish." Partly 
as a result of this kind of thinking, business was given a 
rather tentative parole— until it again was to earn public 
reprieve in the soon-to-come war effort.

The period from the Great Crash to Pearl Harbor 
marked a notable turning point in the development of pub
lic relations counsels, through a developing literature, 
through university courses, through widespread discussion 
in the lay, trade, business, and scientific press, and 
through the increasing use of professional PR guidance by 
government, business, labor, medicine, and other special
ized segments of our society, the "new" public relations 
profession was not only growing but also broadening and 
deepening its point of view.

In World War II, the propaganda emphasis was on win
ning the war. However, they had newer tools. Speedier 1 2

1. Hardwood Childs, cited in Bernays, loc. cit.
2. "Business Is Still in Trouble," Fortune, loc. c

cit.
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communications, advancements in mass media, such as clear 
telephoto transmission, teletypes and linotypes, sophis
tication of social and crowd psychology, these and hundreds 
of other post-1918 advancements made World War II-type pub
lic relations men that much more advanced over their 
earlier brethren.

Franklin Roosevelt was a master public relations 
technician who realized the potentency of articulate words 
and understood the drama of events as spread through the 
news media. He stressed the crusade of democracy in his 
famous "fireside chats,11 and played an outstanding role in 
rallying the peoples of the free world behind him. Winston 
Churchill, too, was an acknowledged master of the rever
berating phrase, but both he and Roosevelt placed too much 
emphasis on mere words unsupported by an integrated and 
coordinated plan of action. Nevertheless, by resorting to 
startling pronouncements and dramatic meetings, these two 
leaders helped maintain the morale of the public and key
noted the Allies' public relations strategy.

The impact propaganda and public relations exerted 
on the American public, specifically, and the worldwide 
public, generally, during World War II gave PR the final 
boost to respectability. A few statistics bear this out.^ 
In 1935, ten names were listed under the heading "public 1

1. Most figures are taken from Bernays, loc. cit
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relations" in the Manhatten telephone directory; by 1950, 
that number had increased to 594-. Today, there are 757 so- 
called "public relations" practitioners on Manhatten Island; 
also listed are 208 firms offering "publicity service" and 
31 "public opinion analysts." These public relations firms 
specialize in areas including: the Negro market; "bro
chures, house organs, and recordings;" "public and race re
lations;" television and radio; real estate, corporate, 
financial, and product promotion; stockholder relations; 
resorts, hotels and motels; computer analysis of press re
lations; and, of all things, proxy campaigns. Most have 
names like "Communications Advisors Inc." or "Infoplan Divi
sion of Communications Affiliates Inc." Other, less 
majestic names, are self-explanatory: witness "Corporate
Annual Reports Inc." or "New York Council to Abolish the 
House un-American Activities Committee."^

There is a large discipline society, the Public 
Relations Society of America, which was founded in 1948 
upon the merger of the American Council on Public Rela
tions and the National Association of Public Relations 
Counsel; the Society publishes the highly regarded Public 
Relations Journal, issued monthly. There are a number of 
smaller, more specialized bodies, among them the American 
College Public Relations Association, the National School 1

1. New York Telephone Co., Manhatten Yellow Pages 
(New York: New York Telephone Co., 1958). pp. 1477-1480 _



Public Relations Association, and the Committee on Public
ity Methods of the National Conference of Social Work.

The Book Review Digest of 1915 offered no listings 
under public relations or public opinion; its 1921 edition 
listed six under public opinion but still none under pub
lic relations. But, in 1935, Harold Lasswell, Ralph Casey, 
and Bruce Smith published an annotated bibliography en
titled Propaganda and Promotional Activities, which con
tained nearly 4,500 entries. A supplement covering the 
nine years between 1954 and 1943 contained 3,000 items, a 
phenomenal rise in such a brief span of time and a vera
cious indication of the growth and development of public 
relations as a profession.

Public relations increasingly is becoming a legit- 
mate subject of scholastic investigation, both in education 
and research. At the end of World War II, twenty-one uni
versities offered courses in public relations; the first 
doctorate in public relations was conferred by Columbia 
University in 1950. It is interesting to note, however, 
that the University of Arizona has no public relations 
course listed in its latest catalogue, although several re
lated offerings— including courses in public opinion and 
pressure groups— are included in the curriculum.

In this increasingly professional field, public 
relations has emerged as a form of social statesmanship.
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Today, the effective public relations counsel must: (1) de
fine the social objectives of his client or help him to de
fine it; (2) find out what maladjustments there are between 
these objectives and the various elements in our society on 
which his client is dependent. These maladjustments may be 
distortions in the mind of the public that are due to misin
formation, ignorance, or apathy, or they may be distortions 
that are due to unsound action on the part of the client;
(3) attempt to adjust the client's policies and actions to 
society so that the maladjustments may be resolved; and (4) 
advise the client on ways and means by which his new poli
cies and actions, if it is deemed advisable to retain them, 
may be rendered comprehensible to the public.^

In summary, public relations as a management func
tion grew out of need, as public opinion became informed 
and articulate. Once the social need was established, it 
remained to determine what would constitute sound manage
ment policy. The "why" of public relations is explained, 
therefore, on the basis of economic and social needs, plus 
a more informed opinion resulting from information and ed
ucation obtained through the mass media. The "how” of 
public relations involves a study of the best ways and 
means to utilize the mass media in order that management’s
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policies may be communicated to the public for the purpose 
of creating a favorable climate of opinion.^

This economic-social need was the result of a num
ber of factors. The increasingly complex structure of 
industry, with its subsequent remoteness from direct con
tact with the public, helped; so did the advancements in 
communication media. The attacks launched by the muck- 
rakers and reformers played not a small role, as did the 
increasingly sharp level of competition among general busi
ness interests. Finally, the public themselves, as more 
and more people became literate and educated, exerted 
probably the chief force towards that need, for they now 
demanded unprecedented facts and information.

The contemporary public relations program, then, 
attempts, first, to relate the policies of his organization 
to the best interest of the publics involved, and second, 
to devise ways and means of telling the publics involved 
about these policies and activities by utilizing all avail
able and relevant media of communication. PR is not pub
licity. It is not advertising. It is not promotion. It 
is not exploitation. But all of these activities are, 
when properly and skillfully employed, integral parts of
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the carrying out of a public relations concept, objective 
or program.1

Truly, the cave man's club has travelled a long 
long road.

1. Ibid., p. 205



CHAPTER III

PRINCIPLES AND OBJECTIVES

Having discussed terms and traced the development 
of this thing called "public relations," let us now turn to 
objectives, and the manner in which those objectives are 
attained. Like definition and development, such knowledge 
is empirically essential to the understanding of applied 
public relations.

Objectives

According to one authority, the principal objec
tives of a public relations program is to "gain and hold 
the favorable opinions of the publics of an institution or 
industry."1 The Civil Service Assembly, on the other hand, 
regards the scope of public relations to be broad enough to 
cover "all relations with the public . . . and public rela
tions have to do with the development and maintenance by 
any legitimate means of favorable attitudes on the part of 
the people with whom an agency comes into contact." One 1 2

1. Cutlip and Center, op. cit., p. 16.
2. _ _____ , Public Relations of Public

Personnel Agencies (Chicago: Civil Service Assembly,
1^41), p. 4.
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objective of a good public relations program, yet another 
definition declares, is self-criticism and self-appraisal.
A parallel objective is that of systematic exploration of 
the attitudes of citizens and taxpayers. Finally, it is 
the objective of a PE program to make effective use of this 
self-criticism and public criticism, and to determine what 
readjustments or explanations are essential to develop the 
favorable public attitudes toward the agency which are so 
essential to a successful operation.1

But this is a study of municipal public relations, 
and while the objectives of this type of program do not 
differ a great deal in theory, they do differ in applica
tion, and thus warrant a somewhat more detailed discussion.

To understand the objectives of public relations in 
government, one must understand something of the socio- 
governmental context within which it operates. Given the 
choice between democracy and efficient government, the 
people of America consistently will choose democracy. They 
will revolt against slide-rule solutions or recommendations 
by "experts" when such action becomes oppressive or devoid 
of the common touch, i.e., of the people. In short, for 
every pound of expertise, there should be a counter

1. Jewell Cass Phillips, Municipal Government and 
Administration (New York: MacMillan Co., i960), p. 631.



portion of Jacksonian democracy.^ A government outside the 
touch of the people is a government doomed.

With the sophistication of the social sciences has 
come more accurate attitudinal measurement, and with this 
knowledge, new relational concepts between the governor and 
the governed have emerged. One such theory, known as "the 
wish for inefficiency," postulates that government, partic
ularly on the municipal level, is a scapegoat of the pub- 
lie. This concept states that

In an ideal world, a government might he benevo
lent and efficient. Normally, however, the belief 
is that efficiency, accuracy, system, etc., come 
about through severity of discipline, unmerciful 
application of impersonal principles, and indif
ference to individual variations and needs. Con
versely, we associate indulgence with permissiveness 
of discipline, adaptation to human pressures, and 
sloppiness. The hypothesis is suggested that Amer
icans prefer to believe their government agencies 
are lazy and security seeking, too involved in 
their own paper work and internal rigidities and 
carelessness to be authoritarian and punishing to 
the public,. They want to be able to criticize this 
authority, as soldiers lambaste the food regardless 
of its quality, to show their security as citizens.
It is safer to have a government that is an irri
tating old uncle who has troubles getting things 
right, hires too many people for anybody's good, , 
but withal, is a loveable old shoe who means well.5 1 2
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(Summer, 1959A p. 184.
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If this interpretation is correct,— and there is 

much evidence in that direction— it suggests that govern
mental entities cannot easily find generalized approval 
regardless of the actual merits of their accomplishments 
and further, that citizens are suspect of too much zeal if 
their government appears efficient hut heartless."*" Under 
this philosophy, the efficiency that will he hest received 
is that which enhances and reassures concerning bureau
cratic intentions; this is done hy emphasizing service, 
comfort, courtesy, and attention to needs, and hy being 
patient with the fears of those who would rather not be 
dealing with the government at all.

This "wish for inefficiency" may he at least a part 
of the explanation behind the public antagonism toward the 
city manager form of government in many cities; the manager, 
usually an outsider who is hired not so much for his abil
ity to mediate among local interests as to operate above 
crass partisan politics, often cannot earn the identifica
tion with the public necessary to good government. In fact, 
a key to understanding public response to council-manager 
government in these days of increasing complexity may be 
found in the persistent lack of enthusiasm for manager gov
ernment in our large metropolitan centers. It may be that 
the larger the city, the smaller the fraction of population

1. Ibid
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that can personally know its city hall leaders; therefore, 
leadership at tne city hall must he realized by the masses 
through a symbol. To the public, a strong mayor apparently 
makes a much better symbol than the mayor who is part of a 
council-manager government.̂

Summarily speaking, therefore, the main objective 
of a municipal public relations program is "to bring the in
stitution (here, municipal government) and the public into

Oa congenial and harmonious relationship." It consists
basically of (1) securing the attention of the public with
which the city is concerned, (2) telling the city's story
in such a manner as to hold the public's attention, and
(3) conveying facts which will inform, inspire, or adjust

%citizen opinion toward the city government.̂  It is an un
pleasant but nonetheless omnipresent fact of metropolitan 
life that "good" city government must be sold to the elec
torate. Bad city government willcome to the attention of 
the public anyway, but efficient city government must be 
sold. As one newspaper publisher put it, "Everyone is 
perfectly willing to accept any news about improper 1

1. Mathewson, op. cit., p. 185.
2. Phillips, op. cit., p. 632
3. Robert Christofferson, "Municipal Public Rela

tions in 1962," Public Management, Vol. XLV, No. 6 (June, 
1963), p. 122
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actions. They remember them. But the good things? They 
have to be made to read t h e s e . T h i s  is a task of public 
relations.

Much municipal public relations merely involves in
forming the people what is going on in city hall; in fact, 
the majority of PR efforts (and problems) are concerned not 
with engineering the passage of a special program, but 
rather with explaining the day-by-day activities of govern
ment. It is often the case that once the regular opera
tions are adequately explained, half the battle of winning 
public approval of bond issues and capital improvement pro
grams is won. City policies must have public approval• 
Public relations is greatly affected by governmental com
petency and efficiency, but public knowledge and under
standing is also important. Even the wisest policies 
and the most efficient administration will fail to produce
good public relations if the citizens do not know about 

2them* Municipal government is the government closest to 
the people, but often, like the proverbial forest, the 
citizens can't see it for the trees. Because they are so 
close to it, they get a distorted view of their own city 
government, its problems, and its activities. These 1 2

1. Allan Engleman, "Good Government Must be Sold," 
Texas Town and City, Vol. L, No. 4 (April, 1963), p. 13«

2. The Technique of Municipal Administration, 
op. cit., p. 381.
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widely varied operations of municipal government aren’t 
tied together in the average citizen's mind. And since the 
people aren't going hunting for the facts, the facts, some
how, must be taken to the people— in a palatable, under
standable, interesting form.1

Unfortunately, public officials often are afraid of 
the term "public relations." To carry on a program by that 
name, they feel, will invite an avalanche of taxpayer crit
icism; in other cases, the municipal budget simply does not 
provide for such activity. Regardless, however, the pub
lic relations function is the responsibility of city of
ficials. To supply this information to the citizenry is not 
an extravagance of municipal government; it is a duty. The 
people deserve to know what's going on in government, and, 
since most of them do not attend meetings or make other 
overt manifestations towards learning about their govern
ment, the administration must cooperate in getting out the

pfacts. This one obligation, moreover, may well be the key 
to a strong and effective local administration.

Specifically speaking, therefore, the objectives of 
a government public relations program are many. They 
include:

1. Jack Turbiville, "Getting Out the Facts," 
Georgia Municipal Journal. Vol. XIII, Ho. 4 (April, 196$),
p. 7.

2. Ibid., p. 8
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1. Winning the consent for new laws and new 

reforms dictated by the needs of an everchanging, 
technological society.

2. Overcoming apathy and bewilderment towards 
new and complex functions of government, and to 
provide reliable information for the voter seeking 
to make an intelligent decision at the polls.

3• Keeping the citizen informed of the ser
vices and the functions provided so that he may 
participate and gain full benefit from them.

4. Giving the citizen usable devices for re
laying his views and opinions to the administra
tor without employing intermediaries.

5* Interpreting public opinion to the law en
forcement agencies so that regulations will be 
realistic and acceptable.

6. Crystallizing public sentiment and paving 
the way for non-coercive compliance. This re
quires convincing the citizen of the need for 
administrative rules and assisting him in under
standing them.

7* Building a reservoir of support for an agen
cy which the agency may tap when the going gets 
rough; and having friends in time of need when a 
conflict develops with other agencies, with the 
legislature, or with the public.1

Public relations in government involves those 
techniques which government officials and agencies employ 
to keep the public informed, and to disseminate informa
tion about the activities of the government1s various de
partments, bureaus, and agencies. An informed, educated 
public can do nothing but aid "good" government.

A state cannot maintain itself without an informed 
society in which all of the people are aware of and respon
sive to their responsibilities. Education alone will not 
provide this, for a mature electorate requires more than 
just a well-educated mass. Responsibility is as equally

1. Cutlip and Center, op cit., pp. 352-353



important as education in the democratic schema. Moreover, 
public relations at the municipal level is perhaps the most 
important of all, for, in a republic, the total nation can 
only be as strong as the individual-governing institutions 
at the lowest level. The United States of America is too 
large an entity to permit somentum stimulus from a single 
seat of government and at the same time retain individual 
freedom.^ An effective municipal public relations pro
gram, therefore, is a sown seed, from which will grow, 
hopefully, a body politic responsive to all governments.
It cannot be conscientiously dismissed as a luxury or an 
excess; a government's relations with its peoples cannot be 
left to chance.

General Public Relations Principles;
Municipal (rovernment

If one had to describe the public relations func
tion in a single word, there would be but one choice: com
munication. Virtually all public relations methods and 
tactics are designed to facilitate transmission of thoughts 
between various publics. An article which appeared in a 
state municipal journal expressed this idea succinctly:
"A good PR program depends on communications, because you 1

1. Bevel, op. cit., p. 11
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can't make a good impression without good expressions.""^
The business world learned long ago that a sale cannot be 
made unless there is communication between the seller and 
the buyer; and public relations, underneath all that sugar 
frosting, is, too, a sales effort.

There are two broad, all-encompassing principles 
involved in municipal public relations. One is communica
tion. The other is ethics. Ethics are the moral horizons, 
beyond which man is forbidden to venture. These behaviorial 
limitations exist within every public or segment of society, 
though they may vary from group to group, their force is 
felt regardless. Nowhere— with the exception of ultra
professionals such as doctors, attorneys, and the clergy—  
are there more strict ethics than those applied to public 
servants. Public relations, therefore, must take care to 
walk a very narrow line indeed, for it is a historically 
unethical profession operating within a severely ethical 
context. There is no room whatsoever for press-agentry or 
"wool-pulling" in municipal PH; the memories of P.T.
Barnum et al. still rail strong at every turn. In a con
temporary conceptual framework, however, ethics controls 
the application and effect of communication; it thus is a 
determinant factor in any public-oriented program« 1

1. _____________ , "Private Executives Offer PR
Hints," Texas Town and City, Vol. XLIX, No. 11 (November,
1962, p. 20
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C ommunications

Public relations, at best, employs communication as 
a constructive and legitimate function of the free enter
prise system in a democratic society. It is so critical, 
in fact, that the democratic form of government prospers 
and propogates through the communication of truth which,
in terms of public relations, means a scrupulous regard for 

1the facts.
But there is more to communication than a mere re

laying of facts. In the first place, public relations and 
its communication must have a sociological and economic 
reason for being; otherwise, there is no purpose in relat
ing it to such a problem, because such public relations

pwould be powerless. Second, the communication must be
applied within a well-defined psychological and geographic
area. Obviously, the public cannot mean everybody,
everywhere; it must mean some group, somewhere.^

Most important of all, the communicator should avoid
an either/or alternative. As Charles Steinberg put it:

Problems and alternatives which call for a for
mation and expression of public opinion are not 
black and white. They are not always as simple as 
an either/ or choice. There is a vast gray area 1

1. Steinberg, op. cit., p. 6.
2. Bevel, op. cit., p. 10.
3. Steinberg, op. cit., p. 71. See pp. 42ff for

a more extensive discussion on the definition of a "public*"
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in which public opinion operates and in which 
choices are weighed before conclusions are reached. 
What is socially harmful about the black or white 
kind of thinking is that it obviates thinking al
together. It allows little or no room for the 
individual or the group to view a problem in terms 
Gestalt, or the whole experimential nexus.
The public relations man, sometimes by accident 
and sometimes by design, falls into the easy ha
bit of presenting his case in an either/or fashion.
The choice, presumably, is made easy for the pub
lic by the subtle or blatant suggestion to follow 
the "either" or the "or."1

There are a number of theories concerning the flow 
of communication which should be of practical worth to the 
communicator. Three of those currently in vogue are Elmo 
Roper's concentric circle theory, Walter Lippman's barri
ers to communications, and George Gallup's "regulators of

2absorption rate of new ideas." Roper, for forty years 
one of America's most successful opinion researchers, as
sumes as a starting point for his theory that ideas pene
trate the whole public slowly. This penetration is 
affected through a process similar to osmosis, the ideas 
moving out in concentric circles from Great Thinkers to 
Great Disciples to Great Disseminators to Lesser Dissem
inators to the Politically Active to the Politically 
inert. ̂ 1

1. Ibid., p. 55»
2. These theories are examined extensively in 

Cutlip and Center, op. cit., pp. 127-152.
3. See Figure 1.



The Flow of Ideas
U PPM ANN'S BARRIERS TO COMMUNICATIONS ROPER'S HYPOTHESIS CALLUP'S REGULATORSOF ABSORPTION RATE OF NEW IDEAS
I.

1.

3.

4

S

6.

1. Complexity at the Idea.

Limitations 
at social contact 2. Factors at difference from accustomed patterns.

Meagre timeavailable for paying attention to public affairs
3. Competition with prevailing Ideas

Distortions because events must be compressed Intoshort messages
4 Is idea susceptible to demonstration and proof.

Difficulty of making a small vocabulary express a big, complicated world.
5. How strong are vested Interests which will block proposed change ?

Fear of facing those facts which seem to threaten established routine of men's lives.

Does proposal meeta fell need ?

GREAT DISCIPLES Robert Taft, FDR

GREAT THINKERS Adam Smith, Jefferson

LESSER DISSEMINATORS Clergy, Editors, etc.

GREAT DISSEMINATORS Luce, Uppmann Meany, Murrow

POLITICALLY INERT 75 to SO million cltlsens who seldom voice opinions but who vote, buy, decide.

POUTICALLY ACTIVES 10 to 15 million cllitens who take active Interest In public affairs and provide local leadership.

7. Frequency with which public is reminded of new Idea.

Figure 1# The Flow of Ideas: Three Theories
(Source: Cutlip and Center, on. cit., p. 128)



Roper's hypothesis depends on the stratification of 
the American society as indicated; it also emphasizes the 
importance of using opinion leaders in the public relations 
(communicative) process. The rate of flow in the trans
mission and the acceptance of ideas is governed by many 
factors, including (l) exposure, access, and attention 
given the communicator's message, (2) the differential 
character of the media of communication. (3) the content of 
the message— its form, presentation, and appeals, (4) the 
receiver's predispositions which cause acceptance, modifi
cation, or rejection of the message, and (5) interpersonal 
relationships of individuals as members of groups. Addi
tional flow determinants include Gallup's regulators.^"

The human brain transmits impressions about every
thing that touches the consciousness. In his landmark

pwork, Public Opinion, Lippman divided these impressions 
into four groups: the person's approach to the work world,
his stereotypes, his personal interests, and his image of 
the world.

In communicating, nothing raises more problems than 
the fact that the audience has limited access to the real 
facts in any given situation. To Lippman, this access was 1 2

1. See Figure 1.
2. Walter Lippman, Public Opinion (New York: 

Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1922).
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controlled by six principal barriers. Thus, with limited 
access to the real facts, and with some information tend
ing to confuse as much as it clarifies, people rely heavi
ly on stereotypes. Specific and significant impressions 
become generalities. Lippman's public regards stereotypes 
as sancrosant. Stereotypes, he claims tend to operate as a 
psychological defense mechanism, expressing the hopes of the 
audience. They (stereotypes) form a moral code from which 
personal standards are derived. The communicator should 
learn to recognize the influence and presence of symbols 
and stereotypes in public opinion, and to counter stereo
types with sterotypes, symbols with symbols.

Move from the land of theory into the kingdom of 
empiricism, and these communicative theories can be trans
lated into a practical and effective battle plan without un
due difficulty. Take, for example, what one source called 
"the 7 C's of Communication:"

1. Credibility. Communication starts with a 
climate of belief built on the performance of the 
source. The receiver must have confidence in the 
sender.

2. Context. The message of the communica
tion must have meaning and relevance for the re
ceiver. The message must square with the realities 
of the environment. Mechanical media of communi
cation are supplemental only to the word and deed 
that takes place. The context must provide for 
participation and playback.

5. Content. The message must have meaning and 
relevance for the receiver. People select only
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those items of information which promise them 
the greatest rewards. Content determines audi
ence. .

4. Clarity. The message must be in simple 
terms, with the same meaning to the receiver as 
to the sender. The farther a message must travel, 
the simpler it must be. An institution must 
speak with one voice, not a babble.

5. Continuity and Consistency. Communi
cation is an unending process which requires 
repetition to achieve penetration. Repetition—  
with variation— contributes to both factual and 
attitude learning.

6. Channels. The communicator should em
ploy the established channels of communication, 
ones which the receiver uses and respects. It 
must be remembered that different channels have 
different effects and serve in different stages 
of the diffusion process.

7. Capability of Audience. The communi
cator must, finally, take into account the 
capability of his audience. Communications are 
most effective when they require the least ef
fort on the part of the recipient. Factors to 
be considered include availability, habit, read
ing ability, and the receiver's knowledge.!

Or, consider a simplified version of these 7 C's:
1. Be considerate— genuine, friendly re

lations are built on understanding, sincerity, 
respect and confidence.

2. Keep informed— know as much about your 
organization and the issues concerning it as 
possible so that you can answer questions that 
may be asked.

5. Don't argue— no one ever wins an argument. 
(sic) If you wish to convince a person, sell him and 
remember that you can't do it by being a know- it- 
all or by pretending to be perfect.

4. Use empathy— place yourself in the other 
person's shoes so that you can separate facts from 
feelings and know better how to deal with that 
particular individual.

5. Be a good listener— this shows real in
terest and is the key to understanding.2 1 2

1. Cutlip and Center, op. cit., p. 141.
2. "Private Executives Offer PR Hints," op. cit.
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The book on public relations or public opinion 

that does not contain at least one modification or another 
of the qualities of communication as listed above is rare 
indeed. They are all almost identical in content and in 
application, however, and are the accepted means of detour
ing the roadblocks set up by Lippman, Roper, and Gallup. In 
general, therefore, if we can make our messages appeal to 
individual needs and wants, if we can provide or point out 
social support for the desired attitudes, if we can intro
duce our messages at such a time as will let them be rein
forced by related events, if we can point out or provide a 
channel for action along the lines of the desired attitude, 
if we can eliminate so far as possible or point out ways 
of surmounting the barriers to such action— then we can be 
as confident as possible of accomplishing what we want to 
accomplish with our communication.

Ethics
Public relations at its inception is objective; it 

is neither bad nor good, negative nor positive. Public re
lations becomes subjective only in the way it is used. The 
language of public relations— employed in advertising, pub
licity, and promotion— is both directive and emotive; its 
thrust is forward into the future, not backwards into the 1

1. Wilbur Schramm, The Process and Effect of Mass 
Communication (Urbana, 111.: University of Illinois Press,
1954), p. 214.
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past, and as such it promises a tangible future result if 
the action is taken. If the promised result fails to mate
rialize after the prescribed action, however, public opin
ion will tend to abandon the advertiser. This public 
opinion is sufficiently formidable to require truth, if not 
in the interest of the public, at least in the interest of 
the employer or the client.^ This is what is known as eth
ical public relations.

Mass communication media, despite limitations, are 
the most powerful devices the public relations engineer 
uses to communicate with his target. The media have made 
swift, precise communication to enormous publics possible; 
they permit precision in this transmission of thoughts; 
and they have a tremendous potential for the formulation of 
public opinion. And though the potentialities of these 
media are great, so are the limitations. While the media 
operate under an assumed obligation to report all the news, 
the roughshod road of economic and political reality seldom 
permit such thoroughness; complete coverage of public af
fairs is an ethical standard of the media that it is seldom 
able to realize. In addition, there is a tendency, brought 
on by the omnipresence of the media, to attribute too much 
influence to these instrumentalities. *t has been claimed

1. Steinberg, op. cit., p. $68.
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that the content of the media has become increasingly di
rective, and that exposure to certain of the media, partic
ularly newspapers and news magazines, leaves the receivers 
in a state of uncritical acceptance and surrender. Unfor
tunately, social science has not determined the ultimate 
effect of exposure; impact, depth, and penetration is not 
an absolute product of size and quality.

One of the greatest ethical contributions which pub
lic relations can make to a democratic society is the drama
tization of a need for dynamic social institutions. 
Sociological studies show that publics develop behavior 
patterns around an established norm. Thus, the tendency to 
accept common and familiar stereotypes affords an easy road 
to relaxation; witness the motion picture portrait of the 
gangster, the tycoon, even the housewife. Inertia and hab
it patterns accept these stereotypes uncritically. PE 
techniques can, fortunately, demolish these atavistic pat
terns by showing that a more dynamic behavior is, in the 
long run, healthier for everyone concerned. Public rela
tions, by showing that these attitudes and patterns are 
lazy, can be a constructive social influence.^ Host insti
tutions ultimately lose their power to effect good and be
come moribund because they resist change. Dynamic public

1. Ibid., p. 375



relations can show the way to new environmental adaptations 
by democratic institutions.

Operating as a two-way street, then, ethical pub
lic relations can perform significant internal and exter
nal functions. Internally, the public relations director 
can steer management in a healthy direction in its rela
tions with the press, with employees, and with other 
publics. More importantly, he can act as a safety valve 
against cliches and stereotyped thinking, and, hopefully, 
can help the organization avoid that Sargasso Sea of pub
lic administration, anachronism. Externally, public rela
tions, in its contact with the public through mass media, 
should not overlook the fact that the ultimate referent of 
mass communication is the individual. Further, public re
lations must continue to work towards a system of self
regulation and self-discipline by means of the development 
of a dynamic code of ethical practice. Finally, if public 
relations is to be more than crass press agentry, it must 
be predicated on a respect for our social and cultural in
stitutions as well as a regard for the dignity of those 
human beings who constitute the public.

Society functions best when optimum conditions pre
vail. Rapport can be brought about, under this optimum 
environment, specifically through the communication arts.
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Intelligent and ethical public relations can contribute 
much to the development of an atmosphere in which facts re
place fiction, in which individuals and groups can at 
least relegate, if they will not relinquish, their competi
tiveness and suspicion in the best interest of all con
cerned.^ In the final analysis, it is fundamentally 
through the perfection and use of the instrumentalities 
of communication that people can share significant experi
ences, that the tributary stream of human events can be 
merged with the main stream of human understanding and 
knowledge. Communication media are the connective tissues 
of the social environment. And the collective techniques 
of public relations, ethically applied, can serve as a 
potent instrument in strengthening the matrix of communi
cation into a socially beneficial whole.

Techniques: Municipal Public Relations

Effective municipal public relations, like golf or 
seduction, is the result of planned execution of pre
tested techniques. And, as in sports or love, there are 
many ways to reach the end of the trail. Some of these 
devices have much worth, while others are unadulterated 
charlatanism. A very select few are indispensable. The 
discussion that follows is intended as an introduction to

1, Ibid., p. 567



the methodology of municipal public relations; there is 
considerable elaboration in the ensuing chapters.

Planning the Program
There are four basic steps in the formulation of 

any public relations campaign: (1) establishing the objec
tives; (2) analyzing public attitudes toward the organiza
tion and the services it renders; ($) evaluation of this 
analysis with an eye towards keynoting the approach to the 
public in terms of action by the organization, to be fol
lowed by the formulation of policy and a program for edu
cating the public; and (4) application of this program by 
dramatizing it through the various media of communication.^ 
Often, though, a municipality is not concerned so much with 
its general image as it is with a specific problem; a city 
faced with overcrowded schools, underpaid administrators, 
and crumbling roadways of necessity must face up to the 
problems at hand, and direct its efforts towards a solution 
It follows, then, that in such a situation, much care must 
be exercised in selecting the issue behind which the city 
will rally its forces. The issue that is accepted by a 
public as the crucial one has considerable bearing on where 
the struggle begins and on the support each side will at
tract. Hot unsurprisingly, public relations counselors 
consider selecting the issue— in reality, selecting the 1

1. Bernays, op. cit., p. 11.
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terms of competition and the battleground— as the primary

1business in planning a PR campaign.
When the practitioner sits down with his aides and 

his advisors to lay out a public relations program, he 
must, above all else, make certain the techniques they 
choose will provide the result they seek, in other words, 
that they aren't reaching for the highschool dropout's mind 
with the words of a Shakespeare. There are, therefore, a 
number of principles that should be followed when planning 
a campaign to ensure the effectiveness of the media content 
chosen. In the first place, the campaign ideas must be 
based on an analysis of the patterns or symbols to which 
the target group responds, and upon a reorientation of pub
lic opinion by the formation of new authorities or symbols 
which will enjoy group acceptance. Secondly, the campaign 
appeal must be based upon one or more symbols which inhere 
in the common tradition of the group. In other words, the 
public relations counsel must create some recognizable re
lationship between the cause he represents and those sym
bols common to the social pattern of the target group. As 
one authority advised.

To be successful, the themes must appeal to 
the motives of the public. Motives are the actual 
conscious and subconscious pressures created by the 
force of desires. Psychologists have isolated a 
number of compelling appeals, the validity of which 
has been repeatedly proven in practical application.

1. Lee, op. cit., p. 4-9•
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Self-preservation, ambition, pride, hunger, love 
of family, patriotism, imitativeness, the desire 
to lead— these and other drives are the psycholog
ical raw materials of which every leader must be 
aware in his endeavor to win the public to his 
point of view.l

Finally, public relations must communicate these selected 
recognizable patterns to the target group through judicious

Pemployment of mass communications media.
As is increasingly the case, the chief tool in the 

selection of issues, symbols and themes, and media is re
search. Research increases the effectiveness of communi
cation by alloting, ideally, special study and special 
treatment to each public. Research emphasizes the listen
ing phase of public relations and gives substance to the 
two-way street concept. Research provides the objective 
perspective necessary to "know thyself." Research earns 
support for PR counselling and programming around the 
policy-making table. Research often reveals trouble spots 
before they become cancerous. And research, by providing
useful intelligence, acts as an idea service for manage- 

%ment.v
Once sufficient research is accomplished, the ac

tual public relations program should be planned. There are 
a plethora of elements to be considered in planning such a

1. Bernays, op. cit., p. 166.
2. Steinberg, op. cit •i pp• 92-93•
5- Cutlip and Center, op. cit.. p. 95.



campaign: generally speaking, however, certain "looks’1
must be taken:

1. A searching look backward— to determine 
all the factors which led to the situation under study.

2. A deep look inside— inwwhich the assem
bled facts and opinions are considered in the 
light of the institution's objectives and 
weighed as to their validity.

3. A wide look around— in which there is 
study of similar situations in similar organ
izations; study of political, social, and eco
nomic: trends; and an examination of the mood 
of the times.

4. A long, long, look ahead— in which goals 
for the organization and implementation of the 
public relations program are set.l

A well-planned public relations program, then, 
should be sincere in purpose and execution, durable and 
harmonious with the organization's character and purpose, 
positive in approach and appeals, comprehensive in scope 
and continuous in application, clear and symbolic, and 
finally and paramount above all else, beneficial to both 
the sender and the receiver of the message.

Defining and Measuring the Public
One of the most difficult tasks that faces the 

public relations counselor is selecting the public to 
which the PR efforts will be aimed. To the public 
relationist, there is no such thing as one public. A

1. Ibid., p. 109
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society is composed of numerous segments.1 One does not 
speak of the public, per se. There is the school public.
Or the laboring public. Or the professional public. Or 
the driving public. Or the recreation-seeking public. The 
list is virtually endless. It is the task of the public 
relations planner, therefore, to define the public to which 
the public relations effort is to be aimed at. Each city 
has many publics; in fact, different city departments have 
different publics. Unfortunately, many cities fail to rec
ognize this diversity. Municipal reports and publicity 
have too often been directed at everyone in general and no 
one in particular. No public relations program can be truly 
effective unless it is recognized at the outset that every 
contact, direct and indirect, with any citizen or group

Pof citizens has a bearing on the city's public relations.
In short, in public relations one must communicate with 
the individual units in a passing parade, not a standing 
army.

Just as society is composed of a number of groups, 
so is public opinion in reality the separate opinions of 
these groups. Public opinion is the articulate expression 
of the group, formed by the coalescence of the opinions 
of individuals who have sacrificed to some degree 1 2

1. Steinberg, op. cit., p. 77*
2. The Technique of Municipal Administration, 

op. cit., p. $83•



their own freedom to think for themselves. Just as the in
dividual's prerogatives become part of the group, so does 
the individual1s opinion become submerged in the group 
opinion.

Because man's action and reaction is ultimately 
dependent on the homo sapien, man has not yet discovered 
means of accurately and unequivocally predicting thought 
and behavior. Nevertheless, several generalities about 
that strange taskmaster known as "public opinion" enjoy 
broad acceptance. First, in a stable society such as that 
characterized by the United States, public opinion is far 
more inert and stubborn than it is malleable. It will 
yield to change only after stiff resistance, particularly 
if the group is bound by a strong special interest.^ It is 
doubtful whether any degree of special pleading or skillful 
public relations will convince an ardent antivivisectionist 
to abandon his views and condone medical experiments on 
animals, for example. The desire of the group to stick by 
its opinions makes any new public relations problem a gen
uine challenge.

Nevertheless, in spite of these strong convic
tions, there is still a vast middle area where opinions 
have not solidified, and this is the area that yields to 
cultivation and change by public relations tactics.
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Thus, a vivisection bill would result in a stalemate if 
only pro and con opinions were involved. Both publics, 
therefore, tend to direct their efforts toward influencing 
the opinions of those groups in the middle«

An important determining factor in public opin
ion, therefore, is the nature of the issue involved. Pub
lic opinion is both constant and flexible, depending on 
the nature of the problem and the nature of the publics 
involved. Public opinion varies, because groups themselves 
are not constant. As one generation succeeds another, 
ideas and attitudes undergo modification. Social insti
tutions and folkways change, albeit slowly. The division 
of the population into many publics would result in stul
tifying inertia if some group change were not always im
plicit;; and it is this implicit sense of unity in diversity 
which makes it possible to influence public opinion by pub
lic relations techniques. Public opinion, then,

. . . does not coalesce arbitrarily around one 
polarity or the other. Public opinion, arrived 
at by a democratic process, is a series of grada
tions or discussions of issues, of analyses of 
data, until a decision to act is reached. Social, 
economic, and political problems are not solved 
by a categorical "yes" or "no." They ply for time 
in the uncertain sea of the "maybe" where there 
is opportunity to weigh possibilities before com
ing to conclusions. And even these conclusions 
are not irrevocable. Wrong diagnoses and de
cisions are not always irreversible in the demo
cratic society. They can be ameliorated. Our 
values are pluralistic, not monistic. There are 
many choices«
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There are times when the purpose of public 

relations is to offer alternatives of the either/ 
or variety. But, public relations also has the 
opportunity to point out, by disseminating rele
vant information, the multiplicity of choices 
available and to let the facts speak for them
selves. Public opinion, democratically arrived 
at consists of discussion and analysis until 
some conclusion is reached. While public rela
tions tend to bias in favor of one particular 
choice, they also stimulate discussion of the 
various choices available.!

On the basis of these expressed opinions, the 
public relations advisor must realize that one may and 
often does assume attitudes, beliefs, and other subjec
tive states. An attitude is a mental state of preparation 
or experience, asserting an influence on the individual's 
response to objects and situations with which it is re
lated. Any expression of the opinion involves attitudes 
which have been developed through experience. It is sig
nificant, however, that the particular attitudes which af
fect opinion are frequently difficult to ascertain.

Basic attitudes are initially conditioned by both 
primary institutions such as the family, church, and 
school, and by secondary institutions, such as political 
parties, interest groups, and other group affiliations. 
These basis beliefs condition the opinions individuals 
will express on a given topic. It is also possible that 
his opinions might be modified or changed in contradiction

1. Ibid., pp. 55-56
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to his basic attitudes because experience has shown him 
that in a complex society individuals are interdependent 
and that a measure of reliance must be put upon government 
to take care of themselves.1

Public opinion is formed through communication 
and social interaction, usually in apparent discontent in 
some areas which may lead to group action; discussion is 
precipitated by the existence of controversy. The second 
stage in the development of public opinion is reached when 
discussion becomes general as discontent spreads. Groups 
with interests vested in the prevailing order will spring 
to its defense, issues will be dramatized, investigation 
will follow, and the opposition will form around the banner 
of "progress." The third stage will find promotion met by 
protest in an intensified propaganda campaign for the plans 
of the opposing sides; the line of demarcation will be 
clearly defined, fact will be mixed with fancy, truth with 
legend and myth, reason with emotion. Finally, the opinion 
is registered in terms of a policy decision. It is a 
temporary consensus, however, and will undergo redefinition

1. Management Information Service, Determining 
and Evaluating Citizen Needs and Desires (Chicago: Inter- 
national City Managers' Association, 1959), pp» 9-10.
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and alteration before it finally becomes solidified.^ It 
is these opinions as finally formulated that must be the 
guide of public relations: it must tell what is wrong, it
must show where the key lies, and it must reveal the tech
niques that will permit the greatest chance of success.

Alert city officials recognize the importance of 
keeping in touch with public opinion, and eliminating 
causes of dissatisfaction before municipal prestige is seri
ously damaged. City managers invariably place PR high at 
the list of topics at their conventions, but no general 
agreement has been reached as to the best method of sampling 
public opinion and ascertaining the principal causes of fri- 
tion.^

There are as many ways to read the public pulse 
as there are grapes on a vine. Informal methods, the most 
common used by municipalities, include personal contacts 
by phone and mail, advisory citizens' committees or panels, 
analysis of incoming mail, reports of field agencies on 
their evaluations of opinions about the organization, news 
media reaction, conferences with those involved in a spec
ified problem of situation, study of ballots (both public 1 2

1. Ibid., p. 10
2. The Technique of Municipal Administration, 

op. cit., p. 373o
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and legislative), study of polls, and the examination of 
speeches and writings of recognized opinion leaders.^

The more formal methods permit a more precise sur
vey, but their relatively high cost unfortunately preclude 
their general use; as such, municipalities usually employ 
them to sample opinion on a specific issue, such as an up
coming bond referendum. Included here are the cross- 
section surveys, probably the most common of the "scienti
fic" measures. The cross-section survey is based on one of 
three criteria: random sampling (probability sample), geo
graphical area (area sample), and known characteristics 
(quota sample). Another method of opinion measurement is 
the survey panel, in which a panel of representative citi
zens are interviewed several times over a period of time.
The depth interview is built around an informal interview 
and analysis by a trained technician. Content analysis 
tells what is being said about an organization, while mail 
questionnaires, though fairly easy and inexpensive to ad
minister, give no guarantee that the respondents will be

prepresentative of the entire population.
There is an almost continual controversy re

volving around the worth of opinion measurements. Since 
public opinion is never stable, these doubters ask, is it 1 2

1. Cutlip and Center, op. cit.. p. 102.
2. Ibid., p. 105o



measurable? And even if one were to assume that opinion is 
measurable under certain optimum conditions, are not these 
conditions still in the future? In other words, do we now 
have a scientifically accurate device, capable of accurate
ly measuring opinion and, on the basis of its findings, of 
predicting behavior?

The conflict centers not around what the tests 
can do, but around what observers think they can do. Any 
reputable psychologist or social scientist will admit that 
opinion measurement falls far short of perfection:

The measurement expert does not claim that 
opinion studies are absolute. He does not say that 
a given finding necessarily implies the promulga
tion of a given public relations campaign. For 
the fact is that opinion measurement is not ab
solute, but relative: it does not attempt to
supply final answers or absolutes, but merely to 
point the way toward possible goals. Opinion 
measurement is important in public relations not 
only in revealing what people know, but also what 
they do not know. It is a revelatory of negative 
areas as it is of positive. Public opinion it
self does not allow for final answers. It is a 
dynamic phenomenon, not a static one. And the 
results of opinion measurement are not categor
ical, but tentative.!

The public opinion survey, therefore, when ad
ministered by specialists, presents the same kind of diag
nostic aid for the public relations counsel as the 
laboratory test does for the physician. The survey is a 
barometric reading of the opinions of various publics and, 
as such, is actually a direction finder. Not only will an
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accurately designed and executed survey reveal the nature 
of public opinion within a given area* it will also indi
cate whether the planned public relations operations are 
congruent with prevailing opinions. Both the creation of 
the idea and its communication to the public may frequent
ly develop out of a careful estimate of group opinions.

Regardless of the method chosen* however, the ad
ministration must view the results of its opinion investi
gation with an eye towards three principal alternatives:
(1) to undertake a new program of information for the pur
pose of eradicating misinformation about a person* insti
tution, product, or idea; (2) to suggest the substitution 
of one sterotype for another, with a resultant change of 
opinion; and (5) to bring about a situation where under
standing of common problems and good will replaces mis
understanding and ill will.3"

There are grave faults of public opinion measure
ment devices, but these lie almost entirely with the admini
strator and the evaluator, not with the test or the idea 
itself. Therefore, the future of opinion testing as a 
genuinely important public relations tool lies partly in 
the education of the public and partly in the professional 
ethics of the measurement expert who devises the survey 
and the PR man who interprets the findings and puts them

1. Ibid., p. 102



to practical use. In addition, our knowledge of the human 
psyche is not yet sophisticated enough to establish a 
positive correlation between the accurate measurement which 
is already possible and the prediction of behavior. There 
is, in other words, a still unbridgeable chasm between 
opinion expression and overt behavior.

It must never be forgotten, however, that, if a 
realistic appraisal of needs and desires is to be achieved, 
the public administrator, in small and large community 
alike, must be responsive to the public and the community  

which surrounds him and must react to changes in the 
external political climate.^ All doubts aside, opinion 
measurement devices, though certainly falling short of 
perfection, are the best available tools to perform a 
necessary governmental public relations function.

Government-Citizen Contacts
It goes almost without saying that, as a rule, 

municipal public relations is founded on the relationship 
between a government and its public . . .  in particular, 
through the image the government, in the person of its 
employees, presents to a citizen in the course of everyday 
business. The city as an institution or the policies of 
cities as such may not make a very definite impression upon 
most citizens. It is not until the citizen has contact 1

1. Management Information Service, op. cit., p. 2.
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with a representative of the city in the administration of 
a policy that the government becomes a reality to the 
citizen. It must be remembered that in every citizen- 
official contact, the city employee is representing his 
city. In the eyes of the citizen he is, for the time 
being, the city.^ In the final analysis, therefore, 
municipal public relations is dependent on the municipal 
employee. As one author put it:

Where there are PR problems, they are in the 
hands of the employee. He is the key figure in 
the PR situation. He is the conductor of the PR 
of the organization by his actions with the 
customer. He is also the "ear" of the organiza
tion, for he learns of the needs, wants, expecta
tions, desires, and satisfaction of the public 
served. . . . The employee is the key figure in 
the PR of the organization and what he does is 
crucial. The manager is forced of necessity to 
depend on others to make or break his PR.2

Using capitalistic terminology, the "point of 
sale" should be emphasized as the locus of public rela
tions, for here people are affected most profoundly by 
what is done and how it is done. In addition, here is 
where the primary impressions are created which in turn 
are passed on to others who have no direct relationship 
with the organization, i.e., the general publics. Here is 
where people gain significant impressions, both good and
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tad. Finally, here is where the emphasis will be most 
receptive to an organized public relations-oriented 
effort.1

The principal public relations objective of these 
citizen-employee contacts— aside from efficient performance 
of the service task itself— is the cultivation of a 
"favorable" public image for the city. This concept of 
something called a "public" image postulates the idea that 
people are governed in their behavior and attitudes toward 
products or services by a constellation of pictures and 
thought processes that sum up for them what the product 
means to them.

Any public object, whether it be a product, or a 
person, or an institution, has an image for the publics, 
audiences, or consumers who know of it. Since knowledge 
always falls short and is filtered through the capacities 
and special circumstances of the people who experience the 
institution, what they know of it is inevitably an abstrac
tion. An image, therefore, is a dynamic relationship 
between a public and an object, a relationship that takes 
on persisting qualities through time which determine how 
the participants in the relationship will behave towards 
each other. It is a relationship that may readily change; 
but, in other cases, it proves tenacious and stubborn.

1. Ibid



Once people develop a set of ideas and impressions about a
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product, company, or institution, it becomes a segment of 
their total perception; the more they feel it characteristic 
of themselves to have the image they do, and the more basic 
an observation it seems to be, the more firmly they will 
adhere to it. Man does not yield his images easily, even 
in the face of new or contradictory evidence, because it 
conserves energy not to change their minds and because they 
are prone to believe themselves to be right and absolute 
in the first place.1 Viva la human nature!

The public image of government agencies is com
pounded out of many sources. It is influenced by the 
publics' conception of American government, by what they 
seek and expect from it, and by concrete experiences with 
it and the personnel who represent it. As they discuss 
these things, people convey a sense of how governmental 
entities loom in their minds, how they want to define and 
relate to them. The view that comes across is a selective 
one, with some agencies standing out more than others, with 
people differing in how strongly or clearly they perceive 
agencies as impinging on them. And there are, in addition 
to individual variations due to such influences as personal 
psychic traits, political philosophy, etc., there are dif
ferential outlooks that develop out of social class

1. Levy, op. cit., p. 26.



positions, e.g., high status people are apt to have broader 
and more educated knowledge of what might loosely be called 
"governmental realities" than the average citizen.^" An 
experienced city official summarized the importance of 
employee-public contacts when he wrote:

Governmental units should make every effort 
possible to improve their public relations.
Particularly attention should be given employees 
who have daily contact with the general public.
These employees range from the telephone. 
operators to the administrative officers. A 
policeman may be asked for directions; a fireman 
may find it necessary to request the removal of 
a fire hazard; or a building inspector may some
times enforce unpopular regulations. How these 
employees act, what they say, how they look, all 
affect the opinion of the citizens toward govern
ment. . . . There is one factor regarding the 
daily contacts between the individual and govern
ment which is worth underscoring. The most 
important thing in the world to any individual is 
his immediate problem, regardless of how insig
nificant it may seem to the city employee who is 
discussing the problem with him.2

Perhaps no municipal employee shoulders more public 
relations responsibility than the oft-beleaguered police 
officer. In one sense, the police officer may be said to 
personify the city government, for his work requires him at 
various times to represent both the law and regulatory and 
service aspects of city government. Furthermore, his 1 2
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uniform and his presence in all parts of the city make him 
a particularly conspicuous municipal servant.'1'

It goes without saying that a policeman must, in 
every instance, be courteous and reasonable, regardless of 
the discourtesy and unreasonableness of the complainants.̂  
Most often the police are required to enforce laws and 
ordinances against ordinarily law-abiding citizens who 
certainly cannot— and should not— be classed and treated 
as professional criminals. If officers are polite, and 
courteous, and willing to explain, they can easily obtain 
respect for themselves and for the government they repre
sent. The work of a hundred efficient and public-oriented 
municipal employees can be washed down the city sewer by 
an overbearing, presumptuous, authoritarian police officer.

Police are certainly not the only ones who play a 
determinant role in municipal public relations. Every 
individual representing the city, from chief executive to 
garbage collector to part-time stenographer, is responsible 
for maintaining good public relations with those citizens 
that wander within their sphere of influence.

The chief executive of a municipality does not have 
as much day-to-day contact with the public as do most line 
personnel; however, the administrative head of the

1* The Technique of Municipal Administration, 
op. cit., p. 586.
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municipal state does not enjoy as much latitude for error 
as does the municipal laborer, for the mayor or city 
manager is held responsible for the affairs of government 
en toto, while the laborer must answer only for his own 
limited area. The chief executive is, in short, the apex 
of the municipal public relations pyramid. As one manual 
described the public relations duties of the chief execu
tive,

The mayor (or city manager) must perform certain 
duties which can best be described as "ceremonial."
For example, he may be called upon to open the Red 
Cross drive, be the first Community Chest contribu
tor, proclaim "Fire Prevention Week," or give a 
speech at the dedication of a new hospital. While 
the performance of such duties may seem bothersome 
and time-consuming, they should not be considered 
unimportant. Not only will the willing performance 
of these functions help to create a favorable 
impression of "city hall," it may also enhance his 
personal prestige and popularity and, thus, his 
ability to provide leadership on important policy 
questions. . . . The mayor can do much in the area 
of public relations if he so desires.1

No matter to whom the public relations function is 
delegated, the chief executive must bear the ultimate 
responsibility for the effect of the PR function. Not only 
is he responsible for the program itself, he must form and 
guide the actions of the government; and it is the services 
of the government and its efficiency in providing them that 1

1. David A. Bingham and Leonard A. Goodall, Hand
book for Arizona Mayors and Councilmen (Tempe, Ariz.: 
Bureau of Government Research, Arizona State University,
1963), p. 21.
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does the most towards developing a municipality's public 
image.

Thus, the mayor or the city manager or his equiva
lent is continually in the eyes of the people. He is 
"Public Interest No. 1" in most communities, whether he be 
a popular public leader conspicuously engaged in city 
affairs or a reticent offical seldom straying from his 
office. In fact, how this official spoke, acted, and con
ducted himself often was more important than what he 
accomplished.1

A half step down the echelon sits the councilman. 
In most municipalities one of the chief policymakers, the 
council member all too often forgets that he, too, is an 
object of the public interest. His action on the council 
floor, his statements to the press, his general demeanor, 
both public and private, all are major contributors to the 
character of the public image of their own government.

A council might enact its policies and might leave 
the rest of the city's business to the mayor or the city 
manager, but in most cities its member must maintain an

pactive relationship with the public. In an article
written for the orientation of newly elected council 1 2

1. Harold A. Stone, Don K. Price, and Kathryn H. 
Stone, City Manager Government in the United States 
(Chicago: Public Administration Service, 1940), p. 159•

2. Ibid., p. I??.



members, fifteen steps towards good councilman-public 
relations were set down:

1. Learn your city first.
2. Represent all your community. Avoid 

personal fights at the council table.
5. Study other progressive cities.
4. Disqualify yourself if you have a vested 

interest in city business.
5. Give yourself to the city. Make sure 

you give enough time to the city.
6. Sell your city to all people.
7. Meet and know other officials.
8. Develop your public relations. Go out 

of your way to develop the background of every 
issue that is released to the news media. Avoid 
midnight or secret sessions, for, even if these 
are honest, news media have every right to dis
trust you.

9. Stay out of city administration if you 
have no administration role.

10. Run your city as the business it is.
11. Don't be a "go it aloner.11 No council 

can stand one-man rule.
12. Don't let pressure groups sway your 

better judgment.
13. Don't get involved in personality fights 

on the council.
14. Don't accept gifts or favors.
15• Problems begin at home, and the logical 

solution is at home.1
The public relations role of the city council, then, is 
threefold: it must determine basic policies which enjoy
public approval; it must interpret public opinion to 
employees; and, above all else, it must maintain regard

Ofor the citizens' viewpoint. 1 2

1. James H. McCrocklin, "Hold That Wildcat," 
Texas Town and City, Vol. L, No. $ (May 1963)1 p* !$•

2. The Technique of Municipal Administration, 
op. cit., p. 4O3.



The various department heads are responsible to see 
that public relations policies and standards are applied by 
their subordinates, as well as explaining the work of their 
departments to the inquisitive public.1 They serve, in a 
public relations sense, as the intermediary between the 
management and the employees.

Just as the infantryman is the foundation of the 
army, so is the line employee the foundation of the 
municipality. It is he who performs the services the 
public demands. It is he who has most contact with the 
citizens. It is he upon whom the success and reputation 
of administration depends. No municipal public relations 
can succeed unless it has the active support of the lower 
worker. One hundred thousand prize-winning annual reports 
would not be worth the paper they are printed on if a 
single license clerk alienates a single citizen. All PR 
theories, all PR programs, all PR results depend ultimately 
upon the municipal employee doing an efficient job.

The clerks and cashiers who handle the majority of 
citizen callers at the city hall, for example, have a big 
public relations load to carry. Although many of these 
employees are in the lower brackets as far as pay is con
cerned, their tact, courtesy, and competence in handling 
citizens are of vital importance to the city's public
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relations. The same is true of most other municipal 
workers: firemen (particularly those concerned with fire
inspections); street and sewer workers; bill collectors; 
personnel technicians; library workers; and many many more. 
Probably the largest single group of employees whose public 
relations function is taken for granted are those conduct
ing municipal inspections. Besides being competent and 
unbiased in the performance of their inspections, the 
inspectors— who must always remember that theirs is 
fundamentally a police power— must temper their every 
action with a consciousness of acceptable public relations. 
An inspector should consider himself as a guest and act 
accordingly. If he does, it is likely that the host will 
not think him an intruder. An inspector who asks permis
sion, who suggests rather than demands, who guides rather 
than pushes, will probably be treated like a guest on his

pnext visit. And, moreover, the citizen will be that much 
less antagonistic towards his inherently regulatory 
activities•

A good public relations program does not isolate 
the government and the governed on each side of an un- 
breachable wall. Rather, it encourages cooperation within 1 2

1. Ibid., p. 386.
2. Management Information Service, Public Rela

tions in Municipal Inspection Programs (Chicago: Interna- 
tional City Managers' Association, 1961), p. 10.

1
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both governmental and non-governmental activities.
Advisory citizen committees have become an invaluable and 
widely employed technique for the affectation of municipal 
programs. These usually consist of representatives of the 
various agencies, both public and private, whose activities 
are interrelated; their task is to secure the coordination 
of the community's resources in the solution of problems in 
their field. These are not mere discussion groups, but 
ideally take an active part in the execution of designated 
programs. These citizen-participation groups, through 
giving the citizens a sense of participation and of 
responsibility for certain municipal services, their desire 
for knowledge of what the city is doing is greatly increased, 
and their habitual attitude of skepticism or hostility may 
be overcome

On the other side of the ledger, city employees 
should be encouraged to participate in non-governmental 
civic enterprises. An excellent example of this type of 
public relations is the sponsorship of such youth activities 
as scout troops and Little League baseball teams, particu
larly by police units. Participation in fund-raising 
campaigns for community benefit, teaching specific courses 
in local schools, marching in parades, etc., also fall into 
this category. The administration must never forget that 1

1. The Technique of Municipal Administration, 
on. cit.. p. 395•
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city employees are also citizens, and although certain 
unique restrictions of necessity must he imposed (such as 
restriction of political activity), the relationship 
between the city government and the public will be bettered 
if public officials and employees take an active part in 
community life."*-

Employee relations cannot help but improve the 
governmental image if the employees have a feeling of 
participation, not only in their own working conditions, 
but in policies carried on by their department and by the 
city as a whole. A city worker happy with his work, one 
who is made to feel necessary, is much less a PR risk than 
the employee who would rather be somewhere else, who feels 
that working for the city is below his dignity. There is 
still a pervasive feeling among much of the general public 
that employment with a municipality is a last resort when 
all other alternatives fail; it is little wonder, then, 
that the average city worker feels somewhat below the norm. 
And inferiority does not breed effective public relations.

Thus, one of the first tasks of management in 
establishing a municipal public relations program is to get 
the full force of the collective employee behind it. But, 
as is so often the case, positive employee motivation is 
more easier said than done.

1. Ibid., p. $96.
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The way in which a supervisor approaches the 

problems of motivation will depend in large part 
on his own attitudes toward people and their 
nature. Company attitudes, in the institutional 
sense, also play a part. Therefore, if the 
supervisor believes, or the institution forces 
him to believe, that men are essentially 
uncooperative; that they are sloppy, accident- 
prone, untidy; that they will do their work only if 
they are made to— then negative approaches will be 
used. If, on the other hand, the supervisor or 
his institution has an optimistic view of man's 
nature— that is, sees people as essentially 
cooperative, as creators of their environment, and 
as being capable of self-direction— then positive 
steps will be taken. One observer has pointed out 
that over the years the pessimistic view has under
laid the great bulk of executive activity.
Apparently, it "has not proven universally capable 
of dealing effectively with the realities of human 
interaction."1

There are lists of motivational techniques that run 
into the hundreds, but they all spell one word: respect.
The supervisor is the city to the average line employee, 
and the supervisor who treats his subordinates with genuine 
and sincere respect has taken one big giant step towards 
public relations-oriented employee motivation.

Unfortunately, practically all of the research that 
has been done has been in the industrial or business field. 
But there is little reason to believe that the findings 
cannot be applied to governmental organizations, at least 
in those situations where the structure and operation of 
government and business are comparable. If it has not 1

1. Management Information Service, Motivating 
Municipal Employees (Chicago: International City Managers' 
Association, 1^60j, p. 8.



produced a fixed program of supervisory behavior to follow, 
this research nevertheless has revealed a pattern of 
practices which appear successful in motivating, either 
directly or indirectly, people to greater efforts. Keeping 
in mind the necessity for a balance between productive 
needs and the apparent and underlying needs of the individ
ual employees, the supervisor should use these practices as 
guides for his relationships with his subordinates.^

Press Relations; Municipal Reporting
Aside from employee-public contacts, the two most 

popular devices for reaching the public consciousness are 
through the press and through municipal reporting. Many 
cities, in fact, rely almost solely on the news media to 
disseminate the news of the city; as such, "good" press 
relations, like employee contacts, are a requisite element 
of the municipal public relations compound.

Many newsmen and officials respect each other's 
purposes and function. But while "understanding each 
other" sounds good, in most cases it is little more than a 
platitude. Government and the press each has its distinc
tive role in American life. Seldom are these roles 
entirely compatible. One writer dealing with the problem 
expressed it this way: "The press has a primary responsi
bility to the public, not to officials, just as officials
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have a primary responsibility to the public, not the 
press."1

Is the press a modern counterpart of 
Biblical sackcloth and ashes to be worn by the 
city official as penitence for entering public 
service? One city manager says: "There is no
problem that gives the municipal official more 
headaches or encourages incipient ulcers more 
readily than the one posed by his relations 
with the press."

A political scientist warns city managers: 
"Another pitfall is to accept an appointment in 
a city having a newspaper editor or publisher 
who is militantly opposed to the manager plan.
In many cities the newspaper editor, more than 
any other person, can make or break you. The 
bitter, unrelenting opposition of an editor 
leading a daily war dance in his news columns 
for the manager’s scalp, and for abandonment of 
the manager plan, is difficult to survive."2

The press considers itself both the watchdog of 
public interest and the public's representative where 
public business is conducted. This is an historic role 
that frequently brings newsmen to sword's point with 
officials who have the legal responsibility for the con
duct of public business. The manager who mentioned his 
"incipient ulcers" captured the issue when he said: 
"Without dealing in extremes, one can see against that 
certain areas of conflict and difficulty grow out of the

1. James C. MacDonald, Press Relations for Local 
Officials (Ann Arbor, Mich.: Bureau of Government,
Institute of Public Administration, University of Michigan,
1956), p. 5.

2. Management Information Service, Press Relations 
for Municipal Officials (Chicago: International City 
Managers' Association, I960), p. 1.
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nature of the thing, no matter how much good will is 
expended on both sides.^

The first principle of governmental press rela
tions— and of public relations as well— is that all of the 
people have a right to all of the information about all of

pthe government all of the time. Except in periods of 
municipal crisis, and then only in exceptional cases, the 
access to official news is the democratic right of press 
and public alike. Unfortunately, some officials believe 
that the media are available to them when convenient but 
that they have the prerogative of refusing to see the press 
when it might prove inconvenient or embarrassing. The 
safety valve is, of course, the power of the mass media to 
bring such special situations to the attention of the 
public. This, in itself, can be an object lesson in public 
relations in a democracy.^

City officials should never forget that one of 
their greatest allies is the newspaper. As one publisher 
put it:

Running a good city is everybody's responsi
bility, but the two people who must buckel down 
and put out the effort are the local elected 
officials and the newspaper. . . . The city 1 2 3

1. William A. Sommers, "Kick Against the Goad," 
National Civic Review (January 1959)i p. 15*

2. Eimon, op. cit., p. 59♦
3. Steinberg, op. cit., p. 335.
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official should take the newspaper into his 
confidence and give his innermost thoughts as to 
why he thinks the move to he made is for the 
good of the city. . . . The city council desires 
a growing city. A newspaper cannot grow unless 
its city progresses. So the newspaper must help 
the council along the course for the paper's own 
good health.1

There are, moreover, certain elements both city officials 
and newspapers have in common. Public wrath is a hazard of 
each profession. Both deal with the public and are exposed 
to it daily. Both are fair game for criticism, and if 
there's anyone some people would rather curse than the 
newspaper, it is the city. And both desire a good commu
nity.1 2

Although city officials sometimes wish otherwise, 
it is not a newspaper's role to cover up for efficiency, 
mistakes, or other faults, to serve merely as a PR organ 
for the city hall, to acquiesce to requests of city offi
cials to conceal anything of legitimate news interest, or 
"to stand meekly by if city officials should conduct 
public business privately which should be in the open."^

On the other hand, the progressive newspaper can 
play a number of positive roles in promoting sound and 
effective local government: It can inform the public

1. Engleman, op. cit.. p. 14.
2. Edward V. Vishcamper, "Newspapers Can Buck City 

Hall," Texas Town and City, Vol. L, No. 4 (April 1965),
p. 12.

5. Ibid., p. 18.
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diligently and completely commensurate with developments 
and good judgment; it can inform the public fairly with 
respect to all parties involved; it can be a constant 
watchdog against inefficiency, irregularities, and injus
tices; it can support worth-while projects of improvement; 
it can keep things in proper perspective, being careful not 
to balloon the trivial into the important; it can exercise 
editorial judgment and make fair comment on the trends of 
municipal affairs and decisions; and, finally, it must 
determine and know the city's problems, and act to meet 
them.'*'

The press, like the city has its limitations. For
instance, the press usually lacks the resources to report
comprehensively and constructively all the affairs of
government; there is simply a lack of manpower to cover the
multiplying agencies and activities of government at all
levels. There is also, unfortunately, the outmoded set of
news values which puts the spotlight on the negative,

2controversial, and wrongful aspects of government. The 
blame for this latter shortcoming, however, must be 
shouldered not so much by the newspaper as by the reader. 
There is no government subsidy for a paper, nor is there 
the community largesse of a United Fund. The newspaper is 1 2

1. Ibid.
2. Cutlip and Center, op. cit., p. 357*



a business, like selling shoes or running a restaurant. To 
succeed, the newspaper must give the public what they want 
to read, and it is elementary journalistic psychology that, 
given the choice between reading about a ribald murder or 
municipal graft and reading about a boy and his dog, murder 
and corruption will win out every time. Like so many other 
things in this materialistic society, it is just so much 
dollars and cents.

There are, nonetheless, well-traveled paths to 
follow in search of "good" (sic) press relations. In the 
first place, the city official must perform his given job 
responsibly and in the best interests of the community.
The city official must know as intimately as possible the 
city hall reporter, the managing editor, and the publisher. 
Lines of communication and understanding must be developed, 
at the same time avoiding aloofness, evasiveness, and the 
infamous closed-door policy. The official should strive 
towards mutual confidence between the administration and 
the press. And finally, the city official should be able 
to sit down at ease with the reporter, or the managing 
editor, or the publisher, depending on the occasion, and 
discuss the matters either side might be interested in."*"

Associated Press columnist Hal Boyle once wrote,
"At its worst, a newspaper is a mirror of community 1

1. Vishcamper, op. cit., p. 18.
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smugness; at its best, a newspaper is a community alarm 
clock.Regardless of the quality of the local press, 
however, municipal government cannot long afford the 
luxury of ignoring it. Government cannot function for 
long without the consent of the governed— and to achieve 
and maintain the consent of the public, the government 
needs the support of mass media. Paradoxically, however, 
some government officials call upon mass media at their 
convenience but thwart the efforts of reporters to get at 
the core of a good story. Here, again, emotive factors 
operate, and the problem is frequently one of human rela
tions among the personalities involved. A politically 
favorable press may go along with restrictive devices, but 
an opposition press is likely to raise a storm of protest. 
In the long run, the government cannot disregard the power 
of the media of communication, for they are the only truly

pdirect avenues to public opinion.
Some select newspapers of the country adequately 

fill their social role of reporting, interpreting, and 
criticizing the activities of government. However, even 
when the press fills this role, the press "obviously cannot 
report all government news. It must select those events 
which are to be recorded and reject those which for one 1

1. Hal Boyle, quoted in Ibid.
2. Steinberg, op. cit., p. 394-.
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reason or another cannot be given a place in the flow of 
n e w s . N e i t h e r  the newspaper, with its sequential 
reporting, nor radio, with its on-the-spot coverage, nor 
television, with its visual impact, provides enough of the 
kind of information citizens need and want about govern
ment. Enter, then, municipal reporting.

Justifications for governmental reporting abound. 
City officials owe an accounting to the citizens. People 
need a factual summary of city operations. Reporting 
paves the way for municipal projects. It boosts citizen 
and city hall morale. People act in accord with public 
opinion, and no matter how seemingly apathetic, it is 
certain that eventually people will act. It is an 
intrinsic element of administrative responsibility that 
the manager or mayor sees to it that, so far as is pos
sible, public opinion is formulated on the basis of facts. 
And public administrators achieve results in also direct 
proportion to the understanding, the vitality, and the

phard work which they invest in informing citizens.
Despite its importance, few aspects of contemporary 

municipal administration are in a sorrier state of dis
repair than public reporting programs. Although acutely 1

1. Frederic E. Merwin, "The Reporting of Govern
ment News," The Press and Society, George L. Bird and 
Frederic E. Merwin, eds. (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
195D, P. 56.

2. Eimon, op. cit., p. 57•



aware of the value of public relations, too few city- 
officials have successfully overcome the obstacles hinder
ing programs specifically designed to convey meaningful 
information to the general public.* For example, a study 
of twelve Florida communities showed that (1) the typog
raphy and basic content of the review reports were 
acceptable, but that (2) less than half the reports 
contained any graphic representation of their financial 
data; (3) only one of the reports met standards of reading
ease, and (4) not a single report met minimum standards of

2human interest appeal*
To a large extent, the blame for these shortcomings 

must be attributed to factors largely beyond the control of 
city officials. Obsolete charter and statutory require
ments frequently require the publication of long, minutely 
detailed financial statements whose utility is almost 
inversely related to their length and which exhaust most of 
the time and money available for reporting endeavors. A 
still-common reluctance on the part of tax-conscious 
officials to appropriate funds for public relations efforts 
further hampers such programs. The idea that governmental 1 2

1. James M. Banovetz, "Citizen-Oriented Municipal 
Reports," Public Management, Vol. XLVI, No. 10 (October
1964), p. 227.

2. Wallace H. Jones, "A New Wav to Evaluate Annual 
Reports," Public Management (April I960;, pp. 77-80.
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propaganda can be and should be eliminated stands in the 
way of open, careful, and efficient use of this administra
tive tool. In addition, negative stereotypes attached to 
governmental propaganda also are attached to governmental 
information services by persons who understand no distinc
tion between the two kinds of activity. These negative 
stereotypes are a major deterrent to more effective use of 
the whole of governmental public relations.1

All communications must be understandable. A major 
weakness in government informational programs, generally, 
is continued use of "governmentese," still the trademark of 
the bureaucrat despite all the fun that has been poked at 
it. Government jargon is a real obstacle to meaningful 
communication, and stripping it away involves more than

oreadability. It is equally a matter of attitude.
In many cases, therefore, the report is totally 

lacking in popular appeal, and gives no indication that it 
is intended for the general public. Technical information 
is supplied in technical terms, and perhaps in encyclopedic 
detail. Statistical tables of doubtful value are permitted 
to fill page after page, to the exclusion of highly perti
nent information. Sometimes these tables are totally 1 2

1. Donald Krimel, "The Public Communications 
Function of the Federal Government," unpublished Ph.D. 
thesis (Madison, Vis.: University of Wisconsin Library, 
1955).

2. Cutlip and Center, op. cit., 363.
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incomprehensible to the general reader, because they 
provide no basis of comparison with previous years or other 
cities. Material is often duplicated and sometimes hidden 
in unlikely parts of the report. There is no clear-cut 
statement concerning the various services performed by the 
city government, or the agencies responsible for their 
performance. The reader can only guess, as a rule, what 
the city has done, what it is going to do, and how much the 
activities have cost and are likely to cost. Yet there is 
no lack of photographs of public officials, together with 
their official biographies. The format is usually poor. 
Cheap paper, poorly selected typography, and unattractive 
covers combine to reduce still further the possibility of 
public interest.^ Reports are often tardy, so that their 
news value and interest is lost. Poor distribution limits 
readership.

An annual report (along with the budget, the most 
common form of municipal reporting) is not an administra
tive report, nor an annual budget, nor a comprehensive 
index to municipal activities, nor a formal governmental 
document, nor a photograph annual, nor a piece of campaign 
literature. It is, however, a citizen report, a progress 
report, and a plan for the future. The annual report 
should be geared, therefore, to the citizen whose

1. Austin MacDonald, op. cit.. p. 569*



acquaintance with the city's government is far more limited 
than is that of those who are actively engaged in that 
government's activities. Only in this way can an annual 
report be fully justified.1

It follows as the moon does the sun that if certain 
public communication concepts are followed, the quality of 
municipal reporting should change from silver plate to 
English sterling. The faults of the public report almost 
inevitably results from the violation of one of these 
"rules." First, any particular public report will be most 
effective if it is aimed at some specific group within the 
community. Most PR programs have been predicated on the 
incorrect assumption that public audiences are a vast 
heterogeneous mass of people more or less anonymous to each 
other and without any social interaction. Such programs 
are guilty of what Peter Sherrill called "the hypodermic 
needle fallacy," for they wrongly assume that any informa
tion jabbed into a mass of people will be communicated if

pthe dosage is potent enough.
Secondly, municipal reports should, in so far as is 

logically possible, eliminate all technical jargon. Third, 1 2

1. Walter Van Asselt, "The Do's and Don't's of 
Municipal Public Reporting," Public Management. Vol. XLVI, 
No. 10 (October 1964), pp. 232-25?.

2. Peter Sherrill, "Information Campaigns:
Failures or Successes?," Public Relations Journal (January 
1964), p. 22.
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municipal reports should be integrated around a central 
theme; they need not be too comprehensive, because it is 
more important that they leave a lasting impression than 
they be complete. Fourth, the data presented in a 
municipal report should be severely limited. As the number 
of pages in the report increases arithmetically, the reader- 
ship probably decreases geometrically. Public comprehen
sion also decreases rapidly with small increases in 
volume.'*' Finally, organizational reports should utilize 
transistors or "miniature amplifying devices" to convey 
messages. These are simply catch phrases, slogans, 
symbols, and similar devices which tend to amplify an idea 
in the public mind, a la Smokey the Bear. Current thought 
has it that every public relations problem has a similar
device which, if it can be found, will increase public

2exposure to, and awareness of, the program's message.
These communication guidelines pave the path for an effec
tive, public-oriented municipal reporting program. (It 
should be noted, though, that many municipal publications 
are not intended for general public consumption. A traffic 
study or capital improvements budget, for instance, is 
intended for a very limited audience, and is designed and 1 2

1. Banovetz, op. cit., p. 229*
2. Clifford D. Owsley, "Public Relations Transis

tors Can Amplify Program Ideas," Public Relations Journal 
(February 1964), p. 11.



compiled accordingly. The above rules, while applicable to 
all reports whenever possible, should always be applied to 
reports for distribution to the general public.)
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Organizing for Public Relations
The most advanced, most efficient public relation 

ideas known to man are worthless unless there is an 
organization through which these concepts may be developed, 
analyzed, put into effect, and evaluated. Organization, 
then, must not slip the mind of the public relations 
consultant.

Fundamentally, public relations organization must
trace itself to the individual, for without qualified
personnel to man the key positions, the PR program will
founder upon the rocks of, at best, mediocrity. Edward L.
Bernays, pioneer in the field, once wrote that

the ideal public relations man does not exist in 
the flesh . . . (but) I think that the ideal 
public relations man should first of all be a 
man of character and integrity, who has acquired 
a sense of judgment and logic without having 
lost the ability to think creatively and 
imaginatively. He should be truthful and dis
creet ; he should be objective, yet possessed of 
a deep interest in the solution of problems.
From his broad cultural background, he should 
have developed considerable intellectual 
curiosity; and he should be trained in the social 
sciences and the mechanics of public relations.!

It has also been suggested elsewhere that it would be
difficult, if not impossible, to write a recipe which would

1. Bernays, on. cito, p. 126.
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produce a good practitioner of public relations every time, 
and, as such, an employer or client must be content with 
six general categories: (1) personality, (2) character,
(3) intelligence, (4) education or experience, (5) admin
istrative ability, and (6) income requirement. As to 
education, broad liberal arts training, with some courses 
in journalism, public relations, and social sciences has 
been recommended. Experience in the broad field of 
practical journalism is often considered of great value.^

One source declares that "the logical role of a 
public relations officer in a municipal organization is 
that of an aide to the chief administrator. Since the 
chief administrator— usually the city manager or mayor—  
should be the chief public relations officer of the city, 
and the function of a special aide should be to assist the 
chief administrator in planning, coordinating, and con-

ptrolling the city’s public relations programs. But,
regardless of his title or position on the municipal 
organization chart, the public relations director must 
function as an implicit part of the organization if he is 
to serve a useful and creative function. He must do more 
than release publicity. He must help fashion organization 
policy and must determine how, i.e., by what techniques and 1 2

1. Phillips, op. cit.. p. 634.
2. .The Technique of Municipal Administration, 

op. cit., p. 32$.



through what media, that policy is to be promulgated in the 
restless arena? of public opinion.1 A wise municipality, 
therefore, asks that public relations becomes a coordinate 
part of its function. It consults the public relations 
director on the wisdom of important decisions and signifi
cant actions.

Thus, the public relations director functions on 
two related levels. First— on the policy level— he deter
mines what should be done, how the problem could best be 
attacked. On the action level, he communicates the policy, 
by means of publicity, to the public. Ideally, then, what 
the PR man does is to interpret the problem to management 
and explain its ramifications, and then to convey manage
ment's attitude to the public through the established media 
of communication. Unfortunately, too many organizations—  
particularly of the governmental variety— still look upon 
public relations as solely a publicity function, to be 
called upon only when management wants a statement pub
lished or broadcast. It frequently takes a major crisis to 
educate management to the fact that all of its activities 
have public relations connotations, and that public rela
tions is not a segmented function but rather an organic 
company attitude.

1. Much of the discussion on public relations 
organization is based on material contained in Steinberg, 
op. cit., pp. 186-197•
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There is no classic chain of command which will 

apply to the public relations activities of the city in the 
literal sense. Departmental structure will vary, depending 
in a large part on the size and form of the organization, 
and on the PR objectives. In general, however, a well- 
organized public relations department will be divided into 
four major areas: (1) The executive echelon, where organi
zational policy is established; (2) the administrative 
heads of publicity, who supervise the functioning of each 
division and carry out policy; (3) the sub-heads, who both 
supervise and handle day-to-day working assignments; and
(4) the general staff, usually assigned to such specific 
functions as newswriting, photography, promotion, etc.

In addition to internal public relations personnel, 
municipalities are increasingly using professional public 
relations technicians. This is particularly true of small 
towns. Most often they are employed to advise on a 
specific problem, such as an upcoming referendum, or a city 
promotion scheme, or a festival. They are seldom retained 
on a full-time basis because of the cost factor.^

Outside counsel are also used to measure opinion. 
Efficient opinion-measuring devices are too expensive for 
the city to operate as a full-time activity, so it is 1

1. Elbert J. Haling, "Cities Turning to PR Pros," 
Texas Town and City. Vol. LI, No. 4 (April 1964), p. 21.
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common to find a city hiring a firm to measure the public 
wind on a specific issue. Public relations counselors, 
then, are called on in much the same way as doctors call 
upon consultants for specialized problems. But the outside 
counsel is not always used as an emergency measure. Many 
company heads believe that independent counsel is valuable 
because he is independent. They feel that outside counsel 
can offer a more objective viewpoint, a perspective which 
is difficult to attain within the confines of the internal 
post. Again, many management executives tend to listen 
more seriously to the voice of an outside specialist than 
to that of the internal PR director. Finally, the increase 
in the size of an organization seems to increase its 
vulnerability to pressure and criticism, and frequently 
outside counsel affords a healthy system of checks and 
balances on projected policy and procedures.^

Outside counsel, therefore, is a valuable adjunct, 
but not a categorical necessity. It can supplement the 
public relations department as a consulting agency. It 
can be retained to set up and carry out a complete program. 
Or, as most often happens, it can be called upon to attend 
to a special situation or project. 1

1. Steinberg, on. cit., p. 194.
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Budgetary Considerations
There are innumerable problems encountered in 

pursuit of virtually any public relations program. It is 
difficult to sample opinion, to reach the public mind 
through municipal publications, to maintain truly "good" 
public relations, to convince the public of the worth of 
its government, to imbue line personnel with what might be 
called the public relations "spirit." These will be dis
cussed in detail in later chapters. There is one problem, 
however, which deserves attention in this discussion of 
general principles, because it pervades virtually every 
municipality, frustrating attempts to establish an effec
tive, more-or-less general public relations program. That 
canker in the public relations mouth is budget allotments.

Municipal officials have too long excused them
selves from concern with public relations programs, claim
ing that their budgets don't allow such programs. What 
such officials do, more precisely, is earn a short-term 
monetary savings at the expense of a long-term loss in 
public awareness, sympathy, and s u p p o r t . A s  one observer 
noted:

Many officials are so conscientious in the 
carrying out of their specific duties that they 
overlook certain additional possibilities of 
service to the people. To many, activities such 
as maintaining the streets in good repair,

1. Banovetz, op. cit., p. 231.
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keeping the water supply at full capacity, 
operating the other utilities and public health 
facilities, and furthering such housekeeping 
duties of the cities as rubbish and garbage 
collection appear to complete the responsibil
ities of local government to the citizenry.
Forgotten is the necessity to keep the people 
informed, to advise them of the services for 
their benefits I (Italics added

Limited budgets are reflected in the type of 
personnel employed as well as the facilities and the public 
relations techniques utilized. Another weakness of 
municipal public relations programs curtailed by a limited 
budget is the failure to make an evaluation of the program. 
Evaluation is a necessity which many private enterprises 
have recognized; without evaluation, a program may be mis
directed and wasteful. Municipal public relations pro
grams, however, seldom include this step in the budget.

There are two chief reasons for the coundil‘s 
hesitancy to appropriate substantial public relations funds. 
In the first place, they fear it will prove a political 
boomerang. There is nothing that strikes quite as much 
fear in the heart of any legislator, be he local, state, 
or federal, than an irate citizen complaining of high taxes 
or extravagent spending. Faced with the choice between 
supplying adequate police manpower, for example, and pur
suing an active public relations program, the police will lo

lo Eva Aronfreed, “Understanding Municipal Public 
Relations,“ The Quarterly Review of Public Relations,
Vol. 5, No. 4 (Fall I960), p. 5.
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win out every time . . . and this is the way it should be. 
What is needed, then, is education in the ethical necessity 
and use of public relations, not only for councilman, but, 
more important, for the public.

The fear that municipal public relations will 
become a weapon of power for the politically unscrupulous 
also has a dehabilitating effect on budgetary appropria
tions . The answer here, of course, can only be given in 
terms of the human equation, for if the man who operates 
the public relations function is a man of integrity, he 
will not misuse the function. If, on the other hand, he 
should desire to misapply administration functions for his 
own concern, he may get away with it, but only until he is 
checked by one of the many institutions established to 
maintain the sovereignty of the people.^

Public administration cannot be divorced from 
politics, nor politics from public administration. To play 
down the importance of politics in government is to ignore 
the realities of any system of government, particularly 
that which draws its strength and being from the democratic 
process. Undeniably, public officials and public adminis
trations in power will gain from the service of public 
relations. The same, moreover, can also be claimed in 
relation to other governmental services. But is this not

1. Ibid., p. ?.
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the way the pieces of the puzzle should fall into place? 
Should not worth beget worth?

What Other Municipalities Are Doing:
Municipal Public Relations

To get an idea of how contemporary municipalities 
are putting these principles of municipal public relations 
to work, a questionnaire was mailed to all cities in the 
United States with a population between 100,000 and 
1 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 . Of the 126 municipalities falling in this 
category, answers were received from eighty, an unusually 
high response perhaps indicative of a general interest in 
municipal PR. At any rate, the responses were indeed 
enlightening.

Twenty-two of the cities responding have a public 
relations or public information office within their 
organization, while fifty-eight do not. Of these fifty- 
eight, most delegate the PR responsibility to the mayor or 
city manager, although one— Madison, Wisconsin— puts its 
public relations in the hands of the Civil Defense Director. 
Thirty-seven municipalities have a separate budget category 
for public relations; the remainder integrate the function 
into the general appropriation. Thirty-two respondents 1

1. See Appendix XVIII.
2. All data in this discussion is taken from 

responses to questionnaire, March 1965.



claim to have a planned municipal public relations program, 
with established means and ends; forty-nine answered this 
question negatively.

Most cities rate their relations with the news 
media either "good" (sixty-seven) or "average" (eleven); 
only one city admitted its press relations were poor. 
Seventeen municipalities use regularly scheduled news 
conferences, while sixty-one release the news mainly on 
individual inquiries. Only one city requires reporters to 
make appointments to see news sources; the remainder employ 
the "open-door" policy. There were no complaints con
cerning the competency of city hall reporters.

The officials of but eight cities do not use 
television or radio to communicate with the public; ten of 
the sixty-eight who do use such media, however, rate its 
impact unsuccessful*

Forty-three of the cities answering the question
naire give their departments at least a substantial degree 
of autonomy regarding the public relations function. On 
the other hand, thirty-four do not, and of this number, 
twenty-four require that all news releases be cleared by 
the city manager or mayor before they are given to the news 
media.

One method in which the public usually manifests 
its discontent or unsatisfaction in a municipal administra
tion is through rejection at the polls of bond issues or

126
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capital improvement programs. Such a defeat is also an 
indication of poor public relations on the part of the 
city. Of those responding, only eleven would admit any 
difficulty in gaining voter approval of such programs 
. . . and Des Moines, Iowa, was the only city to trace 
this rejection to bad public relations.

When queried about PR training programs for 
municipal employees, only thirty cities answered affirma
tively; twenty-three municipalities have a "Know Your 
City" class for its personnel* Fifty-nine cities have 
standardized procedures for answering written and tele
phoned complaints, while nineteen handle complaints on a 
more haphazard basis.

Thirty cities employ movies in their public rela
tions program, while forty-two use slide presentations. 
Forty-six municipalities did not use movies, and thirty- 
five do not use slides. Thus, more cities use slide 
presentations than do not, but cities employing movies 
were in a definite minority.

Although twenty-two of the responding cities 
employ the services of a professional public relations 
firm, only seven did so on a regular basis: San Antonio
and Lubbock, Texas, Ft. Wayne, Ind., St. Petersburg, Fla., 
Baton Rouge, La., Nashville, Tenn., and Norfolk, Va. Those 
cities employing outside PR counsel on an irregular basis 
did so for a number of reasons, including the promotion of
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bond issues (San Diego, Calif., Spokane, Wash., Dade 
County, Fla., Denver, Colo., and Boston, Mass.), special 
city services (Fresno, Calif.), and even a municipal 
parade (Torrance, Calif.). Richmond and Portsmouth, Va., 
Wichita, Ka., and Des Moines, Iowa, use outside counsel in 
the preparation of annual reports.

Twenty cities rate their public relations programs 
as "excellent," while thirty-four call them "good," and 
nineteen term them "average." No municipality owned up to 
a "poor" program. Twenty-one respondents claim "excellent" 
relations with the community, while forty-four rate them 
"good." Twelve call their community relations "average," 
while, once again, no city would admit to "poor" relations 
with its citizens.

Although many of these replies— particularly those 
involving the evaluation of a municipal function— should be 
assumed to be colored by human bias, certain facts emerge. 
In the first place, a significant majority of the larger 
American municipalities do not have a public relations or 
public information office; yet a number of cities which do 
not have such an office do have a planned public relations 
program.

Second, press relations are generally regarded as 
good, and city hall reporters as competent. In addition, 
a vast majority of city officials are making increasingly 
extensive use of broadcast media to sell their city to its



citizens. Third, a surprisingly large number of cities do 
not give their departments public relations autonomy. 
Fourth, only one municipality blamed public veto of 
municipal programs on bad public relations. Fifth, 
employee training programs in the art of PR and in city 
nomenclature are in a distinct minority. And finally, a 
significant number of cities (28 per cent) employ outside 
professional public relations consultants on a regular or 
irregular basis.

The Municipal Year Book for 1964 states that 
seventy-five cities in the United States used a public 
relations or public information office or official during 
1965•^ This indicates an appreciable rise over the 1962pand 1961 figures, 55 and 57 respectively. Approximately 
half of the cities which responded to the publication's 
poll considered public relations as an executive function, 
under the direction of the mayor or the city manager, while 
slightly less than half indicated no assignment of the 
responsibility for public relations. Two per cent con
sidered PR as a direct responsibility of the city council, 1
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1. Unless otherwise noted, data in this section is
taken from: Robert M. Christofferson, “Municipal Public
Relations in 1964," The Municipal Year Book— 1964. Orin F. 
Molting and David S. Arnold, eds. (Chicago: International 
City Managers' Association, 1964), pp. 245-250.

2. Christofferson, "Municipal Public Relations in 
1962,“ op. cit., p. 122.
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while another two per cent assigned this function to the 
local chamber of commerce.

Annual reports in 1963 were used by 483 cities, a 
12.3 increase over the previous year, and an almost un
believable 160 per cent boost over the total reported a 
mere five years ago. Forty-seven per cent of these cities 
used the booklet form, forty-two per cent used the news
paper supplement, and eleven per cent employed other 
formats. Distribution of these reports was accomplished 
by a variety of methods, with most cities employing several 
methods to insure complete coverage. The most prevalent 
means, in descending order of popularity, were home deliv
ery with the newspaper (including not only newspaper 
supplements but other types of reports as well), distribu
tion at city hall, mailing to all homes (or all utility 
customers), home delivery by boy scouts and others, and 
mailing to a selected list. There were also encouraging 
trends in the quality of these publications: in general,
the reports were briefer, with fewer pages, less text and 
more photographs, with greater emphasis on people and 
people's problems.

In 1963, 200 cities published newsletters, a 
twenty-five per cent increase over 1962. Fifty per cent 
of these were published monthly, fifteen per cent weekly, 
eight per cent monthly, seventeen per cent quarterly, and 
ten per cent on other bases. The use of radio for
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municipal reporting was claimed by 165 cities. However, 
only twelve cities broadcast live or taped versions of the 
entire council meeting. Fifty-two cities used television 
in their public relations program, a slight increase over 
the previous period; most television programs (fifty-six 
per cent) were in the form of an interview. The use of 
films also showed a continued increase: fifty cities used
them in 1965, compared with forty-four in 1962 and thirteen 
in 1961. But this growth has been at the expense of film
strips and slide presentations, which have fallen from a 
high of 177 in 1961 to 98 in 1965.

Open house at city hall continued to grow in 
popularity as a public relations device. As recently as 
I960, only 44 cities used this, but by 1962 the figure had 
grown to 558; in 1965, there were 577 open houses. Such 
events were generally held in conjunction with the dedica
tion of new buildings, special recognition days or weeks, 
anniversaries of the city's founding, or some special 
student government day. Too few cities are organized for 
a "constant open house," with tours arranged to fit the 
timing and interests of groups wishing to visit city 
facilities.

Apparently in recognition of the fact that every 
organization . . . whether consciously or unconsciously, 
favorably or unfavorably . . .  is generating some type of 
relationship with its publics every day, an increasing



number of cities now conduct formal in-service public rela
tions training for employees. A total of 321 municipali
ties conducted such training programs in 1963» a significant 
twenty per cent, increase over the previous year. Such 
programs range from telephone courtesy courses sponsored by 
telephone companies to more sophisticated college-level 
courses.

Although they were definitely in the minority, a 
few cities illustrated imagination and thoroughness in 
their public relations campaigning:^

1. In New Orleans, Mayor DeLasseps Morrison tape- 
recorded a mayor's report on all municipal television 
stations. Filmed pictures of the before-and-after variety 
highlighting capital improvements; the council held special 
sessions to which key citizens were invited; and special 
supplements were inserted into major New Orleans papers.
In short, if you could look, listen, or read, you would be 
bound to get the report on New Orleans government.

2. Columbia, Tennessee, produced tax leaflets 
which , in forceful layman's language, explained why tax 
rates were so large.

3. Richmond, Va., published quarterly reports to 
the citizens, distributed materials for school study, and 
provided research data for any citizen who desired 1
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1. Eimon, op. cit., pp. 58-59•



information about the city. In 1956, it set up a Research 
and Information Office.

4. A prize-winning thirty-minute television 
entitled "Profile of a City" was produced as a part of the 
Kansas City, Mo., PR program. This production was a part 
of an overall attack that included neighborhood councils, 
which gave citizens a direct line to city hall through city 
staff people assigned to work in and with these neighborhood 
organizations.

5« Miami Beach is one of the few cities which uses 
a professional public relations unit as a part of municipal 
government. In addition, the city has established an 
Office of Public Relations, designed to provide factual 
information in a form people will pick up, read, understand, 
and act on.

6. Beverly Hills has a well-developed public rela
tions program which won the Government Public Relations 
Association (since disbanded) award for 1956. The city 
informs its citizens via public ceremonies such as taking 
of office by city employees; it mails quarterly reports and 
letters to each householder. These letters are usually 
designed to provide the recipient with an opportunity to 
express a preference relative to some action or project 
which the municipality has under consideration.

The model public relations program— the pioneer in 
the field— however, was that established by Philadelphia
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in 1951» under the guidance of Mayor Joseph Clark Jr.1 The 
organization revolved around a Bureau of Public Information 
and Service, which issued an average of twenty releases a 
week. Three media specialists were employed to supplement, 
not supplant, the work of local reporters; these men were 
assigned to cover every municipal department.

A "Tell It to the Mayor" was initiated on a local 
television station. It was an unrehearsed audience- 
participation show in which citizens presented complaints 
to the city government. Another regular TV feature, 
"Mayor's Report to the People," was carried alternately 
each month by one of the city's three television broad
casters. In addition, special television programs were 
also set up from time to time.

The old annual report format was overhauled and a 
popularly-styled annual report published and distributed 
as a supplement to the local newspapers. The last annual 
report prior to the establishment of the Bureau cost 
$41,000 for 50,000 copies mailed to a select list; the 
1954 report (newspaper supplement), on the other hand, had 
a press run of 1,500,000 and, at a cost of but $55,000, 
reached nearly every home in the city.

Several motion pictures were produced. One was 
twenty-minute sound and color fire prevention film; another
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was a thirty-minute sound and color film on the City of 
Brotherly Love's housing difficulties. In 1956, a traffic 
safety film was produced. These all received wide showings 
throughout the city.

A variety of well-planned pamphlets— among them a 
"Guide to the City Council," "The New City Government," a 
summary of a new Housing Code, and a series of program 
statements by the service departments— were printed. 
Ceremonies were arranged to dramatize completion of capital 
improvement projects. Whenever possible, the program 
included an open house for Philadelphia citizens. Efforts 
were made to promote civic pride and the City by securing 
publicity in national media.

To ensure the inflow of citizens' views, the Bureau 
promoted the establishment of the Mayor's Office for 
Information and Complaints. The Bureau gave considerable 
time to assist this office in public relations details, and 
to develop publicity which would bring this new service to 
the public's attention.

Finally, the Bureau of Public Information and 
Service provided much service and counsel to other city 
departments. For instance, it staged a series of seminars 
to assist department heads in their relations with the 
local media. It organized a Public Relations Council so 
that department heads could meet periodically and discuss



mutual PR problems. It initiated several programs aimed at 
improving employee morale.

This campaign was, in the first four years of its 
inception, carried out with an ultimate staff of eleven 
professionals, seven clerical employees, and a budget of 
$165»000. The program has received almost every available 
recognition, including the American Public Relations 
Association's Silver Anvil and the Government Public Rela
tions Association's Certificate of Merit. But, most 
importantly, it has reaped the reward of an understanding, 
informed citizenry. This, after all, is what it is all 
about.
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CHAPTER IV

MUNICIPAL PUBLIC RELATIONS IN TUCSON

The general philosophy of the municipal public 
relations program of Tucson was probably best summed up by 
Mayor Lew Davis when he said, "Our goal is to have the 
community know what is going on in city hall.""*" That this 
is necessary in our increasingly complex society can hardly 
be argued, for the more involved the government, the more 
isolated from the citizen it becomes; the maze that is 
government needs to be explained, interpreted, and 
clarified.^

This same concept was echoed in somewhat more 
detail by City Manager Mark Keane. Municipal public rela
tions, Keane believed, was "the total process of two-way 
communications between the citizens and their elected and 
chief appointed officials. It is essential that in a 
democracy we be satisfied that we are carrying out the will 
of the people."^ 1

1. Interview with Lew Davis, Mayor of Tucson,
March 4, 1965.

2. Cutlip and Center, op. cit., p. 552.
3o Stenographic Interview with Mark Keane, City 

Manager, City of Tucson, March 5» 1965.
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To Keane, municipal public relations was a two-way 
street in which, using every means available, the city 
administration must ascertain the wishes of the people and 
proceed to translate those into decisions and action pro
grams which carry out this will. "So,” the city manager 
concluded, "our philosophy is that we want to use every 
available means that we have to ascertain public opinion 
and, on the other hand, to keep the public informed as to 
the problems of the city, the alternative solutions, and 
what it appears are the best answers to these problems."^ 
Thus, the top executives of the municipality seemed to 
agree that the municipal official should be the one who 
seeks to determine what a considerable portion of the
public is asking of government and to make this available

2to them if possible. The general public relations 
philosophy of the City of Tucson, therefore, appeared to 
be, first, to do the most efficient job possible in pro
viding the services the public desires, and second, to let 
the public know what, where, and why the city is or isn't 
doing something. 1

1. Ibid.
2. McCrocklin, on. cit., p. 12.
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Organization

There was no public relations or public information 
officer or official in the City of Tucson, as such, nor was 
there a formalized public relations program. Bather, 
municipal public relations is handled almost entirely by 
the specific city department concerned. According to 
Keane, the departments are completely autonomous in their 
public relations function. "We have an unusually good 
group of department heads," he said, "so that I let them 
be quite free in their discussions with the communication 
media and with the public. This simply means that I have

pconfidence in their good judgment."
However, while complete autonomy may have been the

stated philosophy of the administration, in effect it
proved something of a myth. In the first place, the police
department— though it was under the manager's jurisdiction

3— was more autonomous than other departments. In addi
tion, most written material, particularly that designed for 
public consumption, was "cleared" through the office of 
Roger O'Hara, deputy city manager. He apparently served as 
a public relations "clearing house," of sorts. A former 1 2

1. Interview with Roger O'Hara, Deputy City Han- 
ager, City of Tucson, February 26, 1965* See Appendix I.

2. Keane, loc. cit.
5. O'Hara, loc. cit.



city hall reporter with the Arizona Daily Star, O'Hara came
140

to the City five years ago as an assistant city manager; he 
was recently promoted to the newly created position of 
deputy city manager, with a substantial pay raise.1 
Besides his other duties (including preparing council 
agenda and standing in for the manager when he is not 
available), O'Hara was assigned the responsibility for the 
maintenance of the PR program. He served as the central 
source through which particularly problematic public rela
tions situations were funneled for solution. In addition, 
the deputy city manager wrote certain press releases, 
particularly concerning news about the city council and 
top administrative levels. He often approved major depart
mental press releases, although this function was usually 
done over the telephone. In all, O'Hara— who was the 
nearest thing in the municipal hierarchy to a public 
relations officer, and who admitted he "is not gung-ho for 
all that PR stuff"— spent an estimated ten per cent of his

Otime on public relations matters.

1. The monthly salary for the deputy city manager 
was $1450. The assistant city managers (there are two, one 
in charge of finance and one in charge of "community devel
opment") drew #700 a month each, as did the administrative
assistant to the manager. Source: _____________ , Wage and
Salary Survey (Phoenix: League of Arizona Cities and Towns,
1965), p. 3.

2« Interview with Roger O'Hara, Harch 17, 1965•
If one includes council communications, which were usually 
released to the press after the meeting, this figure in
creases to approximately twenty per cent.
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While not specifically charged with overseeing the 

public relations efforts of Tucson, the city manager, as 
chief administrative officer, not only bore the ultimate 
responsibility for the effectiveness of the program, but he 
also was an important PR tool of the City. Keane thus 
described his own role in Tucson's public relations as 
follows:

Well, there are, first, the most obvious and 
overt action in connection with public relations.
A manager is frequently asked to appear on radio 
and TV and to answer questions or express opinions 
for the press. This is the most obvious sign of 
public relations, but in many respects it is only 
a minor part. The manager must create a climate 
within a staff where they feel free to communicate 
through the press, radio and TV, while at the same 
time the staff must be sophisticated enough to 
have a sense of timing as to what they say and 
when they say it. There are no regulations that I 
have ever published on this, and there really 
can't be any that would be worth the paper they 
are written on. That is why I say that the climate 
is the important thing between the manager and his staff.

As between the manager and the mayor and council, 
the manager should attempt to see that the council 
gets credit for every progressive step that the 
city organization takes. He should be cautious not 
to speak on matters of policy which have not yet 
been decided by the mayor and council other than 
to give factual information. In addition, then, 
the manager can and should see that certain 
organized steps are taken that would be related to 
public relations. For example, the preparation of 
pamphlets on special subjects such as the one we 
just put out on garbage collection, or the establish
ment of good relations with the schools which we 
have been pursuing with some vigor in the last 
several months.1 1

1. Keane, loc. cit.



Thus, it would seem that the departments were not quite as 
independent as it appeared on the surface.

The third city official at the peak of the public 
relations pyramid was the mayor. Although more concerned 
with policy than administration, Mayor Lew Davis of Tucson 
probably had more contact with the general public than any 
other single administrative officeholder. That the mayor 
more than anyone else was the City's most important 
representative is indicated in the results of a March 1965 
poll taken by the Institute of Government Research at the 
University of Arizona, in which it was shown that, while 
seventy per cent of the citizens knew the name of their 
mayor, less than fifty per cent of the Tucsonians could 
name the city manager.^

There were a number of public relations techniques 
used by Mayor Davis. He had a radio broadcast entitled 
"Party Line;" he also made numerous taped television 
appearances, usually a news interview concerning a specific 
situation. He used to hold a "gripe night" once a month, 
at which citizens— usually of the lower economic classes—  
presented their complaints verbally to the mayor, but these 
were discontinued before the November 1964 elections, and 
Davis indicated there was no plan for immediate revival of 1

1. Poll, Southwestern Research Center, Institute 
of Government Research, University of Arizona, Tucson, 
Arizona, March, 1965*
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these meetings because he wanted to concentrate on the up
coming bond referendum. The most common and probably most 
effective of the mayor's PE devices was the simple expe
dient of face-to-face contacts. Not only did he accept as 
many social and business invitations and speaking engage
ments as possible, but Mayor Davis prided himself on 
maintaining contacts established during his political
campaigning. As he put it, "If I had time to seek their

1vote then, I have time to talk with them now."
Thus, as heads of the policy and administrative 

branches of the municipal government, the mayor and city 
manager, respectively, occupied a sort of ceremonial public 
relations echelon and, as such, more than any other city 
official, were in the public eye. Nevertheless, any dis
cussion of public relations organization must return to the 
municipal departments, for, with the exception of a few 
checks, they were responsible for the implementation of 
Tucson's general public relations efforts.

Surprisingly, both Keane and O'Hara claimed there 
were few problems of coordination between these many arms 
of the municipal body. According to Keane, failures in PR 
coordination, particularly concerning press statements, 
happened "once in a while, but they are surprisingly rare." 1

1. Davis, loc. cit.
2. Keane, loc. cit.
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There were two basic means employed to hold to a minimnm 
this lack of intra-communication: staff meetings, which
included department heads, were held on an average of once 
every two weeks, at which time problems of general interest 
were discussed; the object of these confabs was to attempt 
to have every department head informed about what was 
going on so that he could be aware of “potential traps" 
that he might fall into by contradicting another depart
ment. Also, there was what the city manager termed "a 
great deal of paper work" involving distribution of copies 
of letters, memoranda, publications, etc., all designed to 
keep the department heads informed.’*"

Coordination problems aside, independently func
tioning departments tend to run against the International 
City Managers’ Association-postulated principles of effec
tive municipal public relations:

One of the principal values of having a well- 
defined public relations program is that the 
general level of PR contacts and activities may 
be enhanced by this unification process. If 
each department or agency is allowed to have its 
own way in PR matters, handling things as best 
it can and using what ideas occur to departmental 
officials, many ideas and much talent is wasted.
By pooling of techniques, resources, and ideas, 
the best that is produced by any individual or 
office can be applied to the advantage of all, 
and the interchange of ideas and experiences may 
lead to a superior standard of performance.2 1

1. Ibid.
2. The Technique of Municipal Administration, 

op. cit., p . 403.
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An examination of any organization must deal not 

only with the structure but also with the men who operate 
within; let us, then, consider the vitae of the three top 
"PR men" in the City of Tucson. Deputy City Manager Roger 
O'Mara came to Tucson twenty-two years ago from Brooklyn; 
he worked for the Arizona Daily Star for fourteen years, 
eleven of them covering the city hall and county govern
ment beats. He came to the city administration directly 
from the newspaper five years ago. Although he was not 
hired solely to oversee public relations— Keane had assigned 
him more public relations duties than the former manager, 
Porter Homer— O ’Mara was convinced that his journalism 
experience in covering local governmental affairs was one 
of the chief reasons for his being chosen for the job.

Mark Keane, city manager and current president of 
the International City Managers' Association, earned a B.S. 
degree in public engineering from Purdue University, then 
served as an administrative intern in Washington, D.C., 
before being called into service during World War II.
After the war, he worked first as a consultant with the 
Public Administration Service, then as an assistant to the 
city manager of Wichita, Kansas, then as city manager of 
Shorewood, Wisconsin. He was city manager of Oak Park, 1

1. O'Mara, February 26, 1965, loc. cit



Illinois for nine years before coining to Tucson to take up 
similar duties in June 1962.^

The third member of this PR triumvirate was Lew 
Davis, a University of Pittsburgh graduate currently 
serving his second term as mayor of Tucson. A former 
Pittsburgh and New Jersey business executive, Davis moved 
to the city he now heads in 1951, where he became a 
businessman and a realtor. A Republican who severed his 
business connections in 1961 and turned a part-time mayor's 
position into a full-time job, Davis is currently a member 
of the Executive Committee of both the League of Arizona

pCities and Towns and the American Municipal Association.
It can clearly be seen, therefore, that the three 

men who had the most to do with the planning and pursuit of 
Tucson's public relation philosophy were not political 
fledglings. Each had spent years in areas that by their 
very nature fall under the almost continuous scrutiny of 
the public eye. It is not beyond the realm of the imagina
tion to assume, then, that whatever PR concepts they 
endorsed were founded on the base of rather extensive 
experience.

There is one other aspect of public relations which 
should be discussed under organization: citizen groups. 1

1. Keane, loc. cit.
2. Davis, loc. cit.
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Citizen groups of the type currently working towards the 
passage of the $26 million municipal facilities bond 
referendum are being employed more and more to take some of 
the public relations burdens off the administration, which 
usually has too many day-to-day problems to devote suf
ficient time to a special program or project.

According to Keane, there are three reasons for the 
existence of these organized citizen groups: (1) to help
convince the general public that the official family is not 
simply "feathering its own nest" by the improvement program 
it suggests; (2) to submit the city's own ideas to a 
citizens' group for evaluation on the assumption that they 
can bring to bear a broad spectrum of public opinion and 
viewpoints which will help make municipal proposals more 
sound and more acceptable; and (3) to actually carry the 
ball in convincing the public at large that what ever con
clusions are reached are in the best interest of the whole 
city.*" They are also used to determine municipal needs. 
Moreover, there are indications that the City will rely 
more and more on such groups, because Mayor Davis has said 
that the current citizens' bond referendum committee, now 
ad hoc, will become a permanent body to advise the City on 1

1. Keane, loco cit.
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future bond issues. “It is impossible to work without 
them, " Davis noted.

Publications

There are two ways a city may get the written 
story of its services across to its citizens: publication
and/or newspapers. It is not difficult to discuss the 
publication program of the City of Tucson, simply because 
it was very nearly a myth. There was no annual report or 
budget published for general public consumption. Nor was 
there a newsletter or other bulletin intended for the 
public mind.

The nearest gender to a "public” information 
bulletin was The Pueblo Digest, described on its foresheet 
as "A Monthly Digest of City Government News." It was an 
attractive, black-print-on-white-quality-paper newsletter 
containing City news selected from articles submitted by 
the various municipal departments.

Started in August 1964, the Digest was distributed 
to all City personnel and certain other organizations, 
including universities, and other cities; it was available 
to citizens, but only on request. Approximately 250 copies 
were printed each month. Although nominally a product of 
the city manager's office, the bulletin was usually 1

1. Davis, loc. cit.
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prepared by the administrative interns in the Office of 
Budget and Research.^ Despite the fact that it was com
posed and edited by someone who more often than not had had 
no experience in practical writing, the copy in most of the 
issues was above the usual quality for internal news
letters.

Tucson had not published an annual report for 
citizen readership since 1962. According to O'Hara, there 
was no particular reason for not publishing a public 
report during the last two years . . . although he admitted 
that there was much doubt as to whether its questionable 
impact was worth the "tremendous" amount of work that goes

pinto it. An even cursory examination of the last report 
produced (1962) seemed to indicate O'Hara's doubts were 
well-founded.^ This particular document (the format was 
seldom changed from year to year) violated almost every 
tenet of effective municipal reporting; it was a drab
appearing gremlin, done solely in yellow and black; a 
three-page foldout, it contained no pictures or graphic 
text, but rather was merely a conglomeration of charts—  
including one entitled "Tax Trends" which would undoubtedly 1 * 3

1. Interview with Frank Culross, Administrative 
Intern, Office of Budget and Research, Department of 
Administration, City of Tucson, Harch 9* 1965.

2o O'Hara, Harch 17$ 1965, loc. cit.
3. See Appendix II.



confuse ninety-nine per cent of the readers for whom it was 
intended; and it was concerned with but one aspect of city 
government (as evidenced in the following rather negative 
declaration which appeared on its cover: "You receive one
tax bill . . . but all taxes are not city taxes"). As the 
deputy city manager implied, this report was most likely a 
complete waste of money.

Fortunately, the administration is considering 
publishing a more attractive annual report for its citizens. 
This is still under investigation, although O'Mara said 
that the city "may very well do it (publish a revised 
citizen report), although it hasn't been decided one way 
or the other yet.""*' The only other administrative publica
tion for the citizenry was a two-page brochure designed for

2council visitors.
This is not to say that Tucson did not publish 

reports. Each year a plethora of municipal publications 
emerge from city hall, ranging from an annual financial 
report to a number of budgets to such specialized reports 
as a traffic or population study. But none of these 
reports were intended for general distribution; rather, 
they were written in technical language, and intended for 
technicians. In addition, most departments from time to 1

1. O'Mara, March 1?, 1965> loc. cit.
2. See Appendix III.
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time put out brochures on various services they had to 
offer; but these were usually uncamouflaged propaganda and 
did little to educate the few citizens they reached. The 
overriding consideration about the citizen-oriented publi
cation program of the City of Tucson, therefore, is that 
there was none.

Press Relations

Since there was, in effect, a municipal reporting 
vacuum in Tucson, it follows then that the principal way of 
getting the City’s story to the people with any degree of 
conciseness was through the press. The IGR poll of March 
1965) cited above, in fact, showed that 40 per cent of 
Tucson's citizens got their city hall news from newspapers, 
while 17V2 per cent got their news from television, six 
per cent from radio, and 26 per cent from a combination of 
sources.

Moreover, a recent unpublished survey by one of the 
largest petroleum companies in the United States indicated 
that: (1) the major media of communic a t io n  (print, sound,
pictures, etc.) accounted for more unfavorable than 
favorable impressions; (2) of the favorable impressions, 
94.7 per cent came from minor means of communication (77 
per cent from personal contact, and 17 per cent from hear
say and personal observation); and (3) that analysis of 
unfavorable impressions showed that 79=8 per cent came from
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the minor means of communication, with 55 per cent from 
personal contact and 24 per cent from hearsay and personal 
observations. Thus, the press has the power to paint a 
gloomy picture indeed.

Press relations are always important for an effec
tive city administration; in Tucson, where the press was 
the only regular means of communicating with the public, 
they were critical. At first glance, press relations 
between the city and the local media appeared to be good. 
Perhaps the following statement by Mark Keane best summed 
up the administration's attitude toward the press:

As far as relations of the newspapers with me 
and our staff, I think they are very good. The 
two reporters from the [Arizona Daily) Star and 
[Tucson] Citizen are quite knowledgeable about 
city affairs. They are allowed complete freedom 
to go around to all the departments to pick up 
any news stories they can. They treat the news,
I think, quite fairly. From the administrative 
staff and standpoint I have no complaints to make.
They cover the City Hall news quite thoroughly and 
I would say they are doing their job quite well in 
keeping the public informed.2

The only administration complaint that ran throughout most
research was that the local newspapers tend to "spark"
controversy to make news; this is a complaint common in
most municipalities, though, brought about by inherently
contradictory ideas of what news is worth printing. It 1 2

1. Cox, loc. cit., p. 159•
2. Keane, loc. cit
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would not usually be classified as a felony indictment in 
city-press relationships.

Granted the city's press relations with reporters 
was good, how was its relations with the editorial staff? 
How was editorial opposition handled? Citing as an 
example the Arizona Daily Star's stand against the City- 
backed convention center, City Manager Keane noted that any 
governmental agency likes to have as much support from the 
news media as possible. "If you have strong opposition 
from one or two newspapers in a community," he said, "it 
makes it extremely difficult to achieve the goal, whatever 
it may be." Therefore, Keane acknowledged, there was a 
concentrated effort made to win support of the publishers 
of the newspapers and to keep other media informed. Often, 
the mayor, or a councilman, or the city manager or one of 
his staff, would talk with an editor about a problem that 
may be coming up. This was done on the assumption that if 
a newspaper publisher, like anyone else, had all the facts 
on a given problem, he would be more likely to support it; 
whereas, if he didn't know the facts or the story, he would 
be likely to react negatively simply because he didn't 
understand it. The best approach to opposition editors, 
Keane believes, is through elective officials and organized 
citizen groups working on specific city problems.1

1. Ibid
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Reporters get most city hall news from within the 

department itself; department and division heads were 
instructed that, "If there is an answer, give it out."
Most news releases and news conferences were employed only 
where there was a particularly complicated story developing, 
as in a significant change in City fiscal policy.

To examine how green the grass is on the other side
of the hill, a rather brief questionnaire was sent to all

2radio and television stations in Tucson; a more detailed 
questionnaire was mailed to the city's two dailies.^ The 
results of the rather informal radio and television survey 
indicated that

— there was no difficulty in locating or inter
viewing news sources at city hall.

— the cooperation of city hall with radio and TV 
was either "excellent" or "good."

— the administration and officials treated the 
press with respect. One interviewee, however, excepted 
the mayor from this group.

— only one of those answering the survey had 
periodic difficulty in locating a city hall news source 
with authority to release the desired information. 1 2

1. O'Hara, February 26, 1965, loc. cit.
2. See Appendix IV.
$. See Appendix V.
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— there was only "occasional" buck-passing among 

city hall news sources.
— police cooperation with the news media was 

excellent,
— most reporters indicated they had occasionally 

been asked to "bury" (play down) or forget a story, but 
that this was an infrequent practice.

— most complaints about news coverage on radio and 
television came from the mayor and councilman.

— Tucson's public relations efforts were "fair" to
"good."

— city officials gave each media— radio, TV, and 
newspapers— a fair deal regarding the dispensing of news.

— there was general disagreement as to the ade
quacy of press facilities in city hall.

— there was general disagreement about the 
advisability of establishing a public information officer 
for the City of Tucson.

— shortcomings of the PE program of Tucson included 
lack of scheduled news conferences, lack of positive 
leadership, petty bickering among city officials, person
alities of a few elected officials, and, with the exception 
of the police and sanitation departments, no sense of 
timing, direction, and impact in utilizing broadcast media.

— strongpoints included free flow of information, 
frankness and honesty, and easy accessibility. One
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respondent, however, thought the city was "just barely 
getting by."

— an effort at the top was needed to give thorough 
airing to policy questions, particularly on the part of 
the mayor.

Thus,. it would seem that the City's relations with 
the press were not quite as sugar-coated as municipal 
officials would like to have believed. This is substan
tiated by the responses of the city hall and police news
paper reporters. Their questionnaires indicated that:
(1) There was occasional buck-passing; (2) the mayor was 
the only City official difficult to get hold of for an 
interview; (3) cooperation of city hall with the news media 
was either "excellent" or "average," while police coopera
tion was either "average" or "poor," depending on the 
paper; (4) there was occasional difficulty in finding 
someone with authority to release the desired information;
(5) there was a higher frequency of requests to bury or 
forget stories directed at reporters for the newspapers 
than their radio and TV brethren; (6) the press facilities 
in city hall were adequate; (7) councilman were the most 
frequent complainers about newspaper coverage of city 
affairs; (8) there was disagreement as to whether or not 
city officials tend to hold reporters answerable for the 
editorial policies of their papers; (9) a lot of "digging" 
is required for "real" news— but they feel this is the way



it should be; (10) a public information officer would only 
serve as a hindrance to complete press coverage; (11) 
Tucson’s public relations efforts were either "fair" or 
"good"; (12) the strongpoints of the city's press relations 
were honesty and a genuine desire to help, most information 
was accurate, and appointed officials were willing to go 
out of their way to get information in order to answer a 
newsman's question; and (1$) press relations shortcomings 
included too many executive sessions barring the press, a 
"thin-skinned mayor who isn't strong enough to take criti
cism," a general reluctance to release information before 
council meetings which could answer many citizens' com
plaints and questions, and a tendency for elected officials 
to give preference to television and radio appearances over 
newspaper interviews.

While not advocating the establishment of a public 
information officer, one journalist noted that the City 
should have a public relations— or community relations—  
officer to anticipate problems which arise with the general 
public and take steps to solve them in advance. This man, 
it was pointed out, could save City officials a lot of 
headaches over such situations as improvement districts, 
garbage can ordinances, leash laws, annexation, urban 
renewal, and bond issues by giving the facts in advance and 
planning ways to get the City's side of the story across to 
the public. However, he emphasized that there is not a
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need for a public information officer to act as the 
official news releaser for all City offices, because this 
wastes time, stifles various department heads and other 
officials, and thwarts the individual initiative of the 
various reporters covering city hall.

Something should also be said about meetings closed 
to the press. The questionnaire just cited indicated that 
this was indeed a sore point in city-press intercourse.
City officials should always try to remember that "a closed 
meeting is to a reporter like a red flag is to a bull."1 
Granted, there is a necessity for closed meetings, usually 
in criminal or personnel matters. As Keane put it, "In 
these kind of meetings we are discussing personnel a good 
share of the time, and are also discussing the pros and 
cons of various alternatives that we may at a later date 
submit to the mayor and council, so most of those have to

pbe on a closed basis."

Public Opinion

The City of Tucson had no formalized means of 
sampling public opinion. Instead, it used what City 
Manager Keane calls "seat-of-the-pants" techniques, i.e., 
such day-to-day indicators as personal contacts, letters 1 2

1. Vishcamper, op. cit., p. 18.
2. Keane, loc. cit.



and phone calls, editorial page offerings, etc. Keane felt 
that this is, moreover, a primary responsibility of the 
mayor and the council:

This . . .  is the prime function of an elected 
representative of the people and each of the seven 
do it in a different way, based on their own 
personality characteristics. Staffwise, I get my 
best information, or best feeling of public 
opinion, from public appearances I make. . . .
Public opinion also comes to us, of course, in the 
letters and telephone calls that we get, not only 
in this office but in all the offices of the city.
It is on an informal basis.1

There seemed to be some healthy doubt in city hall 
on the effectiveness of these informal sampling methods 
(Roger O ’Hara, for example, said he didn't know how 
accurate this random method was), and, according to Keane, 
the city had begun to indirectly experiment, in cooperation 
with the University of Arizona's Institute of Government 
Research, with the more formal poll-taking methods of 
finding out what the man on the street is thinking. For 
example, a series of scientifically constructed and 
administered public samplings were taken in connection 
with a 1965 bond referendum. Apparently, the cost factor 
was the chief obstacle to more extensive employment of 
these more valid, reliable methods.

Both the mayor and city manager felt that certain 
groups within the general public presented a more difficult 1
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public relations target than did others. For Davis, this 
problem public was the lower income classes which, he felt, 
were generally unresponsive because they have too many 
problems of their own, and not because they are less 
"astute."1 Keane, on the other hand, felt that the city 
was not adequately communicating with the Mexican-

pAmerican, mainly because this minority hadn't yet reached 
the point where they could express their opinions and their 
needs. He thought the Economic Opportunity Act would help 
remedy this, however. Nevertheless, the city manager 
emphasized that the City was not deliberately aiming the 
brunt of its public relations campaign at any one group or 
public.^

Complaint Procedure

One of the most delicate of all tasks that confront 
the municipal administrator is dealing with the irate 
citizen. A man complaining about poor garbage collection, 
or an unpaved street, or a curt employee represents a 
danger to the municipal image that can not be cast aside; 1 2 * * 5

1. Davis, loc. cit.
2. In the I960 census, there were 44,481 residents

of Pima County (Tucson) with Spanish surnames, an increase 
of 17,000 over the 1950 figure. Source: Research Depart
ment, Valley National Bank, Arizona Statistical Review
(Phoenix: Valley National Bank, 1964), p. 12.

5. Keane, loc. cit.
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psychologists have found that people tend to be much more 
active and fervent about a situation when they are dis
pleased than when they are pleased. It follows, therefore, 
that an integral segment of a municipal PE program should 
be a formalized procedure for handling both written and 
telephoned complaints.

The goal of such a procedure is to have the 
complainant feel that he has had a fair hearing, and that 
his complaint has received proper consideration. Thus, the 
complaint should be forwarded to the appropriate agency for 
as quick a solution as possible. It must be kept in mind, 
however, that some citizens simply will not accept a 
decision from a subordinate; in such a case, a conflict 
develops between satisfying the public and saving the 
official's time. Finally, there should be some sort of 
follow-up procedure, by which the chief executive may 
ascertain whether every complaint has received attention 
and can notify the complainant as to the disposition of the 
situation.

The City of Tucson attempted to direct most of its 
complaints to the proper department for investigation and 
action. Host complaints received in the city manager's 
office were handled by Keane's administrative assistant, 
William Mills, with O'Hara handling the more complex, 1

1. MacDonald, op. cit., p. 377
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controversial ones. A few particularly troublesome com
plaints were brought to the manager's attention. The same 
was true of requests for information.̂

Phone complaints were usually handled by the 
manager's secretarial staff, which Keane felt was "quite 
good at either giving the answer or referring the party to

pthe proper department." Phone complaints to the manager's 
and mayor's offices averaged about thirty-five a month, 
with most having to do with garbage collections. (This was 
true even before the recent garbage-can uproar.) City 
secretaries and receptionists were instructed to do their 
best to explain the particular situation, but they had 
authority to hang up if the caller became profane.

It is interesting to note here that the City had, 
for the past two years, been using a direct-dial system 
instead of the central switchboard. Under this arrange
ment, each department and those divisions which had the 
most frequent contact with the public had separate tele
phone numbers; all, however, were listed under "Tucson,
City of" in the telephone directory. Although there was 
almost inevitably a small amount of confusion, Keane

1. Keane, loc. cit.
2o Ibid.

Interview with Mrs. Linda Dunn, Receptionist, 
City of Tucson, February 26, 1965.



defended the system as being more efficient than a central 
switchboard unit:

Yes, there is some of that (calling the wrong 
department). However, the listing we have in the 
phone book is fairly complete, and it seems that 
most times people can figure out what the correct 
office is to call. I am sure, however, that it 
does result in some buck-passing where the party 
will call the wrong office and then have to be 
referred to another. The direct dial system does, 
however, provide a relatively easy method of 
transferring the call from one office to another.
In my experience with switchboard operations, I 
doubt that it is any more effective that way. 
Theoretically the switchboard operator can dis
cuss with the party calling what his problem is 
and be thoroughly informed as to who is best able 
to take care of it and then refer him to the 
proper department right away. However, I know 
from experience that the party calling in will 
often ask for a specific department anyhow.
Secondly, the switchboard operator hardly has the 
time, except in a very small operation, to discuss 
with the party what it is he wants to know or 
complain about and then make the proper referral.

As a practical examination of the City's complaint 
procedure, the author sent a test letter to the city 
manager concerning a verifiable traffic situation. A 
preliminary reply to this letter was mailed approximately 
four days after receipt, very prompt action in any organi
zation; a follow-up letter explaining the results of the 
investigation was sent approximately three weeks later.
Both replies were courteous and, more important, gave the 
recipient the feeling that the City "really c a r e d . I f  1
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1. Keane, loc«, cit.
2. See Appendix VI.



this is typical, it illustrates an organized and efficient 
complaint-handling procedure.

It is also interesting to note that the evening 
daily newspaper— The Tucson Daily Citizen— had as a regular 
Monday-to-Priday feature a column entitled 11 Action Please!"1 
A citizen having a question or a problem to be solved 
involving "any governmental agency or public matter" was 
requested to forward it to the newspaper. Reporters were 
then assigned to investigate the situation, and the results 
of this inquiry, together with the original letter, would 
be printed in the column. Thus, City complaint problems 
were ameleriorated in two ways: first, citizens who
hesitate to contact the municipal administration for fear 
of getting "the run-around" were provided with another 
channel to city hall, and second, some of the burden of 
handling complaints was voluntarily assumed by the news
paper.
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Annexation

The engineering of public consent is a large part 
of any annexation program. Without the sanction of its 
residents, the prospective area cannot legally be joined 
to the parent municipality. Thus, Arizona law requires 
that 50 per cent of the annexation area property owners,

1. See Appendix VII.
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"based on assessed valuation, must approve by signing a 
petition. The primary goal of any annexation campaign, 
therefore, is the securing of the requisite number of 
signatures. This is done through public relations.

In the 1965 annexation program in Tucson, the 
effort in getting signatures on annexation petitions was 
pointed towards giving these potential new citizens as much 
information as possible about the City."*" According to 
Keane:

We conducted a fairly good indoctrination 
program and informed all of our petition passers 
about city services and relative costs and how 
the city operates. In fact, the education of 
those potential citizens on these matters was 
one of our prime objectives. This was done with 
the philosophy that even if we couldn't get more 
than 50 per cent of the assessed evaluation given 
an area at this time, we might succeed in making 
a few converts so that the next time an effort is 
made that there would be more people that would 
have a better understanding of the city. Also, 
in a few cases we have been able to interest 
newly annexed citizens in coming down and spending 
some time with us. For example, we have a group 
of ladies from the East Side Annexation Area No. 4 
who are currently spending quite a bit of time 
going from department to department to see the 
operation, see the people. I think this has been a very beneficial thing.2

Deputy City Manager O'Mara felt that if the City 
could do an adequate job of communicating, the citizens 
would want to be annexed to the City. To him, the key was

1 .
2

See Appendix VIII. 
Keane, loc. cit.
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understanding. "Even if it is understood but rejected 
under reasonable grounds," the ex-newspaperman said, "the 
City has had its 'day in court.

Strengths of the Program

Mark Keane believed the strongest point of Tucson's 
municipal public relations program was the quality of 
administrative personnel; wherever they make a personal 
appearance, the city manager said, they help improve the 
total image of the City. Keane also credited press rela
tions with strengthening the City's attempts to tell its
story, largely through a mutual confidence between the

2press and the administrative staff.
O'Mara, on the other hand, traced the soundness of 

the City's PH efforts deeper than did Keane. To the city 
manager's second-in-command, the program's one great 
strength was the efficiency of Tucson government: the
City, in a general sense, was doing an efficient job, and 
the public realized this.^ Mayor Davis claimed that the 
fact that everyone connected with the City was trying to * 5

1. O'Mara, February 26, 1965, loc. cit.
2. Keane, loc. cit.
5. O'Hara, March 17, 1965, loc. cit.
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tell what he called "the story" was Tucson's strongest 
public relations asset.

Thus, the men at the top traced whatever success 
the Tucson public relations program may have enjoyed to but 
two factors: efficient municipal government under qualified
personnel and reasonably good press relations. There was 
little said about the more formal PR techniques— publica
tions, in-service training, planned community relations, 
et cetera— but this was understandable since Keane admitted 
the City of Tucson had "rather deliberately avoided" a 
formal public relations program.

Weaknesses of the Program

Although he cited Tucson's relations with the 
working press as one of the PR program's strongpoints, City 
Manager Keane also laid the blame for the weakest point at 
their feet: the disproportionate amount of news that
related to controversy of what city officials felt was a 
"minor" nature„ "The public would understand and accept 
controversy on points of significance to the development of 
the city," Keane complained, "but I think it hurts our 
image to have public controversy on matters which really 1

1. Davis, IOC, cit.
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have nothing to do with whether Tucson becomes a better 
city or a worse city.

O ’Hara felt the single most important problem 
continually facing the City's public relations efforts was 
a failure to get what the administration wanted to say 
across to the public. This was not the fault of the news 
media, he maintained, but rather the result of the 
continual failure of the public to take sufficient time to

plearn the facts about a situation. Davis, forever the 
politician, registered a more specific complaint: to the
mayor, the program's biggest failure was the difficulty the 
City administration had had in explaining the declining 
economic trend which has stifled Tucson's basic growth.
"It is difficult," the mayor said, "to theorize if the 
result is hunger." (Note: It is also difficult to get
votes from hungry people.)

Changes and Desired Innovations

City Manager Mark Keane admitted to few changes in 
the City's general public relations philosophy and proce
dure during his three years in Tucson. In fact, he 
mentioned only four: 1

1. Keane, loc. cit.
2. O'Mara, February 26, 1965, loc. cit.
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I think that, first, the department heads 

feel more free to discuss any news item with the 
communication media, and I have made an effort 
to encourage that. Secondly, we may he doing a 
little more in procedure, such as the special 
pamphlets, for example, the one on garbage.
Thirdly, our relations with the schools have 
been actively cultivated. Fourth, we have dis
cussed such things as an open house or an annual 
report, but so far I have.not felt that it would 
be appropriate to do that. (But) in general the 
public relations of the city as a total institu
tion are largely dominated by the mayor and 
council, and this is inevitable and as it should 
be, good or bad. They are the elected repre
sentatives of the people and they are the ones 
who should have prime responsibility for creating 
the image of the city.l

Thus, it appears that, like his chief aide, the city 
manager of Tucson was not "gung ho" about public relations.

Keane's philosophy on the role and practice of 
public relations in a municipality was probably most 
clearly brought forth when he" was questioned on possible 
innovations he would like to put into effect, given the 
unheardof luxury of unlimited financial and personnel 
resources:

Well, I am a relative conservative in this 
regard. I think that any governmental institution 
can easily make the mistake of going overboard on 
a formal type of public relations. I don't think 
the American public, with our traditions, will 
accept any extensive financial outlays for public 
relations. They are too prone to be suspicious 
that they are being propagandized and are being 
sold down the river in the Madison Avenue technique.

So, in terms of the kind of public relations 
which cost money, I would certainly favor a good 1

1. Keane, loc. cit.
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annual report which can be done without great 
expense and I think it would be quite acceptable 
to the public. I would possibly spend more 
money in working with the school children in 
attempting to give them a first-hand feeling for 
the operation of the democratic system at the 
local level. I would be inclined to bring them 
to City Hall or other points of interest relating 
to city government and do this in buses that were 
hired by the City and paid for by the City. I 
think the open house technique is a good one that 
doesn't cost much money and brings the employees 
more in contact with the citizen and lets the 
citizen have a chance to see what is going on 
down here. I would probably publish and distribute 
more reports on specific services and problems of 
the City. However, even though I would very much 
like to have a continuing polling system so that 
the mayor and council and staff can have a more 
objective feedback, I would not advocate using 
public funds to do this. This is about as far as 
I would probably go if I had unlimited funds.1

Keane's fear of public rejection of municipal 
public relations was certainly well founded. There is, 
unfortunately, a double standard which the average citizen 
applies to government and non-government publicity. The 
public generally accepts the right and propriety of 
business to publicize and advertise, even though the 
customer pays for it. On the other hand, many people 
regard government information work as a waste of tax

pdollars. Citizens generally see no need for government 
to hawk its wares. Thus, an impasse: the public has both 1

1. Ibid.
2. Cutlip and Center, op. cit.. p. $54.



a right and a desire to know what their government is doing
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♦ . . but they are unwilling to foot the bill.

Public Relations and the Police Department

As noted above, probably no one single class of 
municipal employees is in a better position to do more 
good— or harm— for the city image than the policeman. Just 
as an efficient and courteous cop can be an asset, a curt, 
authoritarian police officer can torpedo the best-planned 
public relations program.

The administrative hierarchy of the Tucson Police 
Department clearly recognized the importance of public 
relations in everyday police enforcement. As Chief of 
Police Bernard Garmire declared,

Public relations is one of, if not the, most 
elementary of all our problems. In police service, 
contrary to most other branches, we work exclu
sively with people. Consequently, public relations 
is basic. Everything we do is designed to be of 
service to people, but we must continually keep the 
public aware of the services we have to offer.1

There are a number of ways this process of informa
tion was pursued. Extensive use was made of the broadcast 
media. Every day five or more radio broadcasts were made; 
in addition, the police chief made a weekly television 
broadcast— in addition to irregularly scheduled interviews 1

1, Interview with Barnard Garmire, Chief of Police, 
City of Tucson, March 16, 1965•



— in which the Department's approach rather than the actual 
elements of the situation was discussed. (These broadcasts 
had been temporarily suspended because of a change in 
television stations, but were scheduled to return to the 
airwaves shortly.) The entire patrol force was designed to 
create what Chief Garmire termed an "aura of omnipresence," 
to give the idea of a superior force regardless of its 
actual manpower limitations.^ Selected personnel, qualified 
to speak on specific aspects of law enforcement, averaged 
about three speeches a week before interested groups. An 
active program dealing with school children was an effect; 
as a part of this campaign, the Department was updating a 
handout-type pamphlet designed to be distributed to

pchildren. Finally, because the department believed that 
each officer, alone, is a PR man, strict daily inspections 
were held, on the belief that an orderly appearance begets 
competence in the mind of the public.

Press Relations
Not unlike most other Tucson departments, the 

Police Department relied heavily on the local press—  
particularly the newspapers— to communicate with the 
citizens. To aid in this oft-times tempestuous liaison 
between the police and the press, the Police Department 1

1. Ibid.
2. See Appendix IX.
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had, within its Community Relations Unit, a "Public 
Information Officer." According to Officer Roger Sedlmayr, 
who held this position, the main duty of the PIO was to see 
that the news media was given the correct information about

• ipolice situations. Reporters were usually free to inter
view other news sources in the Police Department, although 
they were encouraged to deal with the PIO as often as 
possible. Besides his news function, the public informa
tion officer also dealt "with citizens, keeping them 
informed about how they can help us and how we can help 
them," coordinated speeches to community groups by selected 
officers, arranged for the appearance of the Tucson Police 
Chorus when requested, broadcast announcements over local 
radio and television stations, and wrote the daily radio 
speech given by Chief Garmire over a local station.

At first glance, one would think that a public 
information officer would be favored by the press. Practi
cal experience has shown that the police reporter usually 
spends most of his time bounding from one office to another 
trying to find someone who knows the facts and has the 
authority to release them. It would seem, therefore, that 
a central source for police news would be welcomed by the 
working press as well as the department itself.

1. Interview with Roger Sedlmayr, Public Informa
tion Officer, Police Department, City of Tucson, March 17» 
1965.
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Unfortunately, such is apparently not the case. Witness 
the following comment by a local reporter:

The Tucson Police Department doesn't need a 
public information officer . . . although it has 
one. This man, usually untrained in writing, 
public relations, or any other related subject, 
generally winds up being the last man in the 
department to know the facts and yet he is 
designated as the one who must release them.
This also has resulted in news management to the 
point that the department tries to cover up 
arrests and major crimes in order to insure that 
they are released for one paper or the other- 
according to which paper's turn it is. Handling 
spot news in this fashion is ridiculous!l

Thus, it would not be stretching reason too far to 
assume that the press was not exactly content working 
through a public information officer. It should be noted, 
too, that these complaints came from newspaper reporters, 
men who usually are assigned specifically to cover police 
affairs and devote all their working hours to that 
function; radio and television, on the other hand, usually 
gather their police news through a reporter assigned to 
cover a number of local beats, and, faced with an acute 
time limitation, find a PIO a convenient source for the 
type of news they desire. Nevertheless, the establishment 
of a central news source does, almost by definition, thwart 
individual initiative in attempting to cover a story in 
depth . . . and this must be considered in any press-police 
relations. 1

1. Anonymous reply to questionnaire, March 1965



Roger Sedlmayr has been Public Information Officer 
for the Tucson Police Department since July 1964. Although 
he had six years of experience on the Chicago Police 
Department) he started his law enforcement career over 
again in Tucson, undergoing recruit training and a duration 
in the uniform division before being appointed to his 
present duties. A member of the department since January 
1963, Sedlmayr acknowledged that he has had no journalism 
or public relations training."^"

Despite the newspaper reporters' apparent dis
enchantment with the PIO concept, both Garmire and Sedlmayr 
regarded relations between the press and the police as 
harmonious. "Excellent,'* characterized the chief. 
"Tremendous cooperation," echoed his Public Information 
Officer, who singled out the radio and TV media for special 
praise. The only problem with the press Garmire commented 
on was what he called "eager-beaver cub reporters" who 
would violate a confidence, but added that this happened

p"very infrequently." So, once again, there is a situation
where the city department is either viewing its press rela
tions through multi-hued glasses, or is simply oblivious to 
the municipal press policy. 1

1. Sedlmayr, loc* cit.
2. Garmire, loc. cit.
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Complaint Procedure

As in most progressive police units, the Tucson 
Police Department had a formalized procedure to follow when 
investigating complaints. Understandably, complaints 
regarding the validity of a citation are legal questions 
which must be resolved by the judiciary; officer conduct, 
however, is a legitimate object of departmental investiga
tion, regardless of how apparently minor the infringement 
may be. As Lt. Francis Kessler, head of the Office of 
Internal Affairs, the bureau which investigated all com
plaints against the police department, put it, "Regardless 
of how silly the complaint may seem, we can't lose sight of 
the fact that, to the complainant, it may be the most 
important thing in the world.

Under a procedure instigated 3V2 years ago, every 
incident involving a complaint was assigned to the Office 
of Internal Affairs. Men from this office interviewed both 
the complainant and the officer involved; evaluations 
resulting from these interviews were then passed up the 
ranks, from the officer's immediate superior to his 
lieutenant to his division commander to the departmental 
executive officer. The executive officer would then 
present the final report, with recommendations, to the 1

1. Interview with Lt. Francis Kessler, Office of 
Internal Affairs, Police Department, City of Tucson,
March 16, 1965•



chief for final disposition. Once a decision is made, the
complainant would be contacted and the results explained.
According to Chief Garmire, a complaint was investigated
with the same thoroughness as a crime.^

To test the effectiveness of this procedure, a test
letter complaining of an actual situation was sent to Chief
Garmire. About one week later, a policeman stopped by the
residence of the complainant to investigate. Other
letters, however, have not provoked as prompt a response.
For example, a letter sent from out-of-state by a perennial
winter visitor complaining of police motorcycle driving was 

5not answered, nor apparently was one concerning traffic 
enforcement of a new ordinance.^ It goes without saying 
that a truly effective complaint procedure would not allow 
such lapses, regardless how infrequent they may be.

In 1963, the Tucson Police Department received 173 
complaints and 216 letters of appreciation or commendation 
(each of which was answered by a personal letter from the 
chief). Eighteen per cent of these complaints were well- 
founded; that is, found to have some actual basis. During 
this same twelve-month period, the police had 999,416 1

1. Garmire, loc. cit.
2. See Appendix X.
3. See Appendix XI.
4. See Appendix VII.
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face-to-face contacts with the public. Thus, there was one 
complaint for every 3,460 contacts, and one founded com
plaint for every 18,732 encounters; the total percentage of 
contacts that resulted in a founded complaint, therefore,

Iwas a miniscule .00005.
Most of these complaints, according to Lt. Kessler,

resulted from a lack of information, mainly about what the
police can and cannot do. Unlike many cities, there was

Prelatively little formal griping over parking tickets.
For the officer who had the misfortune of being the 

object of a verified complaint, there were five general 
levels of discipline: (1) reprimand at one of three
levels: force, division, or department; (2) suspension—
up to ten days without appeal to the Civil Service Commis
sion; (3) transfers— which were seldom used; (4) demotions; 
and (5) discharge— subject to review by the Civil Service 
Commission. In addition, the complaint was noted in the 
officer’s service rating, a rather extensive performance 
evaluation done every six months.

Training
Three to four hours of the sixteen-week recruit 

training program in the Tucson Police Department was 
devoted to public relations. Taught by the Community 1

1. Kessler, loc. cit.
2. Ibid.
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Relations Unit (the term “public relations" is considered 
non gratis around departmental offices), the course used 
lectures and question-and-answer periods to get across to 
the fledglings the idea that relations with the public are 
of primary importance. The public information function was 
also emphasized, on the theory that the better informed the 
community is, the better will be the police job that is 
done. Weekly tests were given, as well as an oral board 
examine Lion half-way through the academy.

There was also a departmental in-service training 
program:^ the twenty-four hours of this course included 
one hour on community relations, one hour on school 
resources, and one and one-half hours on "selective traffic 
enforcement," a great deal of which Lt. Kessler felt was 
community, i.e., public, relations. Under selective 
enforcement, the city is divided into grids of one square 
mile each; these divisions show where the traffic problems 
are by grid, time, and type of accident or offense, and 
allow the officers to better handle traffic and collision 
control. Thus, one accident-prone grid may have eight 
officers patrolling within its boundaries, while a single 
patrolman covers eight relatively accident-free divisions. 
This, Lt. Kessler believed, was an important step towards 1
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1. Kessler, loc. cit
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public acceptance of traffic enforcement.1 (Incidentally, 
police officers were instructed not to go beyond minimal 
explanations and discuss traffic situations with violators; 
this usually leads to poor public relations.)

Finally, last September the Tucson Police Depart
ment sponsored a ten-day "Human Relations School," the 
first of its kind in the country. Here, members of such 
minority groups as the N.A.A.C.P. and C.O.R.E. met with 
various staff members in both organized and unorganized 
meetings. The object was to achieve a substantial degree 
of mutual understanding between the two usually antagonistic 
forces. Unfortunately, local events since that time have 
cast a broad shadow of doubt on the effectiveness of such a 
"school."

Community Relations Unit
As noted above, most functions normally associated 

with public relations were assigned to the Community 
Relations Unit. There were three divisions within the 
C.R.U.: Public Information Officer, School Liaison
Officer, and the School Resources Officers. In addition, 1

1. Because of a lack of space, the Police Depart
ment until recently was forced to hold some in-service 
classes in a large tent erected on land donated by the 
Tucson Women's Club. A predominant sign identifying the 
tent was placed where it was plainly visible to all 
motorists, an excellent public relations device calling 
attention to the physical plant deficiencies of the 
Department.



anything else that had to do with community relations in 
projecting the desired police image was assigned to this 
office.

School liaison duties were delegated to one man.
His primary job was to work with the Tucson school children 
in connection with safety; he also oversaw the school 
safety patrol program. Although emphasis was towards 
elementary students, the school liaison officer also dealt 
with junior high and high school students, particularly 
concerning driver education and traffic safety. His 
primary tools were lectures, slides, and films, many of 
which were lent free of charge for a five-year period by 
Walt Disney Productions.

A school-oriented program of a different nature 
was the School Resources Program, modeled after a Flint, 
Michigan, attempt to combat juvenile delinquency. Under 
this plan, a police detective worked out of an office in 
the junior high school proper. At the beginning of each 
year, he lectured to all the students on prime juvenile 
delinquency problems that teachers aren’t familiar with.
He then worked with the problem children at the school 
throughout the year, attempting to reduce referrals to 
juvenile authorities. It was, basically, a refinement of
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the old method of keeping one cop on one beat to enable him 
to know and understand the local citizens.^"

Although the Flint program included one detective 
in every junior high school and a detective sergeant in 
every high school, manpower curtailments have limited the 
Tucson program to the four junior high schools with the 
highest delinquency rate. In addition, however, the 
officer worked with all the elementary schools which fed 
their pupils into his assigned junior high school.

School resources officers usually dealt with about 
forty problem children a month. The biggest difficulty in 
dealing with these potential juvenile delinquents, accord
ing to one officer, was gaining their confidence; this was
attempted, usually, through normal conversation, trying to

2convince the youths that police are normal human beings. 
There was also some difficulty with teachers, particularly 
older ones, who harbored both the "normal public feeling" 
towards police and a resentment that most school resources 
officers did not possess college degrees.^ Neither of 
these problems, however, was blocking the program, for 
there were plans afoot to expand it as much as budgetary 
realities would allow. Apparently the idea of getting * 5

1. Interview with Joseph Rodriguez, School 
Resources Officer, Police Department, City of Tucson,
March 1?, 1965•

2. Ibid.
5. Ibid.
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close to the problem and correcting it while the student 
was still correctable, instead of waiting until he is in 
high school and more difficult to work with, was providing 
dividends. At any rate, it certainly was good public 
relations, not only because it was a positive aide towards 
more effective law enforcement, but because it was geared 
towards painting the police portrait as a human, and not a 
belligerent wielder of force.

Evaluation
Chief of Police Garmire rated as the Department's 

public relations program's strongest point effective 
control of traffic and crime. By doing its job and doing 
it well, and by letting the public know this through the 
communication media, the best possible method of creating 
a desired public image was supposedly achieved.^

Public misunderstanding of the police function was 
Garmire's chief entry on the debit side of the ledger. 
Police everywhere have an obstacle of tradition to over
come, for theirs is the heritage of political interference, 
of political hacks, of inferior personnel. This concept 
has been on the decrease over the last decade or so, but, 
Garmire maintained, it remains the most potentially 1

1. Garmire, loc. cit.
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destructive hurdle in the path of effective police public 
relations.

Public Relations and the Personnel Department

At first glance, personnel and public relations 
might seem ill-related indeed. Granted that any municipal 
public relations program must aim towards such contact 
arenas as police and service work areas, how then can the 
personnel function, usually thought to be of an internal 
rather than external nature, be legitimately joined to 
public relations? Well, aside from its initial responsi
bility— that of finding and hiring employees who are not 
only qualified but do not present a public relations 
liability— personnel and public relations go hand in hand. 
As Dave Fitzgerald, City of Tucson Personnel Director, put 
it:

How do personnel and public relations tie in? 
On the same basis as public relations ties in 
with all departments. But we have direct contact. 
with all publics more than many other departments. 
We have constant public relations problems, i.e., 
a number of .'people who don't make the eligibility 
lists but think they should have, complaints 
about city hiring policies, etc.2

So they are not such strange bedfellows after all. 1 2

1. Ibid.
2. Interview with Dave Fitzgerald, Director of 

Personnel, City of Tucson, March 9» 1965.
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Recruitment

Most recruiting was done for the City of Tucson 
through newspapers and notices posted in various city hall 
offices. If the position to he filled was of a unique or 
technical nature, such as a crime lab technician, adver
tisements were placed on a nationwide basis, usually 
through professional journals.

Once an applicant had passed all requisite examina
tions— both written and oral— he was placed on an eligibil
ity list, from which future employees were chosen.
Generally speaking, the higher one went in the administra
tive hierarchy, the more important the oral interview 
(which will usually reveal something of his public rela
tions potential) became; thus, the oral interview phase of 
recruitment for a division head was weighted much more 
heavily than the oral examination of a truck driver. In 
only one position— that of stenographer— was an oral exam 
given solely to weed out "public relations misfits."1

Most public complaints about the personnel depart
ment came from rejected job applicants. As Fitzgerald put 
it, "It is difficult to communicate with the public when

1. Interview with Paul Miner, Personnel Technician, 
Department of Personnel, City of Tucson, March 9, 1965.
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they are looking for a job. We must tell them fairly 
obvious things about the personnel process*" Aside from 
the expected complaints, such as those dealing with 
suspected errors in test evaluation and prejudicial hiring 
practices, Fitzgerald noted that the feeling that if you 
can't get a job anywhere else you can always go to work 
for the government was still predominant in the public 
mind. There was no way to overcome this, he maintained, 
except by showing through action that municipal employment

pis prestige employment in and of itself. The general
practice was to try to get the complainant down to the
office and explain the situation to him. Although some
people will never understand, regardless how much effort is
put into an explanation, this practice had proven satisfac-

xtory in most cases.
As a sidelight, it is interesting to note that the 

Personnel Department's method of notifying an applicant of 
the outcome of his testing bordered on the ultra-impersonal. 
Two pre-printed postal cards were used, one for rejection, 
the other for acceptance. The question of lack of privacy 
aside, neither of these cards represented very positive 1 2 * 4

1. Fitzgerald, loc. cit.
2. Ibid.
3<> Miner, loc. cit.
4. See Appendix XII.
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public relations. They were a curt, cold way of informing 
a man of a decision that may be one of the most important 
of his life. They seemed to convey a feeling of unimpor
tance which might be modified somewhat with a letter— even 
a form letter— or a better-worded card. In 1964, the 
Personnel Department received 6,358 applications; of this 
number, 2,209 underwent examination, and but 1,148 qualified 
and were placed on the eligibility lists.^ Thus, the 
number of rejections for 1964 totaled 1,061, not a small 
number, and certainly one worth a little something extra in 
the way of a public relations effort.

Training
The City of Tucson Personnel Department had charge 

of two types of employee training: in-service and outside-
service. One phase of the in-service training program as 
set up by the Department concerned a three-pronged orienta
tion procedure: the initial phase, which took place in the
personnel office, was concerned basically with City 
policies; the second phase was concerned with departmental 
regulations and procedures; under the third phase of 
orientation, new employees were sent to council meetings,
where they were introduced to the various department heads,

2mayor, and city council. 1

1. Miner, loc. cit.
2. Ibid.
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Operating under the philosophy of encouraging the 

education and training of all employees, a number of 
courses in pertinent areas were offered within the municipal 
structure• Questionnaires originally were sent to all City 
employees, requesting information on what courses they 
would like to take; from the 150 different replies, 
personnel officials set about establishing courses in the 
most requested fields. Thus, the City has offered courses 
in such areas as supervising methods, personnel practices, 
works administration, public finance . . . and public 
relations.

The course in public relations was a three-day 
cram course for municipal employees held in the council 
chambers; the class met for two hours— one hour on city 
time, one hour on the employee time— each day. The three 
PE classes held so far have averaged about fifty students 
each, which means a little less than ten per cent of the 
City work force has taken it.

This public relations "school" was run under the 
direction of Frank Brooks, manager of the Water Department's 
Commercial Division. Brooks emphasized the importance of 
municipal public relations from the very beginning of 
instruction:

Public relations is our "product." Good 
public relations should be developed and practiced 
within the entire city government. Public rela
tions is not limited to Department Heads or to the
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Mayor and Council or City Manager. Every person 
on the payroll is involved in this directly or 
indirectly. A most powerful influence on the 
City's public standing is what we as employees 
think and say about it. The public listens to 
the casual remarks of City employee friends and 
the effect of this word-of-mouth publicity some
times will far outweight all of the carefully 
prepared "official" publicity material.1

Brooks then listed a number of ways in which good public 
relations pays off for the City: (1) Good will is in
creased by helping the public understand our operating 
problems and appreciating what we do to provide service;
(2) it assists public understanding of requirements when 
charter amendments, bond issues, or other issues are 
decided by the voters; ($) it eases the presentation of 
new rules or policies to the public; and (4) satisfied or

Ounderstanding citizens make the work easier.
From these introductory remarks, the emphasis 

shifted from the "why" to the "how." Lessons were given 
on how to deal with such public stereotypes as "Disagree
able Dan," or "Procrastinator Pete," or "Talkative Tom," or 
"Sensitive Sue." With the help of the local telephone 
company, good phone manners were illustrated. The physi
ology of public attitudes and ways of working with these 
citizen concepts were taught, as well as the role safety 1

1. Interview with Frank Brooks, Director of 
Commercial Division, Department of Water and Sewers, City 
of Tucson, March 9> 1965*

2. Ibid



plays in achieving good public relations. Finally, at the 
end of the course, the instructor delivered eleven guides 
towards being a PR-conscious public employee:

1. Avoid arguments. Nobody wins an argument.
2. Respect the other fellow's opinion. Be 

sympathetic with his ideas and desires. Try 
honestly to see his point of view. Talk with him 
in terms of his interests.

3« Let the other person do a great deal of 
the talking. Be a good listener.

4. Be friendly. Especially start any con
versation in a friendly manner. Remember the 
importance of first impressions.

5. Don't be afraid to use a smile. Keep a 
pleasant expression on your face in between 
smiles. Try to develop a cheerful outlook towards 
life.

6. Let the other person feel that an idea is 
his own even if you planted the seed of the idea 
in his mind.

7* Dramatize your own ideas where possible 
to help get acceptance by the other person.

8. Keep any promises you make. Be punctual 
for appointments.

9. Appeal to the other person's nobler 
motives, (sic)

10. Remember that a person's name is to him 
a sweet and important sound.

11. Train yourself to become genuinely 
interested in other people. Develop a desire to 
please other people. Employees of City Depart
ments in particular should cultivate the idea of SERVICE.1

There were no examinations given, except one or two of a 
humorous sort. A certificate of completion was awarded at 
a city council meeting to each student who attended all the 
sessions. 1
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Brooks felt the public relations course was

"favorably accepted.However, although it is supposedly
2available to anyone who desires it and signs up, investi

gation revealed several employees in high public-contact 
positions who would like to enroll in the short course but 
did not do so because they believed they had to be invited. 
A course of this nature should be made available to all who 
think it would help them in their duties, bar none. For 
every employee who does not take this PR instruction, the 
value of the program is reduced just that much more.

Still operating on the theory that, as the quantity 
and quality of an employee's education rises, that 
employee's public relations risk decreases, the City 
materially encouraged out-of-service education for its 
employees. If it had the approval of the department head 
involved, if arrangements were made to make up the time 
lost, and if a personnel committee approved it, the City 
would pay 75 per cent of the tuition cost of the class if 
it dealt with the worker's employment, and 90 per cent if 
it was for a graduate degree.^ * 5

1. Ibid.
2. Miner, loc. cit.
5. Ibid.
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Press Relations

Although at first glance one would think the 
Personnel Deparument and the working press would not have 
much occasion to work together, there were "quite a few" 
press inquiries, usually about such personnel policies as 
the number of non-residents hired, etc. General press 
relations within the Department were characterized as 
"good," although, once again, the reporters, as one 
observer put it, "don't understand the whole situation,

Pand as a result sometimes get the story mixed-up." In 
addition, the Department's somewhat isolated location— in 
the basement of city hall— tended to inhibit reporters 
from stopping by to "chat"; the press usually visited the 
Personnel Department only in search of a specific story. 
This of necessity was not conducive to good governmental 
press relations, which are constructed not so much during 
a frenzied search for a story as during off-the-cuff 
conversation.

The Tucson Personnel Department, then, played not 
a small role in the City's public relations program. Hot 
only was it responsible for the hiring of qualified per
sonnel!, it also endeavored to maintain a level of public 
relations consciousness through in-service training. And 1

1. Ibid.
2. Ibid
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it should never forget that a man is seldom quite so 
sensitive to real or imagined affronts than when he is in 
search of an occupation; the Personnel Department has the 
power to send an applicant away feeling either that he has 
had a fair deal, or that he has been through the red-tape 
obstacle course. Needless to say, the latter result is 
not good public relations.

Public Relations and the Water and Sewers Department

The Commercial Division of the Tucson Water and 
Sewers Department was the "front man" of the Department.
It handled by far the majority of public contacts for the 
Department, from bill payment to service breakdown to 
complaint. The Commercial Division, in short, was the 
public relations arm of the Water and Sewers Department.

Frank Brooks, who has charge of the public rela
tions class for municipal employees described above, was 
the director of this division. He was a very PR-conscious 
executive. "In all of our dealings," he declared, "we try 
to think of public relations, of the effect something will 
have on the general public. This is not only in face-to- 
face contacts, but in forms, papers, etc. Under Brooks' 
direction, the Water and Sewers Department's Commercial 1

1. Brooks, loc. cit.



Division was probably one of the most public relations 
oriented of all City departments and divisions.

Service Functions
Most department-public contact took place with the 

payment of water bills. These monthly bills were payable 
in one of three ways: at city hall, through the mail, or
at one of 21 pay stations scattered strategically through
out the City. In service since 1964, these sub-stations 
were so located that no Tucsonian was more than a mile 
away from one. They were usually located in drugstores, 
and were listed on each bill so the customer would have no 
trouble finding them. The bill itself, a drab, black-and-

pwhite postcard, was being revised in an effort to make it 
more attractive.

Delinquent accounts— called the Department *s 
biggest public relations problem by Brooks— were handled 
in the following matter: For the first month of delin
quency, nothing was done; then, a "past due notice" would 
be attached to the second water bill as a first warning;
15 days later, an additional form was sent, warning that 
the water will be shut off in five days unless the arrears
were paid; finally, a "door-hanger" notice was delivered

248 hours before the water was scheduled to be shut off* 1
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1. See Appendix XIII.
2. Brooks, loc. cit.
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Thus, it certainly cannot be said that the customer about 
to be deprived of his water because of a delinquent account 
was not given sufficient warning. Often utility customers 
complain they would have paid their back bills if they had 
been given sufficient notice; in Tucson, they had that 
warning.

Most water meters in Tucson were located outside 
residences, so there was less than the usual amount of 
contact between-meter readers and water customers. 
Nevertheless, the Department's meter readers received an 
above-average degree of training in public relations and 
courtesy. They were, moreover, instructed not to argue 
with complainants, but rather to refer them to the 
Commercial Division office.

Another service function that created many PE 
problems was the installation and repair of water mains, 
particularly where the closing of a street was required. 
According to Brooks, customers would be notified of the 
impending repairs whenever possible, usually by knocking 
on the door or leaving a card. There was, in addition, a 
PR problem concerning broken water mains; with all the 
improvement districts operating somewhat independently 
around the Tucson area, a number of water mains were 
accidentally severed, even though the Department had a 
policy of pointing out the location of water mains in con
struction areas whenever requested. Still, many people
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thought the Water Department knows in advance when these 
mains will be broken.

Phone complaints (they're called "requests for 
service" in departmental jargon) were handled in much the 
same manner as in the Police Department. A divisional 
employee was dispatched to the complainant’s house; he 
usually could solve the problem to the customer's satisfac
tion. In some cases, Brooks himself called on irate

pcitizens. Written complaints were answered with a letter.
In an effort to improve its public image, the Water 

Department, employing the national water symbol of "Willing 
Water," distributed a number of small, easy-to-read 
pamphlets explaining the operation of the water system.^ 
There were also plans under consideration to employ the 
"Willing Water" symbol on all Departmental vehicles.

Another public relations tactic employed by Brooks 
was to send Spanish-American employees into Spanish- 
American neighborhoods. According to the division manager, 
people have a tendency not to argue with like p e o p l e I n  
addition, the majority of divisional counter workers spoke 
Spanish, as did those in the field, so language barriers 
were held to a minimum. 1

1. Ibid.
2. Ibid.
3. See Appendix XIV.
4. Brooks, loc. cit.
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Press Relations

The Water Department, according to Brooks, was 
"very cooperative" with the press, and enjoyed "excellent" 
relations with the news media. "What they feel about us is 
reflected in what they say," he believed, and as such 
actively cultivated good press relations. One problem he 
noted, though, was that while reporters were competent, 
they were not "water men," and had difficulty translating 
technical descriptions and explanations into lay language. 
So, while the tendency is for engineers and other techni
cians to use technical language, Brooks made a point of 
avoiding such oft-times confusing terminology whenever 
possible.^ (Note: The Water Department published an
annual report for distribution to other water companies, 
the press, and other media. It was prepared by engineers, 
but supposedly with a public relations impact in mind 
also.)

Before Brooks took over his present duties, he 
said, there was a "misunderstanding" on how to handle 
people, e.g., "This is the answer, and if you don’t like 
it, go to hello" Now, he reported, Departmental employees 
are told to put themselves in the other man's place and

pguide their behavior accordingly. 1

1. Ibid.
2. Ibid.



Though transition is slow in any change, most 
people in the Water Department had accepted this new 
emphasis on public relations. A few old-timers almost 
inevitably were slow— whether purposively or not— in 
recognizing it, but, by and large, the Water Department and 
its Commercial Division were becoming more and more PR 
conscious
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Public Relations and Finance

Many aspects of a city's financial dealings bring 
that city into direct contact with its citizens: licenses
are sold, taxes and traffic fines are collected, audits 
are made, goods are purchased. Finance, like personnel, is 
one of those seemingly internal functions which, in reality, 
is pregnant with public relations connotations.

Organization and Philosophy
The finance function of the City was delegated to

the Department of Administration, under the direction of 
2John M. Urie. Within the Department, there were six 1

1. Ibid. Note: As an indication of the importance 
of public relations in this department, new employees were 
seldom placed in a position where they had much face-to- 
face contact with the public. This type of worker was 
usually promoted from within the ranks after two or three 
years service, thus allowing sufficient time to evaluate 
his public relations capabilities.

2. Unless otherwise cited, material in this section 
is taken from a stenographic interview with John M. Urie, 
Director of Administration, City of Tucson, March 5, 1965•
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divisions: Accounts, Budget and Research., Treasury,
Licenses (and sales tax), Purchasing, and Data Processing. 
In addition, there was a Property and Insurance Section, 
hut it did not have the status of a division.

With the exception of Accounts and Data Processing 
— which were strictly service organizations— all the 
Divisions had considerable contact with the public. The 
Division of Licenses, for example, not only sold business 
licenses over the counter, but also executed sales tax 
audits. According to Urie, the employees who manned the 
counters were both "carefully selected" and "carefully 
trained" for the job they did, because the number of irate 
citizens the Division dealt with required people with the 
proper temperament to deal with them. Usually, a person 
must have worked for the City for several years before they 
were promoted to over-the-counter work. As a result, 
counter workers were usually older women.

Urie noted that most complainants are more antago
nistic toward men than women, and more antagonistic toward 
younger than older women. Age and sex were not determining 
factors in the selection of counter employees— it just 
worked out that way. The pay scale was too low to induce 
most men to work at these jobs. In addition, the Division 
tried to select those who have the "right" temperament, 
regardless of age; it so happened that those selected were 
— with one exception— older women.
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The other contact position within the Division of 

Licenses, that of sales tax auditor, presented few PR 
problems, according to Director of Administration Urie, 
largely for two reasons. In the first place, the ordinance 
under which they operated was both clear and generally 
accepted by the public. Then too, these auditors were 
well-trained in making contact with their clients. There 
was a set procedure of introduction they were instructed 
to follow: if a citizen became irate, they withdrew and
notified the Division head, who then went out and attempted 
to pacify the complainant.

The Treasury Division had the responsibility of 
collecting nearly all payments to the city, including 
traffic violations. Like the License Division, employees 
who came in contact with the public in the most demanding 
circumstances— here, collection of traffic fines— were 
brought up from within the ranks after acquiring a number 
of years of experience.

The Division of Purchasing, charged with securing 
the necessary supplies and materials for the City, hired 
only experienced purchasers and, as such, tended to employ 
people whose public relations qualifications had already 
been proven. There was, however, an occasional slip-up.
One of Tucson's buyers was, according to Urie, "not as 
strong as he should be" in public relations. Because Urie 
was prevented by civil service regulations from relieving
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him of his duties, the Director of Administration had twice 
tried to have him transferred to a less PR-oriented posi
tion, but had been unsuccessful both times. Consequently, 
there was little that could be done until he voluntarily 
resigned or retired except keep him in areas with the fewer 
problems.

Something of a similar situation prevailed in the 
Property and Insurance Section. One duty of this Section 
was to levy and collect special assessment taxes, and as 
such its staff had a lot of contact with title and trust 
companies. Unfortunately, the man in charge of this sec
tion (a retired Army colonel) was unable to get along on 
good terms with title and trust personnel— although it is 
interesting to note there were no complaints from the real 
estate and insurance agents with whom he dealt. At any 
rate, Urie decided, solely on the basis of these complaints, 
to put into effect a reorganization that would take the 
special assessment duties from Property and Insurance and 
assign them to the Accounts Division.

As is clear, the public relations emphasis in the 
City's financial operations was on the individual employee. 
Most employees were evaluated for their ability to get 
along with the public at periodic staff meetings, where, 
according to Urie, personalities and possible solutions 
were "frankly” discussed.
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The Budget and Research Division's main public 

relations task— aside from the preparation of The Pueblo 
Digest— was the compilation of the City budget and City 
annual report. Under the direction of Urie, the format of 
these documents was a joint product of three men: the 
Director of Administration, the Budget Officer, and the 
City Manager. Like the annual report discussed above, the 
budget as compiled was a technical document with very 
limited circulation. As such, it would be unfair to hold 
this limited-edition document up to the standards of 
efficient public reporting; suffice it to say that this 
budget document, too, violated virtually all rules of 
public-oriented reports.

The budget was distributed to department heads and 
other municipal officials, the mayor and council, banks, 
taxpayers' associations, the press, and other specialized 
publics. In all, only about 200 copies were printed. As 
was most often the case in Tucson's public relation 
activities, the newspapers were the principal means of 
relaying budgetary information to the citizens. Press 
releases on the budget— usually written after council 
approval of the appropriations— were drawn up by adminis
trative interns. The rough draft of a release was first 
cleared with the head of the department concerned, then 
with O'Mara. Budget releases were usually given out in 
story form, department by department.
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Since 1963» the City of Tucson has used a budget 

presentation known as "Previews.M Mark Keane described the 
process as follows:

As an alternative to the traditional procedure 
of thrashing out the budget behind closed doors,
Tucson embarked . . . on an entirely new approach 
— a series of budget previews open to the press 
and the public. Eight hearings were scheduled in 
which each department head appeared informally 
before the Mayor and Council, fellow department 
heads and the press. These hearings also allowed 
the public at large to evaluate municipal needs 
and services, although questions and comments 
from the floor were withheld until the open 
hearings on budget adoption in June.!

At the time it was first inaugurated, the City was 
launching into a new era, with a sales tax increase and 
newly approved bond issue, and, as a result, there was much 
press interest. The news media did what Keane called "a

pvery competent job" in covering the presentation.
Unfortunately, the 1964 edition of the budget 

previews did not receive the same quality or degree of press 
coverage. Deputy City Manager 0 'Mara blamed this decline 
on its news value, which was greatly reduced by the fact 
that many of the 1964 presentations were ones which had 
been first offered in 1963 but rejected.^ So, the budget 
previews were being dropped in 1965, at least temporarily. 
Keane gave two reasons for this: 1

1. Mark Keane, "Tucson Budget Previews," Newsletter: 
League of Arizona Cities and Towns (March 1964), p. 1.

2. Keane, interview, loc. cit.
3. O'Mara, February 26, 1965, loc. cit.
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Now this year the principal reason I am going 

to change it is because we are coming up to 
another bond referendum and I don't want the 
current budget-making process to in any way 
overshadow or conflict with the principal problem 
of the bond. Furthermore, there are in this year 
not going to be any additional funds available 
and the number of choices that can be made in the 
adoption of the new budget are relatively few in 
comparison with previous years. It is a much 
more cut-and-dried situation.!

Apparently, then, Keane had changed his mind since he wrote, 
"Judging from the reaction in governmental circles and 
among the press and public, the new approach (budget pre
views) is here to stay. Both from the standpoint of 
presentation and physical appearance, Tucson's budget pprocess has breathed new life into an old institution."
A mild case of bureaucratic asthma, perhaps?

Press Relations
Urie, who maintained an open-door policy towards 

the news media, estimated he received between three and 
five visits per week from newspaper reporters, and two or 
three phone calls per week from radio and television 
stations. Like the rest of his administrative fellows,
Urie characterized his press relations as "very good." 
"Newspaper articles have been extremely good over the past 
two years since I've been here," he added, "and they have 
been better than we had a right to expect." 1

1. Keane, interview, loc. cit.
2. Keane, "Tucson Budget Previews," op. cit., p. 2.
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Again, though, there seemed to be difficulty in 

getting the technical language of the function digested 
into good copy. According to Urie,

This is a continuing problem. A municipal 
accounting system consists of a number of dif
ferent funds and each fund is a separate set of 
books, as if it were a separate corporation.
This is so broken down that you can't give a 
person a picture of the financial position of 
the city as a thumbnail sketch. It is extremely 
difficult to do it. To consolidate all of these 
funds and present only one financial picture is, 
technically, from an accounting standpoint, 
erroneous. But in order to present something to 
the newspapers, I have given up in frustration,
I have put together a consolidated statement 
which is overly, overly, overly simplified, and 
I merely report each month the beginning balance, 
the revenue we took in, the amount we spent, the 
amount we have committed through contracts, etc.

This is completely oversimplified and mis
leads the public, I am afraid, but it does not 
mislead them as much as I was misleading them 
earlier when I tried to break the thing down and 
give a factually accurate picture to the reporters. 
They wouldn't accept it, they wouldn't write the 
articles the way I think they should have been 
written, and they clamored for greater simplifica
tion. So I have oversimplified it. I have some 
fears in this area. I don't know what the answer 
is, but I have some fears.

This conflict between what reporters can write and what 
financial officers want them to write is something of an 
unsolvable situation. Simplification may be the answer. 
Technicians must remember that what is lucid and interest
ing to them is often "Greek" to the public; at the same 
time, financial reporters should keep in mind that, like 
Einstein's theory of relativity, municipal financial 
affairs can be translated into layman terms only to a
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degree. Complete simplification is impossible . . . but 
compromise is not.

Problems and Solutions
The one great and recurring problem of financial 

public relations is an old Anglo-Saxon heritage, i.e., the 
belief that taxes are used for frivolous and mundane 
purposes. This tradition was augmented by early American 
politicos, who sometimes reached into the exchequer not 
with a fist but a steamshovel. In addition, it is diffi
cult to show the public what they are really getting for 
their money. An automobile dealer can show a dazzling new 
car, an appliance dealer can extoll the virtues of the 
newest in color television sets, but the public too often 
takes the city's services for granted. And it seems 
axiomatic that, just as the soldier has a right to con
tinually complain about food, so has the citizen a right 
to continually bemoan the highness of his taxes.

Urie cited one group of taxpayers as presenting a 
particularly difficult problem: Property Owners' Protec
tive Association. "They are a rather militant group," he 
said, "and when something happens they don't like they are 
quite successful in getting some of their members to come 
in to city hall and raise hell." Admittedly because of 
their basically irrational approach, the Director of 
Administration had made no special effort to placate the



P.O.P.A., because he felt they ”wouldn't buy an intelligent
20?

pitch."
Urie is the only department head interviewed who 

admitted that his personal public relations was less than 
perfect. First, he rated his speeches (which are usually 
drafted by an administrative intern) as less than satis
factory; they were, he noted, usually too lacking in humor 
to be effective with the audiences he usually addresses. 
Second, he was somewhat short on patience with overly irate 
people. Urie put it this way:

My biggest problem . . .  is when some citizen 
and taxpayer walks in here and starts pounding on 
my desk. I feel that I should be treated with some 
dignity and I react. This leads me to the evalua
tion that I am not one who should be placed in the 
position of, in effect, attending a counter or 
answering the public's question continuously. This 
is not my particular forte, so I avoid it.

Not surprisingly, therefore, Urie favored the 
establishment of a full-time, adequately staffed public 
relations or public information office, to work at "accu
rately presenting the services of the municipality.11 He 
recognized, however, the traditional public opposition to 
such a function: "When the school district here in the
area did this some time ago, they got bludgeoned for it in 
the local press and I think this has discouraged all of 
us."

One public relations gambit that had proven 
encouraging, however, was the Municipal Capital Improvement
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Committee, more commonly known as the Drachman Committee. 
Composed of 200 civic "leaders," its members investigated 
the physical needs of the City and came up with a recom
mended $26 million bond issue, twice what city officials 
had expected. To Urie, this pointed out a final PR device:

I think that, judging from this (the 
Committee's reactions) one of the best things we 
could do is try to work with civic groups, civic 
clubs, this kind of thing, on open houses or 
other arrangements where they actually came and 
saw the physical facilities and saw some of the 
problems. I was very pleasantly surprised that 
these leaders of the community looked over some 
of our operations, one in particular, where their 
comment was, "I just don't see how you can get a 
job done with these miserable conditions." I 
think that more people would become aware of this 
if we could get them here and show them around.

Thus, the Tucson Finance Department (around city 
hall it was known as the "Department of Administration") 
was directed by a man who recognized the importance of 
public relations in municipal finance, not only at the line 
level but in the staff positions as well. And, perhaps 
most important of all, he was candid enough to admit both 
the Department's and his own PR weaknesses, and to work 
towards conquering them.

One aspect of the Tucson public relations program—  
and the nearest the City came to a "formal" PR campaign—  
was its plan to educate Tucson schoo1children in the 
intricacies of their City government. Instruction in 
municipal government is usually limited to a chapter at the
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end of a civics textbook; yet, it is the local government 
units with which the typical student will have the most 
intimate contact during his lifetime.

As a first step towards getting municipal govern
ment out of the educational closet, a City-School Liaison 
Committee on the Teaching of Local Government was estab
lished in September 1964. Originally composed of five 
social science teachers from Tucson School District No. 1 
and two City representatives, the Committee was expanded 
to include representatives from other metropolitan school 
districts as well. This group was charged with the task 
of developing means by which all local social science 
teachers might more easily gain background information and 
secure teaching materials on the subject of local govern
ment . ̂

The first cooperative effort of the City-School 
Liaison Committee was a Social Studies Teachers' Workshop, 
held in the council chambers in January 1965. This all-day 
conference was attended by some sixty junior high and high 
school teachers. After a welcoming address by Mayor Davis 
and a keynote address on Tucson's future by City Manager 
Keane, the teachers-turned-students attended three panel 
discussions: (1) physical and human redevelopment in
Tucson, under the direction of Assistant City Manager in 1

1. The Pueblo Digest, February 1965» pp« 1-2.
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charge of Community Development Vincent Lung; (2) effect of 
extended growth in the area, under the leadership of James 
C. Hobart, Annexation Director; and ($) the joint role of 
the City and the schools in community development.^

A number of other teaching aides were being 
developed, including a student booklet entitled Tucson: Its 
Government and You, a number of teachers' supplements, a 
speakers' bureau, and a slide presentation with taped 
narrative by the city manager.

Another school program, but one not connected with 
the Committee, was a High School Day in city hall. Held in 
April 1965, the selected students— which comprised about 
five per cent of the total pupil population of Tucson—  
worked side by side with City officials to gain a first
hand idea of how Tucson government operates. A mock 
council meeting was also held, as well as mock staff 
meetings. 1

1. Ibid



CHAPTER V

MUNICIPAL PUBLIC RELATIONS IN PHOENIX

Like its sister to the south, Phoenix had no formal
ized public relations program. It, too, preferred to avoid 
what the new city manager, Robert Coop, called "a high 
polish Madison Avenue approach sales pitch," chosing instead 
to pursue its desired image on a day-by-day basis.^ There 
was, however, a less informal, less disorganized aura to 
its PR efforts than existed in Tucson.

The base of the Phoenix public relations program was 
efficient service. As Coop related, "The key is service and 
a quality of sincerity. And the City shouldn*t be afraid 
to toot its own horn." This thought was reiterated by 
Assistant City Manager Charles Esser. Esser, who had held 
his position since 1950, felt that the key to Phoenix’s 
public relations lay with the municipal employee, from the 
receptionist who answered the telephone on up. Everyone 1

1. Interview with Robert Coop, City Manager, 
City of Phoenix, March 11, 19^5.

2. Ibid.
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has a responsibility to the public, he said, "from the 
janitor to top management.wl

To Mayor Milton Graham, municipal public relations 
was little more than a function of informing the public. 
Graham felt this public information task was based on two 
principles: (1) keep all citizens informed about the
activities of their government; and (2) stimulate citizen 
interest in City government. "If these two principles 
are followed successfully," the mayor noted, "Phoenicians 
will also participate in the process of government. All 
our public relations efforts are directed to this end.

Having defined "public relations" as keeping 
Phoenix citizens informed, Graham then expressed the reti
cence of City officials to use public funds to finance 
this activity:

We do not feel that public funds should be 
used to tell citizens how good their government 
is or how valuable City services are. If the 
City Council and the City staff fulfill their 
obligations by providing the services desired 
by our citizens as efficiently and economically 
as possible, we should have good public relations.^ 1

1. Interview with Charles Esser, Assistant City 
Manager, City of Phoenix, March 11, 1965.

2. Letter to the author from Milton Graham, 
Mayor, City of Phoenix, April 22, 1965.

3. Ibid.
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So, once again, we have a public relations philosophy 

based almost entirely on the efficient fulfillment of public 
service demands, and the enlightenment of the public as 
regards the municipality's accomplishments.

Organization

In the absence of a formal public relations program, 
the practical PR responsibility was delegated to the depart
mental level. The municipal image, in such a case, was not 
the result of a single impetus, but rather the collective 
product of a number of essentially autonomous campaigns 
conducted by entities within the governmental structure.^ 
Such was the case in Phoenix, just as it was in Tucson.

City manager Coop willingly assumed the ultimate 
responsibility for the City's public relations. As he put 
it, "The public relations of the City starts with me. If 
I believe and give Indication of this belief, it will fil
ter down through the ranks. I have to take the lead.

Whatever PR tasks the City management assumed were 
almost without exception assigned to the Office of Research • 
and Budget. Under the direction of Seldon Kent, this 1

1. See Appendix XIX.
2. Coop, loc. cit.
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office handled such various public relations tasks as speech 
writing, press releases, municipal building tours, and 
general city publications, Including newsletters and the 
public-oriented annual report.^ To assist in the publi
cation of these reports, the City had recently hired an 
Administrative Analyst III and assigned him to Research 
and Budget;, in reality, this man— Richard Taylor— was the 
nearest thing to a public relations officer in the munici
pal structure.

Host of the City's departments, with two notable 
exceptions, handled their public relations on a rather 
piece-meal basis; the function was usually appended as an 
after-thought to the "regular” duties of a departmental 
Junior executive. Only the Police Department and Depart
ment of Parks and Recreation employed public information 
.officials.

Following his stated policy of guiding by example, 
Coop felt that public relations policy is most often set, 
not by formal regulation, but rather through his personal 
leadership, as in a sort of follow-the-leader relation
ship. There are, however, secondary sources of PR 1

1. Interview with Seldon Kent, Director, Office 
of Budget and Research, City of Phoenix, March 11, 1965.
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policy, including meetings between the administration and 
department heads, and personal on-the-job contacts between 
staff and line personnel.^

The role of the mayor in Phoenix public relations, 
in addition to joining the city council in support of 
public-oriented programs, consisted mainly of maintaining 
an open-door policy in his office. Within reasonable 
limitations, the mayor was accessible by phone or in per
son to anyone desiring to discuss City affairs. He also 
maintained an extensive schedule of public appearances,
averaging about 28 appearances a week at various locations

2throughout the City.
Phoenix had long had a policy of employing citizen 

groups to take an active role in City government. Probably 
the most notable example was the 464-member Phoenix Growth 
Committee, which developed a $70 million capital improve
ment program in 1956-57* at that time the largest ever 
authorized in Arizona. Members of this Committee were 
recruited from labor unions, clubs, civic organizations, 
et cetera. City administrative personnel stood ready to 1 2

1. Coop, loc. olt.
2. Graham, loc. clt.
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supply information or other help on request, but remained 
in the background as much as pos slble to avoid giving the 
impression of interfering in what was essentially a 
citizens* job."1-

The man most responsible for Phoenix's public 
relations, City Manager Robert Coop, was new to Phoenix, 
but certainly no stranger to city government. Holder of 
a graduate degree in public administration, Coop served 
almost fourteen years in Englewood, Fremont, and Newport 
Beach, California. He was recently named as the successor 
to Samuel Vickers, former Phoenix city manager who was 
fired by the city council in late 1964. It is interesting 
to note that there was little backlash, i.e., anti-city 
manager feeling, as a result of Vickers' firing. What 
little criticism there was was directed more against 
the man than the office.2 Coop expected it to be a cam
paign issue in the next municipal election, but this he 
attributed, not to fallout from the Vickers situation, 
but rather to a small minority of citizens who fervently 
believe the council-manager form of government is basically 
undemocratic.^ 1 2 3

1. Paul Kelso, A Decade of Council-Manager Govern
ment in Phoenix, Arizona (Phoenix: City of Phoenix, I960),
PP* 15-17•

2. Interview with Marvin Andrews, Assistant to the 
City Manager, City of Phoenix, March 10, 1965.•

3. Coop, loc. clt.
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Charles Esser, like his Tucson counterpart, was a 

veteran newspaperman-turned-city administrator. He covered 
government beats for the Associated Press and three Western 
newspapers, Including The Arizona Republic; he also worked 
a short time with a Chicago public relations firm. He has 
been assistant city manager since 1950.^

Seldon Kent, whose Office of Research and Budget 
handled much of the public relations for the City's 
administration, was a former Phoenix administrative intern 
and analyst who worked for the International City Managers' 
Association and was assistant city manager of Ft. Lauderdale, 
Florida. "He returned to Phoenix as Research and Budget 
director, a position he had held for five years. Richard 
Taylor, Kent's administrative analyst who was hired as a 
writer sans title, was a ten-year veteran of practical 
journalism, six of them in Phoenix. Like Coop, he was a 
newcomer to Phoenix government, having held his position 
for only three months.

Publications

Although the publications program of Phoenix was 
certainly not extensive, it did have that of Tucson beat 
three-to-one. Where Tucson had but one publication that 1

1. Esser, loc. clt.
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loosely might be called public-oriented, Phoenix had three 
such productions; weekly and monthly newsletters, and an 
annual report.

Distribution of the two newsletters was extremely 
limited. Only 400 copies of each were printed, and they 
were mailed to the news media, banks, citizen organizations, 
and universities; they were also available to anyone who 
requested them, but the number of citizens who did so was 
probably minimal indeed.1 The quality of the format and 
the writing of these newsletters was not particularly high, 
but one must remember that these were intended primarily 
for municipal employees, and any impact they may have held 
for the general public was strictly secondary.

The annual report, however, was another matter'
entirely. Written under the direction of Taylor— whose job
it was to "improve the City's image" before the public—
it was mailed to the City's 130,000 water customers. The »•
1963-64 Annual Report (prepared before Taylor's arrival) 
was not a particularly bad document.1 2 It contained, among 
other things, highlights of the City's growth during the 
past year and planned goals, and was done in easy-to-read 
prose interspersed with illustrative pictures. It was much 
more an annual report to the people than that which Tucson

1. Kent, loc. cit.
2. See Appendix XV,



used to put out under the same label, for the latter was 
nothing more than a propaganda tract to sell high taxes.

In spite of the relative high quality of the 
report, there was much doubt in Phoenix administrative 
circles as to its worth.1 Taylor, who held his position 
because of his writing talents, was more specific: "The
annual report isn't worth a damn,M he noted, "mainly be
cause it doesn't have any bikinis or v i o l e n c e . T h e  
newsman's skepticism aside, the impact of such a document 
as an annual report, with its basically haphazard method 
of distribution, is always suspect . . . and always 
amenable to periodic re-evaluation.

Most other general publications of the City of 
Phoenix were technical ones, such as the budget and annual 
financial report, intended for distribution to very limited 
sources. There was published, however, "A Citizen's 
Introduction to the Municipal Building and Council Chamber," 
intended to introduce the visitor to the new municipal 
governmental complex.^ it was distributed at various 
locations throughout city hall. 1 2 3
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1. Kent, loc. cit.
2. Interview with Richard Taylor, Administrative 

Analyst III, Office of Research and Budget, City of 
Phoenix, March 12, 1965.

3. See Appendix XVI.
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Press Relations

Coop characterized the relations between the press 
and the government as “excellent, great," although he 
admitted that things were not quite so harmonious at the 
departmental level because of a lack of policy under
standing. The specialist, Coop felt, was more often con
cerned with the job than with news and public relations.^
To "grease the chute" for the press, the manager had a 
policy that, if a reporter got hold of a story that wasn't 
yet ready for publication, he would discuss it as background 
with the reporter. The first time the story breaks before
it is released, however, Coop vowed he 'would end the 

2practice.
Coop's administrative assistant, Marvin Andrews, 

also rated the City's press relations as "exceptionally 
good." "Reporters aren't out to get even for anything by 
slanting the news," he maintained, "so they stick to 
facts." But he, too, echoed his superior's view that 
press relations at the departmental level were not what 1 2

1. Coop, loc, clt.
2. Ibid.
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they could be . . . although he attributed this to the 
departmental belief that important news is sometimes left 
out of stories.^

Taylor, who wrote most of the City’s press releases, 
characterized the press relations as "good." The local 
papers generally supported the charter government, he noted, 
and the occasional kick they aimed at the City was merely 
a sign of "healthy rapport." He noted, however, the contin
ual conflict between the newsman * s desire to know and the 
City’s desire to operate out of the public light.2 In 
addition, there was also the almost-natural problem of 
semantics, for most City news comes in rather legalistic, 
formal terminology; almost inevitably, something was lost 
in translation..

As in Tucson, responses of the local news media to 
a press relations questionnaire were not qû ite as 
encouraging.3 While the cooperation of city hall with 
radio and television newsmen was generally rated as "good" 
to "excellent," there was almost universal complaining 
about occasional difficulty in locating a news source 
authorized to release the desired information. Shortcomings 
named by the responders included: no single person 1 2 3

1. Andrews, loc. cit.
2. Taylor, loc. cit.
3. See Appendices IV, V.
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responsible for news relations, and need for coordination 
in press relations. The generally cooperative attitude of 
most officials was named as the sole strongpoint of 
Phoenix1s press relations. Opinion was generally divided 
as to whether the City•s PR program was "fair" or "good."

Answers to the survey sent to newspapers proved 
more enlightening. Among the negative comments made were:
(1) there was much "buck-passing" in city hall; (2) reporters 
had trouble interviewing "lessor" people, because they were 
subject to much official criticism if they spoke out of 
turn; (3) city hall cooperation with the news media was 
only "average;" (4) reporters were not treated with respect 
by City personnel; (5) there were some examples of 
extremely bad cooperation by the police, especially at the 
scene of the incident; (6) press facilities were inadequate 
because there was no privacy, particularly for making phone 
calls; (?) City officials— both administrative and poli
tical— periodically complained of news coverage; (8) City 
officials tended to hold reporters responsible for their 
papers' editorial policies; and (9) many City meetings 
were closed to reporters. One reporter added that,

in general, the City has good relations with the 
press, I would say. There are in Phoenix, as 
anywhere, some small people who seek revenge if 
a bad story gets out. Unfortunately, a couple 
of this type of persons occupy high positions in
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the city government. I believe all the short
comings mentioned above are caused by these two 
persons. I want to emphasize, however, that 
press relations at city hall is good overall.
Nearly all officials mkke a real strong effort 
to be helpful. But the best quality they have 
is that they are honest and frank.1

So, like the proverbial iceberg— and like Tucson 
as well— it appeared that about ninty per cent of the City's 
press relations lay below the surface. Either Phoenix 
officials were extremely limited in their vision, or else 
they refused to admit the existence of less-than-perfect 
relations with the working press.

It is interesting to note that there was a general 
feeling among Phoenix officials that once a paper had taken 
an editorial stand, nothing could be done to alter that 
position. As one source who wished to remain anonymous 
put it, "Once an editorial position is taken, there isn't 
a lot you can do about it. The writers believe this is 
gospel, and, even if wrong, they wouldn't admit it. If 
you complain, they will just write another editorial blasting 
you. They don't want their literary prose attacked." This 
is a general criticism of the American press . . . although 
there are, of course, exceptions. The important thing, 1

1. Anonymous reply to newspaper questionnaire.
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apparently, is to know what you're talking about when 
writing an editorial; the content of the opinion isn't 
as important as is the facts or lack of facts upon which 
it is based.

Complaint Procedures

Written complaints were generally referred to the 
department concerned for investigation and answer. The 
same was true for telephone complaints and requests for 
information. Although the pressures of running a large 
city sometimes prevented it, there was an unwritten rule 
that limited the number of referrals, i.e., passing the 
buck, to two., Once again, to test the effectiveness of 
this procedure, a letter of complaint was sent to the city 
manager.̂  Although a satisfactory reply was eventually 
sent, there was too long a lapse of time between the 
sending of the complaint letter and the reply. A pre
liminary reply of the type used by the city manager in 
Tucson might well avoid such a cumbersome delay, which 
tends to give the citizen the idea that he is being put 
off at the City's convenience. 1

1. See Appendix XVII.
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A rather unique aspect of the City•s public relations 
program, according to Coop, was the attitude of the city 
council. There was a general feeling of respect among 
the different officials of government, particularly be
tween the mayor and the council. And, as the city manager 
said, "Good courtesy and general demeanor play an important 
role in public relations. If the newspapers report bad 
council conduct, it tends to cast doubts in the public 
mind.^ This was seconded by Graham, who noted that "the 
city council is very definitely public relations conscious, 
in the sense that they want our citizens to know what is 
going on in the City government and why it is going on.2 

Perhaps wishing to capitalize on their good 
conduct, the Phoenix council made a point of encouraging 
citizens to attend council meetings, not to provide them 
with a rib-tickling sideshow, but rather to show them how 
their government operates. There were two council meetings 
each week. One, held on Monday night, was informal, in
tended for discussion of items on the agenda only; this 
informal session was, in effect, a public hearing where 1

1. Coop, loc. cit.
2. Graham, loc. cit.



evidence, supporting all sides of issues could be presented. 
Official action was taken only at the formal Tuesday morning 
meeting. Both individual citizens and organized service 
groups were encouraged and invited to attend one or both 
meetings; and they had ample opportunity to be heard regard
less of whether they chose the formal or informal session.

Moreover, the city council of Phoenix was an excep
tion in that it was public relations conscious; in fact, 
it would have liked to see the City doing more in the way 
of public relations.^

To Richard Taylor, the best point of the Phoenix 
PR program was the general attitude "all the way down. **
The administration was constantly pressing its employees 
to remember that they worked for the public. He also 
added the City's press relations and the newly inaugurated 
city hall tours for school children to its public relations

passets.

Weaknesses

Although most officials had difficulty enumerating 
the City's public relations assets, there was less reticence 1

1. Kent, loc. cit.
2. Taylor, loc. cit.
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on their part when discussing the program's shortcomings.
Coop, for example, pointed out that there was too much of
an MI'm-so-busy-I-can't-be-bothered** attitude; this was
especially important, he noted, since most citizens have
such limited contact with City government, and thus
opinions were formed not so much by the city manager or head
of the department as by the garbage collector or meter 

1reader.
To the assistant city -manager, however, the problem 

was time. "There is not enough time, Esser complained,
"to do a thorough job, to devote more time to training 
people in good public relations, to get them to comprehend 
being sC part of the community as well as a guy working for 
a living." But this, he claimed, was not a peculiar pro
vince of Phoenix, but rather could be found in any "big, 
cumbersome" organization.^

Administrative assistant Andrews laid one of the 
City's PR problems at the feet of the schools. It was 
difficult to reach the public, he maintained, because they 
were given so little education about local government.
Thus, the City must be not only an informant but an educator 
as well. This is difficult in a city as large as Phoenix. 1

1. Coop, loc. cit.
2. Esser, loc. cit.
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The difficulty of explaining to the public why the 

City can't do everything it is asked to do was Kent's idea 
of the chief problem that faced the public relations efforts 
of Phoenix. As is often the situation, there just wasn't 
enough money to do everything everyone wanted, but the 
public simply would not or could not understand. It was 
another version of failing to see the forest for the trees: 
the citizens tended to take the services of their City for 
granted. To Kent, the way to correct this was not through 
what is usually thought of to be formal "public relations;" 
rather, he believed the answer lay in the improvement of 
municipal services.^ Kent's Administrative Analyst III, 
on the other hand, decried the lack of positive contact 
between City employees and citizens, not only in the per
formance of services but in extra-service intercourse 
— speeches to civic organizations, community activities, 
et cetera— as well.^

Innovations

A number of "new" public relations devices were 
either in effect or in the planning stage. Of these, the 1

1. Kent, loc. cit.
2. Taylor, loc. cit.



one that was most encouraging to Phoenix officials was the 
school tours.

Tours of municipal buildings for Phoenix school 
children were started in 1964 after the completion of the 
new city hall and council chambers; previously, there just 
wasn't that much worth showing."*" Originally, the plan had 
been to invite all ?th and 8th graders to take part, but the 
demand was so great that the tours eventually had to be 
limited to only 8th graders from the Phoenix Valley.^ In 
addition, it was planned to hold these tours only on 
Tuesdays, but the demand became so great that school tours 
were eventually held practically every working day. In one 
period of twenty-three working days, for example, twenty 
groups of junior high students were taken through the 
municipal complex.3

These tours, which included a visit to the city 
council when it was in session, were conducted by a pool 
of thirty volunteers from the Office of Research and Budget, 
mostly interns and secretarial employees. This program 1 2 3
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1. Kent, loc. cit.
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of guided tours was so successful, according to Taylor, 
that non-student groups, such as senior citizens and scout 
organizations, were also asking to he included.1 Although 
there had not heen much reaction from parents, student 
reaction to these tours was very good. As Seldon Kent put 
it, "I don't see how these tours can he anything but good."^

The City also had a film on Phoenix government, 
intended primarily for school children. Although it was 
seven years old, there were no plans to revise it. "The 
only thing that dates it," Coop noted, "is the tail-fins 
on the police cars."3

Concerning annexation, Phoenix distributed a 
pamphlet to residents of the prospective area concerning 
the benefits of joining the City.** In addition, once an 
area was legally annexed, paid employees working out of the 
Beal Estate Division visited each house and apartment in the 
annexed section to acquaint the new Phoenix citizens with 
the municipal services available to them.

The tours, film, and annexation procedure were 
Innovations that became fact. Other changes were languishing 1 2 3 * 5

1. Taylor, loc. cit.
2. Kent, loc. cit.
3. Coop, loc. cit.
4’. See Appendix XX.
5. Andrews, loc. cit.
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in various stages of planning. One, for example, was a 
speakers bureau, which Taylor felt had a good chance to 
become reality. Under this plan, five topics of general 
interest to the public would be determined, and five de
partment heads or staff officials would be selected to
s ’
prepare and be ready to deliver speeches on the various 
topics. Local civic organizations would then be notified 
that these municipal government speakers were available 
whenever desired.^

Particularly since Taylor assumed his position, 
much thought had been given to the revision of the City's 
public reporting system. Suggestions under consideration 
included the expansion of mailing lists of the weekly and 
monthly bulletins, more emphasis on brochures dealing with
specific City problems, and replacement of the annual

<report with a series of small pamphlets dealing with parti-
2cular areas of municipal service. Thus, over a period of 

one, or, at the most, two years, virtually every area of 
municipal service could be covered in relative depth, instead 
of the present system of glossing over the'program as a 
whole. Taylor would like to see the publication of a 
"qualityH monthly four-page bulletin on high-grade paper 1 2

1. Taylor, loc. clt.
2. Kent, loc. clt.



explaining Phoenix government; this report would receive 
wide circulation within the City.1 There was also serious 
thought being given to a series of slides for general 
showing and television use, dealing primarily with the most 
important problems facing the City of Phoenix.^

To the city manager, the key innovation in the 
City's public relations program would be the improvement 
of employee efficiency and the cultivation of a more 
harmonious employee attitude towards the public. This, he 
felt, would contribute more than anything else to the 
ultimate end of municipal public relations: a better
relationship with the public.^

Public Relations and the Police Department

The chief of the Phoenix Police Department, Paul 
E. Blubaum, clearly accepted the importance of public 
relations in the performance of his Department's functions. 
"Public relations," he believed, "is an important part of 
it. The way we go about our job determines our acceptance 
by the public. But, he added, public relations is not 
merely literary or verbal: it is, rather, doing a good job. 1 2 3 4
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Although Blubaum stressed the importance of doing an 
adequate job in providing police services to the community 
as the foundation of good public relations, he’ acknowledged' 
the use of a number of PR tools to effect the desired image. 
The Department employed the news media extensively, pro
jecting information that would give the Phoenix police 
force the best image possible. Courtesy was stressed very 
heavily to the entire corps, from the top on down; Chief 
Blubaum recognized that, while the task his Department 
performed was primarily negative in nature, i.e., it usually 
had contact with the public in antagonistic situations, 
there still was no reason the job could not be done with 
consideration.1

A number of police officials made speeches to 
various organizations on their respective fields of crime 
detection and prevention; Chief Blubaum, for example, 
averaged three such talks each week. A school liaison 
detail dealt with Phoenix school pupils, primarily in such 
areas as bicycle and driver safety and, for the older 
students, deviant behavior.^ There were three full-time 
Department employees assigned to this detail. 1
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In addition, under a reorganization currently 

underway within the Police Department, the Public Infor
mation Detail will be transferred to the Chief’s office, 
thus giving him more direct control over 'the functions of 
this office. Although this detail contained a Research- 
Planning Section which was responsible for statistical 
information, preparation of news releases, et cetera, the 
Public Information Detail’s prime concern was the coordina
tion of public appearances by police personnel. Under the 
soon-to-be-antiquated system, undesirable speaking assign
ments were filtered down the chain of command too far; it 
was hoped that, by putting this detail in the Chief of 
Police’s office, such "passing the buck" would be curtailed.**"

Training
Every Phoenix police rookie was subjected to three 

hours of public relations instruction as a part of his 
recruit training program. Knowledge was imparted chiefly 
through lectures by veteran personnel; each class averaged 
fifteen students.^ 1

1. Ibid.
2. Material in this section on training is taken 

from a letter to the author from Lt. Richard Porter, 
Training Division, Police Department, City of Phoenix, 
April 2, 1965.



The object of this phase of training was "to develop 
an attitude of courtesy and an understanding of the impact 
of their conduct and appearance upon the public." The general 
course outline was perhaps the best description of the PR 
indoctrination:

The instructor will give you a short intro
duction stressing the need for good relations 
with the public,' the part which individual 
patrolmen play in this relationship, and how 
doing this properly will benefit them on their 
job. He will then identify the course objectives 
and describe basic factors influencing the de
partment *s public image. He will provide 
specific actions that these patrolmen may take 
to better their relations with the public.

The short-but-comprehensive course included sections 
on motivation, personal appearance, proper uniform, personal 
cleanliness, courtesy and conduct (both personal and official), 
courtroom demeanor, and telephone manners. Thus, virtually 
all areas of police-public contact were covered. And the 
last paragraph of the lesson plan gave the soon-to-be 
policemen a good golden rule to follow:

And finally, under all circumstances and 
conditions, you men, as officers of the law, 
should conduct yourselves like gentlemen. Use 
common sense and intelligence in the performance 
of your duties. Be courteous, be kind, firm, 
honest, and in so doing we know you are going to 
bring honor to yourself, credit to your department, 
and the best of relations with your public.
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Press Relations

As was almost automatically the case in the other 
departments, the Police Department characterized its rela
tions with the working press as "good." Although for 
security reasons certain restrictions must be put on the 
release of Information, Capt. Robert Volden, head of the 
Headquarters and Communications Division who also doubled 
as Press Relations Officer, maintained that the press 
"understands our problem.

Two Phoenix papers had full-time reporters covering 
the police beat, while the third relied on part-time 
coverage. This permitted the cultivation of a necessary 
rapport that is difficult to achieve unless the two forces 
are working together, side by side, day after day. It is 
interesting to note that, as Press Relations Officer, Volden 
did not act as a central source of police news; rather, his 
duties were, basically, that of a troubleshooter, someone 
for the press to go to if they felt they weren't getting 
all the information they should from their usual news
sources.2 1

1. Interview with Capt. Robert Volden, Press 
Relations Officer, Police Department, City of Phoenix, 
March 12, 1965.

2. Blubaum, loc. cit.



There was "much cooperation" between the police and
Phoenix radio and television stations, according to Blubaum,
largely because they were dependent on the Department for so
much news."*- There were no scheduled appearances on radio
or television, although the traffic bureau cooperated with
local radio facilities in broadcasting daily traffic reports.
Most TV appearances by police officials were non-regular

2interviews on various local productions.

Complaint Procedure
Written complaints were assigned to that office 

within the Department into whose area the complaint fell, 
while telephoned complaints were directed to the person 
best qualified to answer. If a complaint was registered 
against an individual officer, the accused policeman was 
asked to submit his version of the incident in writing.
The Department insisted that all policemen maintain un
assailable honesty in the reporting of incidents, and, 
Blubaum pointed out, as a result there was, almost without 
exception, never a question of fact.3 it was merely a 
question of interpretation. 1
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The first valid complaint against an officer usually- 
resulted in an entry in the man's personnel file plus a 
verbal reprimand. For more frequent public relations 
violators, the penalties Included a written reprimand, 
suspension, transferral to a non-public contact area, or 
dismissal. Blubaum noted that most complaints concerned 
either parking tickets or non-hazardous moving violations; 
the Chief also added that, almost without exception, the 
harder working the officer, the more complaints . . . and/or 
commendations . . .  he would receive.^

As was done in Tucson, a letter of complaint con
cerning a factual incident involving the Phoenix Police 
Department was sent to Blubaum as a practical test of the 
complaint procedure. The reply was reasonably prompt, and 
clearly was based on some rather time-consuming research 
on the part of one of Blubaum*s aides.^ In fact, it is 
revealing that the Police Department was almost three weeks 
more prompt in answering a letter of complaint than was the 
city manager.

Evaluation
As the major strength of the Police Department's 

public relations, Chief Blubaum named the confidence the 1 2
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Phoenix citizenry had in its police force. This, he said, 
was the result of three factors. First, there were no 
large-scale “moral violations*1 on the part of the police, 
such as those that have occurred in other cities (notably, 
Denver and Chicago), to break down public confidence. The 
Department had an Internal Investigation Division which, 
through the use of such devices as a polygraph machine, had 
kept this problem to a minimum. The police administration 
would not brook the slightest misconduct in this regard, 
no matter who the violator may be."1"

Second, the exemplary deeds of police officers 
received very good publicity in the local news media, as 
did human interest-type stories concerning the Department. 
Finally, Blubaum attributed this public confidence to the 
effective performance of the law enforcement function; he 
cited the excellent criminal apprehension record of the 
Phoenix Police Department (e.g., twelve out of twelve bank 
robbers in 1964) as one example of this.^

At the same time, however, he decried the lack of 
intra-Departmental communication, particularly in the 
translation of policy from the top downwards. What resulted, 
then, he claimed, was sub-par performance and bad public 1 2

1. Blubaum, loc, cit.
2. Ibid.
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relations. In an attempt to combat this, Chief Blubaum 
more or less sidestepped the formal chain of command, pre
ferring instead to go directly to the source, whether he be 
division commander or motorcycle patrolman. In the planning 
stage was a communications system to enable the Chief of 
Police to address his men simultaneously in the five 
"briefing stations" scattered throughout the City (briefing 
stations are the Phoenix version of the precinct house).^ 

There was also some problem with alleged police 
brutality, but Blubaum blamed this more on the "civil un
rest" in the country than on actual "over-enthusiasm" on 
the part of his officers. Out of twenty-five claims of 
brutality in 1964, for example, only one was actually 
founded, while two were the result of using more force 
than necessary but still fell short of actual brutality.2 

There had also been some difficulty with minority 
groups such as the N.A.A.C.P. and C.O.R.E., although the 
Department was "getting along quite well" with these 
organizations, largely through the assistance of Negro 
police personnel who served as liaison between the Depart
ment and these civil rights groups.3 1 2 3

1. Ibid.
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid.



Finally, in a strictly public relations move, Blu-
baum would like to publish an annual report for popular 
consumption. The annual report currently produced by the 
Department is solely a statistical summation of the year's 
activities, and has no impact— nor is it intended to have—  
as a PR tool.'*’ Unfortunately, the request for additional 
monies to produce such a document was denied for fiscal 
1965-66, and so it is still in the dream stage.

Public Relations and the Personnel Department

As noted in Chapter IV, personnel and public re
lations, rather than being separate entities, are as 
entwined as the strands of a rope. This inter-relation
ship did not escape officials in the City's Department of 
Personnel. "Public relations is our stock in trade,"
Paul Prather, Director of Employee Development and Safety, 
said, "and it is an integral part of getting the image before 
the public that it is good to work for the City.

In addition, Prather noted, once an employee is 
recruited, he has to be trained in how to deal with the 
public. The most important complaint the City can receive 1

1. Ibid.
2. Interview with Paul Prather, Director, Employee 

Development and Safety, Department of Personnel, City of 
Phoenix, March 11, 1965.
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is that a municipal employee is rude and uncooperative.^- 
It is the role of public relations to limit employee 
rudeness as much as possible.

Recruiting
Recruiting for City positions was done through 

advertising in the local paper, local employment agencies, 
and the posting of recruitment notices throughout municipal 
offices. The City turned to national organizations and 
trade journals to recruit professional people. The most 
productive method of recruitment, however, was through 
word of mouth, as Phoenix employees "spread the word" among 
their friends and acquaintances. Technical positions were 
most difficult to fill, while there was usually a surplus 
of laborer and clerical applicants. Particularly rigorous 
standards were applied to police applicants, so that only 
one in ten made the grade.̂

The public relations quotient of an applicant was 
determined, chiefly, by an oral interview— usually a half- 
hour examination by three interviewers. The importance of 
the oral interview was weighted in relation to the extro
verted nature of the job and the degree of public contact 
involved.3

1. Ibid.
2. Ibid.
3. I W
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There were a number of public relations qualities 

which were evaluated in the prospective employee: good
presentation, good personality, an attitude of willingness 
to serve the public, an absence of overwhelming personal 
problems, and an overt attitude of helpfulness.

Emulating Tucson, the Phoenix Personnel Department 
employed the postcard method of notifying the applicant of 
the result of the City's decision. However, rather than 
using separate cards for acceptance and rejection, one card 
was employed for both notifications.^ The public relations 
faults of such an arrangement need hardly be elaborated upon; 
let it suffice to point out the basic fallacy of using such 
an impersonal approach in such an individually critical 
situation.

Training
All new employees were required to attend an 

orientation session, usually held once a month. Although 
the basic idea of the meeting was to teach the "rules" of 
working for Phoenix, there was an emphasis on what would be 
expected of them in the area of public relations. Attendance 
at these indoctrination meetings usually ranged from 25 to 
60; the session itself lasted approximately three hours, and 
featured addresses by the mayor, city manager, and other 
municipal officials. 1

1. See Appendix XXII



The Employee Manual handed out to all new employees 
at this orientation included a section on public relations, 
entitled "Standards of Conduct:"

1. A Servant of the People. Remember that your 
real boss is the public. You are working for the 
convenience of the citizens of Phoenix. They pay 
the bills. The public knows this . . . don't be the 
one to forget.

2. "Courtesy is Contagious." A Smile will go a 
long way toward smoothing over a bad situation.
Avoid arguments with the public and with your fellow 
employees. We all have a job to do, and courtesy 
will make friends of the people you deal with. If
a citizen becomes difficult, refer him to your 
superior.

3* Be Considerate. All of us have faults. Have 
you ever stopped to think about yours? Think about 
them for a while, then do your best to be more con
siderate of other folks. Be helpful; it really pays 
off.

4. No Special Favors. You will only be dis
appointed if you askffor them. No one likes the idea 
of the other fellow getting special treatment.

5. Be Cheerful. Remember the good things in 
life, and everything will be nicer for all concerned.
If you make a practice of keeping the sunny side up, 
you'll feel better and get along better.

6. How Do We Dress? Generally, dress is left up 
to the individual. Informality is usually the rule, 
but use your good common sense. The way you dress will 
vary with the type of work you do, but neatness and 
cleanliness are always essential.

7. No Drinking. Intoxicants and work don't mix.
Do not bring them to work, and do not use them on the 
job. Your personal life is your own, but remember 
that public employees must be careful when they are in 
the public eye, even when they are not on the job.l

These thoughts were repeated a little later in the same
manual in "The Public Servant's Creeds" 1
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1. The Public Servant feels that public business 

is respectable, efficient and honorable; and that it is 
as essential as private business.

2. The Public Servant realizes that loyalty is 
the foundation upon which the public service rests. He 
speaks well of and stands by the organization whose 
wages support him.

3. The Public Servant is governed by high ideas 
in his public and private activities in order that he 
may merit the respect and confidence of the people 
with whom he works and the public which he serves.
He is watchful to conduct himself both on duty and 
off so as to reflect credit upon his organization.

4. The Public Servant renders efficient service 
to the best of his ability, for efficiency begets 
public confidence and assures economical operation 
of governmental activities.

5. The Public Servant has a thorough knowledge 
of his own job and possesses a profound respect for 
its importance.

6. The Public Servant is tolerant of the opinions 
and conduct of others. He has a full recognition of 
the rights.and honest misunderstandings of the average 
citizen and of his fellow employees.

7. The Public Servant believes that a dual 
responsibility exists between him and the government. 
Since the government is responsible for the payment 
of adequate wages, fair labor policies, and job 
security, an obligation rests upon him to render 
honest, efficient, and economical service in the 
performance of his duties.

8. The Public Servant is courteous, pleasant, 
and tactful in his contacts with the public and 
fellow employees; for courtesy builds good will 
that money cannot buy7 (italics added)

9. The Public Servant recognizes that the chief 
function of government is to serve the best interests 
of all the people all of the time. (italics added)-**

There was an extensive in-service training program 
. . . including a public relations course for telephone and 1

1. Ibid., p. 30.



over-the-counter personnel. Given to selected workers from 
each office on City time, the course was broadly based on 
what Prather termed "the psychology of human needs." Of 
the 850 municipal employees eligible to enroll for PR 
training, 450 had taken the course, which was usually 
limited to classes of not more than fifteen.^

There were a number of other courses offered, all 
under the rather auspicious marquee of the "City of Phoenix 
Training Institution." Included were a charm course for 
female employees taught by a former Phoenix home economics 
teacher, a course in supervisory techniques not limited 
to supervisory personnel, and courses in such areas as 
informal public speaking, secretarial functions, and 
utilization of office duplicating equipment. Courses were 
inaugurated as the demand was recognized; a minimum of 
fifteen students were required; the fee for each class 
averaged less than #10; and, if possible, an instructor 
was taken from within the ranks of City personnel.2

There were a number of other training programs 
for more specialized positions. Phoenix sent representatives 
to such respected police institutions as the Northwestern 1 2
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University Traffic Institute and F.B.I. institutes. Fire 
personnel have been sent to advanced training seminars, 
as have supervisory employees from most other City depart
ments.1 Interestingly, however, Phoenix did not financially 
assist its employees in the pursuit of pertinent college 
degrees, as was the case in Tucson. (

According to the man responsible for this in-service 
training program, the object of educating City employees was 
to teach them "skills or information that will benefit them, 
that is, both the employee and.the employer."2 And it is 
very nearly a truism that"the better educated the employee, 
the better job he will do, and the better the job, the 
better . . . usually . . . will be the city's public 
relations;

Public Relations and the Water and Sewers Department

The Phoenix Water and Sewers Department had a 
rather unique public relations philosophy for a municipal 
entity: treat the citizen much like he would be treated
by any other business service. The Department believed 
it did not have the right to "pick on" a citizen and act 1 2

1. Prather, loc. cit.
2. Ibid.
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like a monopoly, although, in reality, it was one. The PR 
goal of the Water and Sewers Department was to instill the 
"rule of reason" in its employees.1

Approximately 95 per cent of the Department * s 
contact with the public was achieved through its Commercial 
Division. And the public relations responsibilities of this 
Division were delegated to one Darrell Humiston, a veteran 
water employee who believed that "90 per cent of the muni
cipal business is selling," and that the key to the 
efficient performance of the Department’s services was a 
"properly oriented" public.

Service Functions
There were a number of methods through which the 

Water and Sewers Department attempted to sell itself to the 
citizens of Phoenix. Time payment plans were permitted 
to ease the public's financial straits. Distinctions 
were made between checks returned from the bank because 
of technical reasons (failure to sign, et cetera) and those 
returned because of insufficient funds. Any "reasonable" 
request was answered. A number of rules were followed to 
make the customer believe the Water and Sewers Department 1

1. Unless otherwise cited, all material contained 
in this section is taken from an interview with Darrell 
Humiston, Assistant Utilities Controller, Commercial 
Division, Department of Water and Sewers, City of Phoenix, 
March 12, 1965.



was in a more competitive situation, including answering the 
telephone in no more than three rings, answering all 
correspondence within five days after receipt, and the 
development, through industrial propaganda, of the image 
of "water at your service."

The procedure for the payment of water bills afforded 
an excellent illustration of the Department's concern with 
its public image. Not unlike Tucson, Phoenix had a number 
of pay stations scattered strategically throughout the 
City where water bills could be paid; approximately 25 
per cent of the bills were paid through these 26 stations, 
usually located in drugstores or banks. Seventy per cent 
of the bills were paid through the mail, with the remainder 
being handled by cashiers in city hall.

Although a municipal ordinance called for the 
halting of water service ten days after the payment became 
delinquent, common sense required the Department to follow 
a more equitable procedure. The delinquent bill was 
usually carried over and added to the second month's 
s t a t e m e n t T e n  days after the second bill became over
due, a notice was sent giving the customer five more days 
to settle his accounts. 1

1. See Appendix XXIII.
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To aid in the handling of delinquent water users, 

the City of Phoenix employed what it called a "credit 
code," in reality a record of the customer's promptness in 
meeting his obligation. Thus, if a consumer had a record 
of /three or more delinquencies, a collector was sent out to 
try to make the collection. if the customer had five or 
more "marks" against him, and refused to pay the collector, 
his water would be turned off; if, however, he had less 
than five, the collector had considerable discretion as to 
whether or not to shut off the flow. The collection system, 
therefore, had much flexibility, and, while the rich old 
hermit who simply refused on general principles to pay might 
awaken one bright morn and find himself without water, the 
housewife with six children who is too poor to pay her water 
bill could be granted an unusually long period of grace.

The Water and Sewers Department often enclosed 
various public relations inserts with the water bill.^
These included not only notices about water service, but 
also such extra-Departmental topics as the care of trees 
‘and parks and recreation programs.

The Department's 21 meter readers made their rounds 
on identical motor scooters; much of their appearance impact 1 2

1. See Appendices XXIV, XXV.
2. See Appendix XVI.
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was detracted by the non-schematic clothing they wore, 
however.1 There were plans to clothe the meter readers 
in identifying uniforms, but this program, expectedly, 
experienced budgetary spasms.

The Phoenix Water and Sewers Department had a 
unique public relations problem, in that it also supplied 
water to the adjacent city of Scottsdale— but at rates 
almost ?0 per cent higher than those charged Phoenix citizens. 
A citizens1 committee with members from both communities 
was formed in December 1964 to work out an amicable solu
tion to the conflict.

The public relations effectiveness of the Water 
and Sewers Department was evaluated principally by on-the-job 
observation. In addition, all complaints were thoroughly 
investigated, regardless how apparently insignificant they 
may have appeared. As Humiston put it, MWe believe that 
where there's smoke, there's fire." Discipline for 
employees who were the object of a founded complaint ranged 
from downgrading of merit through suspension to discharge, 
although, because of civil service regulations, such 
discipline was more difficult to apply in a governmental 
than a private environment.

1. See Appendix XXVII
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Press Relations and Publications

Press relations in the Water and Sewers Department 
were generally described as "very good." Much of this can 
be traced to the fact that the Department head had been with 
the City for thirty-five years, and as such occupied a some
what revered position with the working news media. This 
Department, in addition, was one of the few that reported 
little or no difficulty in breaking down its technical 
language to the level of popular understanding. Humiston 
stated that the Water and Sewers Department was very 
conscious of the benefits derived from communicating with 
people in the simplest terms possible.

The Water and Sewers Department published a number 
of small pamphlets and hand-out type literature intended 
for water customers.1 In addition, it distributed a rather 
large amount of literature on the water industry, which was
prepared and given to the City by the American Water Works
1Association.2

An annual report was prepared and published by the 
Department, but, like so many others, was intended, not for 
the general public, but rather for distribution to other 1 2

1. See Appendix XXVIII.
2. See Appendix XXIX.



City departments, area water companies, and the press. It 
was primarily a collection of technical charts and statistics, 
although it did contain a few pages of excellently written 
prose concerning the history and future of the Phoenix water 
system.

A very high quality document— although one even 
more technical than the annual report— was a prospectus 
for a proposed $7 million issue of water revenue bonds, 
published in December 1964. It contained information not 
only on the local water system, but on virtually all phases 
of the Phoenix government and economy; it was printed on 
gloss paper, well-written, and contained a number of up- 
to-date photographs of Phoenix and vicinity. It was, in 
short, the nearest thing to a Grade A, Number 1 example 
of public reporting the City had to offer; and though it 
was undoubtedly printed in very limited quantity and in
tended to have a very limited circulation, it would make 
a good starting point from which to work out an effective 
public-oriented annual report. It would at least be a 
model from which to develop.

There is one other aspect of the Phoenix public 
relations program which merits discussion: the PH organi
zation of the Department of Parks and Recreation.
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Since 1947, the Parks, and Recreation Department 

had had within its hierarchy a "Public Information Repre
sentative," whose sole duty it was to release information. 
The 1965 P.I.R. was Mrs. Dorothy Miles, an Arizona State 
College graduate (B.A. in English) who had held the post 
for six years. As she saw her job, it was nothing more 
complicated than a departmental service, "dealing with the 
mass media to inform the public about Department programs 
and to get better understanding."^

Most of Mrs. Miles' time was spent writing and 
distributing news releases to Phoenix and area newspapers 
and radio and television stations. Circulation of these 
releases was divided among three lists: List 1 covered
local news editors; List 2 was composed of Phoenix and area 
weeklies; and List 3> various community leaders. The Public 
Information Representative wrote these releases herself, 
from information gleaned mostly from division heads and 
other Departmental personnel.

Besides releases, Mrs. Miles was responsible for the 
large number of brochures and "flyers" which the Department 
put out each year. Such pamphlets were usually distributed 1

1. Interview with (Mrs.) Dorothy Miles, Public 
Information Representative, Department of Parks and 
Recreation, City of Phoenix, March 11, 1965.

2. Ibid.



by the person or persons handling the event, so that waste 
caused by "filing in the wastebasket" could be curtailed.

In addition, the Department of Parks and Recreation 
broadcast an eight-minute show over a local radio station 
every Saturday, with Mrs. Miles acting as mistress of 
ceremonies. In the summer of 1964, the Department also 
employed the use of spot announcements on television; they 
were usually of a "craft-of-the-week" variety, and elicited 
responses from 128 different places in Arizona, as well as 
three in California.^ Largely because of this success, 
something of a similar nature was planned for 1965.

Mrs. Miles was also the author of The ABC's of 
Publicity, an eleven-page booklet designed as a manual 
of instruction for City employees who were involved in the 
actual dissemination of publicity and news releases.

The Public Information Representative confessed to 
few problems with the press, aside from the almost- 
standard complaint about mixed-up or confused stories; 
she attributed much of this relationship to the fact that, 
during her six years in dealing with the Phoenix press, she 
acquired a considerable amount of experience and now knew 
very well the what-where-when-how of releasing news.^ 1
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1. Interview with L. Cedric Austin, Director, 
Department of Parks and Recreation, City of Phoenix, 
March 11, 1965.

2. Miles, loc. cit.
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Aside from a deficiency in actual knowledge of 

typography, the only significant problem with which Mrs. 
Miles had to deal was budgetary. ' The entire fiscal 
1964-65 printing allotment for the Department was a rather 
meager $875* Of this, $300 alone was spent on a single 
brochure, a "fun-finder" designed to acquaint Phoenix 
children with the services offered by Parks and Recreation. 
Considering that only $475 remained after this one brochure 
to cover the expenses of printing the veritable flood of 
literature pouring out of the Department each year, one 
must be amazed that so much can be done with so little.^
Once again, without the free publicity provided by the 
news media, the effectiveness of the entire public relations 
program of the Department would be adversely affected 
. . . both quantitatively and qualitatively. 1

1. Ibid.



CHAPTER VI

COMPARISON AND CONCLUSIONS

There were a number of factors common to the public 
relations programs of Tucson and Phoenix: (1) the key to
harmonious relations between the municipality and the pub
lic was the providing of efficient services; (2) there was 
an overriding fear that the public, and the mayor and city 
council as well, would not accept a "formal11 public rela
tions organization and campaign; (3) in spite of the heavy 
reliance on the news media for informing the public, there 
was much room for improvement in press relations; (4) de
partments within the city structure possessed varying 
degrees of autonomy regarding the PR function; (3) there 
was a general awareness of the importance of municipal 
public relations among administration; (6) the public rela
tions programs were undergoing re-evaluation; (7) both 
Tucson and Phoenix felt they were doing at least an adequate 
job in the reporting to the public of what is going on in 
city hall; and (8) much remained to be done.

Municipal public relations is not merely a method 
of pulling the wool over the public’s eyes. Contrary to 
the feeling held by a surprising number of officials in 
Tucson and Phoenix, it is not press-agentry, nor gilding
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the lily, nor high-pressure salesmanship, nor deceit, nor 
chicanery. It is, simply stated, letting the public in on 
what is going on at city hall; and this is not a luxury but 
a requisite of sound, efficient municipal government.
People need to know what is going on in their city before 
they will accept its government. The Federal government is 
far off in Washington, a million miles away; only when he 
pays his income tax does the average citizen usually feel 
any immediacy with his nation's rulers. The state govern
ment, too, is far distant. But municipal government is 
just outside the front door. It is the cop on the comer, 
the water from the tap, the license, to do business; it is 
the streets citizens ride on and the schools to which they 
send their children. In short, municipal government is the 
one with which citizens best identify and are most aware of. 
Of all the governmental entities in our democracy, those on 
the local level are the ones that least of all can afford 
to lose popular support. As one observer put itc

Like financing, staffing, planning, and other 
elements of organization, public relations is per
vasive; it runs through every aspect of a city 
government's activities and is either a facilita
ting or complementing force, depending upon its 
extent of recognition and the way in which it is 
used. Street signs, employee courtesy, condition 
of city equipment, and competence of employees are 
all elements of the public relations program, just 
as are annual reports and other more commonly 
accepted facets of the traditional public relations 
program.

That cities are recognizing this fact is apparent 
from the variety and imagination of some of the past 
year's innovations. That more cities are keying
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their public relations programs, as well as 
municipal services, to people and their needs 
and interests is an equally significant 
development. To the extent that such develop
ments are the vanguard of the future as well as 
the product of the past, American cities will 
become ever more closely identified with the 
public they serve.1

Tucson and Phoenix officials were most certainly 
correct when they noted the foundation of any public rela
tions program is the services being provided. One must be 
careful to avoid putting the cart before the horse, and 
engaging in a vigorous PE campaign before there is anything 
to campaign about. There is little— aside from undisguised 
graft— that would cast as much aspersion on a municipal 
government as a PE program with nothing to boast about. 
Imagine the reactions of a public subjected to a barrage of 
”formal” public relations devices from a grossly inefficient 
government: the most readable annual report ever conceived
would be greeted with guffaws if the garbage lay uncollected, 
the schools overcrowded, the streets congested, and the 
police ineffective.

Thus, both Tucson and Phoenix were on the right 
track when they realized that the most proven public rela
tions ideas available are worthless unless there is a pro
duct to sell. Much as the idealists and purists are loath 1

1. Bobert M. Christofferson, "Municipal Public 
Belations in 1965,” The Municipal Year Book— 1964. Orin F. 
Bolting and David S..Arnold, eds. (Chicago: International 
City Managers' Association, 1964),pp. 245-250.
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to admit, public relations in its broadest spectrum is the 
selling of something, whether it be a product, a service, a 
philosophy, or, in the case of the municipality, an image.
And the seller must have something to sell before he can 
advertise. It follows, then, that any public relations 
program worth its annual report must be build upon a founda
tion of efficient fulfillment of public wants.

Unfortunately, there was a feeling, particularly 
among most Tucson officials, that this was all that is 
necessary. Give me efficient workers and enough money to 
do the job, they said, and that will be all the public rela
tions the city needs. Granted, an annual report or television 
broadcast cannot obscure the pot-holed street or the clogged 
sewer; still, officials who feel that a good job is all the 
PE needed are being overly beneficent to their citizenry.
They assume that the public is sufficiently interested in 
their government to notice what it's doing when, in fact, 
the contrary is true. Mass public audiences, are essen
tially passive; they are not motivated enough to be inform- 
ed or educated. These officials further assume the public 
has a degree of knowledge which permits it to perceive what 
is going on around it when, in fact, the existing knowledge 
of mass audiences and their ability to grasp and comprehend 
complex information are both exceedingly limited. The 
general public has little desire for information about its

le Banovetz, op. cit., p. 228.
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municipal governments, and even less; capacity to absorb it. 
This characteristic of the body politic should have special 
meaning for the municipal official: the typical citizen of
his community either has no knowledge of municipal affairs 
or else the knowledge he does possess is both limited and 
inaccurate.1

It is dangerous, therefore, to assume that the pub
lic can and will equate well-paved streets or ample school 
facilities or lowered crime rates or decreased water bills 
with efficient municipal government. Thel.average man is 
simply not sufficiently perceptive or logical to draw such 
a positive correlation; he may be quick to blame the admin
istration for something far outside their actual jurisdic
tion, but he is almost always molasses-slow to give his city 
government credit where credit is due. Consequently, it 
follows that the government which rests on its accomplish
ments and waits for waves of praise to come rolling in will, 
instead, be swallowed in a sea of apathy and disinterest. 
Bather, the progressive municipality must not be afraid to 
tell its story . . .  making certain, first, that it has a 
story to tell. To do otherwise is to invite refutation at 
the hands of the public it has served.

1. Ibid
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Organization

There is no single established way to organize for 
public relations. What is right for one city may be— and 
usually is— wrong for another. So, while one municipality 
may achieve its best image through a haphazard, uncoordi
nated organization, another must resort to a formalized 
PE establishment with everything "formal" connotes, to 
achieve good relations with its governed.

The Model City Charter, generally accepted as the 
guide to efficient municipal organization under the council- 
manager form, does not specifically require an office of 
public relations or public information. It does, however, 
provide that, "There shall be a department of finance, de
partment of personnel, and such other department as may he 
established by ordinance and upon the recommendation of the 
city manager" (Italics added). While there is seldom an 
ordinance or charter calling for the inclusion of a public 
relations unit in the municipal structure, neither is there 
included a stricture prohibiting the establishment of such 
a unit.

Neither Tucson nor Phoenix was efficiently organ
ized for active public relations. What centralization of 
the PE function there was in Tucson’s municipal government 1

1. _____ _______ , Model City Charter (New York::
National Municipal League, p. 13.



resulted not from organization but rather from past practice 
There were no established channels; there was no effective 
coordination; there was little predictability:; what might 
be coordinated by the man nominally in charge of the ^ity's 
public relations (Deputy City Manager Roger 0'Mara) one 
week may, the following week, receive its final sanction 
from someone at the departmental or divisional level.

Central coordination of the public relations 
function, particularly for a large city, has a number of 
advantages. In the first place, it effectively limits the 
confusion and contradiction inherent in a non-coordinated 
organization. It is not hard to imagine a situation where
in an official at the departmental or divisional level and 
one at the administrative level issue contradictory state
ments to the press— and nothing will damage the service 
image of the city’s government more than to have high- 
level personnel illustrate they are unaware of what is 
going on in their own bailiwick. Coordination is an effect
ive check on such lapses in intra-organization communica
tion.

Tucson officials claimed no problem in coordination, 
a condition which they credited largely to the quality of 
the City’s administrative personnel. Custom and usage, it 
was alleged, had given city hall news sources a ”sixth 
sense” about who is to release what. Nevertheless, the 
danger is always there, regardless how fortunate the City
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may have been to this point. The principal municipal news 
sources are not hired because they know when and how to 
deal with the press. They are, instead, recruited because 
they know more about their chosen field than any other man 
in the municipal hierarchy. It is unfair to demand of 
these specialists utter competence in public relations; any 
degree of PR consciousness they may have is a bonus to the 
City, but it is not the reason they were hired, and it is 
not a task they should be delegated. Thus, we have a 
second reason for a coordinated PR organization; its 
implementation is the responsibility of a professional 
public relations man, not the side light of a technician.

Coordination also permits a reasonable degree of 
predictability. In a public relations program coordinated 
through a central office, the administration seldom is 
surprised at the PR efforts— or lack of such efforts— of 
the various minicipal departments. There is little "being 
caught with the pants down." In other words, a coordinated 
PR campaign keeps those municipal officials who have the 
ultimate responsibility for the function informed as to 
what is going on.

Finally, coordination tends to create rapport 
between the administration and the city council, for there 
is little of the usual practice of hiding public relations 
within a more acceptable cloak. Under the system used in 
both Phoenix and Tucson, sums budgeted for public relations



# •efforts . . and particularly those going for publications 
. . . were often taken out of a general departmental "catch
all" fund. By appropriating a specific amount to a specific 
public relations task, even the most ardent anti-PR council 
will have the knowledge that it knows where the money is 
going and how it will be spent.

Both Tucson and Phoenix had glaring weaknesses in 
their public relations organization. Both cities gave 
their departments almost complete autonomy in the function; 
and where the administration had reserved PR powers to 
itself, it had done so not through rules or administrative 
regulations which remain the same throughout the years and 
thus provide stability, but rather through a sort of "common 
law" developed from practice. That there is little or no 
stability in such an arrangement should be readily apparent, 
for, as the personnel changes, so does the practice.

Both cities used the city manager's office as a 
final authorization for press releases on controversial 
questions. Regarding publications, those put out by Tucson 
received their final sanction from the Deputy City Manager 
while in Phoenix, the publications function was assigned to 
the Office of Research and Budget. In this regard, there
fore, Phoenix was better organized than Tucson, for the man 
in charge of its publications was a professional writer 
(Richard Taylor) working-on publications and press relations 
full-time. There was no counterpart in the Tucson hierarchy
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where the publications were prepared most often at the 
departmental level, and only received a final evaluation 
from the Deputy City Manager. (At the moment, however, 
this comparison of the publication function of the two 
cities has little worth, because there is, in effect, no 
public-oriented publication program in the City of Tucson.)

Public Reporting

As has been emphasized to this point, the City of 
Tucson published virtually nothing in the way of a publi- 
oriented report. This may be a blessing in disguise, how
ever, for if the last annual report published by the City 
is an example of what is considered good public reporting, 
then it is just as well nothing was produced, for this re
port probably returned about as much for its money as a 
$2-bet on a losing 100-to-l shot in the Kentucky Derby.

Written communication is a major instrument for 
bringing about understanding among people. As the 
functions of government increase, the task of keeping 
citizens informed becomes more complex and more important.^- 
As one author put it:

Effective reporting must be continuous and 
consistent. Stop-and-go reporting is not very 1

1. Paul Irvine, “Efficient Agency Writing: The 
Administrator's Role," Methods and Goals in Public Manage
ment (University, Ala.: Bureau of Public Administration, 
University of Alabama, 1961), p. 61.
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meaningful. The administrators who recognize that 
the public is not an interruption to his work but 
the purpose for it will report daily, hourly, 
appropriately. For reporting is an integral part 
of his administrative work. Annual reports in 
some form are a must. (Italics added) But let 
no administrator think that with the completion 
of his one-a-year report he has adequately per
formed his reporting function. Reporting is a 
round-the-clock responsibility.1

Fortunately, a revised annual report, perhaps in 
the form of a newspaper supplement, was under consideration 
by City officials. Suffice it to say that an annual report 
readable by the public is a necessity— but not the sole 
ingredient— of an effective municipal public relations 
program.

The sun shone brighter on the public reporting 
program in Phoenix. In the first place, while its annual 
report was certainly not the epitome of such documents, it 
had a more effective format and composition than those 
formerly published in Tucson. More important, however, 
was the fact that the city had hired an Administrative 
Analyst whose sole purpose— aside from writing presss re
leases for the city manager's office— was to upgrade the 
quality of City of Phoenix publications. Into Richard 
Taylor's typewriter, then, was to go, not only the annual 
report, but also brochures on specific subjects and 
projects intended for public consumption. What Taylor's

1. Eimon, op. cit., p. 59
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function represented was a coordination of a part of the 
total public relations program of Phoenix.

A study of this sort is certainly not the place to 
include a manual of practice for public reporting, but 
certain aspects deserve mention nonetheless. In the first 
place, it must never be forgotten that well-written reports 
will have little value if the voters know from bitter ex
perience that most city employees are discourteous, ignorant, 
or indifferent. Public opinion concerning city government 
is often the product of daily c o n t a c t s N o  publications 
program can offset the influence of these relatively small 
number of samples that fall within the citizen's immediate 
observation.

It should also be remembered that what is generally 
thought of as the "public" is, in reality, a number of 
smaller publics within the general citizenry. Thus, to be 
most effective, the public reports should aim only at 
selected groups within the general body politic. One 
author, writing on municipal reports, stated it this way:

Public audiences are composed, not of 
individuals, but of interacting and overlapping, 
formal and informal groups. Each of these 
groups, furthermore, has its own values, standards, 
and biases which condition the way in which its 
members perceive and interpret the world around 
them. Individuals base their judgments and 
reactions to information, not on their own

1. MacDonald, on. cit., p. 373•
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standards, but rather on the values and standards 
of the groups with which they identify. Public 
attitudes, then, are not simply a synthesis of 
individual attitudes, but, more precisely, they 
are a composite of group attitudes.

Thus, a municipal public relations program 
should direct its concern primarily at the 
identifiable and influential groups within the 
community, seeking to influence individuals by 
appealing to the values and judgements of those 
groups which individuals turn for direction and 
leadership in public affairs.1

Finally, the administrator, i.e., to whomever the 
public reporting function is assigned, must play a number 
of roles in the improving of written communications:
(1) he must define the purpose of each publication and the 
group or groups of readers for which it is meant; (2) he 
must determine how well present means of communication are 
accomplishing their purposes and serving their intended 
readers; and (3) he must set up some plan for improving 
written communications. And whatever plan chosen, the 
writer should seek to develop a "keen sense of responsi
bility" for writing in a style people will read and under
stand, clear ideas of who his readers are, how well they 
read, what their reading habits and interests are, and an
ability to write with clarity in a style that fits the

Preader and the purpose of writing. 1 2

1. Banovetz, op. cit.. p. 229
2. Irvine, op. cit., pp. 66-67*

I
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Press Relations

One of the most critical aspects of the public 
relations programs of both cities is press relations, and 
the reason should be quite obvious: without a public
reporting program of consequence, the news media— and 
particularly the newspapers— are the principal means of 
communicating with the public. As such, they cannot be 
taken for granted.

Although officials in both municipalities listed 
press relations as one of their strongest PH points, 
responses from the other side of the line were not so 
encouraging. Virtually all media representatives polled 
indicated at least one significant shortcoming in their 
city's press relations; many had more numerous complaints. 
Thus, city officials either refused to admit their press 
relations are less than harmonious, or else they were 
oblivious to the complaints of the working press. Regard
less of which is the case, the fact remains that there was 
much room for improvement in an area of public relations 
that does not permiu much latitude for error.

The most frequent complaints against Tucson's press 
policies were: (1) difficulty in finding lower staff
personnel with authority to release the desired information; 
(2) too much "buck-passing" and requests to play down or 
forget a story; ($) too many closed sessions; and (4)



certain elected officials, particularly the mayor, who were 
difficult to deal with. With the addition of three others, 
the same complaints would be applicable to Phoenix as well. 
These additions include: (1) reporters were not treated
with respect by City officials; (2) City officials tended 
to hold reporters responsible for their newspapers' edito
rials; and (3) periodic complaints on news coverage were 
received from both political and appointive officials.

In a context where press relations are one of the 
requisite keys to an effective public relations program, 
such dissatisfaction portends of municipal disaster. The 
officials of both cities, therefore, should re-examine 
their relations with the news media, with an eye towards 
revision and improvement. It should be pointed out, 
however, that most complaints of the press stem more from 
attitudinal rather than organizational factors. What is 
needed, apparently, is a new set of attitudes on the part 
of officials. The press must be regarded as an aide in 
the performance of the government function, not as a 
hindrance or a nuisance. In the context of Tucson and 
Phoenix government, it is an essential tool of the munici
pality, and, as such, it must be kept in optimum working 
order.

Probably the biggest area of conflict between the 
press and Tucson and Phoenix officials concerned staff 
meetings closed to the public and the press. Any
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newspaperman faced with the responsibility of covering city 
hall believes he has, with few exceptions, a right to all 
information concerned with the public business. The city 
official, on the other hand, wants the freedom of operating 
away from public scrutiny as much as possible. What 
results, then, are two diametrically opposed concepts:

The basic problem in government public rela
tions vis-a-vis the press and the public is 
simply whether there is any realm of discourse 
in which an official agency has the prerogative 
of exercising restrictive power over the news.
There has always been criticism, since the 
early days of the Republic, of information and 
publicity specialists who, it has been alleged, 
do not aid the flow of news. It may be said, 
however, that the greatest safeguards of a free 
and responsible press— and a free flow of news 
— are the vigilance and integrity not only of 
those who operate the media, but also of those 
who represent official agencies. These, plus an 
alert and informed public, can go far to 
guarantee the kind of informational flow which 
will engender democratic discussion and opinion 
formation.!

This conflict is evidently one inherent in our 
democratic system, where freedom of the press is controlling 
dicta. No doubt closed meetings are necessary in certain 
circumstances, but no doubt also city officials sometimes 
have a tendency to use this ploy as a mere expediency to 
avoid public embarrassment or pressure. But both sides 
should not stand off and castigate one another; instead, 
they should seek a working agreement that will avoid as
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much misunderstanding and suspicion as possible. And per
haps it would be good for both sides to keep in mind the 
Declaration of Principles adopted by the American Society 
of Newspaper Editors, for it may hold the key to this 
persistent quandary:

To exercise this right to know, citizens must 
be able to gather information at home or abroad, 
except where necessity plainly prevents; they must 
find it possible to publish or otherwise relate 
the information thus acquired without prior 
restraint or censorship by government. . . . they 
should have freedom to distribute and disseminate 
without obstruction by government or by fellow 
citizens•

The members of the American Society of News
paper Editors . . . are doubly-alarmed by measures 
that threaten the right to know, whether they 
involve restrictions on the movement of the press 
to sources of news and information at home or 
abroad, withholding information at local, state, 
or federal levels, or proposals to bring within 
the purview of the criminal statutes those who do 
not place security of the governmental entity in 
jeopardy, but whose only offense is to disagree 
with government officials on what may be safely 
published.!

For a city that relies almost entirely on news
papers to communicate with the public, it is courting PH 
disaster whenever a cloud appears on its press horizon. 
Though O ’Hara felt that the possibility the City might 
change its news emphasis from newspapers to radio and

ptelevision acts as a sort of ethical check on the press, 1
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1. Robert V. Brown, "ASNE Spells Out Broad Scope 
of the People's Right to Know," Editor and Publisher (July 
20, 1957), p. 9.

2. O ’Hara, February 26, 1965, loc. cit.
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there are a hundred ways to write a story; to insure full 
coverage, optimum harmony is necessary. Anything less and 
the City's image will suffer.

While most ethical reporters acknowledge the need 
for occasional closed meetings among City officials, 
particularly regarding law enforcement and personnel selec
tion, they also feel the privilege is often abused, and 
used by municipal officials to conceal that which should be 
illuminated. Officials, on the other hand, justify closed 
meetings as necessary to the efficient performance of their 
duties. What is needed to crumble this impasse, therefore, 
is both compromise and understanding of the other's posi
tion. Closed meetings should be limited to a minimum, and 
the reason behind the closing should be clearly explained 
to the press. At the same time, the press must respect the 
city's wishes, and not resort to James Bond-type tactics to 
penetrate the veil of secrecy.

The key to successful press relations is mutual 
understanding, and if the responsibility for securing that 
understanding falls to the City, either by design or 
forfeit, then the City must willingly assume.it. In other 
words, the City must swallow its pride and actively court 
the press; both Tucson and Phoenix must admit their heavy 
reliance on the news media as a method of communication, 
and take every step possible to ensure that the best pos
sible relations exist between the government and its press.
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Training;

Employee training is another of the several paths 
to good public relations. Every municipal employee who has 
even occasional contact with the public, from the mayor and 
city manager down to the temporary clerk, must be made 
aware of the techniques and finesses of the art of municipal 
public relations. To limit entry into the service to only 
those applicants already PE-conscious would most certainly 
result in most positions remaining unfilled; what must be 
done, therefore, is to train employees in public relations 
after they have entered municipal employment.

Both cities had a training program in public rela
tions y . . and both programs left room for improvement.
In Tucson, for example, there seemed to be a lack of 
communication among City personnel concerning who can take 
the course and the enrollment procedure. It goes without 
saying that the more employees in public contact work who 
do not take the public relations course, the less the value 
of the course to the City. Positive steps should be taken, 
not only to see that the employees in need of such instruc
tion are given every opportunity to avail themselves of the 
course, but also that all municipal employees who have 
contact with the public are encouraged and/or motivated to 
attend.
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The Phoenix public relations training program was 

limited in its effectiveness because it was limited in 
enrollment. As organized, it was offered only to some 850 
employees engaged in over-the-counter and telephone contact 
work. This left the other contact workers— garbage col
lectors, street maintenance workers, inspectors, et cetera 
— on the outside looking in at a training program which 
would benefit them as much, if not more, than those 
receiving the training.

The content of such a course is derived from 
practical experience, for there is no one established way 
to train in public relations. A strict, formal, classroom
like approach may work in one locale, an informal, relaxed 
format in another. Training in public relations, like most 
other training, must be designed and altered to fit local 
needs. In small cities, where the few employees are 
familiar with what the city does, there may be little need 
for establishing a plan for educating them in the policies 
and activities of city government. Formal classes or even 
conference groups may be too elaborate for some situations. 
What is needed in every city is a careful analysis of the 
public relations duties of all employees, an appraisal of 
the present shortcomings in the performance of these



duties, and the selection of those subjects and methods of 
training best fitted to the needs.1

There are a number of techniques which may be 
adapted to the needs of the situation. These include 
lectures, films and demonstrations, supervised practice by 
experienced personnel, conferences, and training manuals. 
Most cities with PR training programs— including Tucson 
and Phoenix— use a combination of all these methods.

The high stature of public relations training 
programs cannot be overly emphasized. For Tucson and 
Phoenix, cities which base their public relations on a 
foundation of providing efficient service, PR indoctrina
tion of its employees is second only to training in the 
performance of the service functions in the public rela
tions hierarchy. It is not a bit of municipal gloss, a 
luxury to be indulged in, a place to use extra personnel 
as instructors. It is, rather, an integral portion of 
the public relations program, for the city's employees can 
hardly be expected to know how to deal and consort with 
the public by themselves. They must be trained to do so.

Service Functions

The principal ingredient of the public relations 
programs of both Tucson and Phoenix was providing efficient

1. The Technique of Municipal Administration, 
op. cit., p. 394.
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services to the public and letting them know about it.
This doctrine placed the burden of maintaining the munic
ipal image on the individual workers within the department. 
It was up to the staff of these departments, therefore, to 
make certain an adequate amount of public relations aware
ness filtered down to line personnel.

Although, with one exception, no administrator or 
department representative interviewed would confess to 
experiencing any difficulty in indoctrinating his line 
personnel in the finer points of public relations, it 
defies reason to believe that such an ideal condition 
actually existed. Public employment historically has 
failed to attract the cream of the employable crop, and 
while this trend is definitely on the decline, enough of 
it remains so that the average municipal line employee is 
less likely to practice effective PR than his counterpart 
in private business. The man who spends his days hefting 
garbage cans or reading water meter after water meter is 
seldom naturally receptive to the public’s “guff." The 
importance of public relations in his work must be drummed 
into him, not by the personnel department through its 
training program, because these have yet to be expanded to 
include such occupations, but rather by the departmental 
and divisional supervisors.

Thus, the chief administrators of the service 
functions, i.e., departments and divisions, had the primary



public relations responsibilities: first, to establish and
pursue an active public relations program within their 
jurisdiction, and second, to indoctrinate line personnel 
in the importance of good PE. Failure to do the latter 
would render the former impotent.

Public relations awareness is not created in line 
employees through a sort of pseudo-osmosis, filtering down 
from on high. It is, rather, the result of planned, active 
steps taken by departmental and divisional management— and 
not solely by the personnel department with its in-service 
training or the city manager's office with its sweeping 
"pep talks."

Below the level of high management, supervisory 
personnel in both cities tacitly admitted at least "some" 
difficulty in charging their employees with PR awareness. 
This was usually attributed to more pressing problems on 
the part of the employees, so that they had neither the 
mental time nor the mental faculty to "think" public rela
tions. Most administrators felt this to be a somewhat 
natural condition in medium- to large-sized municipalities, 
and that it was one of those recurring problems of munic
ipal government which defied adequate solution.

There is more involved in dealing with this 
problem than merely acknowledging its existence, however, 
although this is certainly the first step towards solution. 
Administrators in both Tucson and Phoenix must recognize
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that more than their effervescent and enthusiastic 
personalities are needed to impart public relations 
consciousness to their employees. They must come down 
off their sometimes-ivory towers and recognize that their 
workers may be less than perfect, may be less than intel
ligent, and may be— for a variety of reasons— less than 
willing to deal with the public on courteous terms. As 
has been mentioned so often before in this study, munic
ipal public relations, in the final analysis, traces 
itself back to the individual employee. Public relations 
can only tell the story of what the city is doing, and 
the city is nothing more than a group of employees acting 
in supposed concert. Any program for public relations, 
therefore, must start with the employee. For a munic
ipality to do otherwise is to fool both itself and its 
public.

The Police Departments

As is the case in all comparisons between depart
ments, any conclusions must be tempered by the knowledge 
that the departments vary greatly in size. Thus, it is 
unfair to expect departments of the City of Tucson to have 
as extensive public relations programs as those in the 
City of Phoenix. The measure of evaluation, therefore, 
must be essentially qualitative, not quantitative.



Police officials in "both cities clearly recognized 
the importance of public relations in the field of law 
enforcement. It was, they felt, a necessary part of their 
job, particularly in view of the fact that much of their 
contact with the public comes in what might be termed 
"antagonistic" situations. A citizen cannot be expected 
to react favorably to receiving a traffic citation, or to 
finding his home burglarized, or to being questioned as a 
criminal suspect. The police officer, then, must thread 
an oft-times thin line between firmness and authoritarianism, 
for it is the lax officer as well as the officer who hides 
his animosities behind a badge that is most likely to lose 
the public respect so necessary to the efficient performance 
of his duties.

It is public relations which makes this potentially 
bitter pill of authority easier to swallow. American 
heritage and individualism inherently rebels against 
authority of any sort; it can only be accepted when the 
need for its exercise is shown. Thus, while a citizen may 
actively oppose authority when it is sanctioned solely by 
latent or overt force, he may accept it if it is backed by 
reason or necessity. Courtesy and information connotes 
reason; threats of individual harm and legal action con
notes force. By resorting to reason, therefore, the police 
officer can secure a public will that would be denied him
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had he turned to force. This pursuit of reason is the. 
principal role of public relations in police administra
tion.

Both police departments aimed much of their PR 
ammunition at children, apparently on the belief ideas and 
concepts are more easily reached and altered at elementary 
and junior high school levels than at a later age. There

i

seemed to be something of a forfeit in the contest for the 
adult mind. The Community Relations Unit of the Tucson 
Police Department is a good example. Divided into three 
sections, this unit existed primarily to deal with Tucson 
school children. The School Resources Detail dealt solely 
with problem children, while the School Liaison Officer 
was responsible for school safety programs. Only the 
Public Information Officer did not deal with local pupils.

It is all well and fine to attempt to establish a 
desired image within a collective mind when that mind is 
not yet set in its concepts and is amenable to suggestion 
and change; and yet, the older citizen must not be for
gotten. The adult— not the child— is the one who can do 
the most damage to the Department1s public relations pro
gram; it is the father or the mother, not the son or the 
daughter, that represents the greatest potential danger.

There was, therefore, an unbalance in both police 
departments, particularly in Tucson's, in the target pub
lics at which the PR is directed. Too great a proportion
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was aimed at the young, while the elders did not receive 
enough attention. This is not to propose that the police 
department undertake sponsorship of adult groups as they 
do youth groups, or that a "factory liaison officer" or 
"white-collar liaison officer" be assigned to deal with 
specific adult publics. However, the speaker program for 
community groups could be expanded, for example, or police 
officers could be encouraged to participate more actively 
in civic affairs. The ways, in fact, are numerous, giving 
police officials a number of choices.

The youth programs should not be abandoned or 
decreased, for, as time goes by, they will yield bountiful 
fruit. But, as Carl Sandburg once wrote, "Yesterday is 
gone, today is now, tomorrow is the wind on the way."
Public relations, too, is more now than tomorrow, than 
next month, than next year. Provisions.must be included 
for the development of an adequate public image both in the 
near and distant future, both for today and tomorrow.

The Tucson and Phoenix police departments compared 
favorably on most other public relations standards• Their 
recruit training programs emphasized the importance of PR 
in day-to-day police work. Established and effective 
complaint procedures were followed (although in the case of 
Tucson, more extensive use of written replies, particularly 
to out-of-town parties, should be made). Periodic evalua
tions ensured that the most serious public relations
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offenders were discovered and either released from the 
service or reassigned to less vulnerable duties. A number 
of constructive PR programs were in various stages of 
planning, including a series of public-oriented reports„

The press relations of the two departments, how
ever, left something to be desired. There was a tendency, 
deplorable though it may be, of treating representatives of 
the news media with less respect than the average citizen. 
What resulted then was a discordant relationship between 
two groups who must work almost hand-in-hand, and it was 
inevitable that the efficiency of both the press and the 
police would suffer. Police officials should propagate the 
idea that reporters are a sort of silent partner of the 
police, and as such are entitled to just as much, if not 
more, respect than other members of the public. This does 
not, however, give the working press license to probe 
police records or interview people who, for security 
reasons, should remain silent. Freedom of the press, like 
freedom of speech, is not absolute; it must be tempered by 
certain unavoidable realities. But Tucson and Phoenix 
police should regard the news media more as quasi-official 
aides than as opponents, more as a delegated representative 
of the public than as a nuisance which must be borne.

The concept of a Public Information Officer is only 
as good as it is administered. Tucson, therefore, must 
revise its implementation of the P.1.0, device if it is to
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gain any real value from it. As used "by the Department, 
the Public Information Officer served two chief functions: 
(1) he acted as a combination scapegoat/siphon for police 
officials, someone to pass the news buck to; and (2) he 
made it much easier for radio and television stations to 
broadcast police news. The second function is legitimate; 
the first is not.

Ideally, a public information officer is the man 
the press deals with in researching a story. He is not 
necessarily a font of police knowledge, but he should know 
where the desired news may be found. Every officer and 
official of the Department should be a source of news, with 
the P.1.0, acting something like a concierge in a French 
hotel, i.e., a clearing house of sorts.

To adequately perform his task, the public informa
tion officer must play the role of an administrative 
hybrid, that is, he should be a line employee at the staff 
level. He should attend staff and policy-formation 
meetings, and be kept informed of all that is happening in 
the Department. He must be among the first to know, not 
the last as is apparently the case now. It is the 
responsibility of the chief and the administrative staff 
to see that the Public Information Officer is notified of 
what is going on with the Department, not of the P.1.0, 
himself. In addition, the P.1.0, should be reserved the 
right to determine the news value of police information;
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ideally, he should be the man in the Department most 
cognizant of the what-where-when-how of news releasing.

The Tucson Police Department's Public Information 
Office should be revised in two ways to justify its 
existence. First, it should be regarded as a staff func
tion, and should be kept informed of everything going on 
within the Department; each time the P.1.0, has to tell a 
reporter "I don't know" his usefulness is decreased a 
little more. Second, the position should be upgraded from 
patrolman to sergeant, and the recruitment standards for 
the post should include something more substantial than a 
pleasant smile and a broadcast voice. He should, preferably, 
be adept at writing, and, above all else, should possess a 
personality that will enable him to serve as ai buffer be
tween the Department and the press. The"Public Information 
Officer should be recruited as a technician; the position 
should not be a patronage plum, or a reward for meritorious 
service, or a closet to park faithful but antiquated 
veterans of the force. It is, in short, an important 
position within the Department, and should be treated as 
such.

The Phoenix Police Department did not use a public 
information officer. Its Press Relations Officer served 
only as someone for the reporters to turn to when they felt 
departmental news sources were 'doing 'em wrong,"

!
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particularly in withholding news* Reporters dealt with 
individual officers and officials on most occasions.

A well-administered public information office 
would prove a boon to any police department, and Phoenix is 
no exception. Thought should be given to such a step. 
However, it should be remembered that no public information 
program is better than one poorly administered, for such 
poor organization will not only stymie the P.I.O.'s 
purpose of disseminating news, but will also drive an ill- 
needed wedge between the police and the news media by 
forcing reporters to deal with an unqualified individual.

One additional aspect of a police department public 
information officer should be mentioned: radio and tele
vision stations usually favor such an organization because 
it saves them a great deal of time. These media are 
seldom interested in in-depth or "color" stories on crime, 
and as such do little digging. They are concerned only 
with the basic facts of major crimes and traffic accidents, 
the type of information Tucson released through its P.1.0. 
The background stories and exposes— the kind of copy that 
can only be researched by individual digging— are left to 
the newspapers.
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The Personnel Departments

The single most important move the personnel depart
ments of both cities could make would be to revise their 
systems of applicant selection notification. The postal 
card system in use had a number of built-in defects that 
negated any convenience value it may have held for the 
city. In the first place, it had a quality of impersonal
ness which should not be present in such a situation. To 
the applicant, the prospect of employment often represents 
a major step within his life, and he deserves to be 
notified of this potentially momentous decision with a 
more personal, more confidential letter than merely a card 
with the appropriate statement checked. One only has to 
imagine the reaction of man faced with supplying the wants 
of a large family whose notification of rejection comes in 
the form of a cheap, open-faced card to evaluate the public 
relations worth of such a procedure.

Second, there was no privacy in the card system.
It is open news not only to the applicant's family, but to 
nosey neighbors and others as well. Most likely, the 
applicant first heard about the city's verdict from his 
wife, distraught or gleeful, as the situation demanded. 
Third, there was no differentiation between acceptance and 
rejection notices, particularly in Phoenix where one card 
imprinted with all possible alternatives was used. This
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harmed the municipal image, not only with those rejected, 
"but also with those accepted, for the latter understandably 
would get the impression— whether correct or not— that he 
rated just one small half-step above those unfit to join 
the service.

Granted, letters would prove more expensive, both 
in money and in time, but they would also eliminate a 
glaring departmental PR debit. Personal letters to every 
applicant, for the time being at least, might prove 
prohibitive cost-wise. Compromise, however, is not beyond 
reality. Cards might be retained for lower posts, with 
personal letters being sent to those above an arbitrary 
cut-off line. Or form letters could be drawn up which, 
while not as effective as individually typed communications, 
would still be a vast improvement over the system as 
employed. At any rate, an intern or administrative analyst 
should be assigned to research the problem, particularly 
in regards to what other cities are doing, and offer 
prospective solutions. It is a problem which has much more 
public relations significance than is apparent at first 
glance•

There is little to be said about the public rela
tions implications of recruiting. Both Tucson and Phoenix 
employed almost identical recruitment methods, relying 
primarily on word-of-mouth. The test of any recruitment 
program is whether or not it attracts sufficient numbers of
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qualified personnel to enlist in the municipal service. 
Aside from some technical positions which are inherently 
difficult to fill because of a low labor supply, neither 
city experienced any regular difficulty in filling its 
ranks. As long as the recruiting phase fulfills its given 
duty, at the same time not antagonizing applicants, it is 
not a public relations liability.

Training, however, is not so easily dismissed.
With the exception of the police departments, the person
nel departments of Tucson and Phoenix were responsible for 
the care and feeding of their respective municipal rosters 
in the finer points of public relations. They were the 
organizers and administrators of their cities' formal PR 
training programs.

Although an extensive evaluation of the two train
ing programs was not performed, certain observations should 
be noted. First, while the PE instruction should not be 
bone dry nor beyond the students' grasp, neither should it 
be inane or uproarious. It must stake a common ground of 
being sincere yet not overbearing, interesting yet not 
entertainment. Employees must not regard public relations 
training as a lark, a way to get off work for a few hours, 
a swift path to the supervisor's favor, a sideshow. It is 
an aide to the performance of the function, just as the 
typewriter or the telephone or the shovel; until employees
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regard it as such, its value will drain away like water 
through a sieve.

The Tucson public relations training program, for 
example, was basically humorous. This is fine, up to a 
point, for humor makes the course content more susceptible 
to assimilation; but care must be taken that the informal 
nature of the presentation does not obliterate its serious
ness of purpose. Otherwise, the course becomes entertain
ment, not instruction.

Second, the public relations course should be 
required training for every employee (including policemen) 
who has contact with the public during his work, regardless 
how minimal that contact might be. In addition, it should 
be available to anyone on the city payroll who wants to 
take the course, whether his work brings him in contact 
with the public or not; one can never tell when promotion 
or transfer within the service will bring such a worker 
into a public-contact area, and it would be well to have 
him prepared.

Phoenix was too select in whom it allowed to 
enroll. By permitting enrollment only by counter and 
telephone personnel, it ignored hundreds of others who had 
significant day-to-day contact with the citizenry. Tucson, 
on the other hand, offered its PR course to any City 
employee who wanted it. Its effectiveness was reduced, 
however, because there was confusion, particularly among
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stenographers and receptionists, about who was eligible. 
These women thought one could enroll in the instruction by 
invitation only, and were still waiting for their turn to 
come up. It would be well, therefore, for both cities to 
re-examine their enrollment qualifications and procedures, 
with an eye towards expanding the training as far through
out the municipal service as possible.

Finally, these public relations courses should be 
periodically re-evaluated and revised. Times change, and 
with it the demands of society. And unless the course 
content keeps pace, it becomes little more than a glorified 
coffee-break. At periodic intervals, the instruction 
should be rated for its effectiveness, and any revisions 
indicated should be put into effect. It must not stand 
still while the world runs by.

The Water and Sewer Departments

A municipal water company should never forget that 
it is providing a basic consumer necessity in what is 
basically a monopolistic situation. In most cities—  
including Tucson and Phoenix— the municipal water depart
ment has the consumer over the proverbial barrel. The 
citizen can purchase his water from but. one source . . . 
the same source that taxes and builds streets and fights
crime.



Combined with a natural antipathy towards a 
monopoly, this fact of having to deal with a government in 
a what is basically a private sphere creates an unusually 
difficult public relations situation. A customer reacts 
most positively when he is treated with individuality and 
respect; it is when he becomes lost in the shuffle, when he 
is nothing more than one I.B.M. card in a battery of 
millions, that he rebels. Other so-called "natural" 
monopolies, such as telephone and electric companies, 
learned this business fact of life long ago; municipal 
monopolies, unfortunately, have been tardy in boarding 
the bandwagon.

The Phoenix Water and Sewers Department recognized 
this latent danger of a monopoly and, through its Com
mercial Division, was engaged in a program of personalizing 
the service. It was, in other words, trying to convey to 
the public an aura of competitiveness about an essentially 
non-competitive service. In this way, it was hoped, the 
individual citizen would feel that he was important enough 
to warrant a little something extra from an organization 
which did not have to court the customer. The citizen, 
then, should become more receptive to the public relations 
efforts of the Department, for anonymity usually breeds 
apathy or antagonism, while attention often returns 
interest.
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There were a number of tactics the City of Phoenix 
employed to convince the water consumer that it was 
soliciting his business. First, regular business communi
cations— including water bills— were made as attractive 
and individually oriented as possible. Also, "flyers" and 
other brochures explaining the many problems and phases of 
providing water to a metropolis of over 450,000 were dis
tributed. Usually, these were of the "Willing Water" 
variety provided by an international water association, but 
Phoenix eventually hopes to publish its own water pamphlets. 
Third, line personnel were instructed in the importance of 
working towards good public relations. Fourth, provisions 
were made for the fair and courteous handling of any type 
of customer complaint, whether it be by letter, telephone, 
or delivered in person. Finally, the Department allowed a 
great deal of latitude in the payment of delinquent bills, 
recognizing that people fail to meet their obligations for 
a number of reasons, only one of which is that they may be 
a "deadbeat."

What is strived for, then, was a feeling on the 
part of the citizen-customer that the Water and Sewers 
Department knows he is alive and is interested in his 
welfare. Once the citizen believed he, as an individual, 
counted, the public relations campaigns of the Department 
should become immensely more effective. It was a refined 
version of trying to win over the "enemy."
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In Tucson, the Water and Sewers Department was also 
among the most PE conscious of all City departments, al
though not to the extent of its counterpart in Phoenix»
This variance was primarily the result of the carrying-over 
from the recent public-he-damned era of the Department a 
number of personnel in public contact areas who still 
hesitated to give the public the courtesy and fair treat
ment it deserved. As these people become phased out and 
are replaced with more public relations-oriented employees, 
the biggest PE liability of the Department will be greatly 
diminished.

Otherwise, the Tucson Water and Sewers Department 
used the same public relations devices as were employed in 
Phoenix. The same type of brochure used by Phoenix was 
also used by Tucson, although distribution in The Old 
Pueblo was somewhat more casual (it was left near the 
counter where bills were paid). The effectiveness of such 
a publication could be increased ten-fold if it were mailed 
to the water customers. However, this would not be 
feasible unless water bills were mailed in an envelope, not 
as a postal card as was the usual practice.

The format of the customer statement, as well as 
door-hanger” notices, were being revised by the Depart

ment’s Commercial Division to give them more public appeal. 
And the system of handling delinquent accounts was basically
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the same, with both cities permitting considerable delay 
in the payment of bills before the water would be shut off.

There was, then, little difference between the two 
water and sewer departments, save in degree. Phoenix 
seemed more aware of the need to sell itself to the public 
in spite of its monopolistic character, but this attitude 
was not entirely absent in Tucson either. Both departments 
used the same basic public relations devices. And both 
departments labored under the same major difficulty: 
successfully filtering public relations awareness from the 
staff down to the line.

The Tucson Department of Administration

The Tucson Department of Administration handled 
most, if not all, of the City's financial affairs. Al
though at first glance it might not seem so, this Depart
ment was one of the most important of all City organizations 
when it came to public contact. If it falls down on its 
public relations, for example, municipal revenues will 
almost inevitably decrease. The taxpayer will have less 
complaints and be more willing to pay his assigned share of 
taxes if he is treated with respect and courtesy than if he 
is treated with disinterest and curtness. In addition, 
this Department had a great deal of direct, face-to-face 
contact with the public, and as such had a greater oppor
tunity than most to mold the public image.
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The Administration Department was fortunate to be 

directed by a man who recognized both the importance of 
public relations and the public relations weaknesses of his 
own Department. Personnel and responsibilities have been 
shifted and transferred solely because of public relations 
factors, such as an employee being unable to get along with 
the publics he must face. Emphasis was placed on the PE 
"quotient” of personnel who had a great deal of contact 
with citizens . . .  so much so, in fact, that this type of 
position was seldom filled from outside the service, but 
rather was staffed through promotion of experience personnel 
from within.

The Director of Administration was also candid 
enough to admit his own public relations shortcomings, 
something that was a refreshing change from most of those 
interviewed. It is excellent public relations in and of 
itself to recognize one's PE faults and try to avoid situa
tions in which these faults rear their ugly heads. But, at 
the same time, it should not be used merely as a justifica
tion for what is basically improper PE. For example, 
Director of Administration Urie felt it below his dignity 
to have to deal with irrational, desk-pounding citizens.
This was a human reaction to a negative stimulant, and is 
certainly understandable. It was, however, a luxury that 
few municipal officials can afford. There is, in any large 
community, a bloc of citizens that refuses to deal with
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anyone in city hall except the "boss." It is the un
pleasant but unavoidable task of the administrator to deal 
with such people as best he can, regardless how apparently 
irrational and incoherent their actions be. Moreover, it 
is the irrational citizen that poses the most acute public 
relations danger, for he, more than his rational neighbor, 
would not hesitate to "huff and puff and blow" the munic
ipal house down.

Irrationality should not beget irrationality, just 
as poor manners should not beget poor manners. It is the 
responsibility of the administrator to treat all citizens 
he deals with with reason and respect, no matter how they 
themselves might act. Not only will this give the official 
the satisfaction of knowing he has done all in his power to 
placate the irate citizen, it also protects the administra
tion, for the man treated with courtesy and respect at city 
hall cannot claim disinterest and brusqueness on the part 
of the municipality.

At times, of course, such an accomodating approach 
will seem futile and an abject waste of time. But, just as 
Rome wasn't built in a day, neither can an individual's 
attitudes be demolished and rebuilt overnight. The 
administrator must continually chip away at irrationality; 
to do otherwise is to default. Dealing with irrational 
beings is a cross municipal officials must shoulder. The 
method used to handle such "desk pounders" varies from



administrator to administrator. However, it should not he 
shirked or delegated, for to do so is to admit defeat at 
the hands of the very group which needs the most attention.

Evaluations and Recommendations

The data gained from research conducted in Tucson 
and Phoenix should not be taken at full face value, for, as 
human nature perhaps dictates, those officials interviewed 
were hesitant to reveal the shortcomings of their munic
ipalities 1 public relations program, preferring instead to 
dwell on what was right. This attitude is best revealed in 
their discussion of press relations, which almost all 
considered to be very good; voices from the other side of 
the moat, however, indicated the cream had begun to sour.

Favorable bias should be expected when one is dis
cussing or evaluating something with which one is personally 
involved; objectivity about the self is not yet included in 
man's packsack of sophistication and, as such, he tends to 
gloss over weaknesses and emphasize strengths. Neverthe
less, if the reader keeps this one fact in mind, and uses 
it to temper his evaluative reasoning, such data can, and 
will, yield valuable conclusions, both through empirical 
and deductive reasoning. Such is the case in this study.
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Weaknesses

The weaknesses of the public relations programs in 
Tucson and Phoenix were numerous; with few exceptions, 
however, they could all be traced to one central cause: a
misunderstanding among city officials about what "public 
relations" actually encompasses. Much of what was accepted 
as legitimate governmental PR elsewhere was rejected in 
Tucson and Phoenix as being too "Madison Avenue."

There seemed to be a general consensus among these 
municipal administrators that it is somehow wrong to try 
and "sell" the government to the governed, somehow ethi
cally undesirable to keep the public fully informed. More
over, these officials equated anything more substantial 
than an occasional public-oriented report or municipal 
building tour with trying to deceive the public.

Tucson and Phoenix staff officials, particularly at 
the highest levels, rightfully recognized that the catalyst 
to a good public image is the effective performance of the 
municipal government. Unfortunately, they correlated it 
with public relations in an either-or relationship: either
the city provides good service, or it pursues an energetic 
public relations program. There seems little room for 
marriage of the two in their administrative minds.

A local government simply cannot afford a "soft 
sell” approach to winning public favor. Although— or 
because— it has the most direct influence on the everyday
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lives of its citizens of any level of American government, 
citizens tend to overlook its accomplishments and dwell, 
instead, on its inadequacies• Perhaps it is because the 
federal and state governments are too remotei Perhaps it 
is because they manifest their authority in more dramatic 
ways. At any rate, the local government is just across the 
street, or just downtown, or just a toll-free phone call 
away; it is, in short, the most convenient scapegoat.

As such, it becomes utter folly to expect the 
citizens of a municipality to recognize all the positive 
steps their city has taken. Instead, they must be informed, 
through the most effective and direct methods available•
An administration must not forstall such education until 
election time, for the public will then consider their 
utterances mere campaign propaganda, and will cast them 
aside with the empty-aired promises of the administration's 
opponents•

Simply put, all municipal public relations amounts 
to is keeping the public fully and promptly informed. It 
is not selling patent medicine from the back of a covered 
wagon. It is not coating a bitter pill with sugar. It is 
not a con game. It is not an end-justifying-the-means 
relationship. It is, fundamentally, letting the public in 
on what is going on in city hall. And no municipality 
. . . least of all Tucson and Phoenix, with their growing
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population and multiplying demands . . . can long sustain 
an ignorant citizenry.

Another general weakness of the two programs was 
"budget appropriations. It is an unpleasant but nonetheless 
unavoidable fact of municipal life that public relations 
costs money. Moreover, with few exceptions, the quality of 
the program rises in direct proportion to the amount of 
money being spent on it. Reports and brochures, films and 
slides, school programs, employee training classes, intra
service communication, all use up valuable coins. Fiscal 
appropriations are second in importance only to staff 
attitudes in effecting a comprehensive PR program. Without 
sufficient monies, little of worth can be accomplished.

The appropriations in Tucson and Phoenix are 
approved by the respective city councils, and no funds can 
be appropriated to a specific or general fund without 
council sanction. It follows, then, that the council's 
collective attitude towards the worth of municipal public 
relations is the controlling factor in how much money is 
available for PR.

Administrative personnel in Phoenix felt their 
council was well aware of the need for public relations in 
city government. There was, they believed little anti-PR 
feeling among individual councilman. In fact, one source, 
speaking off the record, noted that the council would like
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them (City government) to do more in the way of public 
relations than they have been doing.

Still, budgetary factors in Phoenix continued to 
limit the extensiveness of the public relations program. 
Proposed innovations, usually in the area of publications, 
were continually being rejected because funds were un
available. There seems, then, to be much room for improve
ment. This is not to say the administration should receive 
a carte blanche to develop any public relations device it 
desires; not only is this simply not feasible, but money 
alone is not the answer, for large amounts of money spent 
on an ineffective program would be little more than money 
down the drain. But those who control the municipal purse
strings must realize that the present public relations 
program cannot be expanded without the increased expenditure 
of money.

The general belief among staff personnel in Tucson 
was that the city council would not allocate funds for an 
extensive PE program. Whether founded or not, this idea 
has not only spawned a sort of pathological avoidance of 
the term "public relations" around city hall, it has limited 
positive thinking in the area. Defeatism never leads to 
constructive progress.

If the Tucson city council is, truly, anti-PR, then 
the City’s administrative staff should try to educate the 
councilmen in the necessity for maintaining good relations
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with the public. The City cannot sustain an effective 
program without funds, and it cannot get those funds with
out council approval. As such, it should not abdicate the 
arena without making every effort to convince the council 
of the error of its ways.

Staff attitude and fiscal considerations have been 
two weaknesses of a general nature; there were also a 
number of more specific shortcomings which should be men
tioned (or repeated) here:

1. The public relations training program should
be required for every municipal employee, not just a select 
few. In Phoenix, the classes of workers eligible to take 
the training— counter and telephone personnel— were too 
limited. In Tucson, the PR class was conducted too 
informally, both in content and enrollment procedures. The 
ideal of the municipal public relations training concept is 
serious instruction of the entire city roster; both cities 
are still far from that standard.

2. The method of notifying employment applicants
of the decision on their application left much to be 
desired. The card as used appeared just as it was: cheap,
impersonal, non-private. A rejected candidate should be 
given just as much, if not more, attention than the 
successful one, for he is the one most likely to feel 
antagonistic towards the city.
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3e Press relations were less than adequate. And 

if one's ears are to be believed, officials in both Tucson 
and Phoenix were unaware of the degree of actual news media 
dissatisfaction. Most press complaints centered around (1) 
an alleged lack of respect for the media representatives on 
the part of high staff officials, (2) closed sessions, and
(3) confusion— particularly among lower staff personnel—  
about who had the authority to release what.

4. The Tucson Police Department's Public Informa
tion Officer was not fulfilling his purpose. He should be 
the principal news source within the Department, and yet 
most newsmen complained that he was usually the last to 
know what was happening. The Department should not handi
cap the news media by forcing them to work through a man 
who is not kept informed by his superiors. What this 
amounts to, in effect, is indirect censorship.

5. Both police departments concentrated too much 
on youngsters, and not enough on "oldsters.” This is not 
to say the youth programs should be discontinued or 
decreased; on the contrary, more should be done, for this 
is simply a case of "the more, the better." However, the 
eternal proverb, "Thou shalt not steal from Peter to give 
to Paul," also applies, so that, while maintaining the same 
level of youth relations, adult public relations should be 
developed to a greater degree.
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6. There was no systemized method of reading the 

public pulse. Written and telephoned complaints, letters 
to the newspaper editors, and face-to-face contacts with 
the public are certainly valid sources of public opinion. 
Such indicators, however, represent only a vocal, dis
satisfied minority; the bulk of the citizens' views remain 
obscure. Too often, then, the only true measurement of 
the collective public mind is election results; and little 
or nothing can be done to sway public opinion on a partic
ular issue after that issue has been settled at the polls.
An extensive, full-time polling system is unnecessary, but 
some method of determining opinion, to a more exact degree 
than is otherwise possible, should be employed at designated 
periods, such as once a year.

7. Neither city was adequately organized for 
efficient public relations. There was, in effect, no 
practical coordination between departments . . .  and 
municipal PR is a service-wide function, not limited to 
individual departmental and divisional action. Tucson was 
the worst offender in this regard, because it had placed 
its public relations in the hands of a man who was not 
"gung ho about all this public relations stuff," a man who 
devoted ten per cent of his time to what should be a full
time job. Phoenix, too, lacked inter-departmental coordina
tion, but it, at least, was taking steps towards correcting 
this situation; it had, for example, recently hired a man
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to serve as a coordinator of City publications. Neverthe
less, an uncoordinated public relations program will enjoy 
about as much effectiveness as an uncoordinated football 
team, with each player going his separate and unpredictable 
way on each play. The result, in both cases, will be 
defeat.

8. There was no publications program worth men
tioning in either city. Tucson published absolutely 
nothing of general distribution to inform its public of 
what the City was doing, while Phoenix mailed an annual 
report of questionable worth to its water customers. To 
get their story across to their citizens, both cities 
relied primarily on (1) hoping the public would notice what 
a good job of governing they are doing, and (2) newspapers. 
The first of these has already been pointed out to be 
unreliable. The second— reliance on the news media— is 
even more tenuous, for it delegates the public information 
function to one who may politically oppose the municipal 
administration, and, in any case, to one who is on the 
outside looking in, whose scan is limited to controlled 
hearsay from selected news sources.

These ten shortcomings are certainly not the only 
faults of the PR programs in Tucson and Phoenix, but they 
are the ones that caused the most damage, the ones that did 
the most to limit the effectiveness of the public relations 
effort. There are numerous other weaknesses, many of which
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were mentioned in chapters IV and V; these are, however, 
the "top ten," the ones that best sabotaged the two 
cities’ public relations programs.

Strongpoints
Although there were many public relations weak

nesses of the two cities, there were but two PR strengths, 
common to both Tucson and Phoenix. The first was staff 
attitude, while the second was efficient performance of 
the government function.

Granted, a part of the municipal staff’s attitude 
towards public relations— definitional— was cited as a 
weakness. But this aside, the staff personnel of Tucson 
and Phoenix, particularly at the departmental level and 
above, was very aware of the importance of public relations 
in municipal government. There was significant divergency 
among the administrators as to what techniques and devices 
are acceptable governmental public relations, but there was 
no disagreement concerning the worth of whatever it is 
that is finally thought to be "PR."

This is an important attitude, for no program can 
be effective without the sanction and aid of those at the 
top. Effective administration of government begins at the 
pinnacle, and filters down through the hierarchy until it 
comes to rest at the lowest line level. The staff must 
inspire and instruct the line, not the line the staff. The
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pro-PR attitude administrators in Tucson and Phoenix 
evidenced, regardless how limited by definition it might 
be, is an important prerequisite for an adequate public 
relations campaign.

The other program prerequisite is service. As has 
been previously emphasized in this study, municipal public 
relations is not an end in and of itself. Rather, it is an 
accepted administrative practice which makes the governing 
of people easier by informing the citizens of what their 
government is accomplishing (and sometimes of why their 
government is not accomplishing something). In other 
words, the city must have a story to tell.

Providing efficient and adequate services as 
demanded by the public is the raw material with which 
public relations works. No combination of public rela
tions practices yet known can obscure inefficiency, or 
waste, or corruption. Sour milk simply cannot be turned 
into champagne, no matter how diligently the milkmaid 
churns.

There is no substitute for doing a good job.
Finely written annual reports and interesting municipal 
tours cannot replace well-paved streets, or prompt garbage 
removal, or reasonable water rates. At the same time, 
however, neither can streets or garbage removal or water 
rates replace an annual report. They are mutually inter
dependent. The basic strength of any PR program is the
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organization it represents; alone and of itself, public 
relations has no content or power.

Tucson and Phoenix must rate "satisfactories" on 
the performance of their governmental obligations. Streets 
were generally in good condition. Garbage and sewage was 
efficiently removed. Police effectiveness was above 
average. Water was provided at reasonable cost in a region 
notorious for water shortage. Each city had been spared 
major administration scandals or destructive rumors. In 
short, Tucson and Phoenix were governed very nearly as well 
as possible under the local environmental and political 
conditions.

While attitude and service are not the total 
content of an effective public relations program, they are 
the enabling elements, the ingredients that must be present 
before a worthwhile PR program may be enacted. They are 
the canvas upon which the municipal portrait may be 
painted.

Recommendations and Conclusions
Recommendations— particularly by an outside source 

— are often suspect. It is indeed difficult to stand 
above, isolated from the pressures and politics of everyday 
administration, and look down and get a true picture of 
what is actually happening. An observer, it is thought, 
cannot evaluate unless he is personally involved.
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On the other hand, objectivity is an ideal to be 

strived for in analysis, and human nature often works 
against such unbias when man is evaluating something with 
which he is deeply and inextricably involved. It is often 
the rule that the more objective the evaluation, the more 
worth it possesses. And the outsider is usually able to 
research, examine, and evaluate with less pre-set values 
and expectations than the insider.

Thus, evaluation and recommendation by the outside 
being, free from internal politics and demands, is often 
more valid and reliable than that performed by someone 
within the ranks being examined. However, the examiner 
must avoid an "ivory tower" status; he must not sit on 
high and gaze down at his subject with detached amusement, 
indifference, or scorn. He must be willing to recognize 
what is there, and to acknowledge the existence of condi
tions, regardless how unpleasant or contradictory they 
might be.

The recommendations about to be made, therefore, 
must be tempered by the unavoidable realization that 
municipal government, in Tucson and Phoenix as well as in 
virtually all other areas of the world, operates in a 
political environment. The administration of these two 
municipalities— supposedly nonpartisan under the city 
manager form of government— is answerable to the people 
through their duly elected representatives. These
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representatives (mayor and council) establish the bounda
ries within which the municipal administration can operate. 
They are the makers of the policy the administrators must 
follow.

The city manager and his staff, then, are not 
autonomous. Their will is not absolute. The council and 
mayor often defer their authority to the professional 
administrators in light of their more specified knowledge, 
but inevitably retain for themselves the ultimate veto. 
Politics in Tucson and Phoenix government, then, works in 
two areas: first, it overrides intercourse between the
city manager and his administrators and the mayor and city 
council; and second, it exerts major influence on communi
cations between the mayor and city council and the city's 
citizens. Municipal administration does not operate in a 
vacuum. Instead, it is subject to oft-times crass and 
commercial politics, and what is right many times is not 
practical merely because of political reasons which have 
absolutely nothing to do with the end of "good" government. 
Political bodies need political justifications for doing 
political things. This should be considered as one con
templates the public relations recommendations offered 
below.

1. Tucson and Phoenix should organize for public 
relations. The folly of relying on an uncoordinated
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program, administered on a part-time basis, has been al
ready emphasized. Suffice it to say that no PR program can 
be properly effected unless there is sufficient organiza
tion for execution.

A Public Relations Office should be established as 
a part of the city manager's staff, to be responsible 
directly to the city manager. It should be staffed on a 
full-time basis, with its head— the Public Relations 
Director— a qualified professional. This office should 
have sufficient secretarial help and office equipment to 
perform its duties.

The functions of the Public Relations Office would 
be many. Primarily, it should be a coordinator of the 
city's public relations efforts, from publications through 
employee training to tours and similar innovations. It 
should also act, not as the' sole source of city hall news, 
but as a buffer between the administration and press, as 
somewhere the news media can go when they feel they aren't 
being fairly treated. It is also a planner and dreamer 
and evaluator. It is, in short, responsible for all 
aspects of the City's public relations.

Phoenix has already taken a step in this direction: 
Administrative Analyst Richard Taylor is, in function if 
not in title, the City's Public Relations Director. How
ever, his duties are presently limited only to publications 
emitting from the city manager's and mayor's offices. It
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is, therefore, not enough, but certainly can still be the 
core of a PR organization. Tucson has no such starting 
point.

In addition, each city department should have a 
Public Relations Officer, who would perform basically the 
same services at the departmental level that the Public 
Relations Director performs for the municipality as a 
whole. The advantages of such PR "assistants” are obvious: 
in the first place, they take much of the tediousness of 
making sure the public relations philosophies of the city 
are being followed from the Director, and frees him to 
spend more time on his principal task, that of coordina
tion; and second, they provide the Director with both an 
arm and an ear in the various departments, thus doing much 
to ensure he does not operate from an ivory tower.

Both the Public Relations Director and departmental 
Public Relations Officers should be considered staff, not 
line, personnel. The departmental Officers should be 
present at any departmental or divisional staff meeting, 
should be informed of everything of significance that is 
happening within the department, and should be consulted 
on the public relations manifestations of every new move 
or program under consideration. In return, the Officers 
should be constantly in search of methods of improving 
public relations within the department, and should maintain 
constant contact with line and staff employees in pursuit



of this goal. The Public Gelations Director should attend 
all high-level policy and administrative meetings, and 
should perform the same function here as the Officers 
perform within their departments. The city administration 
should keep in mind that the less the Public Relations 
Director knows about what is happening in city hall, the 
less his effectiveness becomes. Although ideally a full
time position, the duties of departmental Public Relations 
Officer may be assigned as an addition to a present 
official's duties; however, in no case should the man 
spend less than 25 per cent of his working time on PR 
duties.

In addition, the Public Relations Office would be 
the logical niche for another suggested innovation: a
speaker's bureau. Such a clearing house is presently 
under consideration by both cities, and it should be put 
into effect as soon as possible. Through a speaker's 
bureau, qualified speakers on selected areas of municipal 
government would be made available to any group requesting 
them, and, more important, these groups would be informed 
of these speakers' availability; many an otherwise excel
lent speaker program has proved a snowman in the sun 
merely because no one knew it existed.

It should be cautioned, however, not to use the 
Public Relations Office merely as a place to pass the buck 
to on complaints. Complaints should be referred to the
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proper department, and answered in a letter drawn up by the 
department Public Relations Officer and signed by the 
department or division head. Otherwise, the complainant 
will feel his gripe was not worthy of the "big honcho's" 
attention, and will feel just that much the worse for it.

Finally, it is recommended that public relations 
staff meetings, including all PR officers within the 
municipality, as well as the city manager and his assist
ants, be held at designated intervals, perhaps once a 
month. At these conferences, general public relations 
situations can be discussed, solutions suggested, et 
cetera. If possible, all department heads should also 
attend, but this is at the option of the city manager—  
for temporal and spatial limitations might preclude such 
a large seminari

2. The second recommendation, that of an organized 
public relations program, with established means and ends, 
goes hand in hand with organization. The PR organization 
must know where it is going and how it is going to get 
there, or all is for naught. The entire object of a formal 
public relations organization is to avoid the haphazard 
treatment that is inherent in an uncoordinated approach.
But more than an organization is needed; there must also be 
guidelines for the organization to work with— in other 
words, a PR roadmap.
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The content of the program should be determined by 

the individual city. Public relations trouble spots and 
goals differ from community to community, as do the best 
means to solve those problems and achieve those goals. 
However, the well-planned public relations program should 
include some version of the following: the image the city
wants to present to its citizens, the devices to be 
employed to secure that image, PE trouble areas, necessary 
appropriations, and short- and long-range public relations 
innovations and forecasts. Such a plan is best developed 
through a series of conferences with city officials 
(political and administrative) and representatives of the 
principal interest groups within the city. Organization 
cannot be effective without an overall plan of attack, just 
as such a plan can not be put into practical effect without 
proper organization.

3. For cities that depend so much on the news 
media to communicate with the public, Tucson and Phoenix 
press relations fall far short of what they should be. The 
more a city depends on the press, the more important its 
press relations become; in Tucson and Phoenix, they are 
critical.

The determinants of municipal-press relations are 
primarily attitudinal. If each side feels it is getting a 
fair deal from the other, there will be few complaints or 
little animosity. But if one— or both— camps feel they are
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being “had," the relationship of the press with city hall 
(or vice versa) most likely will degenerate into something 
of an undeclared war. When this happens, each faction 
frustrates the other, for the press does not get the news 
it should and the city does not get the publicity it 
deserves.

Although some responsibility for improving rela
tions lies with the press, the major burden lies with city 
hall. City officials should treat media representatives 
with respect, and keep them informed of all that is 
happening in the local government; they should delegate to 
the.reporters the choice of what is news and what is not. 
Most important, whenever security or public interest 
requires secrecy, city officials should explain to the 
press the exact reason why the information is being with
held. In addition, the city should not neglect one media 
for another; thus, although a television interview may do 
much for the ego, an official should not favor TV over 
newspapers or radio.

Each city should arrange a meeting between its 
officials and the various news media, as represented by 
city hall reporters, news directors, and managing and city 
editors. The idea of such a conference is to permit 
complaints to be heard and suggestions for improved press 
relations to be aired. And those sessions should not 
merely be an emotional catharsis to let off steam, but



rather a serious meeting of inherently opposite forces with 
an eye towards establishing a workable common ground.

Finally, and perhaps most important of all, city 
officials should never hold individual reporters responsible 
for editorial positions their newspapers might take. The 
city hall reporter seldom has a voice in editorial deci
sions, just as he seldom has much influence over how his 
original story is re-written before it is finally published. 
There is nothing in the world that will turn a reporter 
against his accusers faster than being held responsible for 
the editorial opinions of his paper. (Note: If this
recommendation on press relations sounds condescending, 
that is the way it is intended. By placing almost complete 
reliance for news dissemination on the press, Tucson and 
Phoenix have created a flirtatious romance which they are 
encumbered to keep alive.)

4. Phoenix should continue the reassessment and 
revision of its publication program as started under the 
direction of Administrative Analyst Taylor. The annual 
report should be continued, but in an altered form so as 
to have a more imposing impact.- In addition, a planned 
number of smaller pamphlets, dealing with more specific 
problems of the City, should be distributed at regular 
intervals. Care should be taken, however, to avoid 
saturating the citizen with municipal reports; when this
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happens, such publications are often discarded with the 
other 11 junk mail" that fills contemporary mailboxes.

Tucson should immediately develop a planned 
publications program, starting first with an annual report* 
Once such a report has become reality, attention should be 
turned to developing a series of smaller publications, 
dealing with specific departmental situations. There is 
no need for either Tucson or Phoenix to publish a 
popularized budget or financial report as a separate 
document, for these types of publication have, at best, 
limited public appeal. As presently published, the budget 
and annual financial report are technical documents, 
easily decipherable to the technicians who are interested 
in them. But for the general public, an easy-to-read page 
or two on municipal finance in the annual report is about 
all that can be easily digested.

Certain "rules" of public reporting should be 
applied to both cities. First, public-oriented reports 
should be well-written but not weighty, pleasing to the 
eye (this is usually accomplished through judicious use of 
pictures, illustrations, and color), interesting and perti
nent, and, above all, informative. Care must also be 
taken to avoid an overly humorous or infantile approach; 
a thin tightrope must be walked between the collective 
public mentality and the collective public pride.
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Second, that form of distribution which gives the 

widest exposure should be chosen. The best method may 
vary from municipality to municipality, and should be 
selected only after it has been determined, through 
testing, to be the best available. Money spent on munic
ipal publications is money wasted if the reports sit in 
some administrative closet gathering dust because of a 
faulty distribution system.

Finally, a man— or woman— trained in the. art of 
publication should be put in charge of the city's publica
tions, and should be given as much autonomy as possible. 
Like it or not, administrators should realize that the 
preparation of municipal reports is primarily an "idea" 
task, that is, it must be guaged qualitatively, not by the 
amount of work put out. A permissive atmosphere conducive 
to creativity is a necessary element of any effective 
publications program. In addition, a publications director 
trained in writing and typography can deal intelligently 
with the publisher and the printer, an advantage in any 
case. Phoenix already has such a man in Dick Taylor; 
Tucson, however, does not; and it must avoid the expediency 
of using interns to edit its publications, instead putting 
its publications in the hands of someone with Taylor's 
qualifications.

Although the form of the annual report to be 
published remains the choice of the individual city, it is
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recommended that both Tucson and Phoenix give serious 
consideration to using the newspaper supplement format.
A supplement has a number of distinct advantages over most 
other forms: the city can draw on the technical knowledge
and facilities of a local newspaper at relatively inexpen
sive cost; by using newspaper pulp instead of gloss paper, 
material cost is lowered— but this does little to detract 
from the public impact of the report, since any other type 
of paper in a newspaper supplement would be incongruous; 
and, most important, wide circulation is built-in, 
particularly if city officials choose to insert their 
supplement in the paper having the largest circulation. 
There are no mailing problems, either in terms of cost or 
coverage.

One city which has won awards for its newspaper 
supplement-form of an annual report is St. Petersburg,
Fla., which has used this form since 1962. That city's 
Director of Public Information described the preparation 
of the report as follows:

Usually, the newspaper will provide us with a 
rough layout and we will apply the materials that 
we need to include to this rough layout, coming 
up with a semi-final. We spend approximately 30 
days prior to this layout preparation in out
lining the content of the report and giving a 
general indication of how much illustration we 
would like and any theme that should be carried 
throughout. The outlining and general determina
tion of theme is done entirely by the Department 
of Public Information.
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The annual cost of this publication is 

approximately $5*000. This includes the 
printing, art and design preparation, and a few 
photographs. The Department of Public Informa
tion provides 90 per cent of the photographs and 
considerable time in editing and re-writing copy.
We rely upon the newspaper for a first draft of 
copy since we feel a professional detachment 
tends to provide a better copy line for citizen 
consumption.!

The impact of the St. Petersburg annual report was 
made abundantly clear in a study conducted after the first 
supplement was published. Before 1962, only 13 per cent of 
the city's citizens had seen an annual report in the past. 
Nonetheless, 83 per cent of the residents felt that the 
city should publish an annual report, while only nine per 
cent felt it a waste of time. And finally, 56 per cent of 
those people receiving the Sunday paper in which the 
supplement was inserted (nine out of ten St. Petersburg 
households subscribed to this paper) read at least a part 
of the report, a significant improvement over the pre-

psupplement 13 per cent.
The newspaper supplement form of the annual report 

is not a panacea to all public reporting ills, nor does it 
provide quick entrance to the public mind. All factors 1

1. Letter to the author from Earl R. Jacobs, 
Director, Department of Public Information, City of St. 
Petersburg, St. Petersburg, Florida, March 29, 1965.

2. _____________ , A Study of the Municipal Report
of the City of St. Petersburg, Florida— 1962 (St. 
Petersburg, Fla.: Suncoast Opinion Surveys, 1962), pp. 5ff•
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considered, however, it is the best method of distributing 
a well-written and informative report of what has happened 
during the past twelve months in city hall, particularly 
for a large, fast-growing metropolis faced with rather 
severe budget limitations. Into this category fall Tucson 
and Phoenix.

5. The public relations training program of both 
cities should be expanded to include virtually all regular 
and part-time municipal employees. Such broad coverage is 
recommended for two reasons: (1) when an employee is
promoted from a non-public contact position to one involving 
public contact, he has already received sufficient PR 
training to enable him to adequately handle most PR situa
tions; and (2) a municipal employee is a representative of 
the city both on and off the job, and though his position 
may not have particular public relations importance, his 
off-the-job dealings may have much PR significance.

Obviously, all employees cannot be given PR 
instruction at once. Therefore, classes should be small 
(not more than 25), and should be made up of employees 
from the same approximate type or grade of position. These 
classes should be held continually so that they are not 
drawn out over too long a period of time; in fact, if 
instructors are available, more than one class should be 
held at one time.
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The content of the public relations course should 

not be presented in such a way as to be either monotonous, 
or intellectual, or too humorous. On the other hand, it 
must be interesting enough to hold the attention of the 
students, at the same time containing sufficient "meat" to 
justify its existence. If possible, a professional teacher 
should be used to plan course content and presentation; 
course instructors may be recruited from within the service, 
but care should be taken to ensure that such teachers are 
qualified, both in knowledge and personality, to teach 
municipal employees such a subject. Individual lessons 
should not run longer than one hour, for it is difficult 
to hold a student's span of attention beyond that; three 
such lessons should be sufficient to give adequate PE 
instruction. And the course should be given entirely on 
city time, for it is something that the city much more 
than the individual employee will benefit from.

Finally, from time to time the course should be re
evaluated for effectiveness, and any changes indicated 
should be put into effect. When there have been signif
icant developments within the field so as to require a 
nearly new course, refresher courses in public relations, 
containing these new methods, should be offered to public- 
contact personnel. The PR training program should be under 
the direction of two men: the Public Relations Director
(he knows what should be taught) and the personnel



department's in-service training director (he knows how it 
should be taught).

6. A new method of notifying prospective employees 
of the decision on their applications should be put into 
effect as soon as possible by both cities. This is one of 
the most glaring of all single public relations weaknesses 
of Tucson and Phoenix, and should be among the first 
situations to be rectified. At the very least, the cards 
presently used should be mailed inside envelopes, for this 
would ensure privacy, if nothing else. Better, however, 
would be an individually typed letter, which exudes a 
feeling of immediacy and importance that simply cannot be 
conveyed through a postal card. The burden of typing so 
many letters— which can become considerable if the number 
of applicants becomes too large— can be eased by using pre
printed form letters; modern printing methods can easily 
produce such letters in quantity which appear almost 
identical to individually typed letters. Perhaps the best 
solution to this demanding problem is a combination of 
methods: cards mailed in envelopes to lower line appli
cants; pre-printed form letters to upper line and lower 
staff prospectives; and individually typed letters to middle 
and upper staff applicants. At any rate, whatever method 
or combination of methods is chosen, something should be 
done as soon as possible to eliminate this PR liability.

526
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?• Tucson and Phoenix municipal officials should 

not forfeit the field of combat to anti-public relations 
forces, but rather should embark on an energetic campaign 
of education to win these opponents over. In particular, 
administrative personnel should attempt to convince 
political officials of the need for a positive public 
relations program. The city council and mayor, through 
their control of the municipal appropriations, exercise an 
influence over municipal affairs that cannot be ignored. 
Mayor-council sanction is a necessary part of any city 
program, public relations or otherwise; everything that is 
humanly possible, therefore, should be done to gain such 
approval.

The mayor and council have as much, if not more, to 
benefit from a well-run PR program as does the municipal 
administration. These are politicians, and depend on the 
will of the electorate for their tenure; they, even more 
than the professional administrators, should want the 
citizenry to be as educated in city hall affairs as 
possible, for the knowledgable citizen can, and usually 
does, exercise a more rational choice at the polls than 
can his ignorant fellow. (This, of course, assumes that 
the mayor and council want credit for what is actually 
being accomplished or not accomplished by the local govern
ment. The political administration with something to 
conceal is another case entirely: to an administration
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such as this, the less the public knows about it, the 
better. “Ideal" public relations, then, is almost always 
a positive force, acting to enlighten the public; it 
cannot be used to hide graft or corruption or inefficiency, 
for the veil will soon dissolve before the public eye, 
revealing the government in its true color.)

8. The police departments of both cities should 
direct more of their public relations activities towards 
adults . . .  but not at the expense of their youth programs. 
The departments should not slight the adult population of 
their cities merely because they are more set in their ways 
than the children. One must not ignore the present while 
preparing for the future.

There are a number of ways to pursue a PR program 
aimed at the adult population. Departmental speakers can 
be urged upon local service clubs. The police can sponsor 
a number of adult recreation organizations. Auxiliaries 
and radio patrols can be organized. Police personnel can 
be encouraged to participate in local civic affairs. Such 
a policy has returned appreciable dividends to other local 
organizations, in particular, telephone companies, which 
have long advocated such a "participation" policy on the 
part of its employees.

In addition, there are a number of recommendations 
which apply only to the Tucson Police Department. First, 
the complaint system should be revised, so that a letter
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will always precede any visitation by police officers.
Many citizens have an emotional bloc regarding police, and 
so would prefer dealing with them through the mails, 
whereas a personal contact might assume the proportions of 
a traumatic experience. Perhaps the most equitable solu
tion would be a letter sent to the complainant immediately 
on receipt of his complaint, explaining that the situation 
is being investigated and, unless the Department is 
notified to the contrary, a representative of the Depart
ment will call on him at a designated time, preferably at 
least a week later. This would give the complainant an 
opportunity to avoid direct confrontation with police 
personnel if he so desired. Also, complaints received 
from out-of-town and out-of-state visitors should receive 
as much attention as one received from a Tucsonian. A 
visitor may soon turn into a permanent resident; and even 
if he remains a tourist, the complainant can do much to 
damage the municipal image among his own hometown friends 
if he feels he has not been given fair treatment by City 
personnel.

The School Resources Program should be expanded to 
include all local junior high and high schools. Every 
school has potential delinquents who deserve individual 
attention. If fiscal considerations prevent the stationing 
of a School Resources Offiver in every school, then perhaps 
one officer could be divided among those schools with less



problem students than others• At any rate, this program is 
excellent public relations, and deserves expansion.

Finally, as mentioned above, the Public Informa
tion Offiber concept must be refined if it is to be con
tinued. The P.1.0, must be considered a staff or quasi
staff position, and should be kept informed of virtually 
everything that is going on in the Department. The purpose 
of this position is to take the weight of dealing with the 
press off the shoulders of line personnel, thereby freeing 
them for more police work. To keep the P.1.0, in the dark 
about police news is to defeat this purpose, and merely to 
put one more easily hurdled obstacle in the path of the 
press. If it proves impossible to keep the Public Informa
tion Officer properly informed, then he should serve only 
as a departmental crying towel for police reporters . . . 
such as was the case in Phoenix.

Phoenix could also use a Public Information 
Officer, particularly since the Police Department there is 
so much larger. However, again, the P.1.0, there should 
be kept fully informed of police happenings, or else he 
becomes merely a device to permit police officials to censor 
the news about their department. As such, the P.1.0, 
would be accepted neither by the press or the public. In 
his absence, the Press Relations Officer of the Phoenix 
Police Department, acting as a buffer between the news
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media and the Department, serves a useful function, and 
should be continued.

10. The school liaison programs currently in 
effect in Tucson and Phoenix should continue; in fact, 
when it becomes feasible, they should be expanded. Tucson 
should institute school tours of municipal facilities under 
the plan used in Phoenix, which is a good one. And 
Phoenix would do well to follow Tucson's lead in producing 
a student government day, and in establishing a joint 
school-city committee to further the education of students, 
particularly at the high school level, in the affairs of 
their city.

The use of schools to educate local children in 
the practice of the government of their municipality has 
been long neglected by cities. It should be realized that 
such a program presents municipal officials with a captive, 
generally receptive audience, and one which, in but a few 
years, will have considerable voice in city affairs. As 
such, municipal PR programs for school children should be 
among the highest priorities. Today's child is tomorrow's 
leader.

11. Both Tucson and Phoenix would benefit greatly 
from a periodic sampling of public opinion. Dependence on 
such informal methods as .day-to-day contacts and complaint 
letters not only is inaccurate and unreliable, but is also 
largely negative in character, and reveals little of what
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the administration is doing correctly. In addition, such 
sampling represents a highly vocal but nonetheless acute 
minority of the total citizenry.

Formalized public opinion sampling— including 
scientifically constructed surveys taken of representative 
samples and analyzed by trained personnel— is too expensive 
for the average city, including Tucson and Phoenix, to 
conduct with any degree of frequency. However, each city 
should, at least once a year, attempt a valid attitudinal 
measurement of its citizens. Although such a series of 
surveys would earn its keep merely by showing what the 
public thinks of the city's accomplishments, its real value 
lies in prediction: a correctly devised survey should
indicate potential trouble spots, both public relations and 
otherwise, before they actually become a problem for the 
administration. This predictive quality should enable the 
municipal administration to ferret out problems and nip 
them in their proverbial buds.

Opinion surveys may be employed by Tucson and 
Phoenix officials in more specialized contexts as well. 
Thus, whether the information desired is the public 
response to an upcoming bond referendum, or a planned 
major change in municipal policy, or the impact of an 
annual report, public opinion sampling would reveal this 
important information to city officials like no amount of
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editorial page scrutiny or examination of correspondence 
would.

Tucson and Phoenix should take advantage of the 
university facilities located in or adjacent to their 
respective locations, for these schools have the equipment 
and qualified personnel to execute well-run, reliable 
surveys at a considerable saving over the cost of similar 
surveys when directed by a professional research firm.
The University of Arizona (Tucson) and Phoenix College and 
Arizona State University (Phoenix) have generally equal or 
better opinion survey facilities than any private survey 
organization. This available talent should not go to waste.

12. It is recommended that both cities take active 
steps to create a more positive awareness of the importance 
of municipal public relations among their line personnel. 
Face-to-face contacts are among the most potent PR devices, 
and the administration must endeavor to promote as favor
able a relationship between line personnel and the public 
as possible.

More is needed to create an aura of PR-consciousness 
than a class or two in public relations tactics, however.
It is a motivational problem, and thus requires a motiva
tional solution. The employee should be "shown the light," 
that is, shown that he, as an individual and not just as a 
representative of the city, has much to gain from practicing 
good public relations. Positive attitudes of the employee's



immediate superiors help, for if a man who wants to better 
his position observes someone in the position he covets 
behaving in a certain manner, he tends to imitate. The 
employee should also be convinced that public relations 
will enable him to do a better job in his present post.
PR motivation is, overall, psychological, and should be 
handled in a psychological manner under a psychologically 
directed program.

13. More emphasis should be placed on evaluating 
the public relations attributes of prospective employees, 
especially those being considered for posts of high public 
contact. Most likely, a combination of written and oral 
examinations would probe these qualities (personality, 
ability to speak clearly, telephone manners, values, 
"boiling point," et cetera) best.

Tucson and Phoenix should also undertake a program 
of re-evaluation of the PR faculties of veteran employees. 
Too often employees already in the service are overlooked 
in the frenzy to weed out public relations misfits from 
among job applicants. But it is often.the veteran munic
ipal worker, set in his ways, that most strenuously resists 
PR innovations and advice. There should, therefore, be an 
evaluation program for veteran employees as well as appli
cants .

14. Phoenix should follow Tucson’s lead in 
encouraging its employees to take college-level courses by
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sharing costs. It isn't really important that the classes 
be directly related to the employee's work. Most workers 
earning undergraduate or graduate degrees are or soon will 
be in supervisory positions within the organization; as 
such, a broad wealth of knowledge, not necessarily specific 
or technical, will almost certainly increase their ability 
to understand and supervise their subordinates.

It is recommended that a committee of representa
tives from the personnel department, city manager's office, 
and both line and staff rosters be formed to pass on 
whether or not the City will assume a part of the tuition 
cost. The City of Phoenix should be willing to assume at 
least 50 per cent of the cost of the instruction if the 
subject is directly related to the employee's work, and at 
least one-third of the cost if it is not. Unfortunately, 
some employees almost inevitably will use the City's 
generosity to enroll in the courses merely as a lark or as 
someplace to meet a mate; it is the responsibility of the 
committee to weed out such scholastic coattailers, and as 
such it should be given final authority in determining 
how much, if any, of the student's tuition cost the City 
will assume.

15. Finally, both cities— but Tucson, in particu
lar, because there is no settled place in which to start 
building— should have a thorough plan for public relations 
prepared by a qualified private administrative consultant.
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Such a plan would include the best form of organization, 
short- and long-range PR program content, cost, et cetera.

At first glance, such a survey might seem a waste 
of money . . .  and perhaps it is. It is, at best, a 
calculated risk, but it is one that should be taken if the 
city is serious about its public relations. It would 
ensure, as much as possible, that the money spent on PR was 
being spent wisely, in such a way that it would return the 
highest dividend possible. Although it may at first seem 
an extravagance— as most expenditures of this type do— in 
the final analysis it should prove economical indeed.

And Finally, Some Random Observations
The Phoenix Parks and Recreation Department has—  

with the single exception of Administrative Analyst 
Taylor— the closest thing in the municipal hierarchy to a 
public relations employee: Public Information Representa
tive Dorothy Miles, charged with dealing with the press 
and editing the flood of literature that the Department 
puts out each year. Unfortunately, her worth is largely 
negated by the small amount of money appropriated for 
Department publications. If there is the need for such a 
position as hers in the Department, then there is the need 
for the adequate financing of the function; otherwise, her 
position becomes superfluous.
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The police rookies of the City of Tucson have, to 

this author, always presented a rather sloppy appearance. 
This is particularly noticeable when, as a part of their 
training, the rookies spend some time riding alongside 
regular police officers during their patrols. These 
rookies• khaki-colored uniforms look like poorly rejuve
nated Army surplus, and the personal appearance of the 
rookies that have been observed remind the author of a 
mating between a displaced refugee and a beatnik.

Nothing has been said of the physical facilities 
of Tucson and Phoenix, because such plants are currently 
in a state of flux. The appearance, efficiency, and 
convenience of municipal buildings are as important a 
part of the public relations program as the appearance of 
municipal employees and vehicles, and should not be over
looked.

Both cities work out of a combination of the new 
and the old, of something borrowed that often turns into 
something blue. In Tucson, some departments (notably, 
Administration, Personnel, Water and Sewers, and Public 
Works) are located in the one-story-plus-basement new city 
hall, while the mayor's and city manager's offices and 
Police Department are located in the old city hall building, 
directly adjacent. Other,municipal facilities, including 
courts and the Parks and Recreation Department, are 
scattered throughout the city. The bond referendum about



to be decided will, if accepted, do much to alleviate this 
scattered layout. If rejected, a situation conducive to 
poor PR will continue. The same condition, to a lesser 
degree, exists in Phoenix, where most municipal offices 
except the Police and Fire Departments and city courts are 
located in the ten-story city hall, completed in 1963. 
However, plans call for construction of adjacent facilities 
by 1970 to house those departments not now located in city 
hall.

One element both cities should consider in the 
planning and construction of their municipal facilities is 
that nemesis of contemporary urban existence, parking. 
Adequate parking facilities should be available within easy 
walking distance of the municipal plant. There is little 
that will make an irate taxpayer even more irate than 
having to drive around innumerable blocks looking for a 
place to park so he can walk several blocks to pay a minor 
traffic ticket or water bill. Tucson and Phoenix officials 
would be wise to include a parking study in the planning 
for their respective municipal complexes.

In comparative summary, whatever differences that 
may have existed between the Tucson and Phoenix public 
relations programs were precipitated by variances at the 
line level. Public relations attitudes and actions by 
staff officials exhibited a great deal of similarity among
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the two cities. Both staffs fully acknowledged and pro
moted the importance of what they believed to be municipal 
public relations. Both staffs had primarily identical PR 
philosophies (let the public know what a good job the 
government is doing) and tactics (news media relations, 
face-to-face contacts with the public by municipal 
employees, and personnel evaluation for public relations 
qualities).

It follows, therefore, that any dissimilarities 
in their PR programs— either in content or effectiveness—  
should be traced to the line level, where the staff's 
philosophy and choice of tactics were put into effect. If 
one program enjoyed less success than the other, it was 
because its line personnel did not possess the public rela
tions qualifications of those evidenced by the other's line 
workers.

Thus, the key to the effectiveness of any municipal 
public relations program lies with the employee. It is the 
individual worker, in his or her contact with the public, 
that can do the most to improve the city's image. Without 
such cooperation, the best planned, most lavishly financed 
public relations program ever conceived would be frustrated.

But employee behavior is not the only ingredient of 
good municipal public relations. Staff attitude, press 
relations, municipal facilities, service functions,
"formal" PR tactics, local tradition— all play an integral



role in the creation of a desired governmental image. Both 
Tucson and Phoenix have the components and resources; it 
remains for them to organize these elements into an effec
tive battle plan, for then, and only then, will they have 
the public relations organization so vital to contemporary 
local government.
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A Report From Your City Hall

Y o u  r e c e i v e  o n e  tax b i l l _ _ b u t
a r e  n o t  CITY TAXES

ONLY 13% of your property tax dollars are being spent by your City government



TAX TRENDS
In the groph below the City of Tucson tax rate is compared to the total property 
tax rate paid by residents of the city since A seal year 1952-53. This clearly 
illustrates the fact that the City of Tucson property tax represents a small portion 
of the total property tax in this community. During the last ten year period the 
City tax rate has decreased 51.66%  while the total rate (including the decreasing 
City rote) has increased 23.62% .
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BONDED DEBT
• •  of September 1, 1962

Bonds O utstand ing
% or SCOT CAT!SOOT

AMOUNT TOTAl 01  F ACUITIES

Bends Authorized
S-2S-S2

OUT UNISSUED

SELF-SUPPORTED

-0- 4).

$ 20,390,000 81.1%

$ 20,390,000 81.1%

Street Projects 

W ater Utility System

$ 2,800,000 

10,000,000 

$ 12,800,000

TAX-SUPPORTED . . . 4 %  Limi t

$ 399,000 1.6% Fire Protection $ 4)-

247,000 0 .9% Libraries -0-

874,000 3.5% Municipal Buildings 0

760,000 3.0% Parks and Playgrounds 0

950,000 3.8% Street Protects 3,600,000

$ 3,230,000 12.8% (lega l Debt lim it $7,608,960) $ 3,600,000

T A X - S U P P O R T E D . . .  15% Limi t

S 1,522,000 6.1%

0 -0-
S 1,522,000 6.1%

Sewage Plant and System $ 3,500,000

Drainage Storm Sewers 500,000

(lega l Debt lim it $28,533,599) $ 4,000,000

$ 25,142.000 10C% GRAND TOTAL S 20,400,000



1QCD THE CITY'S 1962-63
I  □  O  U  FINANCIAL PROGRAM
THE REVENUE DOLLAR-Where It Comes From

THE EXPENDITURE DOLLAR-W here It Goes
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YOUR CITY COUNCIL AT WORK
Mayor 

Lew Davis

Councilman 
M i SouthardCouncilman 

Thomas J Rallis

Councilman 
Kirk StorchCouncilman 

James L Kirk

Councilman 
G Freeman Woods

Councilman 
James N Corbett, Jr Council Reporter

City Manager

Governm ent of, by, and for the people is personified 
by your city council in the regulation of municipal 
affairs. The mayor and six councilman are elected 
by the voters of Tucson for overlapping four - year 
terms. The mayor, who serves as presiding officer 
of the council, is elected by the city at large. The 
city is divided into six wards. Candidates for coun
cil are nominated from within the wards in which 
they reside. They are elected, however, by the city 
as a whole. The mayor and council select one of 
the councilmen to  serve as vice-mayor who presides

over council meetings in the absence of the mayor. 
The mayor and council act officially on policy mat
ters through the passage of ordinances and resolu
tions. The execution of these policies is the re
sponsibility of the city manager and other officers. 
Regular council meetings are held on the first four 
Mondays of each month. Special meetings are sub
ject to call. The meetings are open to the public. 
The citizens of Tucson are invited and urged to  
attend council meetings and to express their opin
ions on matters under discussion.



Mayor Lew Davis

C O U N C ILM E N

Ward I G. Freeman Woods Ward 4 M. James Southard

Ward 2 James N. Corbett, Jr. Ward 5 James L. Kirk

Ward 3 .................Kirk Storch Ward 6 . Thomas J. Rallis

APPOINTED BY MAYOR AND COUNCIL

C ity  Manager Mark E Keane C ity Clerk . . . Mary Fields

City Attorney . . . . .  Calvin Webster Ch ef Magistrate Dick Rykken

Rust Auditor ............................Jules Ross

DEPARTMENT HEADS AND ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICIALS

Police C h ie f ...........................Bernard L Garmire Library Director.................... John F. Anderson

Fire C hie f John H. Freeman Assistant Manager .. Roger O  Mara

Director of Public Works Herman L. Danforth Director o f Administration.......... John M. Urie

W ate r System Director Paul Beermann Planning Director ...................Andre M. Faure

D irector o f Parks & Recreation . Gene C Reid Personnel Director ............  David F. Fitzgerald
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PRESS MEDIA QUESTIONNAIRE

1. How large Is your news staff? _____
Of these, how many have had previous training or 

experience in journalism? ___________________
2. From whom do you get most of your city hall news?

3. Do you ever experience difficulty in locating and/or 
interviewing news sources at city hall? if so, 
explain. _____________________________ _________

4. In general, how would you rate the cooperation of city
hall with the news media? Excellent ____.
Good ____. Average ____• Poor ____.
No comment »

5. Do the various city officials and employees whom you
contact as news sources treat you with respect?
Yes » No . No comment _____•

6. Do you employ remote broadcasts as a part of your
coverage of municipal affairs? Yes No

If so, do the municipal employees you come in
contact with at these "remotes** (such as policemen 
and firemen) give you their cooperation? Yes _____• 
No ____. No comment .

7. Do you experience difficulty locating a city hall
news source who has authority to release the
desired information? Yes ____, No ____ •
Occasionally ____. . No comment ____.

Do you find much "passing the buck" as regards news 
sources in city hall? Frequently 
Occasionally ____. Never ____. No"cbmment
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(-2-)

8. How would you rate police cooperation with your news
staff? Excellent ____. Fair ____. Poor ____.
No comment ____.

9. How often have you had a city official or employee 
ask you to either "bury" a story or forget it
altogether? Often ____. Occasionally ___
Never ____. No comment ____.

10. Who has the ultimate public relations responsibility
in city hall? ____ _______ _________ _____________ .

11. Do you receive periodic complaints about your municipal
news coverage from city officials? Yes ____. No __

From city councIlmen? Yes ____. No ____ .
From civic leaders? Yes ___ . No ____ .
From the general public? Yes ____. No ____.

12. How would you rate Tucson's public relations efforts?
Excellent ____. G o o d ____ . Fair ____. Poor ___

13. What are the city's shortcomings in its relations
with the news m e d i a ? _______________________ —

14. What are the city's strohgpoints in its relations 
with the news media? _________________________

15• Do you feel city officials give each media —  radio, 
television, newspapers —  a fair deal, particularly 
regarding the dispensing of news and the timing of 
story releases? Yes ____. No ____.
If not, please elaborate.
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16. Are the press facilities in city hall adequate?
Yes ____. No ____ . If not, please elaborate.

17. Do city officials use an "open-door" policy, or
must you set up appointments for Interviews?
Open-Door . Appointment ____. Combination
of the two ____.

18. Would you favor the establishment of a public
information officer for the City of Tucson, to 
be used primarily as a central source of 
municipal news? Yes ____• No .
If not, why? ______________________



APPENDIX V

Newspaper Press Relations Questionnaire



PRESS QUESTIONNAIRE

1. How many reporters cover city hall for your
newspaper? ____.

Of these, what is the longest period of service 
on the city hall beat? ____. The shortest? ____

How many reporters cover the police beat for 
your paper? ____.

Of these, what is the longest period of service 
on the police beat? » The shortest? ____.

2. Who or what is your principal news source in
city hall? _________________________ .

Secondary sources? ________________________.
3. How much "buck-passing" do you encounter in covering

city hall? Much ____• A Little ____ . Never ____.
Do you experience difficulty in locating and/or

interviewing news sources at the city hall? if So, 
please explain: ________ ______________:___________

5. In general, how would you rate the cooperation of
city hall with the news media? Excellent ____.
Good . Average . Poor « No comment ____•

6. Do the various city officials and employees whom you
contact as news sources treat you with respect?
Yes? ____. No? ____.

7. How often do you experience difficulty in locating
a city hall news source who has authority to
release the desired information? Often ____.
Occasionally . Never ____.
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8, How would you rate police cooperation with the press?
Good ____. Average ____. Poor ____.

9. How often have you had a city official or employee
ask you to either "bury" a story or forget it
altogether? Often ____• Occasionally ____.
Never ____.

10. Who has the ultimate public relations responsibility
in city hall? __________________ _____________ ___.

11. Are the press facilities in city hall adequate?
Yes ____. No ____. If not, please elaborate:

12. Do you receive periodic complaints about your
municipal news coverage from city officials?
Yes ____. No ___ _.

From city councilman? Yes _
From civic leaders? Yes _
From the general public? Yes

13. Do city officials seem to favor one paper over
another in regards to dispensing news? If so, 
what paper? _______________ _________________—

14. Do city officials give both a.m. and p.m. papers a
fair deal, particularly regarding the dispensing 
of news and the timing of story releases?
Yes ____. No ____.
If not, please elaborate: _____________________

No _ 
No _ 
. No
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15* Do city officials use an "open-door" policy, or 
must you set up appointments for interviews?
Open-Door ____. Appointment ____.
Combination of the two ___

16. Do city officials tend to hold reporters answerable 
for their paper's editorial polities? Yes 
No ____.

ly. How many meetings among city officials are closed
to reporters? Many ____. Few ____. None ___

18. Generally speaking, do city officials keep you
informed of city hall news, or must you "dig 
it out" yourself? ________________________ .

19. Would you favor the establishment of a public
information officer at city hall, to be used 
primarily as a central source of municipal news? 
Yes ____. No ____. Please elaborate:

20. How would you rate the city's public relations
efforts? Excellent ____. Good ____.
Fair ____. Poor ____.

21. What are the city's shortcomings in its relations
with the news media? j________________ _______

22. What are the city's strongpoints in its relations 
with the news media? ________ _

[Please feel free to use the backs of these sheets for 
any additional comments you care to make. Thank you.]
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Complaint and Reply Letters, City Manager. City of Tucson



3601 East 2nd Street 
Tucson, Arizona 
February 27, 1965

Mark Keane, City Manager 
City of Tucson 
Tucson, Arizona
Dear Me. Keane:

Although perhaps the city is not aware of It, 
there Is a very dangerous situation facing motorists 
at the Intersection of East 5th Street and Country 
Club. When traveling east on Sixth Street (It turns 
Into. Fifth Street at this corner), there Is a very 
sharp curve just beyond the Intersection.

It Is not difficult to negotiate when pulling 
away from the stop light, but when a car traveling 
east has the green light, he tends to go into the 
curve a bit too fast. I myself have had several 
close calls with cars drifting across the lane line, 
and I'm certain other motorists have as well.

On the same comer of the Intersection of the 
curve there is also a rather large vacant lot. Would 
it not make for safer motoring to have the city acquire 
a few feet of said property and reduce the sharp 
radius of this dangerous curve? At least then two 
drivers who are unfortunate enough to enter the curve 
abreast of each other would not feel like they were 
taking a turn at the Daytona racetrack.

0  4 VI a  A - y m l  TT _

G. C. G rls a ffe
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March 3» 1965

Mr. G. C. Grisaffe 
3601 E. 2nd St.
Tucson, Arizona
Dear Mr. Grisaffe:
This will acknowledge your letter of February 27, 1965, 
concerning the intersection of East 5th St. and Country 
Club Road, and the sharp curve just east of it.
We are referring this matter to the Department of Public 
Works for thorough investigation and report back to us. 
As soon as we have this information, we will contact 
your further.
Thank you for having taken the time and trouble to bring 
this matter to our attention and please do not hesitate 
to write us if you feel other situations require special 
examination and consideration.

Respectfully yours.

Mark E. Keane 
City manager

MEK:hf/F
CC: Dept, of Public Works



March 23, 1965

Mr. G. C. Grisaffe 
3601 E. 2nd St.
Tucson, Arizona
Dear Mr. Grisaffe:
We have now received a report from the Public Works 
Department, in regard to the intersection of East 
5th and Country Club and the sharp curve just east 
of it.
As you may have noticed, the City has been engaged 
in a program of improving key intersections through
out the City for the past year or so. We are advised 
that the subject intersection is included in this 
program and is scheduled for modification sometime in 
July of this year. This modification will include 
traffic signal relocation and widening of 6th Street 
on the south side.
Your interest in the development of our community is 
greatly appreciated, and if we can be of further 
assistance to you at any time, please let us know.

Respectfully yours,

MEK:hf/M

Mark E. Keane 
City Manager
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wmammBamBOBmamBam^Hc/ion,
I f  you hove a question or a problem to 

be solved, Involving any governmental agency 
#r public matter in the Tucson area, write to 
Action, Please, care of the Tucson Dally 
Citizen. Reporters w ill investigate your queries 
and answer them In this column. Questions 
must be submitted In w riting and must con
tain your fu ll name and street address (which 
w ill he withheld from publication on request).

Left Turn Complaints
QUESTION—After reading Action, Please, 

in the Monday edition for Feb. 15, 1965, I 
can really understand people's concern over 
insurance rates. As for the left turns off of 
Broadway during business hours, anyone can 

If understand that this is necessary, or at least 
|  some kind of left-turn signal.

What does concern me is your statement 
that warnings were given for awhile, which 
also is fine. What disturbs me and should dis
turb anyone who received a citation, would 
be your figures after the warning period. For 
example, Broadway and Park, 71 warnings 
as against 81 citations. Who decided which 
motorist should get citations and who should 
get warnings? A ll should have gotten warn
ings or all should get citations. How does the 
patrolman decide which to give and who 
should pay. I ^ould like to know why it is 
different for one and not the same for all.

I w ill say that i f  I received a citation on 
these comers and found that 71 others received 
warnings, I would be a little  burned up.— 
Name withheld by request.

ANOTHER LETTER:

I have read the two complaints in Mon
day's (Feb. 15) Citizen about getting tickets 
for a left turn on Broadway. I was a victim  
of a $10 fine. I did not see the no left turn 
sign on the post. I

I have been an officer of law and order 
and believe in upholding the law. But surely, 
after 40 years with a 100 per cent driving 
record, which for a woman is not so bad 
especially making seven round trips to New 
York, I should have had a little  considera
tion making an innocent mistake after ex
plaining these facts to the officer. He could 
have issued a warning ticket.

Please! j
I t  Broke my heart, as I  was proud of my 

record. Now I am bitter and do not care. I 
w ill not donate or help any donations toward 
anything plus I belong to several large organi
zations which shall hear about my grievance.

That young upstart of an officer wanted to 
make a big name for himself by seeing how 
many tickets he could issue in one day. He sits 
there on his motorcycle like a spider waiting 
for his prey to catch them in hie trap.

I have post cards here with a poem on 
them entitled “ Hell In A rizona* For retalia
tion I w ill send the cards to eastern papers 
to warn the people back there what to expect 
in Arizona. I assure you It Is not very fla t
tering.

I sent a letter to Police Chief Barnard 
Garmire explaining my case, but received no 
answer —Name withheld by request.

AND ANOTHER LETTER, condensed here 
for space reasons. I t  states In part:

I  am writing you concerning a tra ffic  ticket 
I received when I too made a wrong le ft turn 
onto Park off of Broadway last November or 
December. I didn’t see these signs since I 
had been turning there for a number of years 
The police department m Tucson should be 
called the Gestapo Department, the way they 
lay back in the shadows around the inter 
sections and prey on the poor slob.

When I asked this cop how long these signs 
had been there, he said for a year. I be
lieve your column has already established this 
to be a lie. I asked him if  he couldn't give 
me a warning ticket since this was an honest 
mistake and he said no. Now this is what w ill 
floor you. He didn't even pull me over until 
I was almost to 22nd Street. I wasn't speed
ing either—Name withheld by request.

ANSWER—Police Chief Bernard L. Garmire 
says that persons turning left at these no
left intersections received warnings when the 
violation was not flagrant and did not im 
pede the flow of traffic. If, m turning left, they 
blocked traffic — behind or oncoming tra f
fic — then they received citations

Consensus is that there should have been 
more warnings and fewer citations. Everyone 
seems to agree that the no left turns along 
there are a good thing. Only the enforcement
is in question.
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APPENDIX VIII

Annexation Brochure, City of Tucson

(Sample Pages)



SEE FOR YOURSELF. MR. PROPERTY OWNER!

/...SAVE YOU MONEY

A w t i f i t o  uk!  ...protect your home

...MAKE LIVING BETTER
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HOW WILL 
YOUR CITY TAXES 
BE USED?

In addition to the financial benefits, if annexed, you 
will receive the following protections and services:

FIRE PROTECTION

V / V /
You w ill receive fire protection by trained fu ll-tim e Arc tighten 

using modern equipment The training given Tucson firemen w ill 
mean that damage w ill he held to a m inimum, and that the needless 
loss of a loved one may be prevented. Annexation w ill result in 
the best fire protection at the lowest possible coat.

POLICE PROTECTION

You w ill receive regular patrolling by trained, competent, career 
police o lfc c n  selected under and serving under C iv il Service regula
tions. The Police Department uses the most modern equipment 
available, fu lly  linked to a centralized radio operation.

STREET MAINTENANCE

Your streets w ill be provided w ith patching, sealing, and grading 
by trained individuals w ith modern equipment. In addition, annexa
tion meins that your streets w ill be swept periodically.

PARKS AND RECREATION

Tucson is proud o f its recreational facilities I f  annexed, avail
able park sites w ill he developed and recreational equipment w ill
be installed

BUILDING CODES

Safety codes w ill protect you from  faulty construction, dangerous 
electrical wiring, unsanitary plumbing, and hazardous gas installations

LESS EXPENSIVE IMPROVEMENTS

The C ity charges only 3% #  on improvement district bonds 
while the County charges 5%. The C ity pays a substantial portion of 
the construction cost of street lights, and pays the fu ll cost of main
taining and operating the lights after they are installed.



APPENDIX IX

Police Brochure« City of Tuoson

(Sample Pages)



Dear Felltnv Parents of Tucson:

We are potentially faced with a eery real 
problem in our community toilay; the molest
ing of children. This ugly crime can happen 
any where any time. We of the 1 ucson Police 
Department need your help in averting it in our 
city. Please thoroughly teach your children the 
rules contained in this pamphlet. Learn them 
yourselves and constantly remind your children 
how they can avoid the potentially terrible con
sequences involved in this crime.

Your police department is making every ef
fort to keep Tucson safe. We urgently need and 
uyill greatly appreciate your co-operation. Please 
do not hesitate to call us at MAin 2-4611.

THE BOYS AND GIRLS OF 

TUCSON, ARIZONA 

FROM YOUR 

TUCSON

POLICE DEPARTMENT

Chief of Police 

Bernard L. G armhue

Most sincerely,
oVeA*'v, T h e  A rizona B ank  

T h e  B an k  o f T;ucson 
F irs t N a tio n a l B an k  of A rizona  
S ou thern  A rizona B an k

and T ru s t C om pany  
V a lle y  N a tio n a l B an k
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APPENDIX X

Complaint Letter« Chief of Police. City of Tucson



116 E. Blacklidge Drive 
Tucson, Arizona 
February 27, 1965

Mr. Bernard Garmire, Chief of Police 
City of Tucson 
Tucson, Arizona
Dear Chief Garmires

I would like to make a complaint of sorts con
cerning police coverage of my neighborhood. Two or 
three nights a week —  particularly between 11 p.m. 
and 2 a.m. —  fireworks and possibly gun shots as 
well are being fired. In addition, until recent 
street repairs slowed them down, the street in front 
of my house was being used more as a drag strip than 
a city street.

Although I appreciate your manpower difficulties, 
would it not be possible to increase your police 
patrol activities in this area from the present level 
• . . which is virtually nonexistent?

Sincerely,

Earl de Berge
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APPENDIX XI

Complaint Letter« Chief of Police, City of Tucson



914 8. Spring Avenue 
LaGrange, Illinois 
October 5, 1963

Mr. B. L. Garmire 
Chief of Police 
109 N. Meyer 
Tucson, Arizona
Dear Sir:
To begin with, I will introduce myself as an Illinois 
resident but one who spends a good deal of his time 
each year in Tucson.
The reason for this correspondence is to bring to your 
attention the "safety habits" of some of your motor
cycled police in the City of Tucson, specifically on 
Speedway Boulevard.
As representatives of the city, and more directly your 
police force, I can truly say the three different times 
I recently encountered these men, left me with a very 
weak impression of your department.
You might suggest that they learn to drive in one lane 
and not between two moving cars, and also that they 
learn to wait their turn. I was extremely impressed 
when one officer drove between stopped cars at a light 
so he could be the first one to leave the intersection.
As an interested citizen, I remain

Respectfully yours,

George Grisaffe



APPENDIX XII

Personnel Notification Cards. City of Tucson



POSITION:______________,___________DATE:______________ 196
Congratulations; you were successful on the Interview, 

but, before you can be employed you must successfully 
complete a physical examination and other employment pro
cessing. Please report to the Personnel Department,
Basement of New City Hall Building, 69 N. Meyer St., at
8:15 A.M. on (Tuesday - Thursday)____________196 for
indoctrination and arrangement for your physical exam.
Take this card with you and please be prompt. If your 
processing is successful you will begin work about 
____________196 .

D IV IS IO N :_____________________________ DEPARTMENT _________________

SIGNATURE

DIV IS ION:__________________  DEPARTMENT_______________

POSITION:_______________________________ DATE:_____________19

(. ) Based upon the interview and all factors considered, we 
have decided to employ one of the other candidates. We 
do not consider this decision infallible, therefore the 
individual selected will be required to successfully 
complete a probationary period in order to qualify as a 
permanent employee. Should another similar position 
become vacant, you may be considered for that position. 
We appreciate your time and patience.

( ) Since you failed to appear for the interview your name 
will be removed from the eligible list unless you 
contact the City Personnel Department within ten days.

SIGNATURE _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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APPENDIX XIII

Water Bill, City of Tucson
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APPENDIX XIV

"Willing Water" Brochure

(Sample Page)



WATER IS FREE

You can go up into the mountains 
and drink your fill of crystal-clear 
water from a bubbling spring. You 
can go to the nearest river bank and 
fill as many buckets as you can carry 
away. You can place washtubs in 
your back yard and catch the rain. 
No one will send you a water bill. 
Why, then, must you pay for the wa
ter we deliver to your home?

Water is free to all, of course, but 
it isn’t always available when and 
where you want it. Nor is it always 
in a condition safe for use.

You could possibly collect enough 
water through your own efforts to 
satisfy your thirst, bathe, and cook 
your food, and nobody would send 
you a bill, although the cost of col
lecting it and making it safe to drink
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9  6iREPORT

C I T Y  O F  P H O E N I X ,  A R I Z O N A
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Every tw o  years the c itizens o f Phoenix go to the po lls  to e lect a seven member C ity  C ouncil 
w h ich  is responsib le  fo r govern ing  the C ity . The City C ouncil is composed o f the M ayor and six 
C ouncil m em bers w h o  are elected at large on a non partisan basis fo r  tw o-year terms

The C ity  C ounc il fo rm ula tes po licy  th rough leg is la tive  action  adoption  o f ordinances, reso lu
tions and budgets. A no the r m ajor r e s p o n s i b i l i t y ^  the C ity  C o u n c il is the appointm ent and super
v is ion  o f a C ity  M anager The C ity  Manager serves at the C ounc il s pleasure and may be dism issed at 
any tim e  w ith  o r w ith o u t cause. The C ity  Manager is 1 hosen on the basis o f his tra in ing and experience 
in m u n ic ip a l m anagem ent. He is responsible fo r d irec ting  a d m in is tra tive  operations in the manner 
necessary to  c a rry  ou t the po lic ies adopted by the e lective C ity  C ounc il

The basic concept o f the C ouncil Manager form  o f  c ity  governm ent as provided by our C ity  
C harte r d is tingu ishes  the C ity  C ounc il’s legislative p o lic y  m aking  du ties  and responsib ilities from 
the C ity  M anage r’s re sp o n s ib ility  fo r adm in is tra tive  d irec tion , w ith  the C ity  Manager being respon
sib le to the C ity  C ounc il and subject to the control o f th** C ity  C o u n c il in a ll m atters except the em
p loym en t o f pe rsonne l S im ila r to a business corpora tion , the voters as “stockho lders ' elect a C ity  
C ouncil w h ic h  fu n c tio n s  as a board o f directors The C ounc il in tu rn  h ires a C ity  Manager who 
serves in a s im ila r  ca p a c ity  to the general manager o f a business hrm  responsib le  to the board of 
d irec to rs  The C ity  M anager directs 13 departments, each o f w h ich  is headed by a trained career 
spec ia lis t in h is  fie ld

FORMOF
CITY

OiChxO



\ " / \ 'K  t I \  l i n C I H A T ! '  > \  in m un ic ipa l
a ffa irs  is a proud tra d it io n  in  the C ity  o f Phoenix 
A  ra p id ly  g row ing  c ity  has many problem s to solve.
Phoenicians have met these problem s w ith  courage 
and s p ir it that has been recognized th roughout the 
U n ited  States Phoenix has w on  tw o  A ll  Am erica 
C ity  A w ards, one in 1950 and one in  1958. fo r p ro 
gressive c itizen  action taken to achieve better c itv  
governm ent

The 1961 Phoenix G ro w th  C om m ittee, composed 
o f over 700 com m un ity  m inded citizens, fo rm u la ted  
the recom m endations fo r  the $10d m illio n  bond 
p ro g ra m , w h ic h  is  p ro v id in g  the  f in a n c in g  fo r  
needed  c a p ita l im p ro v e m e n ts .

C itizen  in terest in so lv ing  social and econom ic 
problem s in the heart o f the C ity  o f Phoenix con 
tr ib u te d  d ire c tly  to  the o rgan iza tion  o f “ O pera 
tion  LE AP ." M ore than 200 c itizens a lready have 
been appointed to task fo rces ." w h ich  w il l  recommend steps to be taken in  the areas o f housing, 
business and in d u s tr ia l deve lopm ent, education-, em ploym ent, you th , hea lth , w elfare, and recrea
tion. C itizen ne ighborhood counc ils  w il l  im p lem ent LEAP studies and program s in the ir ow n areas.

Th** best in te rests o f the people can be served most e ffec tive ly  w hen  ac tive  citizen partic ipa tion  
provides gu ideposts fo r  d ire c tin g  the C ity 's  leg is la tion , policies, and services. C itizen pa rtic ipa tion  
begins at the po lls , bu t shou ld  not end there D uring the past year thousands o f Phoenix citizens 
played an ac tive  ro le  in C ity  a ffa irs  b y :

ATTEND A MEETING OF YOUR CITY COUNCIL

A T T E N D IN G  W E E K L Y  C IT Y  C O U N C IL MEETINGS
S ER VIN G  O N  BO AR D S. C O M M ISSIO N S AN D  SPEC IAL A D V IS O R Y  C O M M ITTE E S  
A T T E N D IN G  P U B LIC  H EA R IN G S  C ALLED BY TH E  C IT Y  C O U N C IL  
A T T E N D IN G  D E D IC A T IO N S  AND  OTHER PUBLIC C ELE B R A T IO N S

A num ber o f c iv ic , chu rch , business, professional and social o rgan iza tions are inc lud ing  attend
ance at a regu la r w e e k ly  C ity  C ounc il meeting as part o f th e ir program s. The C ity  C ouncil meets in 
the C ouncil C ham ber (200 W est |efferson| at 7 30 p m. on M ondays and at 10:00 a m on Tuesdays. 
Plan now to a ttend  a C o u n c il m eeting

VN<3O



■ SEVENTY F fV E  N EW  P O L IC E  EMPLOYEES were added du ring  1963-64 b ring ing  Police slrength 
to 750 w ith  75 more to be added by January 1965.
•  F IR E  P R E V E N T I O N  IN S P E C T I O N S  were made o f more than 49,000 homes and alm ost 22.000 other 
bu ild ings
■ A D R IV E R  T R A I N I N G  S C H O O L  was in itia ted  by the C ity  C ourt. S tudents inc lude vo lunteers and 
re ferra ls  from  the T ra ffic  C ourts or from  the State H ighw ay Departm ent as an a lte rna tive  to sus
pension o f d rive rs ' licenses
•  A  P R O G R A M  T O  C U R B  C H R O N I C  A LC O H O LIS M  was established by the C ity  Court. W eek ly  
classes are held in an e ffo rt to help rehab ilita te  persons w ho  have become chron ic  alcoholics.
■ A R E V IS E D  B U I L D I N G  C O D E  was adopted b> the C ity  C ouncil. The revised code is a p e rfo rm 
ance typ e " w h ich  provides la titude  in the use of construction  m ateria ls  and methods
•  A  P H O E N I X  H U M A N  R E L A T I O N S  C O M M I S S I O N  was established by the C ity  C ouncil on July 
2. 1963 The Com m ission is charged w ith  encouraging m utua l respect and understanding among all 
groups and d iscouraging all manner and m anifesta tions o f d is c rim in a to ry  practices.
•  A P U B L IC  A C C O M M O D A T I O N S  O R D I N A N C E  was  adopted by the C it \  C ouncil to e lim ina te  pos
s ib le  d isc rim ina tion  in places of pub lic  accom m odations w ith in  the C ity  o f Phoenix.
■ " L E A P " -  Leadership and Education fo r the Advancem ent o f P hoen ix  — was organized by the 
C ity  C ouncil in  cooperation w ith  num erous vo lun ta ry  and p riva te  organ iza tions W ork has begun 
to o u tline  a plan to upgrade housing standards, raise the educationa l leve l o f achievement, and in 
crease em ploym ent oppo rtun itie s  w ith in  Phoenix
•  O P E R A T I O N  A N D  M A I N T E N A N C E  O F  ROOSEVELT POOL in  S outh  Phoenix was taken over 
by the Parks and Recreation Departm ent in M ay 1964 m aking 23 pools operated by the C ity .
■ A C O M PR EH EN SIVE  STUDY to im prove C ity  p lanning and zon ing  po lic ies  and procedures was 
begun by an independent consu ltan t em ployed by the C ity  C ouncil.
■ I N  S E R V IC E  T R A I N I N G  PROGRAM certifica tes were received by 933 employees. This makes 
7.542 em ployees w ho  have received 12.724 certificates since 1950
■ A DOG C O N TR O L O R D IN A N C E  was adopted to become effective on january  1. 1965.
•  T H E  C I T Y  C O U N C I L  approved an increase in the C ity ’s p riv ilege  license tax from  1 i  % to 1 % to 
help finance im proved and expanded C ity  services and fa c ilit ie s  fo r the 1964-65 fiscal year.
•  A  NEW D I V I S I O N  O F  C O M M U N IC A T IO N S  was estab lished  in january 1964 to coord ina te  p la n 
ning and m aintenance o f m ob ile  radio com m unications system s fo r all departm ents.
•  P H O E N IX  R A N K E D  13TH N A T IO N A L L Y  in  value o f budd ing  perm its issued fo r  1963. A  to ta l 
o f 13.064 b u ild in g  pe rm its  w ith  a value o f $121,701,051 w as issued in 1963 64
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Municipal Building Brochure. City of Phoenix
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Scenes you will see in the 
New Buildings

r

T h e  b e a u t i fu l  n e w  
M u m c i  pa I C o u  n c  1 1 
C h a m b e r w h ic h  p ro 
v ides  an e x c e lle n t fa 
c i l i t y  w he re  the1 p u b lic  
m ay  observe  th e ir  c ity  
g o ve rn m e n t in  action . 
C o m fo rta b le  seating  is 
p ro v id e d  fo r  200 p e r
sons.

P u b lic  coun te rs  are 
c o n v e n ie n t ly  lo c a te d  
to  serve you. Esca la to r 
se rv ice  is p ro v id e d  to 
the  second and th ird  
f lo o rs , w h e re  z o n in g  
a d m in i s t r a t i o n ,  l i 
censes, and  b u i ld in g  
inspections o ffices  are 
located.

C a s h ie r s  a re  c o n 
v e n ie n t ly  lo c a te d  on 
the  f ir s t  f lo o r  to  expe 
d ite  p u b lic  needs. O th 
e r c ity  o ffices  are  a r
r a n g e d  t o  p r o v i d e  
m a x im u m  e f f ic ie n c y  
and p ro pe r c o o rd in a 
t io n  b e t w e e n  in t e r 
re la te d  d e p a r tm e n ts  
and d iv is ion s

The  area s u rro u n d 
ing  the  new  M u n ic ip a l 
B u ild in g  and C ou nc il 
C ham ber is a ttra c t iv e -  
1/ landscaped in  keep
ing  w ith  the  beau ty  o f 
P hoen ix . Palm s, o lives , 
p ine  and o th e r o rn a 
m en ta l trees have been 
p lan ted , and a b e a u ti
fu l re f le c tin g  poo l en
compasses a p o r t io n  o f 
the  M u n ic ip a l  B u i ld 
ing.
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M U N IC IP A L  B U IL D IN G  CONSTRUCTIO N FACTS

S Q U A R E  FEE T COST
Municipal B u ild in g 204 000 $4,222,000
C ounc il C ham ber H .500 378,000

T o ta l 214 %00 $4,600,000
Tons o f re ir ig o ra t io n 800
C ub ic  yards o f concre te 10.000
M iles o f e le c tr ic  w ir in g 36
M iles o f fluo rescen t l : g t ’ s 7.7
N u m b e r o f p recast w in d o w u n its  912
Tons o f re in fo rc in g  and 

s tru c tu ra l steel 1.092
M ile s  o f te lephone  c irc u its 568

ADDRLSSFS OF OTHER M I NK IP XL OFFICES

M u n ic ip a l B u ild in g  Annex - V' N m t h  Fh i d Avenue*
F ire  D o p a rtm e n l - A d m in is tr . ith m  and F ire  Prevention 
P o lice  D e p a rtm e n t * C rim e  P ie v v n tio n  Bureau 
P u b lic  W orks - M echan ica l M a in tenance
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H a rm on  B ranch  - 411 W est Y avapa i S tre e t 
Saguaro  B ranch  - 2808 N o rth  48th S tre e t

N in th  S tre e t B u ild in g s
E le c tr ic a l M a in tenance  - 122 South N in th  S tree t 
F ie ld  O ffice s  and Shops - 9’ h and Je ffe rson  S treets

P o lice  B u ild in g  - S ou th  2nd A venue  and W est W ash ing ton

Th irteen th  Street B u ild in g s
Mechanical M aintenance Sh< ps - 1325 East A dam s S tree t
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Complaint and Reply Letters, City Manager, City of Phoenix



3601 East Second Street 
Tucson, Arizona 
February 27, 1965

City Manager 
City of Phoenix 
Phoenix, Arizona
Dear Sir:

While traveling through your city a short while ago, I 
became lost while looking for the Black Canyon Expressway. 
This is a time-saving, safe super-highway, but it is very 
difficult to find, especially for a stranger in Phoenix. 
Would it not be a rather simple thing to erect a few 
directional signs along the main highways, so that out-of- 
town travelers like myself would not have to waste a lot 
of time hunting for the expressway?

Thank you.
Sincerely,

George C. Grisaffe
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March 19, 1965

Mr. George Grlsaffe 
3601 East Second Street 
Tucson, Arizona
Dear Mr. Grlsaffe;
Your letter to Mr. Robert Coop, City Manager of 
Phoenix, Arizona, was forwarded to me. I feel 
that your suggestion is an excellent one. We have 
been working for some time to devise a proper 
system for sighing so that we might inform out-of
city visitors of the location of the Black Canyon 
Freeway.
Thank you very much for your letter. I hope the 
next time you visit the City of Phoenix, we will 
have signs installed.

Sincerely yours,

DIVISION OF TRAFFIC ENGINEERING

CEHtml

Charles E. Haley 
City Traffic Engineer
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Public Relations Questionnaire for American Cities



PUBLIC RELATIONS QUESTIONNAIRE

1. Do you have a public relations or public information
department? Yes ____. No ____•

If not, to whom is the public relations responsibility 
assigned? _________________________________________

2. What is the city's total 1964-65 budget? ____________
Approximately how much of this is designated for 
PR programs? _______________

Is this an increase or a decrease over the previous 
year? ______________

3. Do you have a planned public relations program, with
established ends and means? Yes __ . No ____.

4. How would you characterize your city's relations
with the various news media? Good ____.
Average ____. Poor ____. No opinion ____.

Do you use regularly scheduled press conferences?
Yes ___. No  .

Do you employ an "open door" policy with reporters? 
Yes ____. N o _____ .

Do you consider the city hall reporters competent?
Yes ____. No  .

5. Does your chief executive or department heads use
radio and/or television as a means of communicating 
with the public? Yes ____. No ____.
If so, who? _____________________ ____________
Radio or TV? ________________________ _________
How often? ___________________________________
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6. Are your departments autonomous when it comes to public 
relations and news functions? Yes ____. No ____.

If not, must they be "cleared" or released through 
a central source? Yes ____. No .

7. Do you experience difficulty in gaining public
acceptance of new capital improvement programs 
and bond issues? Yes ____. No ____.

If so, why? * 11

8. Do you have a training program for municipal employees
to teach them PB practices? Yes ____. No ____.

A "Know-Your-City" training program? Yes ____. No _
9, Do you have a specific procedure for handling written

complaints? Yes ____. No ____.
For handling telephoned complaints and inquiries?

Yes ____. No ____.
10. Do you employ movies in your municipal PB program?

Yes ____. No ____.
Slide presentations? Yes ____. No ____.

11. Has your city ever employed the services of a pro
fessional public relations firm? Yes ____. No _

On a regular basis? Yes ____. No ____.
If not regular, then for what purpose? _________ _
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12. How would you evaluate your present public relations
program? Excellent ______ Good ____.
Average . ____. Poor ____.

The city's relations with the community? Excellent 
Good  Average ____. Poor ____.

When completed, please mail to: Bonald A. Pedderson
3601 East Second Street 
Tucson, Arizona

Thank you
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Organization Chart. City of Phoenix
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Air. H o m e  O w n e r—
• W ill annexation cost you more? 

•4. Or save you money?

• W ill it mean more services?

• Or fewer?

H e re  a r e  th e  fa c ts  ...

V

3 8 1
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THE COSTS
All of the services listed, except water, are 
paid from City taxes. The current tax rate is 
$1.75 per $100 assessed valuation, or about 
$52 per year for a $12 000 home Compare 
this to the costs you now pay for tiarbage and 
trash collection, sewer service, and contracted 
fire protect Km A L L  O F  T H E S E  COSTS W IL L  
S l O P  A F T E R  A K N E X A 1  I O N .  If you arc 
paying for a lighting improvement district, 
your monthly cost will be cut approximately 
f>5 percent after annexation
Use the chart b e l o w  to determine the present 
cost for services Compare these costs to the 
total tax you will pay the City. .(Don't forget 
to consider tht additional services you will re
ceive by becoming a part of Phoenix )
Then decide if annexation is io. your advan
tage.

YOUR DIRECT SAVINGS 
COULD BE SUBSTANTIAL

YearlyCeste
Yeerly Cost if in City

Garbage and Collection Savings $50.00 0

Water Savings — If water sys 
tern owned by the Citv ($24 
minimum annual savings for 
homeowners)

Fire Protection Savings -0-

Street Lights Savings—  Improve
ment district rate reduction ap
proximately 65 percent 0-

City Libra'y Fee Saving $10 00 -0-
1

Sewer Rental ($ )0  to $42 an 
nually outside City limits) -0-

City Tax -0-

TOTAL
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Complaint and Reply Letters* Chief of Police, City of Phoenix



3601 East 2nd Street 
Tucson, Arizona 
February 27, 1965

Chief of Police 
Police Department 
City of Phoenix 
Phoenix, Arizona
Dear Chief:

While passing through Phoenix approximately three 
weeks ago, I was somewhat appalled at the speeds which 
a few of your police cars travel while on apparently 
non-emergency patrols.

Traveling from the fairgrounds to the east city 
limits via Washington and VanBuren, I was passed by 
two police cars, even though I was traveling at the 
top speed limit. As far as I could tell, these cars 
were not on emergency runs, for they did not have 
their red lights or sirens in operation, and they 
were stopping at all stop lights.

It would seem to me difficult to expect the public 
to obey speed laws when the enforcers of those laws do 
not. I realize that this represents just a minority, 
and the vast majority of Phoenix policemen consistently 
obey the speed and traffic regulations. Nevertheless, 
in my mind it does not make for public confidence.

Very truly yours,

G. C. Grlsaffe
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March 5, 1965

Mr. G. C. Grisaffe 
3601 East 2nd Street 
Tucson, Arizona
Dear Mr. Grisaffe:
Under Arizona law (28-624 ARS), an emergency vehicle 
equipped with red lights and siren must use both devices 
in order to exercise the privileges set forth in that 
section. In responding to some calls of an emergency 
nature, the use of both, or even one of these devices 
is impractical to the police as the perpetrator of the 
crime is aware that police have been notified and of 
their proximity to him. The officer is naturally inter
ested in apprehending the suspect as quickly as possible.
When responding to a call under these circumstances, 
there is no law to protect him and he must bear full 
responsibility for accident or injury to himself or 
others. Upon his approach to an intersection, he must 
use his own judgment as to whether he can safely nego
tiate the intersection or wait until he has been given 
the right-of-way.
It is not the officer's intention to deliberately 
violate the law, however, he must weigh the seriousness 
of the situation as reported to him, keeping in mind 
his continuing responsibility for the protection of 
life and property. Officers are, of course, human 
beings and are prone to the same mistakes as others; 
however, they learn in a very short time just how 
quickly their transgressions are reported by the public 
whom they serve as well as the meaning of disciplinary 
action by their superiors.
We would be glad to provide you with the reason for 
this apparent disregard of traffic law if you could supply 
us with information such as date, time, location and 
vehicle number.
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Thank you for being Interested enough to call our 
attention to this matter and please feel free to call 
upon us If we can be of service to you.
Sincerely,
PAUL E. BLUBAUM 
Police Chief

ABTHUB F. FAIRBANKS, Captain 
Administrative Assistant 
to the Police Chief
AFF:WK:mj
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Personnel Notification Card, City of Phoenix



APPLICANT: DO NOT WRITE ON THIS SIDE OF CARDS

C it y  o r  P h o e n  x . A r iz o n a  
P e h u o n n e l  D e p a w t m e n t

NOTICE OF EXAMINATION RESULTS
□  Congratulation*! You successfully passed the examination ‘or this position and your 

name is NOW on the employment list.

------ ---------- Is your final GRADE. _______ Position on Promotional List.
Your standing on the Employment List is subject to change due to routine exammetion 
and appointment procedures.

□  We regret that we cannot place your name on the Employment List for this position 
because you did not attain the required minimum score In the:
□  Written Test Q  Performance Test Q  Interview

REVIEW 4 APPEAL: Any applicant may review his examination remits by requesting the 
Personnel Director ia writieg asking f t r  review of his papers. This must be made within 
5 days from completing all test pert* for. continuous classes, or 10 days from mailing 
*tfe of results #*r ether classes H the review should disclose any errors, the e*am#metton 
records shall be modified by the Personnel Director to show a correct record If ft*  cor
rection effects the records of the other applicants, they shall be notified of the corrected 
record.

]  We regret that we cannot accept your application for this position because you do not
meet the requirements checked below

□  EDUCATION 

Q  EXPERIENCE .

□  PHYSICAL CONDITION

□  RESIDENCE

Q  INSUFFICIENT INFORMATION

□  age

Q  HEIGHT-----------  Q  W liG H T _

□  ---------- ----------

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST IN OUR CAREER SERVICE

Assigned Test Technician

3 8 6
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Water Bill, City of Phoenix



00■n3

_REJJNDE^JOTMCE_

OUR RECORDS INDICATE 

THAT YOUR ACCOUNT IS 

PAST DUE. SERVICES MAT 

BE DISCONTINUED AND A 

SERVICE CHARGE ADDED 

TO YOUR ACCOUNT F  THE 

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE IS NOT 

RECEIVED BY

READ DATE
MO DAY

DATE-
v  * ■Ectirr w*s wot *
CtNU> re e  e o fK l was

TMAMK YOU

PLEASE MAKE OCCX RBMLE ID: CITY TREASURER

P.0. BOX 611, PHOENIX. ARIZONA 8500!

C ITY  OF PHOENIX. ARIZONA 

WATER AND SEWERS DEPARTMENT
METER

READING
CONSUMPTION 
*  w e  u m t i  £ 3 2

70 INSURE PROPER CREDIT. 
PLEASE WRITE YOUR ACCOUNT 
NUMBER ON YOUR CHECK.

YOUR ACCOUNT NUMBER READ YLAR

!i
53

AMOUNT •HI
MOOT*

AMOUNT

1
i

l
1
i
l
1
|

^PLEASE RETURN T H IS \ --------

^STUB WITH PAYMENT

TOTAl ANT DUE YOUR ACCOUNT NUMBER TOTAL AMT. DUE

I
1
i

eoee $M "  Tee wowcww. e o n o * *  at 111 WEST eASh.ee row i .  re  floow)OFFICE

DEPOSIT BOX -marSm

TELEPHONES ~ ffeS 5SSS 5 -S ? .

PLEASE WRITE ACCOUNT NUMBER ON YOUR 

CHECK AND MAKE PAYABLE. 70: CITY TREASURER. 

P.0. BOX 611, PHOEMX. ARIZONA 85001
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"Door Hanger," Department of Water and Sewers
City of Phoenix



CITY OF PHOENIX. ARIZONA
WATER A N D  SEWERS DEPARTMENT

A c e r  N o ___

D a t e —

T im *_ _

N a m c .

A d d  a e s s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -?-----
This is a courtesy notice to advise you that unless pay

ment has been received in The City Treasurer’s Office. 
First Floor. Municipal Building, 251 W . Washington St.,

b y .............................M .f.......................  .................  your water
service will be discontinued without further notice.

I f  you require additional information, please call the 
W ater Accounting Office, Telephone 262-6515.

IMPORTANT
Payment of this delinquent bill should be made at 

C ity  Treasurer’s Office, 251 W Washington St.

Pay stations or our customer servicemen are N O T  
authorized to accept such payments.

Amount Due $
M l  # 7
R e v  3 - 6 3

3 8 8
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Reminder Card, Department of Water and Sewers
City of Phoenix



141-120 
Rev 2-63

According to our records, we Hove not received poyment of the 
final water bill at your former address.

We hove enclosed a copy of this bill, which should accompany 
your payment to insure proper credit to your account.

Thank you for letting us serve you.

C IT Y  OF PH O EN IX, A R IZ O N A
WATER AND SEWERS DEPARTMENT 
P O. Bo* 611 • Telephone 262-4S1S

P S.— It  your paym ent hat been m ailed recently please accept 
our thanks end disregard this notice.

)89
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Envelope Inserts, Department of Water and Sewers
City of Phoenix
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FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE-- A NEW PAY STATION

The City of Phoenix, in cooperation with Arizona Public Service, 
has established a utility pay station for the convenience of citizens 
in the northeastern area of the City, Water or sewer bills can now be 
paid at the Arizona Public Service office at 32nd St, and Cactus Road.

If Arizona Public Seryice and water or sever bills are paid at this location, 
please present both statements and a separate check for each remittance so that 
proper credit can be given to your accounts. If you choose to mail payments for 
water or sever bills, please send the remittance to: City Treasurer, City of
Phoenix, P. 0, Box 611, Phoenix, Arizona 85001,

Please call 262-6515 if you have any questions regarding this new service.

3/20/64
City of Phoenix Water and Severs Department



REDUCTION IN WATER RATV̂ S

The enclosed water bill reflects a reduced rate due to 
incorporation of the water facilities in your area with the 
City of Phoenix Water system.

Prior to this billing, the Roberts Water Company facilities 
were operated independently at their existing rate until the water stains 
could be connected to the City’s water exstem.

Please call 262-6251 if you have questions regarding this
reduced rate.

4/1/64

City of Phoenix, Arizona 
Water and Sewers Department
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Meter Readers, City of Phoenix



Kvenin* American 
December 15, 1%4

Crash Proof

ON THE "WATER FRONT" — Phoenix water meter readers, whe 
make the rounds of the city'* 140,000 meters on these meter scooters, 
have been issued crash helmets, simitar to these worn by Phoemx police
men os o safety measure. Shewing whet they and the city's 20 other 
meter readers will be wearing are, from left, Bernard Sanches, Joe A. 
Hernandez end Bob Visserre. (American Photo by Jaime Ontiveros)
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Water Bate Brochure. City o f Phoenix

(Sample Page)



CITY OF PHOENIX, ARIZONA
WATER ft SEWERS DEPARTMENT

Water Rates-Inside City
Effective July 1, 1*62

Ordinance G-471

Size of Minimum Monthly
Meter Allowed Rate

H "  x 1,000 cu. ft. S 2 50
1" 1,400 cu ft 3 22
IV j" 1,800 cu ft 3 94
2" 2,200 cu ft 4 66
3" 2,800 cu ft 5.74
4" 3,600 cu ft. 7 18
6" 4.800 cu. ft 9 34

May Nov
through • h r o  u q h
October April

Quantity in Excess of
Minimum Allowance, to
and including Per 100 cu ft

60,000 cu ff 154 184
Next 60,000 cu ft. U < 174
Next 60.000 cu. ft. 134 16c
Next 60.000 cu. ft. 124 144
Next 60,000 cu. ft 11 4 124

Excess over 300,000 cu ft 1 1 4 114

(ABOVE RATES INCLUDE SALES TAX)

Rates applicable for duplex, triplex, combine 
tion residential and/or commercial usage, trailer 
courts end churches, see Ordinance G-471. 

(over)
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"Your Water Supply” Brochure« City of Phoenix

(Sample Pages)



Your
Water Supply

USE IT WISELY!

3 9 4
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WATER tS PRECJOUS USE/T SUT PONT WASTE IT '
A SLOW DRIP WASTES 15 GALLONS PER CAv/

5 2  l e a k
WASTES

2  5  g a l l o n s
IN 24 HOURS

•d O  g a llo n s  
> 24 HOURS IN 2 4  HOURS

What’s Lost in a Leak
The most common cause of water waste 

is the leaky faucet. "Though i t  can be seen, 
the amount of water that can be wasted by 
such a leak is seldom appreciated. Toilet 
leaks, too. are common, and they are a little  
more difficu lt to detect, fo r the escape of 
water from  tank to bowl is often so slow 
that the movement o f the water is undiscern- 
iblc. A quick check can he made by dumping 
some laundry bluing into the tank after it 
has filled and become quiet, and watching 
for its appearance in the bowl Even if 
no leak is detected, the test should be re
peated, as such leaks arc often interm ittent 

Outside the house, too, leaks often remain 
undetected because the water they waste 
soaks into the ground. Outside fixtures o i 
underground pipes are often guilty of such

undetectable leaks, as are garden homes and 
sim ilar equipment when left attached.

I f  you have reason to suspect a leak, yow  
meter furnishes you with an excellent check
ing device. T o  make a leak test, turn off all 
faucets and other water outlets, and keep 
watch on the hand o f the one-cubic-foot or 
ten-gallon scale on your meter fo r  ten or 
fifteen minutes I f  the hand continues to 
move, you will know there is a leak, mod 
you can measure the size of the leak by 
timing the hand to see how long H takes to 
waste a given quantity I f  a hidden leak is 
indicated, call your plumber immediately 
You'll save money by having the waste 
stopped at once. And i f  the leak is wasting 
any considerable quantity, shut off the water 
at the meter while you're waiting fo r rap asm
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Tell Finance Story," Public Management. Vol.
XLVII, No. 2 (February 1965), pp. 34-38.

Van Asselt, Walter. "The Do’s and Don’t’s of Municipal 
Public Reporting." Public Management. Vol. XLVT,
No. 10 (October 1964), pp. 232-237.

Van de Putte, Stanley F., and Hughes, William E, "Towards 
a Better Understanding of Government," Newsletter: 
League of Arizona Cities and Towns (August 1964), 
pp. 1-2.

Wishcamper, Edward W. "Newspapers Can Buck City Hall." 
Texas Town and City. Vol. L, No. 4 (April 1963)* 
pp. 12, 18-19.

Personal Interviews

Andrews, Marvin. Assistant to the City Manager, City 
of Phoenix (March 10, 1965)#

Austin, L. Cedric. Director, Department of Parks and 
Recreation, City of Phoenix (March 11, 1965).

Blubaum, Paul E. Chief of Police, City of Phoenix 
(March 12, 1965)#
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Brooks, Frank. Director, Commercial Division, Department 
of Water and Sewers, City of Tucson (March 9, 1965).

Coop, Robert. City Manager, City of Phoenix (March 11, 1965).
Culross, Frank. Administrative Intern, Department of 

Administration, City of Tucson (March 9» 1965)*
Davis, Lew. Mayor, City of Tucson (March 4, 1965).
Dunn, (Mrs.) Linda. Receptionist, City of Tucson 

(March 4, 1965).
Esser, Charles A. Assistant City Manager, City of Phoenix 

(March 11, 1965).
Fitzgerald, Dave. Director of Personnel, City of Tucson 

(March 9, 1965).
Garmire, Bernard L. Chief of Police, City of Tucson 

(March 16, 1965).
Hum!ston, Darrell. Assistant Utilities Controller,

Commercial Division, Department of Water and 
Sewers, City of Phoenix (March 12, 1965).

Keane, Mark E. City Manager, City of Tucson (March 5,
1965— stenographic).

Kent, Seldon. Director, Office of Research and Budget,
City of Phoenix (March 11, 1965).

Kessler, Lt. Francis. Office of Internal Affairs,
Police Department, City of Tucson (March lo, 1965).

Miles, (Mrs.) Dorothy. Public Information Representative, 
Department of Parks and Recreation, City of 
Phoenix (March 11, 1965).

Miner, Paul. Personnel Technician, Department of 
Personnel, City of Tucson (March 9, 1965).

O'Hara, Roger. Assistant City Manager, City of Tucson 
(February 26 and March 17, 1965)*
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Prather, Paul. Director of Employee Development and

Safety, Department of Personnel, City of Phoenix 
(March 11, 1965).

Hodriguez, Joseph. School Resources Officer, Police 
Department, City of Tucson (March 17, 1965).

Sedlmayr, Roger. Public Information Officer, Police 
Department, City of Tucson (March 17, 1965).

Taylor, Richard. Administrative Analyst III, Office 
of Research and Budget, City of Phoenix 
(March 12, 1965).

Urle, John M. Director of Administration, City of 
Tucson (March 5* 1965— stenographic).

Volden, Capt. Robert. Press Relations Officer, Police 
Department, City of Phoenix (March 12, 1965)•

Wagner, William G. Personnel Technician, Department of 
Personnel, City of Phoenix (March 11, 1965).

Personal Correspondence

Graham, Milton H. Mayor, City of Phoenix (April 26, 1965).
Jacobs, Earl R. Director, Department of Public Infor

mation, City of St. Petersburg, St. Petersburg, 
Florida (March 29, 1965).

Porter, Lt. Richard. Training Division, Police Depart
ment, City of Phoenix (April 2, 1965).

Municipal Documents

Annexation Brochure, City of Phoenix.
Annexation Brochure, City of Tucson.
Council Visitors' Brochure, City of Tucson.
"Door-Hanger," Department of Water and Sewers, 

City of Phoenix.



Envelope Inserts, Department of Water and Sewers, 
City of Phoenix.

Municipal Building Brochure, City of Phoenix.
1962 Annual Report, City of Tucson.
1963-64 Annual Report, City of Phoenix.
Organization Chart, City of Tucson.
Personnel Notification Card, City of Phoenix.
Personnel Notification Cards, City of Tucson.
Police Brochure, City of Tucson.
Reminder Card, Department of Water and Sewers,

City of Phoenix.
Water Bill, City of Phoenix. '
Water Bill, City of Tucson.
Water Rate Brochure, City of Phoenix.
"Willing Water" Brochure. '

■ i
"Your Water Supply," Department of Water and Sewers, 

City of Phoenix.

Other Sources

"Action Please," Tucson Daily Citizen (March 3> 1965)•
'Grlsaffe, George. Pride and Confidence: A Survey of

Public Relations at the Municipal Level 
(unpublished manuscript), 1964.

Krimel, Donald. The Public Communications Function 
of the^Federal Government (unpublished PhD, 
thesis). Madison, Wis.: University of
Wisconsin Library, 1955.

Poll, Institute of Government Research, Department of 
Government, University of Arizona (March 1965)



Pueblo Digest (February 1965)•
Responses to questionnaires sent to news media represen

tatives in Tucson and Phoenix.
Responses to questionnaires sent to 180 largest cities 

in the United States.


